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ABSTRACT
In my dissertation, I study the conditions in which
architecture was produced in Quebec City, capital of New France,
at the end of the seventeenth and at the beginning of the eighteenth
century. The first part deals with the attitude of institutional
clients, for whom buildings constituted an important means by
which to establish power and social status in the colony. The
architectural qualities of their buildings, expressing the prestige
of the various institutions, were by the same token a source of
competition and conflict among them. This competition was
witnessed by the local population through its impact within the
city fabric as well as by Louis XIV by means of city views that
were regularly sent to France. The second part of my dissertation
presents the careers of the architects Claude Baillif, Hilaire
Bernard de La Riviere, Joseph Maillou, and Jean-Baptiste Maillou.
All were master masons who earned the title of architect by
working for prestigious clients and by participating in the design
of important buildings. However, the desire for social promotion
led some of these builders away from architecture. Some
attempted to go into trade, but the most likely way for an
architect to improve his social status was for him to seek a small
royal office such as those of public notary or land surveyor. In that
way, the attitudes of architects and their clients were
characteristic of French ancien regime society as a whole, a
society in which, on one hand, social status was perceived through
architecture, clothing, food, and the like and, on the other hand,
social ascension often led to changes in activity that appear quite
radical today.
Thesis Supervisor: Stanford Anderson
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS
A few remarks about the following dissertation will facilitate
its reading. First, the location of most buildings and streets
mentioned in the text can be identified by referring to the last
illustration (Fig. 151), a map showing a hypothetical reconstruction
of Quebec City at the end of the French regime. Secondly, names of
places and persons have been spelled in a uniform way throughout the
text,1 except in the footnotes referring to archival material, where
the spelling used in each document has been preserved. Accordingly,
the name Baillif can be spelled "Baillif" or "Bailly" in the footnotes.
Lastly, in quotations of historical material, brackets are used to
indicate that a word abbreviated in the document has been spelled
out completely.
1Such spellings are normally based on those used in the Dictionary of Canadian
Bioagraph.
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INTRODUCTION
Quebec City was the seat of French civil and religious
government in New France from the time it was founded by Samuel
de Champlain in 1608 until it was captured by British troops in
1759. For that reason, the figure of the French king had a special
significance for its inhabitants, and the European cultural models of
the ancien regime were lived with great conviction in that city.
However, the colonial capital was also far away from Versailles,
and that physical distance had important implications for both
culture and politics:
Colonial officials received their legitimacy
from the communications that the king's
minister sent each year. Royal approbation
provided the symbolic legitimization for
local authorities. But communications bet-
ween Quebec and the royal court were of-
ten exceedingly difficult. Shipwrecks some-
times severed the link between the colony
and the mother country. Even in more for-
tunate times, more than a year could pass
between the time an event occured and was
reported, and the time when the royal court
authorized the decisions of local officials.
In this ambiguous context, the represent-
atives of the king often waged struggles
for power.1
The difficult communications that resulted from the distance
between the mother country and the colony contributed to intensify
various antagonisms existing in the latter. For example, when
Bishop Frangois de Laval tried to prevent fur traders from giving
1Colin M. Coates, "Authority and Illegitimacy in New France: The Burial of Bishop
Saint-Vallier and Madeleine de Verchbres vs. the Priest of Batiscan," Histoire sociale /
Social Historv, Vol. XXII, no. 43 (May 1989). p. 69.
alcohol to Amerindians, Colbert accused him of using his being "far
from the Sun" to mingle into civilian affairs. The Bishop's
representative in Paris reported his meeting with the Minister in
the following way:
[Colbert] me repondit d'un ton fort haut et
severe (ce qui ne se fait pas dans les audien-
ces publiques) que nous estions des gens qui
nous voulions mesler de ce qui ne nous re-
gardoit pas: que parce que nous estions loing
du soleil nous voulions entreprendre sur l'au-
thorite que nous devions nous mesler que de
prescher confesser et exhorter.2
Such rebukes from the French court were not rare in New France.
Local officials as well as private individuals often appealed to the
king to settle their conflicts. The court's decisions, however, rarely
solved anything for good. Antagonisms were too great to be resolved
on the basis of individual cases, and they were too useful to the
monarchy to require real solutions. Indeed, Norbert Elias has
demonstrated that the French monarchy maintained its power by
carefully balancing tensions between antagonistic groups,
especially between the nobility and the bourgeoisie. 3 In our opinion,
the way the French court dealt with conflicts in Quebec City
belonged to the same process of "careful cultivation of the balance
of tensions between leading groups."4
In this dissertation, we will examine the links between ancien
regime society and architecture in Quebec City. We believe that
study will contribute to qualify the formalist approach that isolates
the production of buildings from social issues, and that it will not
fall into the deterministic schemes often feared by those resisting
2A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 48-2: letter from Jean Dudouyt to Frangois de Laval, Paris,
1677.
3That thesis is exposed in: Norbert Elias, The Court Society, Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1983.
4Norbert Elias, "On the notion that there can be a state without structural conflicts,"
appendix to ibid. p. 276.
more socially oriented approaches in the field of architectural
history. In order to achieve this goal, the emphasis will not be put
on finding parallels between self-contained categories such as
stylistic and philosophical movements. Rather, this study will
concentrate on the production of buildings, and, more specifically,
on the role of clients and architects in the evolution of
architectural projects. Any architectural project can have a
different meaning for each person involved in its realization, and
the resulting building can thus be seen as a product of the social
interaction of these people. This study proposes to find the social
within the architectural, as opposed to looking for ex post facto
connections between separate fields.
For that purpose, we believe it is necessary to adopt a critical
attitude toward historical documents. That attitude does not
consist in trying to distinguish between reliable and unreliable
statements contained in those documents. On the contrary, we
believe that all statements should be considered, so that their
authors can be better situated in relation to the events they discuss.
Indeed, historical documents, by definition, are part of the events
studied by historians; they are therefore more useful in situating
historical figures toward one another than in providing objective
accounts.
The relation between clients and architects, which we propose
to examine in this dissertation, constitutes what can be called
architectural practice, in reference to Paul Veyne's reading of the
works of Michel Foucault:
Far from demanding to analyze objects by
looking at words, Foucault shows, on the
contrary, that words deceive us when they
make us believe in the existence of natural
objects and things [...]; in fact, these objects
are nothing but phenomena accompanying
related practices (my translation).5
This statement suggests that a study of the discourse surrounding
architecture, for example, does not have to maintain an artificial
separation between the objects and the documents about those
objects. Rather, it invites us to look at buildings, drawings,
contracts, letters, and the like as elements equally active in the
formation of a particular set of relations constituting the
architectural practice of an epoch. In other words, the study of
architectural practice can only be achieved by taking a critical
attitude toward historical documents, i.e. by listening to the
different "voices" to be found in them. The historian can consider
documents as well as buildings as "utterances," i.e. as events taking
their specific meaning only in context and situating both their
addresser and their addressee in relation to other "utterances." That
concept of "utterance," developed by Mikhail Bakhtin, is well defined
in the following passage:
Only an utterance has a direct relationship
to reality and to the living, speaking per-
son (subject). In language there are only
potential possibilities (schemata) of these
relations (pronominal, temporal, and modal
forms, lexical means, and so forth). But an
utterance is defined not only by its relation
to the object and to the speaking subject-au-
thor (and its relation to the language as a
system of potential possibilities, givens), but
- for us most important of all - by its direct
relation to other utterances within the limits
of a given sphere of communication. It does
not actually exist outside this relationship
(only as a text). Only an utterance can be faith-
5Paul Veyne, "Foucault revolutionne l'histoire," in Comment on ecrit l'histoire, Paris:
Seuil (Points), 1978. p. 215.
ful (or unfaithful), sincere, true (false),
beautiful, just, and so forth. 6
This passage brings together the most important elements of
Bakhtin's notion of "utterance." That notion rejects the formalism of
Saussurian linguistics by marginalizing the role of abstract
systems, and by emphasizing the fact that any utterance is made in
support of, or in opposition to other utterances. These relations,
which Bakhtin calls textual, are also social, since they define the
position and the attitude of the speaker toward other speakers and
toward the object of his discourse.
Our study of architectural practice in Quebec City will be
focused on the period corresponding to the reign of Louis XIV (1661-
1715), although the completeness of some arguments will
occasionally carry us further into the eighteenth century. That time
frame is significant for Quebec City, for after deciding to assume
the rule of his kingdom personally, Louis XIV gave to New France a
structure comparable to that of the French provinces rather than
continuing to rely exclusively on trade companies. 7 The basic
institutions of New France were established at that time and
Quebec's status as a capital was strenghtened by the same token. In
addition, Quebec remained the main seaport of the colony and
witnessed a certain diversification of its economy.8 Its population
increased significantly, from 747 in 1666, to 1,354 in 1683 and to
approximately 2,500 in 1707.9
The first part of this dissertation examines the point of view
of clients in the construction of institutional buildings. That point
of view, characterized by a great attention given to the
6M.M. Bakhtin, "The Problem of the Text in Linguistics, Philosophy, and the Human
Sciences: An Experiment in Philosophical Analysis," in Speech Genres & Other Late
Essavs. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986. p. 122.
7Andre Vachon, "The Administration of New France," D. C. B., Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. XVII.
8John Hare et al. Histoire de la ville de Quebec. 1608-1871, Montreal: Boreal Express,
1987. pp. 23-34.
91bid. p. 324.
manifestations of social status in architecture, played a
fundamental role in the design and the realization of architectural
projects in the city. It is the source of many local polemics, which
the king exploited to put limits on the prestige of some officials.
The three chapters comprised in this part discuss the construction
of the cathedral, that of a new Recollet monastery, and the
reconstruction of the Ursuline convent after a fire in 1686. These
three cases have been selected because the existing documentation
clearly reveals the preoccupations of their clients, and also because
these buildings needed important historical reevaluation. Other
examples, as the Governor's palace and merchants' houses, will be
mentioned incidentally throughout the text.
The second part contains a study of the careers of four
architects: Claude Baillif (France, ca. 1635 - at sea, 1699), Hilaire
Bernard de La Riviere (France, ca. 1640 - Quebec City, 1729), Joseph
Maillou (Beauport, near Quebec City, 1663 - Quebec City, 1702), and
Jean-Baptiste Maillou (Quebec City, 1668 - Quebec City, 1753). This
group has been chosen for its coherence: Baillif and La Riviere were
in direct competition for several contracts; Joseph and Jean-
Baptiste Maillou began their careers as Baillif's employees. Jean-
Baptiste was also Baillif's apprentice and can be seen as his most
important successor. Frangois de Lajo(e, the only other important
architect of the period, will be discussed in a more incidental
manner throughout this dissertation. The careers of these four
architects will demonstrate how much design was an activity
shared between clients and builders. Since there was no radical
separation between the program of a building and its formal
solution, both the client and the architect participated in the design
process in a very direct manner. This part will also reveal how the
title of architect, which depended on the ability of builders to
translate the social status of their clients into architecture, was
also a sign of social promotion. Occasionally, the builders' search
for social promotion led them to abandon architecture, and to try
their hand at more prestigious activities, such as those of merchant
and public notary.
In both parts, we will see how much the cultural models of the
French ancien regime determined life in Quebec City. For clients as
well as for architects, the search for social prestige claimed more
energy than attempts at developping one's capital or forwarding
one's professional career. Although often in disagreement, clients
and architects had complementary roles in asserting their social
status, and it would be reductive to study architectural practice
without considering the contribution of both. The function of
architect is the product of complex relations, among which those
between him and his client are fundamental. Architectural practice
needs to be understood as a set of relations between different
people rather than as the sole domain of the architect.
PART I: CLIENTS
Chapter 1: Bishop Frangois de Laval and the Cathedral Notre-Dame-
de-Quebec
When the diocese of Quebec was created in 1674, the parish
church Notre-Dame-de-la-Paix built by the Jesuits in 1648 became
the cathedral of New France. This church was enlarged between
1683 and 1697 under the first and second bishops. In the Archives
du Seminaire de Qusbec, there are four drawings known to deal with
that enlargement. We will refer to them by the numbers written at
the top of the respective pages (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4). One of them,
drawing #3, presents a small facade meant to close a simple
extension of the existing nave. On the back of the sheet, one finds
the signatures of Bishop Frangois de Laval and the architect Claude
Baillif as well as a reference to a building contract. The three other
drawings, which do not seem to have been accepted because they
bear no inscriptions, present a larger building implying a more
complete reconstruction of the church. In his monograph on Notre-
Dame-de-Quebec, Luc Noppen attributed these four drawings to
Claude Baillif. 1
Baillif signed the masonry contract for the enlargement of the
cathedral on December 7, 1683.2 Drawing #3, bearing the same
signatures as the contract, is obviously part of it. However, as is
usually case in the seventeenth century, this contract does not
specify who is the author of the drawing. In addition, neither the
label of architect given to Baillif at the beginning of the text nor
his signature at the back of the drawing can indicate his being the
author. Thus, at first glance, the well-accepted attribution of this
drawing to Baillif appears suspicious. Baillif was not even in charge
of the entire building process. His contract stipulates that he had
1Luc Noppen, Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, Quebec: Editions du Pelican, 1974. pp. 45-46.
2A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 48: December 7, 1683, contract between Claude Baillif,
architect, on one hand, and Henry de Bernibres, vicar general, Frangois de Laval,
Bishop, and the churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, on the other hand, for the
masonry of the enlargement of the cathedral.
been hired to do the masonry work "conformement au dessin signe ce
jour d'huy."3 The churchwardens took care of awarding the carpentry
contract themselves.4
Under these conditions, the drawing accompanying Baillif's
contract could be by anyone. The text of the contract, however,
contains one passage strongly suggesting Baillif as the author of the
drawing:
Et par consideration du [present] ouvrage
les dits [sieurs] Cures et Marguilliers au
[dit] le prix susdit accordent au dit entre-
prenneur dans l'Eglise un banc derriere
celuy du [sieur] Landron ou de l'autre Cos-
te a son choix pour en jouir Luy et sa fem-
me leurs vie durant sans rien payer.5
According to this passage, Baillif and his wife were given a pew in
the church among the bourgeois of the town for the rest of their
lifetime. This being an unusual gift for a simple masonry contractor,
we can suppose that Baillif was also the author of the design. This
supposition is supported by the fact that the military engineer
Gaspard Chaussegros de L6ry, who provided plans and oversaw the
construction of the new cathedral in 1744, was granted the same
favor. 6 It is confirmed by documents of 1685 concerning a conflict
about the payment of the work, in which Baillif is explicitely
identified as the author of the design.7
The drawing accepted in December 1683 shows a small two-
story facade flanked by massive towers (Fig. 3). The ground plan of
that composition is drawn on the same page, below the elevation.
31bid.
4A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 51: January 4, 1684, contract between Jean Lemire,
carpenter, and the parish administration of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, for the carpentry
of the enlargement of the cathedral, with specifications.
5A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 48, op. cit.
6p.V. Charland, "Notre-Dame-de-Quebec: Les grandes lignes," in La Nouvelle-France,
Vol. XII, no. 5 (May 1914). p. 214.
7See below, p. 33.
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The facade, composed of two stories of different width linked
together by a smooth curve of the wall, recalls contemporary French
designs, as the facade of the Carmelite church in Saint-Germain-
des-Pres, which had been published by Jean Marot during the
seventeenth century (Fig. 5). Despite this model, the disporportion
of the composition is striking: the towers are almost three times as
high as the facade.
The three other drawings attributed to Baillif are comparable
to the first one on the basis of their simple technique. They are
traced with ink on sheets of paper of the kind used by notaries for
contracts (Figs. 1, 2, 4). Drawing #1 and drawing #2 present a
composition similar to that of drawing #3 except that the facade is
three stories high. The relation between the facade and the towers
is therefore more coherent. The proportions of the facade itself
derive from an older but still classical type, that examplified by the
church of Saint-Gervais in Paris (Fig. 6). Baillif's three-story facade
looks like an unadorned silhouette of Saint-Gervais whose curved
pediment has been replaced by a straight one and whose width has
been slightly reduced by the elimination of the outer pairs of
columns. Drawing #4 shows a side elevation of the church, revealing
what could go behind such a facade.
According to Luc Noppen, the three undated drawings concern
an early project, in which the church would have been rebuilt almost
completely.8 The existing building would have been incorporated
within the nave of the new one, its walls pierced to create side
aisles and heightened to provide clerestories and a higher nave. In
that way, Noppen explains the smaller project accepted in 1683 as a
reduction of the first one because of a lack of funds. Drawing #3
indeed shows a modest design that would leave the old church more
or less intact, although the length of its nave could be increased.
Noppen presents this drastic reduction of an initially important
project as a syndrome characterizing the entire period of the late
8Noppen, op. cit. pp. 46-47. See also Noppen et al. Quebec. trois sibcles d'architecture,
Montreal: Libre Expression, 1979. p. 24.
seventeenth century in New France. Only at the beginning of the
eighteenth century would the lesson have finally been learned and
simpler and more Canadian buildings designed from the beginning. 9
On the basis on the documents presented below, we feel that
Noppen's chronology should be modified. We agree that the facade
shown on drawing #3 constitues a cut down version of the three-
story scheme. However, the large project was not discarded in 1683.
On the contrary, Bishop Laval continued to push for its execution and
a version of it was probably started. Moreover, the design continued
to evolve after the first contracts were signed, and some of
Baillif's drawings were probably made after December 1683. In that
way, the unsatisfying building completed in 1697 after several
delays is not simply the result of budget cuts, but also that of
changing ideas, power struggles, and search for prestige.
Our discussion of the enlargement of the cathedral Notre-
Dame-de-Qusbec comprises three parts. The first part examines the
drawings and 'establishes our chronology. The second part follows
the construction process, analyzing what happened to the design
through various conflicts. The third part proposes an explanation of
the fate of the project in the light of Norbert Elias' analysis of
contemporary French society.
A: Changing ideas
1: The two-story scheme
The idea of enlarging the old church of Notre-Dame-de-la-Paix
originated in the need to replace the belfry located above its
crossing. In his letter from the spring of 1682, Jean Dudouyt, the
procurator of the Seminary in Paris, informed Bishop Laval that he
had spoken to Seignelay, the French Minister, and that the King had
awarded one thousand five hundred livres for that purpose. 10
9Noppen, 1979, op. cit. pp. 24, 29.
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"Clocher de la cathedralle: J'ay represente par memoire et de vive voix cette affaire a
Monsieur de Seignelay mais quand il est question de demander de I'argent il n'y a rien a
12
Considering the time needed for letters to cross the ocean, Laval
could have informed Dudouyt about the old belfry at the latest in
November 1681. Thus, the initial project was probably formulated
around 1680 or 1681.
More details about the old belfry can be found in the letter of
thanks that Laval sent to Seignelay:
Je vous rends mes tres humbles actions
de graces pour la gratification qu'il a plus
a [Sa Majests] de nous accorder par vos-
tre moyen pour le clocher de Quebec, le-
quel n'etant que de bois s'est trouve entie-
rement perdu et ruine par les neiges et
la rigueur des saisons de ce pays et ne se
peut aucunement reparer, ce qui fait que
l'on se voit dans la necessite d'en construi-
re un qui soit en pierre. 11
The belfry needed replacement because it was made of wood and
badly rotted. Located above the crossing, it could collapse on the
church itself and, therefore, the bells are said not to have been rung
since 1679.12 In order to make a more lasting structure, it was
decided to build in masonry. From this point, the road to the 1683
project is not difficult to imagine. As soon as the money became
available, the problem of locating the new tower certainly arose. At
the most likely place, next to the facade, it would demand a second
tower for the sake of symmetry. The two towers would also suggest
a new facade, which could be set at a certain distance from the old
one so that the church might benefit from an enlargement. These
different elements are all contained in the design represented in
[retirer?]" (A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 61: Dudouyt to Laval, Paris, March 1682).
"Riverin m'a dit qu'il a veu sur I'etat quinze cent livres que le Roy accorde pour le
clocher de la Paroisse de Quebec" (A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 62, Dudouyt to Laval, Paris,
May 26, 1682).
11A.S.Q., manuscript 17, pp. 371 ff.: Copy of a letter from Laval to Seignelay, Quebec,
November 12, 1682.
12
"Nous allons commencer cet ouvrage sans aucun retardement y ayant deja quatre
annees que l'on ne sonne point les cloches" (A.S.Q., Ms 422, p. 75 ff.: Copy of a letter
from Laval to Seignelay, November 10, 1683).
13
drawing #3. The composition of its facade, however, is so
disproportionate that it must be a cut down version of the three-
story scheme, preserving only its most essential features, the two
towers. Moreover, the cutting down did not stop there, since the
masonry contract awarded to Baillif postponed the construction of
one tower. That contract provided for one complete tower, twenty
feet of the second one, and the facade itself, which was to be set
thirty feet away from the old one. The dimensions given in the text
can be verified exactly on drawing #3, which has a scale divided
into toises and subdivided into feet. 13 The towers have a square
shaft of sixty feet high surmounted by an octagonal chamber of
thirty feet. Their masonry walls are six feet thick at the ground
level. In the contract, the facade is given a height of twenty feet,
which corresponds to the drawing only if we consider the first story
alone. The upper portion of the facade probably consists in the so-
called "petit frontispice," whose size is not specified. According to
the scale, the entire facade would be thirty six feet high and thirty
eight feet wide.
Baillif would be paid nine thousand livres for this work. He
was also in charge of hiring six masons and as many workmen as he
would need, in addition to supplying all the building materials. Most
of the sub-contracts given by Baillif to provided for these
arrangements can be found in the Archives nationales du Qu6bec in
Quebec City. 14
130ne linear toise comprises six French feet (one French foot equals 0. 324 m).
14The following sub-contracts have been found. Masonry: A.N.Q., Gilles Rageot,
November 12, 1683: hiring of Jean Poliquain, mason, by Claude Baillif, architect, to
work from May 1 to November 1, 1684 (3 livres 15 wgja per day); Frangois Genaple,
November 28, 1683: hiring of Joseph Maillou by Claude Baillif, architect, for stone
cutting and masoning, from November 29, 1683 to November 1, 1684 (26 livres per
month during the winter, 48 livres per month in the summer); F. Genaple, April 11,
1684: hiring of George Stense, mason, by Claude Baillif, architect, to work from April
11 to November 1, 1684 (3 livres 15 sal per day); F. Genaple, June 6, 1684: hiring
of Philippe Pasquier, mason, by Claude Baillif, architect, to work through all summer
starting on June 7 (3 livres 10 ggj per day). Workmanship: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April
15, 1684: hiring of Jean Beaumont dit Bouttefeu, workman, by Claude Baillif,
architect, to work from April 17 to November 1, 1684 (20 liyr.g per month plus
food). Materials: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 21, 1683: contract between Pierre
14
According to an account sheet in the Archives du Seminaire de
Quebec, the work started at the beginning of June 1684 and
continued until November. By the end of the building season, Baillif
had received 5,180 livres and 17 .3.. 5
The contract providing for the carpentry was awarded to Jean
Lemire on January 4, 1684. It confirms that the project consisted in
keeping the old church and making its nave longer. Indeed, Lemire
had to prepare a "charpente de trente pieds pour l'alongement de
l'4glise,"1 6 and to repair twenty feet of the old nave, "le tout faisant
ensemble cinquante pieds de longueur environ." 17 The carpenter also
had to prepare the frame for the imperial dome of the single tower,
a temporary roof frame for the base of the other tower, and a
"rechevallement," which is a small structure running between the
tower and the main roof to prevent the accumulation of snow and
ice. Lemire died, however, during the fall of 1684, and a new
contract had to be made.
The second carpentry contract, made on January 31, 1685,
contains one of the first indications that the 1683 design had been
partly modified. 18 The various elements provided for are exactly
those of the first contract, except for the length of the nave, which
has been increased by twenty feet. The new carpenters, Charles
Pouliot and Robert Chorest, had to:
parachever le comble [de?] I'sglise encom-
mencee par le deffunt sieur Jean Lemire
vivant aussi [maitre] charpentier, de la lon-
Maufait, carter, and Claude Baillif, architect, for transporting building materials to
both the lower and the upper towns from spring to fall 1684; F. Genaple, January 1,
1684: contract between Michel Chrestien and Jean Prevost, on one hand, and Claude
Baillif, architect, on the other hand, to quarry one hundred toises of stone for Baillif.
15A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 62: account sheet of "Monsieur Renault" (probably
Claude Baillif), from June 5 to November 5, 1684.16A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 51, op. cit.
171bid.
18A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 46: January 31, 1685, contract between Charles
Poulliot and Robert Choret, carpenters, on one hand, and Henry de Bernieres, vicar
general, and the churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, on the other hand.
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gueur de soixante dix pieds et la lever quand
la massone sera faicte.19
This increase of twenty feet in lenght corresponds exactly to one of
the points that Baillif complained about in a memorandum written in
the spring or summer of 1685, which also tells about other
important changes:
Augmantation que Moy baillif Demande Luy
estre Alouez Comme Il en est Convenu avec
[Monseigneur] De Kebec a l'eglise paroissiale
de Kebec. premierement l'augmantation de l'e-
glise du surplus de 30 pieds a 50 pieds qui
font vingt pieds, Et avoir esgard de la fonda-
tion qui ce trouve de 50 [pieds] a 30 [pieds]
Le portail Doit avoir 36 pieds du depuis le
Rez de Chosse [ent...?] a la pointe du frontis-
pis, Et suivant le dernier dessin, II fault qu'il
monte 80 pieds, les fondemants estant fort
feble de la murail pour sur porter une sy gran-
de haulteur Jay este oblig6 Du Consantemant
de [Monsieur] De bernier de fortifier la Mu-
raille par de melieur materiaux que ceux que
J'estoit oblige dy metre. 20
This crucial document, the first part of which has been quoted, is
not easy to interpret since it is not always clear whether Baillif
refers to work already done or whether he wants to know in advance
how much he would be paid. Some of the work was probably done
since the author used the past tense occasionally, but he also closed
his memorandum in the future tense: "Je demandent Combien l'ont
m'en veut donner pour scavoir sy Je gagneray ma vie."21 What is
sure, however, is that important changes were being considered.
Firstly, there was some discussion about increasing the lenght of
191bid.
20A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 50: undated, "Augmantation que Moy baillif Demande
Luy estre Alouez[...]"
211 bid.
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the nave, and secondly, a new design had been drafted, as the words
"le dernier dessin" indicate.
The first modification apparently consisted in placing the
facade twenty feet further away from the old church than it was
previously decided. Indeed, the contract given to the second
carpenter in 1685 mentions a longer nave but otherwise corresponds
to what was demanded to the first carpenter in January 1684.22
That modification was certainly accepted since a measured drawing
made by the architect Jean-Thomas Nadeau in 1924 shows a
distance of fifty French feet between the facade of 1648 and that of
1684 (Fig. 7). The modification was probably decided in the spring of
1684, before the construction started. Indeed, had the construction
started on the basis of the shorter nave, the work of an entire
building season would probably not have been discarded. Moreover, in
his discussion of the "dernier dessin," Baillif explains that the
foundations already laid were too small to support a higher facade.
This point indicates that the first modification was made
independently from the "dernier dessin," and that it was'probably
meant to increase the capacity of the church without demolishing
the old part.
The second modification consisted in a new design, which,
according to Baillif's memorandum, included a facade of eighty feet
in height, that is a facade more than twice as high as that accepted
in December 1683. The construction of such a facade over the
foundations of the smaller one was contemplated, and possibly
started, since Baillif wrote about the structural problems it could
(or did) cause. The nature of that design, however, is not explicit in
the memorandum, and it has to be completed through speculation.
Though Baillif only talks about the facade, the height increase
suggests that the project also included the construction of side
aisles. A decision to build some side aisles, if made after the
foundations were laid, would imply that a higher facade should be
22A.S.Q., Paroisse de Qu6bec, no. 46, op. cit.
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erected over those conceived for the smaller one, and would result
in the structural problems discussed by Baillif. The same points, the
higher facade, the side aisles, and the structural problems, are
mentioned in a letter from the Bishop sent from France to Quebec
during the spring 1685. The Bishop, who had gone to France at the
end of the previous fall, wanted to set the agenda for the future
work to be done to the cathedral in the following way:
La premiere chose qu'il est necessaire que
l'on fasse est d'achever la seconde tour qui
a este conduitte seulement environ de dix-
huit pieds de haut et contenGe dans le mar-
che du [Sieur] Renaud qui est oblig6 d'ache-
ver la premiere conformement a son mar-
che; Le travail de cette seconde tour, ou Clo-
cher est plus necessaire et de consequence
que tout le reste pour les raisons qui suivent.
1: parce que la muraille du pignon, ou portail
ayant este commencee assez faible et n'ayant
pas tout l'espoisseur qu'il seroit & propos pour
la hauteur a laquelle il faut de necessite l'es-
lever A proportion de la hauteur des murail-
les de l'eglise pourry pouvoir faire des ailes
des deux costes: il faut fortifier la ditte mu-
raille du portail des deux murailles des tours
ou clochers, et elever toutes les dittes murail-
les en mesme temps, afin que la ditte murail-
le du portail par le moyen de la liaison qu'elle
aura avec les deux murailles des deux tours,
se soustienne mieux, et a moins de cette liai-
son des deux costes le dit portail seroit en dan-
ger.23
This passage of Laval's letter confirms that the practical reason for
the high facade was to allow the construction of side aisles. Laval
also acknowledged that the foundations already built were not
strong enough and he proposed a solution to the problem. He
suggested that the second tower be erected at the same time as the
23A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 130: Laval to the Quebec Seminary, Paris, 1685.
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facade itself in order to support it. In this way, the high facade,
though unable to support itself alone, would become part of a larger
mass of masonry and thus would hold without much reinforcement in
the foundations.
For Noppen, these modifications to the 1683 project
constitute a momentary and unimportant revival of the initial
project: "ces modifications visaient probablement & ramener sur la
table le premier projet grandiose, en remplacement de son
diminutif, et ceci parce que les interesses se sentent moins lies par
l'eglise, qui se profile loin derriere." 24 According to Noppen, the
project revealed by Baillif's memorandum could correspond to a
light sketch made over the 1683 drawing, adding one story to that
design (Fig. 3). From this point of view, the three other drawings
would predate that of December 1683 and, if new drawings were
made after 1683, they could have been lost, since they became the
object of a legal dispute during the summer of 1685.25
The figure of eighty feet that Baillif attributes to the new
facade in his memorandum does not allow any easy confirmation or
refutation of Noppen's hypothesis since it does not have an obvious
connection to the drawings. While the height of thirty six feet given
for the small facade corresponds exactly to the 1683 drawing, that
of eighty feet does not match any of the three undated ones. The
facade on drawing #1 is seventy four feet high, and, if we use the
same scale,26 that of drawing #2 measures seventy six feet and that
of drawing #4 sixty six feet. This lack of direct connection could
support Noppen's idea. What the different heights of the facades also
indicate, however, is that the three undated drawings do not form a
single project. Rather, they represent different yet closely related
24Noppen, 1974, op. cit. p. 52.
25See below, pp. 30-34.
26Drawings #2 and #4 have no scale. Since, however, the width of the towers is four
centimenters on all drawings, we assumed that the scale is constant. This assumption is
supported by the fact that both drawing #1 and #2 have the same scale, and that all four
drawings are made on the same format of paper. This scale can be estimated at 1 cm = 1
toise.
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stages of a continuous design process. Noppen acknowledged this
point, but he did not suggest any specific order to look at these
drawings. Therefore, the first thing to do at this point is to pay a
close attention the drawings themselves.
2: The three-story scheme and its modifications.
In our examination of Baillif's drawings for the cathedral we
will discuss three important points. First, we will discuss the
width of the different facades, then we will turn to the arrangement
of apertures, and finally we will examine the height of the various
elements of the composition in relation to the section of the nave.
The first point to be noticed in looking at the four drawings
attributed to Baillif is the constant width of the different facades.
It is peculiar, indeed, that the width is constant while the height
varies continuously. The width of the overall facade on drawing #3,
drawing #2, and drawing #1 is always eighty feet.27 That of their
towers is also fixed at twenty four feet. Only the width of the
facade per se varies slightly, from thirty eight feet in drawing #3
to forty four feet in drawing #2, in which the overlap of the facade
over the towers is slightly greater, possibly on account of thicker
walls.
According to Noppen's hypothesis, the constant width of the
facade would be due to the desire to re-use the walls of the old
church. However, if some of the three undated drawings were made
after 1683, the explanation for that particularity is not more
difficult, and may be more convincing. Since the foundations of the
work had been laid down according to drawing #3, and possibly some
above-ground work completed as well, the width of all elements had
already been determined unless this work were to be altogether
disregarded. In Baillif's memorandum as well as in Laval's letter of
1685, it appears clear that the work already performed would not be
neglected, and that the new design had to be adapted to it. This
27That of drawing #4, of course, cannot be evaluated.
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constraint explains why only the height of the facade could vary, and
why an older scheme like that of Saint-Gervais was well-suited for
the purpose of the new design.
The second point to be discussed is the arrangement of the
apertures in the facades. The examination of the fenestration on the
drawings has led us to think that drawing #2 is the earliest among
the four. Drawing #2 shows a figure divided into halves, with an
elevation on the left and a cross section on the right. In the upper
part of the shaft of the tower, there is a pair of long arched
apertures, which are noticeably longer than those found in the
towers of drawings #1 and #4. They are, however, very close to
those of drawing #3 and in fact slightly longer. This point suggests
that drawing #3 derives directly from drawing #2, as though one
story had been eliminated in a rather mechanical way.
Drawing #1 must also come after drawing #2, since it
contains the same elements organized in a more coherent way. It
shows a full elevation of the facade, in which the apertures fit
better the three-story scheme. Firstly, the twin apertures have been
made shorter, allowing Baillif to set them on the same horizontal
line as the central oculus. The architect seems to have hesitated
about their upper limit, however, since those on the right hand side
had initially been aligned with the lower edge of the pediment, and
then were made slightly higher. In the second story of the
composition, the niches have been set higher than on drawing #2,
flanking the central bay in a way that repeats the ground-floor
relationships. Their center is located at the same level as that of
the central bay. The result is a more balanced composition, in which
there is a clear homology between the different levels.
The third point to be discussed starts with the height of the
facade and leads to a consideration of the section of the church. The
chronological order it suggests confirms that proposed in the two
previous points.
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In drawing #2, the two halves of the figure do not coincide,
the facade being slightly lower than the roof frame. The end of the
roof, thus, would have to be hipped in order to drop behind the
pediment or, possibly, behind the entire upper portion of the facade.
Similar solutions are often seen in French churches when an Italian
facade is set before a nave covered with a high pitched roof, as on
the Marot engraving already mentioned (Fig. 5). In Canada, however,
such an arrangement would probably cause some damage to both the
facade and the roof since the valley between them would retain
snow and ice. The client was certainly aware of that problem since
the carpentry contracts provided for a "rechevallement" between the
tower and the nave, where a similar valley occurs.
Possibly as an attempt to solve this foreseeable problem,
there are pencil marks on drawing #2 showing how the upper part of
the facade could be rearranged to meet the top of the roof frame.
The revised gable would cover almost completely the rafters
located behind it. Interestingly, that sketch raises the facade to a
height of eighty feet, which is exactly the figure given for the
"dernier dessin" in Baillif's memorandum. Therefore, that "dernier
dessin," made after the construction started, may be identified with
that modification of drawing #2. The expression could refer either
to the actual sketch added over drawing #2, or to a lost drawing
similar to it but including the new eighty-foot facade.
In addition to matching Baillif's memorandum, the eighty-foot
facade on drawing #2 corresponds to the project discussed by Laval
in his 1685 letter to the Seminary: its height appears to be
demanded by the structure of the side aisles and the nave. Given the
Bishop's familiarity with that new project, it must have been
conceived during the fall of 1684, i.e. before his departure for
France. His direct involvement in its conception is suggested in
Baillif's memorandum, which starts by saying that the
"Augmantation" had been agreed upon with "[Monseigneur] de Kebec a
l'eglise paroissiale de Kebec". 28 There is one problem, however, with
28A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 50, op. cit.
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this date, in that the second carpentry contract, made in January
1685, does not acknowledge the existence of side aisles. That
contract provides for all the same items as the first carpentry
agreement except for the supplementary lenght of twenty feet.
Apart from this, the new carpenters had to build "toutes les autres
charpentes et le clocher mentionnez dans le march6 que fist le [dit]
deffunt." 29
This contradiction leads us to think that the parish
administration might not have agreed with the Bishop's desire to
revive the initial design. They may have rejected the idea
completely, or, more likely, they may have preferred to retain the
project of December 1683 as long as the structural problems of the
"dernier dessin" were not solved to their satisfaction. Either
proposition could explain why Baillif had trouble getting paid for
the supplementary work he did in 1684, and why he insisted on the
Bishop's support at the beginning of his memorandum.
The different ways in which Laval and Baillif tried to solve
the structural problems of the higher facade is very instructive
about their respective points of view. Laval's solution, which
consisted in raising the two towers at the same time as the facade
itself while using better materials, aimed at preserving the height
of eighty feet, even though the section represented on drawing #2 is
unnecessarily high. Indeed, the vaults of the side aisles spring from
the summit of the main arches, while a lower position could be
easily managed with the use of lunettes (Fig. 2). This point suggests
that, in the Bishop's mind, the side aisles were a pretext to raise
the facade and the towers as high as possible.30 Baillif, on the
contrary, tried to bring down the facade while preserving the
essential features of the project.
On drawing #1, the facade as well as the shafts of the towers
are slightly lower than on drawing #2. The reorganization of the
29A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 46, op. cit.
3 0 This idea is confirmed below, see pp. 50-52.
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composition, therefore, took into account a diminution of two feet
in the facade by comparison to drawing #2 or six feet by comparison
to the "dernier dessin." In addition, we can suppose that the nave
was also lowered, since the decision to bind the top of the facade to
the roof frame was taken when drawing #2 was reworked with a
pencil. There is no reason to believe that they would have been
separated again, especially since the same arrangement also
appears on drawing #4, where the facade is even lower (Fig. 4). The
lowering of the facade, therefore, would imply modifications to the
section of the church, even though drawing #1 does not confront the
problem. These modifications would mostly affect the side aisles as
opposed to the main roof frame because the height of roof frames
was usually proportioned not to the height but rather to the width of
buildings. The roof frame of drawing #2, already lower than an
equilateral triangle, was unlikely to be reduced.
The problem of the section of the church becomes apparent in
drawing #4, which shows part of the interior elevation in addition
to that of the south flank. Since the height of the church was again
diminished, this drawing had to address the question. In drawing #4,
the vertical compression is indeed important. The height of the
longitudinal walls in the nave was brought down from fifty feet in
drawing #2 to thirty six feet here. The main arcades, however,
remained twenty feet high, and the fourteen feet difference was
absorbed by the portion of wall stretching between these arcades
and the wall plates.
The basic elements of a possible section for drawing #4 can be
deduced from the horizontal dimensions provided by drawing #2 (Fig.
8). The reliance on drawing #2 seems legitimate, at least as a
starting point, since the width of the tower in drawing #4 is the
same as that in drawing #2. This fact does not imply that all the
horizontal dimensions of the latter apply to the former, but it
suggests that many of them were fixed.
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As one can see on that hypothetical section (Fig. 8), the
vertical compression affected the side aisles drastically. The height
of the shed roof was greatly diminished, as well as the amount of
space available to vault the aisles. Baillif nevertheless kept the
ground level windows at the same height as in drawing #2, even
though the external walls were lower. Drawing #4 shows how these
windows have been arranged. They form a series of masonry wall
dormers cutting through the edge of the roof. This particular
solution is frequent in French architecture of the first half of the
seventeenth century. It had been proposed by Philibert de l'Orme in a
chapter of the Nouvelles inventions (1561) entitled "Comme on doit
faire les fenetres croisses plus haute que la naissance des poutres,
a fin de donner meilleure clarte ou plus de iour dedans les
lambris." 31 In that chapter, De l'Orme suggests to raise the windows
three or four feet above above the corbels of a vault when an
interior would otherwise be too "melancholic" (Fig. 9).32 Baillif used
this solution because the lowering of the church would have implied
very small windows in the side aisles. Whether he took the idea
from De l'Orme, however, is not certain. According to the inventory
of his belongings made after his death, he did not personally own a
copy of this or any other of De l'Orme's books.33 That kind of
windows was also part of the common knowledge of French masons
in the seventeenth century, and there is no need to assume such a
direct borrowing.
The hypothetical section for the project represented by
drawing #4 reveals another problem not obvious in the latter. The
section allows no space to cover the side aisles with any kind of
shallow wooden vault (Fig. 8). In order for a vault to land on the wall
of the main arcade, the summit of its arch should be at least as high
as the summit of the arcade. This problem, considered in relation to
31Philibert de l'Orme, Nouvelles inventions pour bien bastir Paris: Morel, 1561. p.
52.
32 Ibid.
33A.N.Q., F. Genaple, August 20, 1699: inventory of the belongings of Claude Baillif and
Catherine Sainctar.
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the main hypothesis of a gradual lowering of the church for
structural reasons, allows to attribute to Baillif two more
drawings, which are also conserved in the Archives du Seminaire de
Quebec. These drawings, which we will call drawing A (Fig. 10) and
drawing B (Fig. 11), deal with the problem we have just raised: the
search for a coherent arrangement of the side aisles in a church
considerably lower than in the "dernier dessin."
Both drawing A and drawing B show a cross-section cutting
through a basilical church in a transversal way. The section is
probably taken in the chancel, since pieces of wall close the main
arcades, creating isolated chapels on both sides. As were the
previous drawings, these two are made with black ink on the kind of
paper used by notaries, in a manner that appears characteristic of
Baillif.
Drawing A presents a section that is very close to that we
have associated with drawing #4. The general proportions of the
central nave are similar, being approximately one and a half times
higher than wide. The aisles, however, are proportionally wider.
Baillif seems to have pushed the external walls further in an
attempt to raise the summit of the vaults. The segmental arch that
could be placed in that new arrangement is represented on the left
hand side of the drawing. However, the problem has obviously not
been solved, since the summit of the arch is still too low, even if
we interpret Baillif's arch as the doubleau of a cross-vault.34
Drawing B presents similar features, except that the entire
church is made even lower. In this case, the height of the external
walls has been increased in proportion to those of the nave, and the
inclination of the shed roof has therefore diminished. Nevertheless,
the problem of inserting a wooden vault in the aisles remains
complete. On the left hand side of the drawing, the segmental arch
34Baillif probably respected the carpenter's convention of representing only the pieces
of wood that are parallel to the picture plane, as opposed to drawing a real section. The
pieces of wood represented are not necessarily located in the same plane as that of the
section of the masonry. A similar procedure can be seen in Fig. 144.
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has become very shallow, and its summit is still too low. On the
right hand side, the same space is subdivided into two segmental
arches meeting in the middle of the aisle. For this arrangement,
Baillif may have been inspired by another idea coming from De
l'Orme's NouvelL inventions (Fig. 12), which presents a wooden
vault constituted by "augives entre deux doubleaux" to which is
added "formerets & clefs suspendOes, & autres sortes de
rampants." 35 The curvature of the small arches is obviously greater
than on the left, but the problem has only become worse, since their
summit was lowered in a proportional way. In addition, the weight
of that wooden vault has also increased, and one can question the
structural soundness of this proposal. Baillif's vaults, it should be
noticed, are not self-supporting structures as in De l'Orme's book;
they are rather suspended directly from the roof frame, as it was
commonly done in New France.
Obviously, both drawing A and drawing B do not resolve the
problem of covering the side aisles. They also have other problems,
as windows getting closer to the ground and shed roofs becoming
less steep. It is clear, nonetheless, that those drawings were made
around the same time as drawing #4, even though neither of them
matches it. Interestingly, drawing #4 provides a solution to the
height of the windows in the aisles and the slope of the shed roofs.
As for the section, it seems that the aisles could be slightly broader
than in the hypothetical reconstruction (Fig. 8), since drawings A
and B show some variation. This is an important point, since, in that
way, drawing #4 may contain a solution to this problem as well.
Indeed, if the aisles were slightly broader, and the external walls
slightly thicker,36 it looks possible to put a low-profile cross vault
of the kind suggested by drawings A and B into those aisles (Fig. 13).
The group formed by drawing #4, drawing A, and drawing B
reveals the important problem of fitting side aisles to a nave that
35De l'Orme, op. cit. pp. 298-299.
36Drawings A and B also suggest that possibility, since their external walls are almost
as thick as those of the main arcades.
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should not be exceedingly high. The study of that problem has
allowed to complete the sequence of Baillif's drawings. The small
facade of drawing #3 was probably derived from drawing #2, which
represents a larger initial project that was not retained, as Noppen
thought. However, after the foundations were laid, the idea of a
more imposing church came back, and proposals were sketched over
drawing #3 and drawing #2. On the basis of the latter, Baillif and
the Bishop conceived a "dernier dessin" that included an eighty-foot
facade. That facade being too heavy for the existing masonry, the
architect gradually brought down his design to make it feasible:
drawing #1, drawings A and B, drawing #4. The last one may contain
an acceptable solution, which should be confronted with what we
know about the construction process.
B: The construction process from 1684 to 1697
The construction process of the cathedral of Quebec was often
delayed and interrupted. Conflicts between the contractor and the
parish administration, between the parish administration and the
Bishop, and between the Bishop and the King all played a role. To
understand the impact of these conflicts on the construction and the
evolution of the project, it will be best to examine the events
chronologically.
1: 1684-1685
The most apparent conflict concerns the payment of Baillif's
work by the parish administration. The primary cause of this
problem lies in the ambiguity of the 1683 contract about
supplementary work. That contract had a total price of 9000 livres
for the projected work, i.e. for the construction of the facade
according to drawing #3 without the upper portion of one tower. The
contract also specifies that Baillif had to provide all materials and
all workers. In addition, it stipulates that Baillif would have to
finish the incomplete tower should it be demanded. For the
additional work that may be required for the completion of that
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second tower, the architect-contractor would be paid in a
proportional way to the first:
Et au cas que l'on veille continuer l'ou-
vrage de l'autre tour le dit entrepreneur
la fera semblable i l'autre et on luy pa-
yera a proportion de la premiere.37
This clause is vague enough to be the source of disagreements
between most contractors and clients. For example, it can be
interpreted to mean that a total price would be fixed separately if
the client decides to proceed with the second tower, or it could
mean that the contractor would be paid Ala_ toise, as supplementary
was often paid. In addition, it is not specified who would provide
the materials and who would pay the workers. Generally, the
contractor would take care of both, but building contracts never
leave these points unclarified. All kinds of special arrangements can
be seen and no unwritten custom dealt with these questions.
Obviously, the 1683 contract leaves much room for
disagreement about the construction of the second tower, even
though it was part of the design. The potential for disagreement in
the case of supplementary work that was not foreseen in 1683, a
higher facade, for example, can be easily imagined.
Problems concerning Baillif's payments started in the fall of
1684. In early October, he used the court of the Prvote' to demand a
payment that was running late. The minutes of the court do not
specify what work was being performed at that time. It only says
that Baillif had bought some materials and paid some workers for
which he had not yet been paid.38 He probably obtained satisfaction
quickly because his account shows that he received an amount of
37A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 48, op. cit.
38A.N.Q., Registres de la Prevote de Quebec, vol. 20, folio 51 v.: October 7, 1684,
Claude Baillif against the churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, represented by
Lucien Boutteville, merchant. Baillif demanded payment for money spent on materials
and workers. The court decided to send two experts on the building site to make an
evaluation.
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475 livres on October 8, the day following the court's decision to
send experts on the building yard to verify his claims. 3 9
During the summer of 1685, the conflicts about the payment of
Baillif's work became more serious. At a certain point, the architect
ordered a work stoppage in order to put pressure on the parish
administration. This stoppage is known through an undated
complaint made by the parish administration to the Intendant of the
colony:
Monseigneur l'Intendant
Supplient [humblement] les Marguillers en
charge de l'oeuvre et fabrique de la Parois-
se de Nostre-Dame de Quebec soussignez;
et vous remonstrent que le [sieur] Claude
Baillif architecte demeurant en cette ville
auroit entrepris de bastir le clocher de la
dite Paroisse et se seroit oblige d'y travail-
ler incessamment avec six bons magons et
de fournir luy mesme les manoeuvreset
tous les materiaux necessaires jusques a ce
que le [dit] ouvrage soit entierement fait et
parfait, ainsy qu' il paroist par le contrat du
marche cy joint: A quoy il ne tiendroit comp-
te de satisfaire nonobstant toutes les instan-
ces qui luy auroient este faites de la part
des dits suppliants , et qu'ils ayent fourni a
la depense d'une somme considerable pour
les materiaux que le dit Entrepreneur a fait
amasser a l'entour du [dit] clocher qui sont
prez & emploier et qui avanceroient [promp-
tement] l'ouvrage si le dit entrepreneur s'ac-
quittoit de ce qu'il est oblige de faire.40
In their letter, the churchwardens argue that Baillif refused to
comply with the terms of the 1683 contract. They also claim to have
provided important quantities of building materials, which remained
39
"plus du 8 octobre, receu 475.2.0" (A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 62, op. cit.).40A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 53: [1685], copy of a letter from the churchwardens
of the parish Notre-Dame-de-Quebec to the Intendant.
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unemployed because of Baillif's refusal to work. That letter
concludes by asking the Intendant to order the contractor back to
work:
Ce Considsrs, Monseigneur, II vous plaise
de vos graces ordonner que le dit Baillif
travaillera [incessament] avec six bons Mas-
sons et leurs manoeuvres iusques a l'en-
tiere perfection du dit ouvrage.41
The work stoppage does not appear to have been perceived as
an illegitimate means of pressure, probably because Baillif was not
a salaried worker but rather a contractor. Since the terms of the
1683 contract had been modified by increasing the height of the
facade and the length of the nave, and since that contract had no
provision for such modifications, there probably was considerable
confusion about clauses concerning the price, the mode of payment,
the buying of materials, the number of workers and the schedule of
work. Given this situation, both the client and the contractor would
promote their own interests and use available means of pressure.
Baillif's work stoppage probably occured during the early or
mid-summer of 1685 because, according to documents in the
Archives du Seminaire de Quebec, the conflict was resolved during
August of that year. On the eighth of that month, the churchwardens
agreed with Baillif that the original contract should be respected
and that supplementary work would be evaluated separately by a
group of experts composed of the Jesuit Pierre Raffeix, the member
of the Conseil souverain Nicolas Dupont, the ennobled merchant
Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye, the bourgeois Estienne Landeron, and
the surveyor Jean Le Rouge, a former associate of Baillif's.4 2
411 bid.
42A.S.Q., Documents Faribault, no. 127 B: August 8, 1685, agreement between the
churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec and Claude Baillif, architect, concerning the
arbitration of their disagreements about the construction of the cathedral. It should be
mentioned that this agreement was made in presence of the Abbot of Saint-Vallier, the
future bishop of New France, who may have played a role in proposing this kind of
solution, as opposed to continuing in the courts.
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The decision of the arbitration committee was given on August
25. Baillif was awarded five hundred livres by "consideration," that
is by acknowledgement of his good will, at the condition that he
resumes work and does not create any further trouble. He was also
awarded thirty five liyres per supplementary toise of masonry,
already done or to be done in the future, plus five more livres per
toise when both faces of a wall were made out of best quality
stone.43
The arbitration report is interesting because it makes explicit
the points that were examined, some of which being already
mentioned in Baillif's memorandum:
Premierement pour avoir advance de
vingt pieds sa massonne sur la place de
plus quil n'estoit oblige a ce quil pretend
- secondement sa pretention d'augmen-
tation a cause du Ras de chausses quil
veult estre a terre et que I'on [deffend?]
,contre luy devoir estre le niveau du plan-
cher de I'Eglise troisiesmement, sa preten-
tion pour les eschafaux quil luy faudra
restablir par le Changement des grandes
Etamperches, Quatriesmement, pour de-
dommagement pretendO par le [dit] Bail-
ly a cause du transport de la pierre d'une
tour que Ion veult bastir presentement, a
I'autre tour que Ion juge a propos de quit-
ter. Cinquiesmement pour les Niches, quil
represente avoir picqu46s et taille6s au
Cizeau, et quil n'estoit oblige que de tail-
ler au Marteau. 44
This list of changes includes the twenty-foot increase to the lenght
of the nave, which we discussed earlier. It also mentions a
disagreement about whether the height of the facade should be
43A.S.Q., Documents Faribault, no. 128: August 25, 1685, decision of the arbitration
committee concerning Baillif's work at the cathedral.
441bid.
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measured from the ground or from the floor of the nave. This point
explains the small differences that can be found in some
measurements made earlier for the parish administration. 45 Most
important, however, is the point about Baillif's having to move his
stock of materials from one tower to the other. This moving of
materials indicates that the work was interrupted on one tower and
that efforts were directed to the other one. The focusing of the
work on a single tower probably meant suspending work on the
facade as well. This conclusion is supported by another passage
closer to the end of the report:
Sur la pretention du [dit] bailly Renault
au sujet de l'Echaffaux du grand Portail
qu'on luy fait cesser pour bastir le clocher.
Il a este Juge et Regle par les [dits] Sieurs
arbitres, qu'il sera refaict dans le temps
aux dspens de l'Eglise. 46
As we can see, the parish administration decided to stop working on
the entire facade, except for one tower. However, the amount of
work that had been done before this re-orientation is difficult to
estimate. A small note probably written by a member of the
arbitration committee supports the idea that the construction of the
larger scheme had been started, and gives the measurement of the
masonry added over the 1683 design:
Toutes les Augmentations faictes (outre
ce qui est contenu dans le premier des-
sein de monsieur Ballif) iusques a ce Jour
25 Aoust 1685 dans la nouvelle bastisse
de I' eglise Cathedrale se montent a .........
36 toises 11 pieds. lesquelles estimees a 35#
Ia toise se montent a...........................1271#.47
45"La tour du clocher doibt estre de 20 pieds iusques au dessus des sablibres et il nest
esleve que de 16 pieds et demi" (A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 67, undated report on
the state of the construction of the cathedral).461bid.
47A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 65: August 25, 1685, anonymous memo about
additional work done by Baillif at the cathedral.
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The words "outre ce qui est contenu dans le premier dessein de
monsieur Ballif" make clear that the masonry estimated by the
arbitration committee was made over and above the 1683 project.
The other words "la nouvelle bastisse de l'eglise Cathedrale" also
suggest the idea of a more complete reconstruction. Unfortunately,
it is not clear at what stage the three-story facade was interrupted.
Thirty six square toises is a significant amount of masonry, which,
added to the 1683 project, would almost triple the height of the
facade. That masonry, however, was not necessarily all part of the
facade itself, it could also have been added to the towers and the
foundations.
To sum up, the year 1685 witnessed an important conflict
between Baillif and the parish administration, which led to a
complete work stoppage. The documents suggest that a version of
the three-story scheme was begun, but they also indicate that the
parish administration cut down on that project as well. Baillif had
to abandon one tower and the facade to concentrate on a single
tower. This change may have been directed against the Bishop's idea
of raising the two towers and the facade at the same time. Thus, a
deeper conflict probably existed between supporters of a
monumental design and advocates of a more practical approach. In
all likelihood, these two positions were respectively those of the
Bishop and the churchwardens. The Bishop, in need of a cathedral,
was directly implicated in bringing out the large initial project and
in increasing the height of the facade to eighty feet. On the other
hand, the churchwardens, all members of the more pragmatic
bourgeoisie, are probably responsible for the 1683 design and its
being cut down, as well as the suspension of work on parts of the
larger project after it was put in hand. In their mind, Notre-Dame-
de-Quebec was primarily a parish church, since they were all
"marguillers en charge de l'oeuvre et fabrique de la paroisse de
Nostre dame de Quebecq." 48 Nevertheless, from what we see
48A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 48, op. cit.
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happening in 1686, it appears that the three-story scheme had not
been completely abandoned, but only temporarily suspended.
2: 1686
For the building season of 1686, a new contract was made
with Baillif.49 This new contract is very different from that of
1683 since the contractor was not paid a fixed price for a
predetermined amount of work, but rather he received a salary of
seven livres per day. This mode of payment is strange for Baillif
since it constitutes a return to the status of journeyman
("compagnon"), which entails the obligation to work for a single
client. That obligation, clearly mentioned in the text, is typical of
contracts made by journeymen and apprentices, and it is not
compatible with the situation of an architect-contractor like
Baillif.
This new contract, however, might not be entirely to Baillif's
disadvantage. His salary of seven livres per day is much higher than
that of any journeyman. For example, Baillif used to pay seventy-
five Js. per day for an experienced mason like Jean Poliquin. 50 In
addition, his only obligation was to work with two apprentices,
whose salary can be estimated at twenty-five aQJ.a per day at the
most. This is the amount that Baillif would be penalized should
either of them be missing. 51 Seemingly, all other workers as well as
the building materials would be provided by the client. These
conditions would leave Baillif a minimum of four livres and ten sals
per day, which, if he worked twenty days per month, would make
49A.N.Q., F. Genaple, May 11, 1686: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
bourgeois [de cette ville]," and Louis Ango de Maizerets, vicar general of the diocese of
Quebec.
50A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 12, 1683: hiring of Jean Poliquain, master mason, by
Claude Baillif, architect. Poliquain was paid 3 livres 15 .J.S per working day, from
May 1 to November 1, 1684(1 i.& = 20 S).
5 1One of the these apprentices, Jean-Baptiste Maillou, was in fact paid only sixty livres
for the entire 1686 year (A.N.Q., G. Rageot, January 15, 1685: apprenticeship
indenture of Jean-Baptiste Maillou dit Desmoulins with Claude Baillif, architect). This
amount is considerably less than the penalty imposed to Baillif for the absence of one
apprentice.
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five-hundred and forty livres after six months. This amount
represents three times the yearly amount he received from the
Seminary in 1675-1676, when he arrived in the colony.5 2 Despite the
type of contract, therefore, the parish administration was not able
to get the low salary that the Seminary used to pay for craftsmen
hired in France. As we will see below, Baillif also received separate
payments for stone cutting. Even though it is difficult to estimate
Baillif's yearly earnings in the 1680s, there is no evidence that he
had to suffer a significant decrease in 1686.
The terms of the contract are also rather flattering toward
Baillif, since he is labelled "architecte bourgeois" for the first time.
Moreover, his work is not called a "trade" (metier) but rather a
"profession." 5 3 His social status is recognized by the client,
although this recognition is not supported by the kind of work
demanded of him. The term "architecte bourgeois" might also be a
way to acknowledge that Baillif was the author of the design of the
cathedral. Should this be the case, however, it would be an
acknowledgement coming late and unexpectedly, since, in the 1683
contract, the simple term of "architect" was sufficient.54
The kind of work that Baillif accepted in 1686 is in fact closer
to that of a master mason in charge of supervising a building site.
For that reason, his contract is peculiar by the discrepancy between
the title and the actual work demanded of him. He is called
"architecte bourgeois," but he is in fact given a position less
important than he previously had. Considering the usual flexibility
of titles given in the first part of building contracts, it is not
surprising that the appelation "architecte bourgeois" had no real
implication for this particular contract. However, that title could
also be seen as flattery calculated to obtain a contract whose terms
were unusual for Baillif.
52See below, pp. 196-197.
53
"Le dit Sr Baillif architecte bourgeois [...] s'oblige et promet de travailler de sa
profession entre cy et la feste de tous les saints prochain." (A.N.Q., Genaple, May 11,
1686, op. cit.).
54A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 48, op. cit.
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The most important implication of the status of salaried
worker given to Baillif is that it deprived him of much of the
judiciary recourse he had been using against his clients as a
masonry contractor. This change was undoubtedly important for the
parish administration. It implied that Baillif would work
continuously and could not demand additional payment for
supplementary work, whatever the changes made to the design.
The amount of work done by Baillif during the 1686 building
season is important. It can be estimated from a summary of the
payments made by the parish administration:
Les Journees de monsieur Renaut et de
ses deux apprentifs durant six mois depuis
le [premier] may iusques a la Toussaincts
a 20 journees par mois et a 7# par Jour
ce montent a......................................... 840#
et tout autant pour la taille des fenes-
tres..................................................................840#
pour policain et demoulins a 3# la jour-
nee a chacun...............................................720#
pour la taille des quatre niches.........170#.s5
This summary shows that Baillif and his two apprentices worked
continuously until November 1, and that he was also paid for cutting
some stones. A more detailed account sheet gives the names of many
masons and workmen, including soldiers, hired by the parish
administration to help the team.56 Therefore, it seems that
intensive work had been going on during that year. The continuation
of the first summary aids in the determination of the kinds of work
progress:
55A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 47: undated summary of construction work done during
one building season. It probably dates from the end of 1686 because of the
correspondance between the salary of seven livres given to "Renaut" and the terms of
Baillif's contract for that year.
56A.S.Q., Paroisses diverses, no. 9: "Compte de la depence faitte pour la batisse de
'eglise notre dame de quebec - 1686."
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pour les befrois et l'imperiale pour les ca-
bles et Angins - pour les manoeuvres, pour
la chaux pour le sable - pour les charois,
pour le fer pour la taille des fenestres du
Jube, pour la taille de la fenestre ou Rond
dans le frontispice, pour les eschafaux ma-
driects estamperches
il y a de hauteur selon le dessein aux
fenestres du bas estage du clocher 19 pieds,
ainsi chaque fenestre a 38 pieds de taille
et 4 pieds dans le ceintre sont pour chaque
fenestre 42 pieds a 30s le pied sont........63#
11 y a 6 fenestres dans l'estage den bas qui
ce m ontent a.....................................................378#
Dans l'estage d'en haut il y a 8 fenestres
de 17 pieds de haut qui font pour chaque
fenestre 34 pieds et son ceintre de 3 pieds
font 37 [pieds] a 30s font..............................55#
8 fenestres c'est a dire 8 fois 55# font..440#
378#
818#
si vous comptes les 8 coins de l'octogone il
leur faut 135 pieds qui feront a 30s.................
...................................................................... 202# 1O s
Je crois que si Mr Renaut veut fournir
toute la pierre de taille pour les fenestres du
clocher selon les mesures du dessein et les
coings de l'octogone sela taille selon le mode-
le des 8 ou 10 pierres qu'il vous a fait voir je
luy offrirois du tout 800 et mesme iusques
a 850#.57
This quotation indicates that, in 1686, some work had been done not
only to one tower but also to the facade. The elements of the facade
comprise the "fenestres du Jub4" and the "fenestre ou Rond dans le
frontispice." The iub4 probably consist in a gallery behind the
facade, 58 whose windows would be located at the second level,
57A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 47, op. cit.
58This meaning is acknowledged by D'Aviler. After giving the usual definition, according
to which a jUb. is "une Tribune sur la porte du Choeur, dont elle decore I'Entree," the
author adds "On donne aussi ce nom A la Tribune o6 sont les Orgues, & qui sert aussi
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above the entrance and on the sides (Fig. 4). The "Rond dans le
frontispice" undoubtedly refers to the oculus in the gable. The
presence of these elements could indicate that some version of the
three-story facade was in progress.
Concerning the bell tower, three kinds of elements are
mentioned: six windows "dans l'estage den bas," eight windows "dans
l'estage d'en haut," and "les befrois et l'imperiale." The so-called
windows "dans l'estage den bas" are the twin apertures in the shaft
of the tower. According to the summary, there were six of those
apertures, which makes two on each side except that facing the
roof. The height given to them is nineteen feet without the arch. The
drawing that is closest to that figure is drawing #4, in which the
jambs of the apertures are eighteen feet high. Thus the drawing
mentioned in the summary is probably not that one, but it could
present a scheme very close to it. It can neither be drawing #1,
whose jambs are only fifteen feet high, nor drawing #2, whose
jambs are twenty two feet high. The paired apertures in question
were probably already built by the time the summary was written. 5 9
The eight windows intended for "I'estage d'en haut" refer to
those in the octagonal chamber. Since these apertures have the same
height on all of Baillif's drawings, however, the figure of seventeen
feet given by the summary does not tell much about which design
was put in hand. The summary ends by suggesting a price for the
construction of the octagon, indicating that those apertures had not
yet been erected. The price is said to have been evaluated on the
basis of a modele, done by the architect. Thus, Baillif probably ended
the 1686 building season by making a tri-dimensional model of the
octagonal chamber, hoping to build it the following year.
pour la simphonie" (Augustin Charles D'Aviler, Explication des termes d'architecture,
Paris: Nicolas Langlois, 1691. p. 635). Although occasionally built in France at the
time, ju.s at the entrance of the chancel were condemned by the counter-reformation
(Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, Histoire de 'architecture francaise de la Renaissance
A la Revolution. Paris: Menges, 1989. pp. 192-194). In French Canada, the second
meaning of the term jU. (a tribune for the organ behind the facade) is still in use
today.
59See below, p. 41.
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The "befrois" and the "imperiale" refer to the structure for
suspending the bells, and the ogee-shaped roof over the tower. Their
mention probably indicates that these carpentry elements were
being prepared at the same time as the masonry was erected. In that
way, they would be ready when the masonry would be completed.
As we can see from the summary, a certain progress in the
construction of the cathedral was made in 1686. This progress
included some work on the facade, probably according to a low
version of the three-story scheme close to that of drawing #4. It
also included the completion of the shaft of the south tower. During
the following year, however, the construction almost came to a
standstill.
3: 1687
During the 1687 building season little progress was made in
the construction of the cathedral. The most important piece of work
that Baillif did concerns the transition zone between the square and
the octagonal parts of the tower.
In Baillif's drawings of 1683, 1684, and 1685, the way this
transition zone would be realized was never made explicit. It seems
that the architect confronted this problem only when he got there.
The solution he developed was to put weathered triangular shapes on
the corners of the tower, forming a kind of glacis running on four
sides. This solution can be seen in an engraving showing the
cathedral at the time of the British conquest in 1759 (Fig. 14). It
can be described as the four corners of a truncated pyramid adjusted
to the base of the octagon, preventing ice formation at that point. De
Lery's facade elevations of 1746 show the same thing and also
indicate that the octagon had been slightly rotated (Figs. 15-16).
Indeed, De Lery's elevations show that an angle rather than a side of
the octagon faces the street, as opposed to what is represented on
Baillif's drawings. These modifications were probably elaborated in
the tri-dimensional model of the previous year. In 1687, the account
40
books of the parish tell us that Baillif prepared the stones for the
construction of that transition zone:
Pay6 au sieur Baillif architecte pour avoir
fourny et fait tailler [a pierre des 4 pilles
de l'octogone avec les tremeaux angles et
encogneures en l'ann44 1687 suivant son
marche la somme de................................1972.60
He probably erected those stones during the same year, since they
appear in a city view made by Jean-Baptiste Franquelin in 1688 (Fig.
17).
Apart from documents repeating what is said in the parish
accounts, we have not been able to find anything suggesting that
more work had been performed during the 1687 building season. This
lack of documentation is not significant as such, but the slowdown
in the work is confirmed by the state of the building in Franquelin's
view. Since Baillif does not seem to have received other payments
for the cathedral during that year, we can suppose that in 1686, the
shaft of the tower had been completed and that in 1687, he only
built that transition zone. Franquelin's view also shows the back of
the old church, apparently untouched by the construction. It does not
show, however, the state of the facade itself or that of the north
tower.
The slowdown of work during the year 1687 was probably due
to a lack of money. Doubts concerning the King's annual grants had
already been raised by Dudouyt in 1686.61 With expenses reaching
over 8000 livres that year,62 the prospects for 1687 were probably
not good. In addition, the direction of the diocese was in a period of
uncertainty, since, after Laval's resignation in 1685, the Abbot of
60A.N.D.O., Manuscript 3: Livre de comptes, 1670-1709, f. 116 r.
61
"J'ai bien de la peine A croire que l'on accorde cette annee quelque chose pour l'eglise
de Quebec"(A.S.Q., Manuscript 17, pp. 573 ff.: Copy of a letter from Dudouyt to Laval,
Paris, February 15, 1686).
62
"Somme totalle de la depence faitte pour la Batisse de I'Eglise monte a......8002# 19s"
(A.S.Q., Paroisses diverses, no. 9, op. cit.).
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Saint-Vallier had not been officially consecrated because of the
ongoing affair of the R between Louis XIV and the Pope.
Laval was counting on the newly nominated Bishop to report on
the state of the building to the King. During his first Canadian visit
in 1685-1686, however, Saint-Vallier had stirred up some
opposition in the colony, and by the time of his departure, the
secular clergy, represented by the Seminary, as well as the old
Bishop, still in France, were opposing his appointement. 63 This
situation was certainly not favourable to the construction process,
and it could explain a shortage of funds for 1687.
The situation was relieved in 1688. Louis XIV supported his
nominee against the opinion of the old Bishop, and the Pope sent the
necessary bulls. Saint-Vallier was consecrated in Paris on January
25, 1688.64 As should be expected, the construction resumed the
following summer.
4: 1688-1689: The completion of the south tower
Saint-Vallier had several construction projects for Quebec
City. A few weeks after being officially consecrated, he enrolled
four masons, four carpenters, and one architect to go to Canada with
him. The architect, Hilaire Bernard de La Riviere, was in charge of
the group, since a report probably written by him lists the expenses
encountered to provide the craftsmen with tools and clothes and to
pay for the crossing.6 5
Saint-Vallier arrived in the colony at the end of July 1688, but
his craftsmen had come earlier, since they were already at work at
63Alfred Rambaud, "La Croix de Chevribres de Saint-Vallier, Jean-Baptiste de," in
D.C.B. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 329.
64lbid.
65A.S.Q., Seminaire 6, no. 79: March 23, 1688, "Estat de I'argent que j'ay receu de
monsieur de [berville?] pour delivrer aux engages de monseigneur l'evesque de Quebec"(anonymous report probably written by Hilaire Bernard de La Rivibre).
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that time.66 La Riviere had the direction of the work, as he was
regularly receiving money for the craftsmen. 67 Obviously, La Riviere
had taken over Baillif's position as construction supervisor. The only
thing that Baillif had been allowed to do, it seems, was to complete
the octagonal chamber, as shown in the following note by the Abbot
Louis Soumande:
Je payeray A Monsieur Baillif la somme de
cent-trente-cinq livres lorsqu'il m'aura four-
ni la quantite de cinquante quatre pieds de
pierre pour l'octogone a raison de cinquante
sols pied qui font la ditte somme de cent
trente cinq livres. 68
The stones for the octagonal chamber were ready three months
later, and Baillif received his payment after being given a note by
the new architect to certify that the work had been properly done:
Je certifie avoir veu la pierre que monsieur
baillif a faict tailler pour l'octogonne du clo-
cher suivant quil estoit oblige par son ancien
marche et par billet de monsieur soumande
par lequel il est oblige de en fournir cinquan-
te quatre pieds qui sont faict tant che luy que
dans le seminaire que j'ay receu bonne et val-
lable le 31 janvier 1689 le dit sieur baillif
promet garantir la bien [...?] et appareill6e.6 9
66Payments were made to La Rivibre for some of these craftsmen on July 8 and July 21,
1688 (A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 75: "Memoire de la depense faite pour la batisse
du clocher de l'Eglise N.D. de Quebec, 1688").
671bid.
68A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 60: October 20, 1688, memo by Louis Soumande about
the construction of the octagon.
69A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 59: January 31, 1689, note from La Rivibre to Henri
De Bernibres, parish priest. The payment itself is recorded in A.S.Q., Paroisses
diverses, no. 11: "Fevrier, 7: paye au Sieur Baillif cent trente cinq livres pour 54
pieds de pierre a raison de 50# le pied que le dit Baillif a fait tailler pour l'octogone du
clocher suivant quil y estoit oblige par un billet de Mr Soumande.....135#".
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La Riviere not only supervised the completion of the tower, he
also made a new design for its roofing, which consisted in two
superposed octagonal domes. The execution of this design had been
awarded to the well-established carpenters Jean Caillet and Pierre
Menage, whose contract gives a description of the work:
un double dome en octogone pour la tour
ou clocher de l'Eglise cathedrale de cette
ville [...] le tout conformement aux plans
profils et elevations que le sieur de la Ri-
vibre a fait des dits ouvrages. 70
The 1746 representation of that tower, however, suggests that La
Riviere did not make an entirely new design. He seems to have
retained Baillif's structure and added a small turret to it. The
carpentry pieces already prepared might even have been re-used,
since they were given to the new carpenters.71
Since the carpentry contract was made in November, the work
only started during following spring, and from that moment on, the
construction proceeded swiftly, though it was concentrated on a
single tower. Everybody was getting ready for a triumph against the
odds as craftsmen were forging the cross, the apple, and the rooster
to be set atop the tower.72 At the end of July, Pierre Gacien was
hired to roof the double dome with slates of seven different
shapes.73 The lead trimmings were to be tinned and ornamented. 74
Payments to the carpenters, the roofer, and the blacksmith
continued throughout the summer. And finally, at the beginning of
70A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 18, 1688: contract between Jean Caillet and Pierre
Menage, carpenters, on one hand, and Jean-Baptiste de La Croix de Saint-Vallier,
Bishop, on the other hand.
711bid.
72
"Paye A David chaudronnier douze frans pour la facon du coq qui est sur la croix du
clocher....12#." "Paye au Sieur Mallet sculpteur pour avoir fourni un cent et demi d'or
et avoir dore le coq et la pomme de la croix du clocher....46#" (A.S.Q., Paroisses
diverses, no. 11, op. cit.).
73A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 45: July 31, 1689, contract between Pierre Gacien,
"couvreur d'ardoise," on one hand, and the parish priest and the churchwardens of
Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, on the other hand, for roofing the bell tower of the cathedral.
741bid.
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October 1689, Gacien crowned the long awaited tower with the
cross and the gilded rooster.75
The completed tower is the only element of which we can have
a good idea today. It is represented on all contemporary city views,
and it appears on the project of Chaussegros de Lery for the
reconstruction of the cathedral. Indeed De Lery's project preserves
Baillif's tower behind a new facade (Figs. 15-16). It is partly hidden
behind that facade, but its general proportions can be measured. The
octagon with the transition zone are thirty feet high, as on Baillif's
projects. The shaft is fifty nine feet high, which corresponds
exactly to the December 1683 drawing, but the paired apertures are
shorter. The octagonal chamber is covered by a dome and a small
turret, which could be the double-dome structure designed by La
Riviere even though De Lery's drawings were made about fifty-five
years later.
It is more difficult to have a precise idea of the other
elements of the composition. The north tower and the facade itself
are only visible in city views made from the northwest, i.e. from the
side of the Saint-Charles river. The two views of this kind made at
the end of the seventeenth century show two towers, one of which
is clearly unfinished. Franquelin, however, seems to have reversed
left and right, and his towers have completely different structures
(Fig. 18). By contrast, Fonville placed the towers correctly and his
image shows their basic similarity (Fig. 19). Here, the north tower
could be interpreted as comprising a square shaft topped by its
transition zone. This height is the maximum at which the north
tower could have been erected, since, according to the archives, no
second octagonal chamber was ever built. Such a height is in fact
contradicted by a view of 1720, in which the north tower does not
appear at all (Fig. 20).
75
"Octobre, 9: paye au Tourangeau 10# pour le temps quil a employe a poser la croix du
clocher et le coq et la verge qui le tient" (A.S.Q., Paroisses diverses, no. 11, op. cit.).
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Once again, the most reliable source of information is probably
De Lery's project. In elevation, only the shaft of the north tower is
represented. The color coding used in the plans indicates that the
upper portion of the shaft was projected by De Lery himself, while
its lower portion was already built. Surveys made in the early
eighteenth century, although less informative, support these
observations, since they indicate a mass of masonry on each side of
the facade (Figs. 27-28). De Lery apparently completed a shaft that
was already built in part, his main rationale being to put stairs
giving access to the north tribune. Indeed, an important point of his
program consisted in having a church with side aisles and tribunes.
In the south tower, he had to open a door in the existing masonry in
order to give access to the tribune. If symmetry had been the main
problem, the engineer would have proposed to complete the north
tower all the way up. Instead, for the second stage of the project, he
suggested to raise the south tower one more story (Fig. 16).
The facade itself is also problematic. In the documents
discussed above, there are several indications that some reduced
version of the three-story scheme had been attempted, but De Lery's
project does not give any clue about its final appearance.
Franquelin's view from the northwest shows only one story,
comprising an arched doorway flanked by two niches (Fig. 18). That
facade is clearly unfinished. Fonville's view is more enigmatic (Fig.
19). It shows a simple arch sprung between the shafts of the
towers, which could be interpreted in several ways, should it
contain any clue to what the facade looked like at the time. It could
mean, as in Franquelin's view, that only the first story was built. It
could also mean that the facade had the same height as the shafts of
the towers, as it should be according to Baillif's three-story
projects. The view made in 1720 shows a more coherent facade,
with an oculus in the gable, but its height remains impossible to
evaluate (Fig. 20).
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5: 1696-1697: The completion of the nave
The facade and its single completed tower stood fifty feet
away from the old church for about seven years before the two were
joined together. During that time, other projects may have been
considered, and another sheet conserved in the Archives du
Seminaire de Quebec bears two drawings that may find their place
here. On one side, that sheet presents the interior elevation of a
nave articulated by an arcade and a series of clerestory windows
(Fig. 21). Below that figure, a similar elevation comprises two bays
whose arcade is partly closed at ground level to form arched
windows. This detail corresponds to the general organization shown
on drawings A and B, and therefore suggests a close connection with
the projects for the cathedral. In the top elevation, three bays on
the left side are framed by vertical dotted lines, which probably
refer to the portion of the nave that had to be completed. This
hypothesis is supported by the fact that the remaining part of the
elevation could represent the work done in the 1680s. Indeed, long
vertical lines situated on the right side of the drawing suggest the
shaft of a tower, and the distance between that tower and the
facade is coherent with Baillif's projects. This part of the elevation
may therefore indicate that a facade high enough to close a two-
story nave had been completed. However, there is only one small
aperture in front of the tower while drawing #4 shows a door at
ground level and a window giving light to the rear tribune (or "jube")
above. This difference supports the idea that the facade realized in
the end was even lower than on drawing #4.
On the other side of the sheet, one finds a sketch for the
classical decor of a two-story facade, which appears to be coherent
with what is shown on the first side (Fig. 22). This facade would
therefore constitute the first two-story composition proposed to
close a two-story nave in the Quebec cathedral. This innovation
would mean that the end of the roof, obviously hipped, would remain
visible above the pediment of the facade. The proportions of that
facade cannot be evaluated precisely, but its general aspect is
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comparable to that of the Jesuit novitiate in Paris, which was
conceived by Etienne Martellange in 1630 (Fig. 23). There are
important differences between the two, since the sketch indicates a
high arch over the entrance, paired supports on its sides, columns
rather than pilasters, and high pedestals at ground level. These
features could suggest a derivation from Mansart and Le Mercier
instead of Martellange. However, the second level of the facade is
almost as wide as the first one, and the two are separated by a
straight entablature. The composition is poorly understood,
especially at the second level where the supports do not relate to
the pediments, but the general structure remains that of the Jesuit
church.
The two figures contained on that sheet probably constitute a
proposal to continue the construction of the cathedral with a two-
story nave and a new concept for the composition of the facade. This
proposal may have been made by Baillif, since there are similarities
with the way in which his other projects were drawn. For example,
the sculpture represented in the niche of the sketched facade may
have been made by the same hand as similar figures in drawing #3
and drawing #1. However, Baillif's role after 1688, the use of
washes in the elevations, as well as the novelty of the concept for
the facade do not support this attribution. It seems preferable to
attribute this project to La Riviere, who may have still been in
charge of the construction at that time. Since no other architectural
projects drawn by him are known today, a comparison of drawing
techniques is difficult to make, but his survey of the seigniory of
Lauzon shows that he used color washes more readily than Baillif
(Fig. 129).
This project, which could have been conceived in the early
1690s, probably had no impact on the completion of the
construction. In 1696, Baillif was hired at twenty eight livres per
toise in order to erect the masonry walls of the prolongation of the
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nave.76 The carpentry was realized by Robert Leclerc and Jean
Marchand, who signed a separate contract with the parish
administration. 77 The work apparently consisted in a simple
extension of the existing building, without raising the walls or
adding side aisles. Indeed, the carpentry contract only provides for a
roof frame that had to match that of the old church:
duquel comble toutes les parties nivelle-
ront exactement a celles du comble de quy
est a present sur la nef de la [dite] Eglise
en sorte que le cintre en sera uniforme.78
The enlargement was roofed the same year,79 and Baillif
whitewashed the masonry in 1697.80
The prolongation of the old church can be seen on several city
plans, all of which show a single vessel as wide as the interval
between the two towers. Side aisles, should they have existed,
would have run behind the towers. ,The map of Robert de Villeneuve
made in 1685 shows the project accepted in 1683 (Fig. 24): a new
facade flanked by two towers and linked to the old church by an
extension of the nave. In 1692, the engineer represented the same
elements realized only partially (Fig. 25). The south tower is roofed
76Baillif's activity at the cathedral in 1696 is known through a contract made the
following year for the whitewashing of the masonry. In that contract, he is paid two -
and-a-half toises of whitewashing for the price of one toise of masonry "par luy ci
devant faite l'an dernier a la dite Eglise." The price per toise, set at twenty-eight livres,
is probably that of 1696 (A.N.Q., F. Genaple, July 11, 1697: contract between Claude
Baillif, architect, and the churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, for the
whitewashing of the enlargement of the cathedral).
77A.N.Q., Louis Chambalon, January 29, 1696: contract between Jean Marchand and
Robert Leclerc, carpenters, on one hand, and the parish priest and the churchwardens of
Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, on the other hand, for the roof frame of the enlargement of the
cathedral.
78Ibid.
79A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, January 29, 1696: contract between Pierre Gacien, roofer, on
one hand, and the parish priest and the churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, on
the other hand, for roofing the extension of the nave and "les deux chevallets qui seront A
coste de l'une des tours et sur celle encommencee."
80A.N.Q., Genaple, July 11, 1697, op. cit.
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but the masonry of both the facade and the north tower are exposed.
Although they give a certain idea of the progress of the work, these
two maps do not reveal the complexity of the transformations that
occured between them.
Another city map made in 1693 is slightly more informative in
that it clearly distinguises between the completed buildings and
those projected or under construction (Fig. 26). In the case of the
cathedral, only the south tower appears to be completed. The facade
and the north tower are both represented with ink dots, meaning
that they were not finished.
What is apparent on city maps is also visible on surveying
plans of the area around the cathedral. A plan made by Frangois de
LajoGe in 1703 simply gives the contour of the cathedral (Fig. 27). It
shows the old church, the extended nave, and the new facade. The
only projections are the two towers and the chapels of the old
church. Another surveying plan, describing the limits of a cemetery
on the northern flank of the church, includes a portion of the latter
(Fig. 28). This plan confirms De Lajo~e's. The extension of the nave
simply continues the old walls until they meet the interior corners
of the towers.
C) Visibility and representation
At first glance, the building completed in 1697 looks like a
return to the 1683 project. A single tower was erected and the old
church was not modified, only the lenght of its nave was increased.
This resemblance, however, does not imply that the 1683 project
had been consciously revived after several years of transformations.
The absence of side aisles, which is the strongest resemblance, is
indeed misleading, since the Bishop appears to have been ready to
compromise with them from the beginning. In the same letter in
which he argued for a higher facade on the grounds that side aisles
were needed, Laval was also ready to delay them and perhaps to
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abandon them in order to pay for that facade and, even more
importantly, the bell towers:
Si l'on achevait pas la ditte seconde tour
avant que de commencer les murailles de
l'4glise il pourrait arriver que cette secon-
de tour demeurerait en cet estat sans es-
tre achevee, ce qui seroit tres fascheux et
extremement disgracie et vilain a voir ce
qui n'arrivera pas au regard des murailles
de l'eglise lesquelles paroistront d'une ne-
cessite plus grande qui ne feroit pas d'a-
chever la ditte seconde tour, de laquelle
absolument l'on peut se passer, qui nean-
moins i bien peser les choses est d'une
grande necessite.8 1
In this important passage, Laval argues that it is essential to build
the towers before the nave, since the King would pay for the nave
anyway. The towers, on the contrary, could be seen as something
superfluous. That argument, according to which the nave would be
paid for whatever happens, is not very convincing and, perfectly
conscious of its weakness, Laval tried to discredit the anticipated
response that the nave might be completed only after an extended
period of time:
et que l'on peut objecter qu'il se passera
bien du temps avant que l'on puisse met-
tre l'eglise en estat dy pouvoir demeurer
pendant l'hyver a cause du froid, ne doibt
pas estre considere d'autant qu'iI vaut beau-
coup mieux souffrir une ou deux annses,
et faire cet ouvrage solidement que d'avoir
a revenir dans un temps a redemander a
la cour auquel elle ne sera pas si bien dis-
posee comme il y a apparence quelle le
pourra estre pendant trois ou quatre an-
nees au regard de 'abbs de St. Vallier.82
81A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 130, op. cit.
821bid.
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This easy condemnation of the pessimist's point of view brings the
Bishop into contradiction with himself on the question of the side
aisles. If he could hope that the King would eventually pay for the
completion of the nave, even though this might happen only after
several years of ceaseless entreaty, Laval certainly could not
assure any critic that it would be a high nave with arcades and side
aisles. His argument, which basically says that it would be better
suffering from the cold during a few years than taking the risk of
unfinished bell towers, acknowledges that the critics, probably the
churchwardens, did have a point. Therefore, Laval accepted the
possibility of delays and compromises in relation to the nave for the
sake of completing the monumental facade and its two towers. This
shift in priority deserves careful examination because it
corresponds to a major trait of Louis XIV's France: the logic of
prestige.
According to Max Weber, the social and economical importance
of objects that we would see as superfluous today was central to
feudal societies:
"Luxury" in the sense of a rejection of the
purposive-rational orientation of consump-
tion is, to the feudal ruling class, not some-
thing "superfluous" but one of the means
of its social assertion.83
This principle of non-utilitarian comsumption as a means of
asserting one's social status was studied more deeply by the
sociologist Norbert Elias, who presented it as a fundamental trait of
the French ancien regime society that was especially strong at the
time of Louis XIV. As Weber, Elias argues that what we would easily
condemn as mere appearances did play a central role in French
society in the late seventeenth century:
83Max Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft, quoted by Norbert Elias, The Court Society,
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983. pp. 37-38.
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The practice of etiquette is [...] an exhi-
bition of court society to itself. Each par-
ticipant, above all the king, has his pres-
tige and his relative power position con-
firmed by others. Social opinion, which
constitutes the prestige of the individual,
is expressed by reciprocal behaviour with-
in a communal action according to certain
rules. And in this communal action each
individual's existential bond to society is
directly visible. Without confirmation of
one's prestige through behaviour, this pres-
tige is nothing. The immense value attached
to the demonstration of prestige and the
observance of etiquette does not betray an
attachment to externals, but to what was
vitally important to the individual identity.8 4
This tremendous importance of appearances, of the visible world in
general, which is different from the visual world of the nineteenth
century, has been studied by Elias in relation to many aspects of
life, including architecture:
[The] meaning that court buildings and their
design have in the eyes of the society that
produced them emerges only when they are
seen in the context of the specific mesh of
interdependence in which their owners and
their circle were woven. Understanding of
this mesh is impeded today by the fact that
in developed industrial society it has become
possible to enjoy high social status and pres-
tige without the need to prove this status
constantly by extravagant display.85
In court societies, Elias argues, there was a general agreement that
visible signs of prestige constituted a direct expression of social
status. Such a relation implies that the only way to ensure one's
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84Elias, op. cit. p. 101.
851bid. p. 72.
social status was to spend according to the demands imposed by
that status rather than according to one's actual income. Elias
illustrates that principle by contrasting it with bourgeois spending
habits:
The merchant, to maintain his social ex-
istence, must match his expenses to his
income. The grand ineur of the ancien
r.iim, to maintain his social existence,
must match his expenses to the require-
ments of his rank. The axiom Noblesse
oblige in its original meaning represents
an ethos quite different from the econom-
ically oriented ethos of professional-bour-
geois classes.86
This argument explains the peculiar economic behavior of the
nobility during the reign of Louis XIV, and, by extension, that of
Bishop Laval. On one hand, spending less than what was socially
expected would inevitably bring social decline, whatever the reason:
In a society in which every outward mani-
festation of a person has a special signifi-
cance, expenditure on prestige and display
is for the upper classes a necessity which
they cannot avoid. They are an indispens-
ible instrument in maintaining their social
position, especially when - as is actually
the case in this court society - all members
of the society are involved in a ceaseless
struggle for status and prestige.87
On the other hand, spending more would be disrespectful toward the
established hierarchy and could bring severe reprimand.
861bid. p. 64. An extreme example of that bourgeois ethos in the field of humanities can
be found in Thorstein Veblen, The theory of the Leisure Class, New York: The Viking
Press, 1918 (first published in 1899).
87 1bid. p. 63.
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The evolution of the project for Notre-Dame-de-Quebec seems
to follow the general principles of the logic of prestige as outlined
by Elias. In the early 1680s, the Bishop's image had one conspicuous
flaw, the lack of a cathedral. At the same time, the Bishop's
prestige was threatened by an attempt of the Recollet friars to
build a church on the place d'armes, also in the upper town. 88 In this
context, we can understand the Bishop's wish to realize the larger
cathedral project, even after the small one was put in hand. When,
however, the building process ran into troubles, priorities had to be
established. Both the Bishop and the parish administration would
have preferred a complete building, but faced with the necessity to
choose, their opinions went in opposite directions. The Bishop opted
for the "superfluous" and ignored those would would have preferred
to secure the "necessary." His point of view prevailed for a while,
since the construction of a three-story facade probably continued in
1686. The pragmatic point of view of the parish administrators,
however, still had an important role to play. It is probably because
of them that the construction gradually focused on the completion
of a single tower as the optimism about the King's support was
fading. The construction of a single bell tower, therefore,
represents a compromise. It went along the program of a cathedral
and the Bishop's search for prestige, yet the interruption of the rest
of the facade satisfied the churchwardens' financial worries.
An essential point in Elias' analysis of court society is that
visible marks of prestige were destined to be seen first and
foremost by the King. Of course, those marks had to be perceived and
recognized by everybody, and everybody was paying close attention
to them, but their ultimate addressee was the King himself. This
central position of the King was made possible by the precarious
situation of the nobility at the time, which is described by Elias in
the following way:
The contradiction within the social exist-
ence of this court aristocracy [...] lies in
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88See next chapter.
the fact that while their expenses are dic-
tated by their ranks and obligation with-
in society, their income is not.8 9
The weakening of the nobility's economic base is a well known fact
in the history of post-medieval France. The fixed revenues of land
gradually became insufficient to maintian the luxury demanded by
the social rank of the nobles of the sword. 90 Thus, the power of the
kings of France over the nobility grew out of their ability to
financially sustain part of it by various kinds of personal favors.9 1
The nobility became more and more dependent on the royalty, which
was able to control the social ascension or decline of an increasing
number of noble families. The court of Louis XIV is therefore
described by Elias as the ultimate mechanism by which the royalty
kept control over the nobility:
Just as social rise can be controlled from
the royal position [...], so, within certain
limits, can social decline. By his personal
favour the king can alleviate or prevent
the impoverishment of a noble family. He
can come to the family's help by award-
ing a court office, or a military or diplomat-
ic post. He can make available to them one
of the livings at his disposal. He can simply
give them a financial present as in the form
of a pension. The king's favour is thus one
of the most important opportunities open
to the nobility of the sword to counteract
the vicious circle of enforced ostentation at
the cost of their capital. 92
89Elias, op. cit. p. 64.
90Bernard Teyssbdre, L'art au sibcle de Louis XIV, Paris: Le livre de poche, 1967. pp.
11-15. Anthony Blunt, Art and Architecture in France. 1500-1700, New York:
Penguin Books (The Pelican History of Art), 1982. p. 157.
91Elias, op. cit. chapter VII.
921bid. p. 71.
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Louis XIV was dispensing favors to support nobles and in return he
gained their support by making it necessary for them to remain at
the court:
Money distributed by the king, however,
made it possible, and often compulsory,
to stay in his proximity. If land and rent
paid in kind tended to make knights stay
at home, land as a source of money allowed
them to stay away. And money income
such as pensions or presents disbursed di-
rectly by the king, which could be renewed
by constant favour but withdrawn by disfa-
vour, exerted strong pressure in the direc-
tion of permanent residence at his house,
compelled people to buy the king's good
opinion by repreated personal services.93
Such direct dependency of the nobility on the King was instrumental
in turning previous supporters of the Fronde into courtiers at
Versailles. Costly ostentation through clothing, building and
entertainment became signs of one's dependency on the King. The
participation in that regime of ostentation for social status was
therefore a means to clearly signify one's submission to the will of
the King. This point is made explicitly by a contemporary observer,
the Duke of Saint-Simon:
[Louis XIV] aima la splendeur, la magni-
ficence, la profusion. Ce goOt, il le tour-
na en maxime par politique, et l'inspira
a sa cour. C'etait lui plaire que de s'y je-
ter en table, en habits, en equipages, en
batiments, en jeu. C'etait des occasions
pour qu'il parlit aux gens. Le fond 6tait
qu'il tendait et parvint par la b epuiser
tout le monde en mettant le luxe en hon-
neur et pour certaines parties en neces-
site. Il reduisit ainsi peu A peu tout le
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93 1bid. pp. 155-156.
monde & dependre entierement de ses
bienfaits pour subsister.94
Saint-Simon summarizes how spending was a way to please the King
that resulted in total dependency on him. Only he could provide the
flatterers with the means to maintain their social position and to
continue their flattery. For that reason, spending was primarily
meant to be seen by the King. If Saint-Simon's reliability is often
questionable, in this case he is supported by another contemporary
figure, Blaise Pascal, who analyzed the condition of lords and kings
in a similar way:
Qu'est-ce, & votre avis, d'etre grand seigneur?
C'est etre maitre de plusieurs objets de la con-
cupiscence des hommes, et ainsi pouvoir satis-
faire aux besoins et aux desirs de plusieurs. Ce
sont ces besoins et ces desirs qui les attirent
aupres de vous, et qui font qu'ils se soumettent
& vous: sans cela ils ne vous regarderaient pas
seulement; mais ils esperent, par ces services
et ces deferences qu'ils vous rendent, obtenir
de vous quelque part de ces biens qu'ils desi-
rent et dont ils voient que vous disposez.95
This analysis of royal power expresses in its own terms what Elias
says about French society. It is by the dispensing of personal favors
that the King could secure the political support of the nobility, who
needed those favors to resist the pressure of the bourgeoisie.
The importance of the King as the ultimate addressee of the
visible marks of prestige was clearly felt by Bishop Laval. His
cathedral had to be visible not only by the town's population, but
also by the European administration and the King himself. This is the
main reason given by Laval to support his argument about the
necessity to build the facade and the towers prior to the nave:
94Saint-Simon, Memoires. quoted by H. Baudrillart, Histoire du luxe prive et public
depuis l'antiquite jusqu'A nos jours, Paris: Hachette, 1878. Vol. 4, p. 82.
95Blaise Pascal, "Trois discours sur la condition des grands," in Opuscules et lettres,
Paris: Editons Montaignes, 1955. p. 170.
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Puisque l'on juge que l'on doibt continuer
des l'4t6 prochain les travaux de l'eglise de
Quebec afin que la cour voye que l'on em-
ploye l'argent qu'elle donne A cet effet la
premiere chose qu'il est necessaire que l'on
fasse est d'achever la seconde tour (my em-
phasis).96
This desire to be seen by the King all the way from North America
may seem ambitious. However, it probably corresponds to a clear
impression that the King could see everything, that nothing could
escape his attention even in the most remote parts of the world.
Visibility is indeed the theme of Louis XIV's way of describing the
duties of a king to his son:
The task of kings consists chiefly in exer-
cising good sense, which always acts of its
own accord and without effort [...], every-
thing that is most necessary for this task
is at the same time pleasant; for it consists.
in a word, my son. in keeping one's eyes o-
pen on the whole world, incessantly learn-
ing the news from every province and ev-
ery nation, finding out the secrets of every
court, the whims and weaknesses of every
prince and every foreign minister, inform-
ing oneself on an endless number of matters
of which we are believed ignorant and, like-
wise, seeing in our own surroundings what
is most carefully concealed from us, discov-
ering each of the views and thoughts of our
own courtiers (my emphasis). 97
This quotation makes explicit the importance of the theme of
visibility in the power relationships discussed by Elias. The first
question that arises when examining the extension of this mode of
domination outside the immediate realm of the court is whether the
96A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 130, op. cit.
97Quoted in Elias, op. cit. p. 128.
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visible world of ostentation remains as important, or whether
visibility simply becomes a metaphor referring to the King's ability
to learn everything that was happening outside of his immediate
surroundings. This metaphorical meaning is certainly present in both
the Bishop's recommendations to the parish administration as well
as in Louis XIV's instruction to the Dauphi.a, but we feel that the
Bishop was also thinking about a way in which the King could
actually see Quebec, i.e. about city views.
The King and his Minister had several ways through which they
could learn about the affairs of the colony. For example, the military
engineers, the Intendant, and the Governor were all sending regular
reports to France. Only city views, however, could explain the
importance given to the bell towers. Only through city views,
indeed, could the King actually see the visual marks put by the
Bishop into the skyline of the colonial capital.
As an objection to this idea, one could argue that the city
views of Quebec were generally intended for a large public rather
than for the King himself. This is especially true of the views
illustrating books describing far away countries to Europeans, as
that published by Alain Manesson-Mallet in 1683 (Fig. 29). Many
views of Quebec, however, were specifically intended for the French
administration. Franquelin's view of 1688, for example, is part of a
map of New France presented to the Ministere de la Marine.
Franquelin himself brought that map to Europe and used it as proof
of his qualification for the promotion he sought (Fig. 30).98 The two
other views that we have mentioned earlier are also part of large
maps which were meant to provide military information to the
French administration (Figs. 31, 32).
As we have been able to see already, the city views of Quebec
do not give precise information about the architecture of the place.
Buildings are schematized, perspectives are modified, and
98M.W. Burke-Gaffney, "Franquelin, Jean-Baptiste-Louis," D.C.B., Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II. p. 229.
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prominent elements are exaggerated. This kind of criticism,
however, is pointless in relation to our discussion. What mattered
to Bishop Laval was not so much the realism of the representation
as the fact of being represented, which is exactly what those city
views do: most views of Quebec realized during the reign of Louis
XIV put a special emphasis on identifying the major institutions.
Every prominent building is labelled with a letter that refers to a
legend, where it is identified. One of the main functions of these
city views was, therefore, to signal the existence of individual
churches and convents. That function is what would have most
concerned Bishop Laval.
The lack of realism in city views can probably be understood in
relation to this function of identification. One of their most striking
features is the number and the size of church spires in the upper
town. The relation between the image, emphasizing the visible
marks of major institutions, and the text, labelling them
individually, is therefore complementary. The image and the text
form a coherent system of identification based on visible marks
such as bell towers. Interestingly, it is only when that written
nomenclature disappeared that city views became more realistic.
During the English regime, the emphasis clearly shifted away from
the identification of single elements toward the apprehension of the
landscape as a whole (Fig. 33).
There is no doubt that Bishop Laval was aware of the impact
that such representations of Quebec could have on the European
administration. The stake was important and the completion of both
towers would have contributed to show that good use was made of
the King's grants, in addition to situating the cathedral at the top of
the hierarchy between the different churches in the city. The
completion of a single tower in 1689 constituted a compromise
between the Bishop's need for visibility and the churchwardens'
financial worries. The prominent character of that single tower was
commented upon by the traveller Pierre-Frangois-Xavier de
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Charlevoix, who visited Canada in the eighteenth century. He wrote
about the cathedral in the following way:
Son Architecture, son Choeur, son Grand'
Autel, ses Chapelles sentent tout-a-fait
l'Eglise de Campagne. Ce qu'elle a de plus
passable, est une Tour fort haute, solide-
ment batie, & qui de loin a quelque ap-
parence.99
Charlevoix considered it important that the tower had "quelque
apparence," i.e. some visual presence from afar. He fully understood,
therefore, the symbolic importance of the visible world for which
the tower was built.
In addition to making clients conscious of the importance of
city views in general, the views of Quebec City also proposed a well
defined viewpoint and therefore contributed to the symbolic
hierarchization of the site. In the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, there was a definite privilege given to the eastern side of
the city, which faces the Saint-Lawrence river. The eastern
viewpoint, corresponding to the experience of approaching the city
by ship, was certainly recognized relatively early. It gained crucial
importance, however, with Franquelin.
Franquelin's earliest view of Quebec dates from 1683 and
represents the Governor's palace (Fig. 34). This image shows only a
portion of the city, but it clearly demonstrates the prominence that
a building facing east could have. The 1688 view, showing the entire
east side of the city from the Cap-aux-Diamants to the H6tel-Dieu,
sets the main features of the representation of Quebec for many
decades (Fig. 17). It shows a dense lower town, in which only a few
merchant's houses can be singled out from the mass of buildings.
These houses, although important in their surroundings, are not
99Pierre-Frangois-Xavier de Charlevoix, Journal d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi
dans 'Amerique septentrionale Paris: Ganeau, 1744 (Histoire de la Nouvelle France,
vol. Ill). p. 74.
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identified in the legend. The upper town, on the contrary, presents
individually distinguished buildings identified in the legend. The
possibilities offered by the site, in this sense, are remarkable. It
initiates a process of singularization that is pursued by the images.
The church spires are detached from their immediate surroundings
and are set against the empty sky. The silhouette of each building
can appear as an isolated element, since the upper town offers no
landscape in its background. A tower or a belfry thus constitutes a
distinctive mark in the skyline and signals clearly the presence of a
church or a religious community.
A photograph taken early in the twentieth century gives a good
idea of that silhouette effect, which draws attention to
architectural elements such as church spires (Fig. 35). The
significance of that effect lies in the clarity of the figure/ground
relation, which is not comparable in the lower town. Only in the
upper town can a spire rise unconfused with nearby elements.
The mediating function of city views, as we can see, is an
essential element to understand the Bishop's priorities. The reasons
for the abandonment of the project on drawing #3 in favor of a much
larger one, however, demand a few more comments. The total cost of
the construction of the project accepted in December 1683 was
estimated by the client in the following way:
On a fait prise & neuf mille livres pour la
magonne du clocher qui est & moiti4 fait
a quoi on a employe les 1500# par an que
le Roi a eu la bont4 de donner pendant les
trois annees dernieres.
On a fait prise & deux mille cinq livres
pour la charpente du dit clocher et on juge
qu'il faudra au moins 6000# pour retablir
la muraille de '4glise.100
100A.N., Colonies, series F-3, no. 6, f. 61:"Memoire touchant l'etat de l'Eglise de
Quebec, cathedrale et paroissiales." Possibly by Frangois de Laval, summer or fall
1684.
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This estimate includes the masonry and carpentry work, which add
up to 11,500 livres, plus 6000 livres for repairing the walls of the
old church. The available resources, on the other hand, were far from
adequate to cover these costs. The cost estimate clearly indicates
that the King's grants amounted to 1,500 livres per year, at least
between 1681 and 1683.101 In that way, the money available at the
time when the first contracts were signed could have reached 4,500
livres (3 X 1,500 livres), but it is unlikely to be much higher.
The discrepancy between the available sum and that promised
to the craftsmen could be explained by the fact that they were
probably not expected to realize all the work in one year. In
addition, the client was certainly hoping that more money would
come in the spring of 1684. This planning proved to be realistic and
there was enough money to pay the 5451 liyres owed to Baillif that
year, since a new grant of 2000 livres had arrived.
This kind of optimistic planning is probably the way in which a
client could start the construction of an important project even
though the available resources were not adequate. Thus, the
enlargement of the project in the fall of 1684 may have been related
to the Bishop's greater optimism toward the royal grants, which
shows in the letter of 1685. After quickly dismissing the argument
that the nave of the church could be compromised by the
construction of a larger facade, the Bishop argued that those grants
would probably continue and even become more substantial in the
following three or four years.102
The Bishop's planning was, in a certain sense, realistic. One
has to realize, however, that the King's grants were always personal
favors. The Bishop's projections, therefore, might have been
necessary, but they were not entirely reliable. Even in the most
optimistic estimates, the 1683 project was not conceived in
relation to a secure amount of money, either available or
101 Ibid.
102A.S.Q, Lettres N, no. 130, op. cit. See above p. 51.
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foreseeable. It was conceived on the grounds of predictions about
grants that were unforeseeable in their very nature.
The personal character of such grants was, as Elias
demonstrated, the basis on which Louis XIV ruled. The threat of
loosing the King's support kept the nobility in an attitude of
constant flattery toward him. Only by submitting themselves to that
procedure were the nobles able to maintain their social status in
front of the rising bourgeoisie. The same thing appears to be true
about the way in which Louis XIV kept control over the Canadian
clergy. As Bernard Teyssedre wrote, "Louis XIV se defie d'hommes
qui n'ont point de graces h quemander." 103 Laval's attitude of
constant entreaty toward the French administration can only be
understood within that framework. He had to accept the role of
courtier in order to preserve his legitimacy in Canada.
This discussion reveals how difficult it must have been to
evaluate the feasability of the different projects for the cathedral.
The total amount of money that would become available for the
construction could not be predicted. Since it would have been rather
frustrating for the Bishop as well as badly perceived by the court to
build a cathedral smaller that what could have been possible, the
project had to be conceived without too much concern for the
budget. The only criterion left to decide the size of the project was
the prestige of the Bishop. Normally, the Bishop could expect that
the King would give him the means to build a cathedral reflecting
his status and his importance in the colony. Any derogation to that
principle would in fact be an intervention aimed at modifying that
status. That principle, as we can see, reveals the power structure
behind the notion of decorum ("biensdance") discussed in several
architectural treatises of the time. In her analysis of Claude
Perrault's interpretation of Vitruvius, Frangoise Fichet writes:
La convenance - accord entre les parties -
devient la bienseance qui doit tenir comp-
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103Teyssbdre, op. cit. p. 29.
te de la condition du maitre, et "qui de-
mande qu'on ait egard A trois choses qui
sont l'stat, l'accoutumance et la nature." 104
This notion of decorum demands that buildings faithfully express
the social status of their owner. In Michel de Fremin's words:
11 me reste a dire un mot de ce que j'en-
tends de la convenance pour l'etat des
personnes qui font bAtir, c'est la science
de ne rien mettre dans un batiment qui
soit au dessus de la dignite et la condi-
tion du maitre, quand l'on le fait c'est une
inconvenance, laquelle consiste dans l'ou-
bli de son etat ou dans I'omission des re-
gles de la modestie et de la prudence. 105
Fremin insisted on the modesty that patrons should have but,
obviously, too much modesty would also be deregatory to the rule of
decorum and could bring social decline. Laval's problem, therefore,
was to estimate what scale of prestige the King would allow him to
have.
In these conditions, the size of the projects for the cathedral
reveals the amount of support that the Bishop thought he could
obtain from the King. In other words, they reflect the amount of
optimism about the King's annual grants. It is not surprising,
therefore, that the project would grow together with the Bishop's
optimism, which is rather high in 1684-1685. The King's support for
the 1683 project was an acknowledgement of the Bishop's power in
the colony. Seeing that, the Bishop may have decided to push for a
more ambitious project, which may have remained on the shelves
until then.
104Frangoise Fichet, La th6orie architecturale A I'Aae classique, Bruxelles: Pierre
Mardaga, 1979. pp. 25-26.
105Michel de Fremin, Memoires critiques d'architecture (1702), in Fichet, op. cit. p.
278.
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In the same way, the problems that the construction of the
cathedral encountered after 1685 are not simply a series of
unfortunate events. They rather belong to the very dynamics of the
project. The trouble related to Baillif's contract or the structural
problems of the three-story facade might appear accidental, or, at
least, avoidable. They are, however, consequences of the ceaseless
transformation of the project, which could happen because of the
importance of manifesting the Bishop's prestige. As we will see, the
lack of money that occured in 1686 coincides with the King's
support for the Recollet friars in their attempt to raise a competing
belfry in the upper town, and, therefore expresses his wish to
weaken the Bishop.
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Chapter 2: The Recollet friars in the upper town
"L'4toffe grise peut estre
quelquefois plus fine que
la noire " (Frontenac)
Throughout the 1680s, the Franciscan friars known as
Recollets made sustained efforts to obtain from Louis XIV the right
to establish their monastery in the upper town of Quebec against the
will of Bishop Laval. At that time, the Recollets already had a
monastery located on the Saint-Charles river, i.e. a few miles away
from the town on the west. In addition to being distant from the
population, this monastery had the great disadvantage of not being
visible either on city maps or on city views. In this chapter, I will
argue that the problems the Recollets had to face when they tried to
move to the upper town, as well as their reasons for wanting to do
so, are largely connected to the role of city plans and city views in
the production of architecture at the time.
This chapter comprises four parts. It begins with a brief
survey of the Recollets' place in the colony before 1680. Then, an
analysis of the way Quebec City was represented through the
seventeenth century will clarify how representation contributed to
giving preference to the eastern point of view on the town. The third
part will be a study of the conflict between Laval and the Recollets
concerning a first establishment in the upper town. The fourth part
will discuss why the Recollets were finally able to build their
monastery where they wanted it and will also analyze the
architecture of that monastery.
A: The monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anaes
The Recollets went to New France in 1615. At that time,
Samuel de Champlain, the founder of Quebec City, provided them
with a dwelling house and a chapel in the lower town, next to the
Magasin du Roi. The monastery along the Saint-Charles river was
their second establishment. Its construction started in 1620 and its
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out-of-town location is argued by some to have been selected in
order to teach young Indians. That is the reason given by the
seventeenth-century chronicler Sixte Le Tac:
Cette maison fut faite comme une maison
de Recollection et un seminaire pour y e-
lever des Sauvages. 1
However, another chronicler by the name of Chrestien Le Clercq says
that the second establishment was located in the area where the
friars hoped the town would develop:
[As] the Recollets had received from France
with the regulations full powers and the first
aid for building a regular convent and semi-
nary, a place was selected for its site about
half a league from the Port of Quebec, where
they proposed to build the city, and where
our convent is now.2
According to this author, the original buildings in the lower town
took a secondary function from the moment the monastery of Notre-
Dame-des-Anges was erected:
They did not, however, leave the house
and chapel which we had built in 1615
where the lower town of Quebec is now;
it served as a hospice and succursal chap-
el, where we administered the sacraments
and where the Divine Office was solemnly
and publicly celebrated as well as in the
convent.3
Le Clercq argues that the first buildings were not completely
abandoned after 1620, and that the Recollets always kept a foothold
1Sixte Le Tac, Histoire chronologique de la Nouvelle-France. Paris: Eugene Reveillaud,
1888 (from a manuscript of 1689). p. 111-112.
2Chrestien Le Clercq, First Establishment of the Faith in New France. New York: John G.
Shea, 1881(original French publication in 1691). Vol. 1, p. 148.
3lbid. p. 154.
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within the limits of the town. Such an argument implies that the
monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges had become the main
establishment. Moreover, the importance given to the 1615 buildings
is probably exaggerated, since the author writes in 1691, i.e.
immediately after the most critical part of the events discussed in
this chapter. The author, a Recollet himself, had personally
witnessed those events and the passage quoted above is probably an
attempt to provide one more reason to allow their monastery back
within the perimeter of the town. His argument that the Recollets
pushed for some kind of urban development in the area of their
monastery, however, corresponds to the intentions of Governor
Champlain at the time. 4 The Recollets' establishment of Notre-
Dame-des-Anges was not meant to remain a simple missionary
outpost. It quickly became their main residence, and the friars hoped
that a town would grow around them.
The Recollets, the Jesuits, and all other religious communities
were forced to go back to France in 1629, when British troops
captured Quebec City. The Jesuits, however, returned in 1632, as
soon as the colony was handed back to France by the treaty of Saint-
Germain-en-Laye. The Recollets, on the other hand, were not allowed
to return until 1670, some years after the King had taken the affairs
of the colony out of the hands of the Compagnie des cent associes
into his own.
By the time the Recollets returned, the general aspect of
Quebec City had changed considerably, since the upper town was in
the process of becoming a major institutional center. The upper
town was the site chosen by Champlain to erect the Fort Saint-Louis
in 1620. At that time, that site was not perceived as a habitable
area. The Fort Saint-Louis was mostly a defensive work meant to
protect the lower town, even though it contained some living
quarters. The upper town started to develop its institutional
character only after the French returned in 1632. In 1633, the
4John Hare et al. Histoire de la ville de Qu6bec. 1608-1871, Montreal: Boreal Express,
1987. pp. 13-14.
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Jesuits built the church of Notre-Dame-de-la-Recouvrance as well
as their main residence in that area. These buildings burnt in 1640
and were re-erected in 1647. The new church, Notre-Dame-de-la-
Paix, was the future cathedral. The Ursuline nuns obtained a house in
the lower town at their arrival in 1639, but in 1641, they began the
construction of a convent a little further up the hill than the
Jesuits. That convent burnt in 1650 and was immediately
reconstructed on the same spot. In 1642, the Augustinian nuns
decided to resume the construction of their own convent on the hill,
which they had formerly abandoned for an out-of-town
establishment. The Seminary, founded in 1663, had its first
buildings located directly behind the church of Notre-Dame-de-la-
Paix. When those buildings became too small, the Bishop obtained a
large piece of land on the north of the church and new buildings
were erected from 1675 on. The major construction of the new
Seminary, begun in 1678, was an important building dominating the
prospect on the Saint-Lawrence river. 5
The reasons why'the Governor and the religious communities
started to occupy the upper town were varied and often practical,
especially in the case of the earlier establishments. The most
important reasons were the need for sites larger than those
available in the lower town, and the need to stay within the
immediate area of the city due to the increasing fear of Indian raids.
Relatively quickly, however, the concentration of institutional
buildings developped its own force of attraction and became the
most important center of power in the colony. Obviously, such a
process could have happened without the incentive of city views.
Given the importance of the King's blessing over those institutions,
however, it is important to consider the additional appeal that
representations of the city may have conferred to that site.
5Luc Noppen et al. Quebec. Trois sibcles d'architecture, Quebec: Editions du Pelican,
1979. pp. 208. 217, 227, 241, 273.
B: The development of the eastem viewpoint through representation
The dialogue between the architecture of Quebec City and its
representation has been greatly neglected by historians. Most often,
representations of Quebec are perceived as simple documents whose
value lie in their degree of accuracy. That approach overlooks the
fact that powerful clients such as Bishop Laval were well aware of
the way the city was represented. Since the official city views and
maps of Quebec in the seventeenth century were almost certain to
come to the attention of the King, they constituted a unique means
by which the local authorities could be seen by him. Thus, the
representational space of city views could be disputed by these
clients through the judicious placing of prominent buildings in the
urban fabric. City views and maps of Quebec did not simply reflect
the pre-existing fabric, they reinforced the spatial hierarchization
of the town and, in some critical situations, may have played a
determining role.
The importance of city views in architecture is supported by
Mikhail Bakhtin's theory of signs, which suggests to look at a broad
field of "textual" interaction involving visual, architectural, and
musical utterances as well as linguistic ones. 6 Although such
demands for more global approaches often remain abstract and
disconnected from life, Bakhtin's ideas are based on the concrete
notion of "utterance," which involves tensions, responses, and
debates. In that way, any representation of a city entails the
possibility of replies from its inhabitants in whatever form,
including architecture. 7 The Bakhtinian analysis of language is thus
appropriate to describe how Bishop Laval conceived his cathedral in
relation to the point of view of its addressee. Laval saw his project
in the same way in which the King would see it, i.e. through the city
6
"If the word 'text' is understood in the broadest sense - as any coherent complex of
signs - then even the study of art (the study of music, the theory and history of fine
arts) deals with texts (works of art)" (MikhaTl Bakhtin, "The Problem of the Text," in
Speech Genres & Other Late Essays, Austin: University of Texas Press, 1986. p. 103).
7Unless the existence of that representation remains unknown from them.
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views, and planned its construction accordingly. The ideological
character of city views lies in that effect. They situate the
inhabitants of Quebec at a precise viewpoint toward their own city.
In that way, these inhabitants are put in a situation in which they
can internalize an image of themselves corresponding exactly to
that of the royal authority. In modifying their behaviour in a way to
fit better within that image, as the Bishop did, they participate in
the courtly ideology of ostentation through which the King held
sway over the various powers capable of contesting his authority.
Although the earliest known image of Quebec that can be
properly called a city view only dates from 1683 (Fig. 29), there is
clear indication that the importance of the eastern viewpoint was
recognized much before. Early plans and topographical maps of
Quebec often include some of the conventions used in city views
until the end of the French regime and, more particularly, that of the
eastern viewpoint. Of course, there is a certain number of images
that do not respect that convention, but these generally correspond
to a purpose different from that of representing the city as such. In
one case, the purpose was to show the Island of Orleans and its
position in relation to the city (Fig. 36). This was done by putting
Quebec at the bottom of the composition, so that the attention of
the viewer could be directed on the Island as such. Examples such as
this, however, remain exceptional, and the great majority of early
representations of Quebec were drawn in a way that defines an
eastern viewpoint. In another image, the same problem as above was
treated in keeping the eastern viewpoint and simply broadening the
frame to include the Island (Fig. 37). In the early eighteenth century,
when the conventions were well established, a typical view of
Quebec was inserted in a cartouche on a modern map of the Island
and its surroundings (Fig. 38). Obviously, the fact that the main
approach to the city by ship was from the east quickly made that
viewpoint familiar and provided the experiential basis for the
pictorial convention, but the accumulation of images also added its
own weight through time.
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Among the images that contributed to the development of the
pictorial conventions generally used to represent Quebec City until
1759, the most important ones are the plans of the military
engineer Jehan Bourdon. The "Description du fort de Quebec" made by
him in 1635 integrates a cartographic representation of the fort
with a view from the east (Fig. 39). The site of Quebec is
represented by a mountain resting on a horizontal line. There is no
water depicted, but the line suggest its presence. The mountain
looks like a steep island rising in the middle of an undefined
expanse of water, this effect being reinforced by the absence of
background. These two elements, water and land, are identified by a
short note below the image: "Grand fleuve St-Laurent 660 toises de
large. La montagne a 35 toises de hauteur" (Fig. 39). The
representation of the fort itself rises on top of that figure, with
one edge actually interrupting its profile. This second figure,
however, is made from a completely different viewpoint. It is a
plan, as though the fort was seen directly from above. Thus, the plan
of the fort overlaps with the profile of the mountain as though it
were lifted up on its side. The interest of this drawing lies in the
orientation of the plan, which corresponds to a certain way of
looking at the site. The north side of the fort is turned toward the
right of the page and therefore the east is at the bottom. Since this
is where the elevation of the mountain is drawn, the east is
identified with the position of the observer.
Bourdon's "Description" is a hybrid representation of Quebec
where the conventions of cartography and topography merge. This
hybrid character is not exceptional. It is only rendered more explicit
by the fact that the mountain has been drawn. Almost at the other
end of the continuum between city plans and city views is
Franquelin's "Carte du Fort St-Louis de Quebec" of 1683 (Fig. 34).
That representation is a partial city view of Quebec, showing the
fort Saint-Louis, the cliff, and part of the lower town. The area of
the fort is lifted up so that all the enclosure is revealed. In that
way, the representation of the fort looks half like a plan and half
like a view. Franquelin recognized this fact by calling it a "carte"
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(map) and not a "veue" (view), even though most elements are seen
frontally. He also drew a large wind rose in the lower right corner
of the sheet. As in Bourdon's map, that wind rose situates north to
the right and east at the bottom.
Bourdon's plans of Quebec City made in 1640 and 1660 use the
same orientation and propose the same viewpoint (Figs. 40-41). In
both cases, the Saint-Lawrence river is at the bottom of the page.
Thus, the observer is located on the eastern side of the city, exactly
as in the 1635 "Description." These plans set the standard for most
of the seventeenth-century plans of Quebec. They show the upper
town and the lower town from the Cap-aux-Diamants to the mouth
of the Saint-Charles river. They identify in a legend all the
important buildings that appear within that frame. Their
paradigmatic character can be verified by looking at a plan of 1693,
which shares all of their basic features (Fig. 26).
In the plan of 1640, the main buildings of the upper town are
identified by letters, while those of the lower town are identified
by numbers (Fig. 40). In the upper town, one sees the church of
Notre-Dame-de-la-Recouvrance, the Chateau Saint-Louis, and a few
houses. In the lower town, the Magasin du Roi, the Recollets' first
buildings, the Macasin des cent associes, and one house are
identified. It is curious that the buildings of the Jesuits are not
mentioned. The fact that they burned during the year 1640 seems the
most likely explanation for their absence. It is also curious that the
Recollets are mentioned at all, since they were not present in the
colony at the time. This fact suggests that their first buildings
were still standing and identified with them by the inhabitants.
The plan of 1660 shows an obvious development of the city
(Fig. 41). All the religious communities own large pieces of land in
the upper town and the density of the lower town has greatly
increased. The Recollets, however, have disappeared. Their old
buildings have been replaced by dwelling houses and their monastery
of Notre-Dame-des-Anges was located outside the frame
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established by Bourdon. They were thus excluded from the official
image of Quebec as a result of their forty-year absence from the
colony. After their return to Canada in 1670, that situation may
have been felt as a liability. Because they were not represented on
maps and city views, the Recollets were more likely to escape the
King's attention and miss some opportunities of receiving favors
from him. In addition to being motivated by a desire to get closer to
the center of power and to the population, it is possible to argue
that their attempt to establish themselves in the upper town during
the 1680s and 1690s was also a means to reintegrate that image.
C: The Recollets' hospice in the upper town
In 1680, the Canadian Recollets asked Louis XIV to provide a
site for an hospice within Quebec City. Their argument was that
they needed a place where friars could stay overnight, should they
be unable to return to their monastery before dark. For that purpose,
they demanded a specific site in the upper town, that of the old
Senschus. located on the Place d'Armes. across from the Chateau
Saint-Louis.8
According to D'Aviler's dictionary, the French term "hospice,"
which was used by the Recollets themselves, meant exactly what
they asked for. He defines it as a monastic building for travellers,
which can be set apart from the monastery itself.9 The
establishment of hospices, however, was clearly recognized by
Louis XIV as a pretext to found new communities. The French clergy
were warned about that usage in an edict of December 1666, in
8Copy of the letters patent conceeding the building of the Senechaussee in Quebec to the
Recollets, Versailles, May 28, 1681. Published in Eugbne Reveillaud ed. [Inventory of
documents concerning the Canadian Recollets conserved in the Archives departementales
des Yvelines, Versailles,] Appendix to Sixte Le Tac, op. cit. p. 147.
9
"HOSPICE; c'est dans un couvent, ou Maison de communaute, un logement destine pour
ceux qui viennent de dehors, & ne font que passer ou sejournent peu, lequel est
quelquefois separe du couvent." (Augustin-Charles D'Aviler, Explication des termes
d'architecture. Paris: Nicolas Langlois, 1691. p. 622).
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which Louis XIV declared it necessary to obtain letters patent for
all new religious establishments, including hospices:
A l'avenir, il ne pourra 6tre fait aucun
etablissement de colleges, monasteres,
communautes religieuses ou seculieres,
meme sous pretexte d'hospice, en aucu-
ne ville ou lieux de notre royaume [...]
sans permission expresse de nous, par
lettres patentes bien et dument enregis-
trees en nous cours de Parlement (my
emphasis).1 0
The existence of that edict shows that Louis XIV was aware of what
a Recollet hospice in Quebec City would mean for the Bishop of New
France. It would be seen as the creation of a new religious
community within the town's precinct, something that French
Bishops usually opposed at the time.11 In that way, Louis XIV
knowingly created a conflict among the local religious authorities
when he signed the necessary letters patent in May 1681:
A ces causes, desirant traitter favorable-
ment lesdits exposans nous leur avons
fait et faisons don par ces presentes si-
gnees de nostre main de la ditte place sci-
tuee dans la haute ville de Quebek oO es-
toit cy devant la senechaussde, circons-
tance et despendances, pour en faire & dis-
poser par lesdits PP. Recollets comme de
chose a eux appartenant. 12
10Edict of Louis XIV, December 1666, quoted in Ernest Lavisse, Louis XIV. Paris:
Robert Laffont, 1989. p. 355, footnote no. 3.
11Lavisse says: "Pour que les lettres patentes soient accordees avec connaissance de
cause, le Roi ne les donnera qu'aprbs avoir requ l'approbation des eveques diocesains et
avis des maires, echevins, consuls, jurats, capitouls, cures des paroisses et superieurs
des maisons religieuses. Les eveques et les cures etaient presque partout en dispute avec
les reguliers, et les superieurs craignaient la concurrence des nouveaux venus; il
n'etait pas probable qu'ils donnassent volontiers des avis favorables." Op. cit. p. 355,
footnote no. 3. In the case of the Quebec hospice, Louis XIV did not demand the
approbation of Bishop Laval. It is Laval who had to deal with a fait accompli.
12Copy of the letters patent, Versailles, May 28, 1681, op. cit. p. 197.
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In order to make any use of that site, the Recollets also needed the
approval of the Bishop, since he had jurisdiction over all religious
establishments in his territory. The Bishop, however, could not
refuse something that had just been allowed by the King. He thus
gave his approval on October 27, 1681, in the following terms:
Nous vous permettons lorsque vous aurez
une maison bastie sur la ditte place & que
quelqu'un de vos religieux y sera retenu par
maladie, d'y faire celebrer la sainte messe
par un de vos religieux en particulier, et
lorsque les infirmiers seront en convales-
cence de la celebrer eux-mesmes jusqu'A
ce qu'ils soient en estat de pouvoir retour-
ner au dit couvent.13
In that passage, Laval accepts the Recollets' demand, but he also
takes advantage of an ambiguity in the King's formulation of his
grant. The King's letter patent, agreeing to the Recollets' demand for
a hospice, gave them the right to use the site as something
belonging entirely to them. That formulation, of course, did not
allow them to build anything, but it did not put clear limits on their
project either. Laval, on the other hand, explicitely restricted to use
of the site to what the friars demanded of him, i.e. a building where
they could stay overnight or where a sick friar could remain in order
to stay closer to the doctors. He carefully avoided the term
"hospice."
In their demand to the Bishop, it seems that the Recollets put
a special emphasis on the practical reasons for their new building.
These reasons were probably seen as something that Laval would not
be able to refuse. The result, however, was that the Bishop could
easily agree to the demand and, at the same time, refuse what the
Recollets really wanted, i.e. a chapel within the town's precinct.
13Permission given to the Recollets for an infirmary in the upper town of Quebec City,
by Bishop Frangois de Laval, October 27, 1681, in Reveillaud, op. cit. p. 209.
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Some of the real motives for the Recollets' establishment in
the upper town of Quebec were made explicit in a letter sent to the
Superiors of the Order in France. 14 That long letter explains that in
1670, the Canadian Superior chose to keep the old monastery of
Notre-Dame-des-Anges because the Intendant Jean Talon was
projecting to relocate the town in that area. Had that project been
realized, the friars would have been very useful to the subjects of
His Majesty, says the author. However, he continues, the newly
arrived friars found it curious to be sent to that secluded place,
where they found little work. The text continues by explaining how
the Recollets are regarded with suspicion by the Bishop each time
they go into the town, and that they feel obliged to perform their
ministry behind his back. The author explains that the site in the
upper town was needed to make "un hospice A Quebek oO il nous soit
permis d'exercer nos fonctions," 15 but that the Bishop had rendered
it useless by the restrictions he added to the King's grant.
That letter does not argue only against Bishop Laval. It also
brings the Jesuits into the controversy, giving the local conflict -a
tone that reminds the reader of the broader rivalry between
Franciscans and Jesuits about missionary work. The letter argues
that Bishop Laval was not acting entirely on his own, but that he
was playing into the hands of some influence peddlers:
Par cette adresse qui lui a este plustot sug-
gerse par ceux qui le conduisent que par
son propre esprit, il obtient toutes ses fins:
il nous interdit A Quebek en vertu de son
escrit & nous exclud du ministere pendant
que la distance des lieux, les pluyes & les
neiges, les bois & la difficult6 des chemins
interdisent les peuples des secours qu'ils
14
"Eclaircissement necessaire pour l'establissement d'un hospice que Sa Majeste nous a
accorde dans la haute ville de Quebek," Letter of the Quebec Recollets to the Superiors of
the Order in France, 1681, in Reveillaud, op. cit. pp. 199-208.
151bid. pp. 203, 206.
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espereroient de nous " Nostre Dame des
Anges. 16
The suggestion of a hidden influence on the Bishop is probably aimed
at the Jesuits, whose way of intimidating the local population is
explicitely denounced in the same letter. 17 The letter ends by
suggesting that the Parisian Superior request the King to clarify his
position in order to dissipate the ambiguity used by the Bishop to
impose his restrictions. In this manner, the affair was returned
before the King almost immediately after his grant became known in
Quebec City.
The demand of the Recollets found a strong supporter in the
Head of the military hierarchy in Canada, Governor Louis de Buade,
Count of Frontenac. This is not surprising given the special role of
the Recollets as chaplains of the French armies. 18 Because of that
position, they were in constant relationship with the Governor. In
addition, Frontenac had regular disputes with Bishop Laval over
several topics. 19 Frontenac's support of the Recollets was expressed
in his November 1681 report on the affairs of the colony.20 He used
the same argument as the friars, saying that the King's grant was
16lbid. p. 206.
17"il arrive mesme que les prestres du seminaire & les jesuittes font des enquestes A
leurs penitens ordinaires pour sgavoir s'ils ne sont point venus A nous quand ils ont
manque d'aller A eux A confesse; les penitens sont obliges de mentir ou s'ils advouent la
chose ils sont aussitost sujets A l'inquisition, scandalisez et persecutez." Ibid. p. 203.
18Although that function was only made official in 1685, it was recognized since the
beginning of the seventeenth century. See: Pascale Gatignol et al. "Du couvent des
Recollets A l'H6pital Villemin. Destinees d'un batiment parisien," In Extenso. no. 12
(1988), p. 34.
19For example, the sale of alcohol to the indigenous people. See W.J. Eccles, Frontenac.
the Courtier Governor, Toronto: Mc Clelland and Stewart, 1959. pp. 51-74.
20
"La grace que Votre Majeste, Sire, a accordee aux Pbres Recollets en leur donnant
l'emplacement de la Senechaussee, serait d'une grande utilit6 pour les bourgeois de la
ville de Quebec, si Mr notre eveque ne s'etait avise pour la rendre inutile de la
restreindre A la seule permission d'y faire une maison pour leurs religieux infirmes, et
leur dire la messe en particulier, sans vouloir souffrir qu'ils y batissent une chapelle,
et qu'ils y celbbrent le service divin ainsi que les peuples le souhaiteraient pour leur
consolation." (Letter from the Governor Frontenac to the King, November 2, 1681,
published in R.A.P.Q.. (1926-1927). [Quebec]: L. Amable Proulx, Imprimeur de Sa
Majecte le Roi, 1927. p. 129).
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rendered useless by the Bishop's restrictions. The Recollets, he
argued, were unjustly forbidden to build a chapel on their site.
The Governor's support, obviously, was a valuable asset. In
1682, however, Frontenac was recalled to France and replaced by
Antoine Le Febvre de la Barre, who, according to Dudouyt, was not
inclined to support endeavours such as that of the Recollets.21 This
change in the administration of the colony undoubtedly pleased the
Bishop. In addition, during the spring, Dudouyt wrote him that a
decision against the Recollets could be expected soon from the
King. 22 No decision, however, was made in 1682.
At the same time as they were trying to have the Bishop's
restrictions lifted, the Recollets started the construction of a
rather plain building on the site granted by the King. This building is
known with a certain degree of precision, since, before returning to
France, Frontenac demanded a written description of it. That
description was done by a public notary and certified by
witnesses.23 Therefore, it was propably intended as an official
document on which the King could base his decision. It says that the
building was made of wood, set on stone foundations, and measuring
eighteenth by sixty-four feet. At the time of the description, i.e. in
November 1682, its exterior was waiting to be shingled. Its interior
comprised a chapel, three cells, a refectory, and a kitchen. A
measured drawing of this building, which was probably made in
1683, shows its interior distribution (Fig. 42). There is a series of
rooms giving on a corridor, which extends to the kitchen at one end
and the chapel at the other. The drawing also shows a second
21"Monsieur de la barre paroist ne vouloir aucunement soutenir les p. recollets sinon
en bon droit et raison, et non pas dans leurs entreprises comme ils l'ont ete soutenus cy
devant." (A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 65: Letter from J. Dudouyt to Bishop Laval, Paris, June
19, 1682).
22
"[Seignelay] m'adiousta quan au regard de 'etablissement que les recollets
demandaient dans quebec ils n'auraient ordre de ny rien faire qu'unne Infirmerie
conformement A ce que le Roy leur avoit accorde I'an passe." (A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 62:
Letter from Dudouyt to Bishop Laval, May 26, 1682).
23
"Copie du procbs verbal de description de l'estat auquel est le bastiment des Recollets
de la haute de Quebec 13e novembre 1682," description made by Frangois Genaple, in
Reveillaud, op. cit. pp. 221-222.
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corridor running all along the building, seemingly to create a formal
circulation zone along the more practical one.
In addition to giving such an acccount of the building, the
written description also includes a cost estimation. The different
craftsmen working on its construction were all summoned to report
on their work. These reports add up to a price of 2,500 livres for the
finished building. This is the average price of a house in Quebec City
at the time. The building that the Recollets were working on was
therefore modest. It corresponded to what the Bishop had allowed,
except for the chapel, occupying almost half of the interior space.
The construction of the hospice resumed with the new
building season in 1683. In June, however, the conflict with the
Bishop was suddenly stirred up by the belfry that appeared on the
roof. On June 2, Laval sent his vicar-general to warn the friars of
their affront, and on the following day, they received a written
order demanding that the belfry be dismantled.24
The Recollets' reply to the Bishop came on June 4. It is a long
letter that explains why they refused to dismantle what they saw as
a "petit clocheton." 25 They started by introducing themselves as
living "dans une solitude au milieu des bois,"26 and by recapitulating
the events of the previous day. Then follows a definition of the term
"hospice." That definition brings the example of European hospices,
whose purpose, accordingly, was that of accomodating travelling
friars. The authors argue that no such hospice is without a chapel,
and, therefore, without a belfry. These elements are presented as
essential components of any hospice:
24Those events are exposed in the Recollets' response of June 4, 1683 (A.N., Colonies,
series F-3, Vol. 6, ff. 37-38) and in Laval's "Memoire sur un second etablissement que
les Pores Recollets ont fait A Quebec," [1683] (A.S.Q., Manuscript 422, pp. 64-75,
copy by Amedee Gosselin). The order to dismantle the belfry was given in a letter to the
Superior Father Valentin Le Roux on June 3, 1681 (A.N., Colonies, series F-3, vol. 6,
f. 36).
25Response of the Recollets to Bishop Laval, June 4, 1683, op. cit.
26lbid.
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|I ne s'en trouve point qui nous soit con-
nu sans une chapelle et un clocher pour
entretenir la devotion de ceux qui se ren-
contrent et que le clocher est mame inse-
parable des hospices destines pour le sou-
lagement des infirmes et des malades.27
The text adds that the friars never intended to open the chapel to
the public, in accordance with the Bishop's "permission" of October
1681. It also insisted on the point that their hospice did not
constitute a new institution, but rather a simple extension entirely
dependent on the main monastery.
The Bihop, of course, was not impressed by those foreseeable
arguments, and he insisted that the belfry was the sign of a new
religious community. 28 His next move was to revoke the 1681
permission. On June 12, 1683, he forbade the friars to celebrate the
mass in their hospice altogether, and he also reiterated his order to
dismantle the belfry.29
In reaction, the Recollets orchestrated a series of replies.
They demanded another more precise and up-to-date description of
their building, they demanded the roofers to make an official
declaration saying that they did not work on the belfry after the
Bishop's first complaint, and they sent a long protest letter to the
Bishop.
The new description was made on June 14, 1683. It
corresponds roughly to that of 1682, except that the building is said
to be one foot smaller on both sides, probably because the fractions
were rounded off in the smaller direction.30 The disputed belfry,
271bid.
28This argument is used in a report sent to Seignelay in Novemver 1683: "ils ont eleve
sur ce batiment un clocher qui marquait une nouvelle communaute." (Laval, "Memoire
sur un second etablissement," op. cit. p. 64).
29A.N., Colonies, series F-3, vol. 6, f.39: letter from Bishop Laval to Father Valentin
Le Roux, June 12, 1683 (copy by Frangois Genaple).
30A.N.Q., F. Genaple, June 14, 1683: "[Inventaire] ou description de l'hospice des R. P.
Recolets."
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described with precision, is said to be four and a half feet wide on
both sides, and to rise six and a half feet above the ridge of the roof.
The roof of the building was covered with slate, but that of the
belfry was not yet done. The roofers' scaffoldings were still in
place.
The declaration demanded of the roofers was intended to show
that the construction process was stopped as soon as the legitimacy
of the belfry was disputed, thus proving that the friars always
obeyed the Bishop promptly.31 This document as well as the previous
one were probably part of a dossier taken to France in November
1683, when both the old and the new superiors of the monastery left
with a few other friars.32
The protest sent to the Bishop asked reconsideration of the
revocation of his 1681 permission. 33 The text starts by the chapter
collectively taking the responsibility for the recent events, since
Laval was always addressing his letters to the Superior Valentin Le
Roux personally. Then were repeated the arguments that the hospice
was never intended as an autonomous monastery, and that the belfry
was in fact more a bell-cote than a real bell tower. The text also
argues that the Bishop's narrow interpretation of the King's grant
amounted to its negation, and that the community needed a few
permanent residents in the hospice in order to receive the alms of
the population, on which they were living. In addition, the friars
disputed the right of the Bishop to intervene in the internal life of
the hospice, though they acknowledged his power regarding its
public life, which they claimed to have always respected.
As a consequence of such obstinacy and because of Laval's
influence, the Superior Valentin Le Roux was recalled to France that
summer. He did not leave immediately, but his successor, Henri Le
3 1A.N.Q., F. Genaple, June 16, 1683: "[Declaration] et [attestation] de Robert Pepin et
[Pierre] Dron [pour] les R. P. Recolets."
32See the summary of the affair in Jacques Valois, "Le Roy, Henri," D.C.B., Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. 11, pp. 420-421.
33A.N.Q., F. Genaple, June 19, 1683: "Protestation des R. P. Recolets."
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Roy, arrived in Quebec on August 25, 1683.34 Laval talked about the
new Superior in his "Memoire sur un second etablissement que les
Peres Recollets ont fait & Quebec," probably written in November
1683:
Les choses etaient en cet etat lorsque le
Pere Henri Le Roy arriva a Quebec en qua-
lite de superieur et commissaire pour suc-
ceder au [Pere] Valentin. M. I'Eveque, qui
aurait pu [...] user de son autorite contre la
desobeissance de ces Religieux, aima mieux
s'adresser A ce nouveau superieur pour le
faire juge dans sa propre cause et l'ayant
informe exactement de ce qui s'etait fait de
part et d'autre, ce Pere condamna le proc4-
de de ses Religieux et promit par plusieurs
fois en differents jours de les faire desister
de leur entreprise qu'il connaissait mal fon-
dse et injustement soutenue. Mais quelques
efforts qu'il fit pour les amener a leur de-
voir, ii fut contraint d'avouer & M. I'Evdque
qu'ils n'avaient pas voulu se soumettre, qu'ils
lui avaient meme dit que s'ils les obligeaient
e obeir, ils retourneraient tous en France et
que leurs actes capitulaires lui defendaient
sous peine de prison de detruire ce que son
predecesseur avait fait. Toutes ces choses fu-
rent rapportees par le [Pere] Henri dans la
chambre de Mr de Quebec en presence de M.
Des Maizerets.35
According to this account, the friars' confidence had not been shaken
by the revocation of their former Superior. The new one, who was
thought to be more moderate, had to admit his inability to reason
with them.
Hopeless about that new mediation, Laval decided to impose
more sanctions on the friars. On October 3, he cancelled their right
34Valois, op. cit. p. 419.
35Laval, "Memoire sur un second etablissement," op. cit. p. 67.
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to preach and to hear confessions.36 These sanctions, however, did
not apply to all of them. The Bishop had made an exception for the
newly arrived Superior and a few other friars, whom he saw as
innocent. His official reason for sparing them was to demonstrate
that he had nothing against the Recollet Order as a whole,37 but he
probably did not convince anyone by that gesture. He might also have
attempted to disrupt the solidarity among the friars, but all he did
was to infuriate Le Roy and to rally him with the others. 38
The report in which Laval relates those events was sent to the
Minister in November 1683. It was appended to a general letter of
explanation, and was also mentioned in another letter, sent directly
to King Louis XIV. The letter to the King contains a brief description
of the affair and refers him to Seignelay for more details. 39 That
sent to Seignelay explains how the Recollets, after being allowed to
build an infirmary, used that opportunity to secretly build a chapel
in the upper town. 40 Thus, Laval argues, the Recollets should be
punished and prevented from using the site of the Senbchaussee
altogether. That solution, he says, is the only way to restore peace
in the colony. Under the pretext of offering some compensation for
the Recollets' misfortune, he also made an offer to buy the site from
them.
The report itself contains the same argument, adding that all
religious communities of the town were opposed to the Recollets'
venture. That assertion reflects the opinion of the Jesuits and the
Seminary, both of which had close relations with the Bishop, but the
36 1bid. pp. 67-68.
371bid. p. 68.
38Leroy's anger is mentioned in a letter from Dudouyt to Laval: "le pare henry dans un
entretien que j'ai eu avec lui m'a paru fort irrite contre vous de ce que vous lavies
traitte d'une manibre trbs rude que vous aviez revoque les pouvoirs de ses religieux que
vous vouliez les empescher de quester et les chasser du Canada." (A.S.Q., Lettres N, no.
77: Paris, March 11, 1684).
39A.N., Colonies, series F-3, vol. 6, f. 59: Letter from Bishop Laval to Louis XIV,
November 10, 1683.
40A.N., Colonies, series F-3, vol. 6, ff. 73-74: Letter from Bishop Laval to Seignelay,
November 10, 1683.
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other communities, Ursuline and Augustinian nuns, seem to have
remained silent. The Bishop continued to avoid the term "hospice" by
creating an opposition between an "infirmerie," which he had
allowed, and a "second etablissement," which the Recollets secretly
tried to create. He specifically condemned the existence of a chapel
in the building, which was revealed to him by the belfry. Laval
further accused the Recollets of having opened their chapel to the
public, which would be the ultimate disobedience. The most difficult
part of his argumentation was probably to demonstrate that his
original restrictions on the use of the site did not go against the
King's letters patent. He argued that the King did not specifically
allow the creation of an hospice, and that such establishments
remained subject to the Bishop's approval anyway. He also argued
that enough public churches already existed in Quebec City and that
the alms of the population would not suffice to maintain both the
Recollets and the Hotel-Dieu. He concluded by offering two thousand
ecus for acquiring the site.41
The point of view of the Recollets is represented in a report of
their own, probably written in early 1684. That report, entitled
"Memoire instructif contenant la conduite des Peres Recollects de
Paris, en leur mission de Canada, depuis l'annse 1615 jusques en la
presente annee 1684," is again a chronological assessment of the
events. 42 It starts as early as 1615 in order to remind the court that
the Recollets had been the first missionaries to go to Canada. It
explains that, after the 1629 expulsion, they were able to return to
Canada in 1670 thanks to the King, but that the Bishop always
refused to give them work, even though masses were celebrated only
three or four times a year in some parts of the country. According to
the author, the Bishop preferred to see people remain without
confession rather than sending them Recollet friars. A clear
4 1Laval, "Memoire sur un second etablissement," op. cit. passim (1 . = 3 fivres).
42
"Memoire instructif contenant la conduite des Pores Recollects de Paris, en leur
mission de Canada, depuis I'annee 1615 jusques en la presente annee 1684,"
(anonymous), in Pierre Margry, Decouverte et etablissement des Francais dans l'ouest
et dans le sud de 'Amerique septentrionale (1614-1754), part I: "Voyages des Frangais
sur les Grands Lacs," Paris: Imprimerie D. Jouaust, 1876. pp. 18-33.
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expression of the King's support for their hospice in the upper town
is then offered as a way to resolve these problems.
Considering the hospice as such, the report asserts that the
Bishop's restriction on opening its chapel to the public had always
been respected. It also questions the legitimacy of the Bishop's ban
on the construction of that chapel on the basis that it came only
after its completion, except for the belfry, whose construction was
stopped immediately. Even though the Recollets fully understood the
limits of the Bishop's permission of October 1681, the report argues
that the right to celebrate private masses in the hospice implied the
right to build a chapel, which implied the right to erect a belfry. The
report also proposes a distinction between a campanile a campana,
i.e. a public bell tower, and a campanibulum a campanula, i.e. a
simple domestic bell, to which they claimed to be entitled. Then the
report accuses the Bishop of having broken a truce that had been
accepted in order to wait for the King's decision. The re-opening of
hostilities consisted in the Bishop's attempt to use the newly
appointed Superior to achieve his goal. The report concludes by
saying that the Recollets had no other resort but making an appeal
to the King, since Governor La Barre himself had declared that soon
no Recollet would be left in Canada.43
With the two major reports presented above and many
appended documents in the hands of the King and his Minister, the
affair was entirely transported to Versailles. The unfolding of the
events in France was reported by Dudouyt in a letter to Laval. The
procurator told the Bishop that he had prepared another report,
which he gave to Seignelay and to Pere La Chaise, whose sympathy
he believed to have won. 44 This new report probably consists in the
"Memoire touchant l'establissement d'un Second Convent ou hospice
des Recollets dans Quebec pour y faire leurs fonctions" conserved in
431bid.
44A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 77: Dudouyt to Laval, Paris, May 11, 1684.
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the French colonial archives. 45 It is a short text that resumes the
affair in the following way:
Les Recollets ont demande au Roy une pla-
ce appellee la Seneschaussse en la haute vil-
le de Quebec pour y avoir seulement un lieu
de retraitte lorsque la nuit ou le mauvais
temps les empescheroit de retourner au Con-
vent et pour y mettre quelques religieux ma-
lades pour les y faire traitter.
L'Evesque de Quebec y a donn4 son consen-
tement conformement a ce qui est contenu
dans les lettres patentes que Sa Majeste leur
a accord6es pour cet effet.
Mais les Recollets n'estant pas contens de
cela, veulent establir dans Quebec un second
Convent ou hospice pour y exercer toutes
leurs fonctions, ce qui ne se peut accorder.46
In that passage, the author tried to make two important points.
Firstly, he asserted that the Bishop entirely respected the spirit of
the King's letters patent when he permitted the friars to build only
an infirmary. Secondly, he tried to identified the meaning of
"hospice" with that of "convent" by relating them together with the
conjunction "ou." In that way, he proposed that the two terms were
inter-changeable, probably remembering the King's edict of 1666. On
the basis of that equivalence, he proceeded to argue that the
Recollets had used the pretext of an infirmary to build a full-
fledged monastery.
The report continues by listing three reasons why the friars
should not be allowed to keep that monastery. These reasons were,
first, the inability of the population to support another community
by its alms, second, the fact that one more church could affect the
already low attendance at the cathedral, and third, the fact that the
45A.N., Colonies, series C-11-A, vol. 106, f. 275: "Memoire touchant 'establissement
d'un Second Convent ou hospice des Recollets dans Quebec pour y faire leurs fonctions,"
[attributed to Jean Dudouyt, March 1684].
4 61bid.
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monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges was not unduly far from
Quebec.47
In the same letter to Laval, Dudouyt also admitted that his
new report did not have the expected effect. Seignelay did present it
to the King, but the King wanted more time to study the entire
affair.48 Dudouyt then summarized a meeting between him, Jacques
de Brisacier (Superior of the Seminaire des missions 4trangeres),
Hyacinthe Lefebvre (Superior of the Recollets of the Province of
Paris), and Henri Le Roy.49 Lefebvre is said to have expressed strong
disagreement about the friars' belfry and their having exceeded the
Bishop's original permission. He is also said to have been quite rude
with Le Roy, who maintained that both the King's letters patent and
the Bishop's permission were allowing "un hospice comme ceux de
France." 50 Whether or not he was a fine politician, Dudouyt certainly
saw the ambiguity of Lefebvre's attitude, on one hand showing
strong disapproval of the friar's endeavor in Quebec, but on the other
hand limiting that criticism to the existence of a belfry. He
therefore ended his letter on a pessimistic tone, expressing his fear
that the -affair might be reduced to dismantling the belfry and
keeping the chapel closed to the public:
Je prevoy bien que la chose se pourra
r'duire e faire abatre le clochs et a se
tenir [expressement?] ' ce que vous a-
vez [permis?] mais je ne scay si on pour-
ra obtenir qu'ils n'ayent pas une infir-
merie nous y [faisons?] cependant le pos-
sible afin qu'on les reduise unique e
leur couvent de N D des Anges. 51
Dudouyt's next letter reveals that the King did not want to
focus solely on the events surrounding the construction of the
471bid.
48A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 77, op. cit.
491bid.
50lbid.
51Ibid.
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hospice, as the Bishop would have preferred, but that he was also
considering the overall place of the Recollets in the colony, as the
Recollets wished. 52 He relates an audience that he and Brisacier
obtained from Seignelay, in which Seignelay politely expressed his
disapproval about the hospice, but also criticized Laval's attitude
toward the Canadian Recollets in general. It is striking to see how
much the Minister made his own the content of the Recollets' report
of 1684. For example, he saw it fit to criticize Laval's reluctance to
employ the Recollets as missionaries. He also invoked the argument
that several persons had died in Canada without their confession
being heard. This last argument was in fact supported by a report of
the Intendant on the state of the Catholic Church in Canada made in
1683, which basically said the same thing.53 Seignelay probably saw
that report as unbiased, since the Intendant who wrote it was
otherwise not in favor of the Recollets' hospice.54 Obviously,
Dudouyt was not happy about the audience. He was still counting,
however, on the interventions of Louis Tronson (Superior of Saint-
Sulpice), Pere La Chaise, and Frangois de Harlay (Archbishop of
Paris).
The King finally rendered his decision on April 10. Whether he
intended it or not, that response appears to be strongly supportive
of the Recollets while it is ambiguous enough to reinvigorate the
conflict. The response starts by outwitting the Bishop's use of the
terms "hospice" and "couvent:"
J'ai examine les differents m~moires qui
m'ont 4t4 present6s de la part de l'Ev&que
de Quebec et de celle des Recollets sur le
52A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 78: Dudouyt to Laval, Paris, March 16, 1684.
53
"Les trois-quarts [des habitants du Canada] au moins n'entendent pas quatre fois la
messe dans 'annee, ce qui fait que souvent ils meurent sans Sacrements et ne sont pas
plus instruits de notre religion que les Sauvages qui n'en entendent jamais parler"(Intendant De Meulles to the Marquis of Seignelay, Quebec, November 4, 1683,
published in R.A.P.Q.. (1939-1940). [Quebec]: Redempti Paradis, Imprimeur de Sa
Majeste le Roi, 1940. p. 251).
54lbid.
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sujet de leur hospice. Mon intention n'est
pas que ces Religieux 6tablissent un couvent
regulier sous pretexte de cet hospice, mais
je veux les maintenir dans la grace que je
leur ai accordee etant juste qu'ils aient un
lieu pour se retirer dans la ville, puisque
leur couvent est 4loigne. 55
Without acknowledging his awareness of the ambiguity of the terms,
Louis XIV declared that his original intention was not to allow the
creation of a new monastery, but that the Recollets were
nevertheless entitled to have a hospice in Quebec. In order to
support that argument, he invoked the distance of the monastery
from the town. He did, however, concede a few points to the Bishop:
A l'gard du clocher, ils ne doivent pas
en faire batir contre le consentement de
l'Eveque, mais pour la permission de c4-
l4brer la messe dans une chapelle parti-
culiere et & portes fermees, il paraitrait
une affectation trop grande de sa part de
vouloir l'empecher. 56
In that passage, Louis XIV stated that the Recollets should not erect
a belfry against the Bishop's will. He did not say, however, that the
belfry already on the hospice had to be dismantled. The King
acknowledged that the chapel should remain closed to the public,
which is consistent with the definition of a hospice. He added,
however, that the chapel as such could stay, and that the Bishop had
no authority over the internal life of the hospice. In that way, he
allowed that some friars lived there permanently. He also dwelt at
some length upon the necessity to involve the Recollets in
missionary activities.5 7
55A.N., Colonies, series F-3, vol. 6, ff. 84-85: Letter from Louis XIV to Governor De la
Barre, April 10, 1684.
561bid.
571bid.
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As we can see, the decision was not favorable to the Bishop.
The King supported the broad interpretation of the letters patent he
had given in 1681. He only conceded that the chapel should be closed
to the public. He gave the impression of condemning the construction
of the belfry, but what should be done about it was not clearly
indicated.
The letter containing that decision was sent to Governor De la
Barre,5 8 and a similar one was sent by Seignelay to the Intendant.5 9
The responsibility to apply the King's ruling and to stop the quarrel
was left to them:
Et Sa Majeste desire que vous vous emplo-
yez de concert avec ledit sieur de la Barre
b faire cesser autant qu'il vous sera possible
les sujets de plainte [que l'Eveque] fait con-
tre les Recollets n'y ayant rien qui puisse es-
tre plus utile pour le bien du pays. 60
The main task of the King's representatives in the colony consisted
in keeping control over the Bishop so that a recourse to the King
would not be needed again. This task was not an easy one, since the
King had accepted the Recollets' demand in 1681 with the precise
aim of creating a couterweight to the Bishop's power. The presence
of the Recollets in the upper town was a source of competition and
conflict desired by the King and, therefore, the 1684 decision
supported the Gray Friars.
According to Nobert Elias, the exploitation of such conflicts
constituted the basis on which the French monarchy maintained its
authority:
The King "divided and ruled." But he did
not only divide. What we can observe in
581bid.
59Letter from Seignelay to the Intendant De Meulles, 1684, published in Reveillaud, op.
cit. pp. 225-226.601bid.
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him is an exact assessment of the power
relationships at his court and a careful bal-
ancing of the tensions within it.61
This statement applies best to Louis XIV, who stimulated such
conflicts by socially promoting those who would be nobodies
without his support, as his mistresses and his illegitimate children,
therefore inciting the jealousy of the high nobility.62 Elias
summarizes that situation in the following way:
[The careful balancing of tensions,] there-
fore, was one of the methods by which the
King prevented a unification of court socie-
ty against him and by which he promoted
and maintained the desired tension-balance,
the precondition of his rule. It is a peculiar
type of field and form of rule that manifests
itself here in the court, and analogously in
the wider dominion of the absolute monarch.
What is characteristic of this dominion is the
exploitation of enmities between subjects to
reduce hostility towards, and increase their
dependence on, their sole ruler, the King. 63
In conformity with the way in which Elias analyzed that mode of
ruling, Louis XIV's decision about the Recollet hospice in Quebec
City consisted in supporting the friars to counteract the Bishop.
That support obviously made the Recollets feel more confident in
their claim and, when De la Barre asked about their intention
concerning the belfry, they replied that the King's decision allowed
them to keep it. They suggested that the King's words meant that no
belfry should be erected against a specific order of the Bishop.
Therefore, the belfry on the hospice did not have to go because the
Bishop's disapproval was only expressed after its construction
started:
61Norbert Elias, The Court Society, London: Basil Blackwell, 1983. p. 120.
62 1bid.
63 1bid. pp. 120-121.
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Le Roy parle d'un clocher erig4 contre
le consentement de Monseigneur l'Eve-
que de Quebec, ce que nous ne croyons
pas avoir fait attendu la permission de
sa grandeur pour 'etablissement dudit
hospice en consequence des lettres pa-
tentes du Roy.64
The friars further supported that argument by the fact that, usually,
no distinct permission was needed for the construction of belfries.
Since hospices usually have such belfries, they argued, the
permission they got in 1681 for an hospice included that for a
belfry, and no separate demand could have been expected from them.
That reply, dated October 7, 1684, ends on a more conciliatory,
or at least more flattering, tone. It says that the Recollets would
comply with the Governor's and the Intendant's will, whether or not
they agree with their interpretation of the King's words.65 In saying
that, however, the friars forced a re-interpretation of the King's
decision and situated the colonial authorities as simple interpreters
of his will rather than powers in themselves. That skillful
manoeuvre demonstrated that they were not ready to abandon the
cause.
The final decision of the Governor about the belfry is
unfortunately not known. But even that decision, whatever it was,
did not put an end to the conflict, since many local historians
continue to argue today from the positions established in the
1680s. 66 There are a few indications, however, that the Recollets'
belfry went down in the end. An early biographer of Bishop Laval, for
example, tries to claim victory in the affair for that reason:
64Letter from the Recollets to the Intendant De Meulles, October 7, 1684, published in
Reveillaud, op. cit. pp. 226-229.
651bid.
66 For example, the biographer of Bishop Laval in the D.C.B. claims that the Recollets
did build a full-fledged monastery in 1682: "The religious nonetheless made a convent of
it, topped it with a belfry, held services for the public, and openly disregarded the
bishop's instructions" (Andre Vachon, "Laval, Frangois de," in D.C_,L Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 370).
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On passe sous silence tout ce qui s'est pas-
se en 1682 et 1683 touchant les Recollets,
dont l'erection du petit clocher qu'ils firent
41ever sur leur hospice contre les ordres de
Mgr auxquels la cour les obligea de se tenir
et d'abattre le clocher ce qu'ils executerent
et par la furent retablis dans l'exercice de
leurs fonctions. 67
Other indications lie in the absence of a Recollet belfry in
Franquelin's view of 1688 (Fig. 17), and in the fact that the friars
recovered the right to exercise their religious functions just before
Laval's departure for France in 1684.68 That last point suggests that
the belfry was dismantled at the same time, i.e. in early November
1684.
An important gain of Laval's in that affair was to have
prevented the Recollets from appearing in Franquelin's city view of
1688. That view shows Quebec City in a way that corresponds
exactly to Bourdon's plans discussed earlier (Figs. 40, 41). Quebec is
seen from the Saint-Lawrence river on the east. It extends from the
Cap-aux-Diamants on the left to the Hotel-Dieu on the right. In that
frame, Franquelin labelled and identified the Fort Saint-Louis, the
Seminary, and the bell towers of the Jesuits, the cathedral, the
Ursulines, and the Hotel-Dieu. The Recollets' hospice existed at the
time, but it was not included in the view because it was not visible.
The view is in fact dominated by the Jesuits, with a monumental
belfry rising almost in the center of the composition. Further on the
right, the Seminary is also prominent.
At the time when the Recollets proposed their bold
interpretation of the King's decision, it seems that Bishop Laval
began to fear that the belfry might never go. He was continuing his
67A.S.Q., manuscript 422: "Memoire touchant feu M. Frangois de Laval," [attributed to
Louis Ango de Maizerets, 1708,] p. 14 (Copy by Amed6e Gosselin of an document in the
archives of Saint-Sulpice in Paris).
68Valois, op. cit. p. 421.
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pressures to have it dismantled, but he also became involved in the
architectural competion for the city view in a much more direct
way. Indeed, exactly at that time, the project for the cathedral was
enlarged to include and eighty-foot facade. 69 In that way, Baillif's
"dernier dessin" for the construction of the cathedral could be a
reaction to the Recollets claim of October 1684. A larger cathedral
was probably the safest way to ensure that the Recollets would at
least remain in a subordinate position. A prominent design was also
an excellent way to prolong the Bishop's influence over time, since
he was going to retire a few months later.
The Bishop's efforts to lighten the impact of the King's
decision were also pursued in other areas. He used the occasion of
his trip to France to try to discredit the Recollets on his own. He
was able to limit to one the number of friars living permanently in
the Quebec hospice. He also prevented them from opening a
monastery in Montreal, "ce qui les a mortifies et qui est un grand
bien." 70 In the letter announcing that piece of news to the Seminary,
Laval added that the Recollets should be kept under constant
surveillance, "parce qu'il est bien difficile qu'ils se puissent reduire
a ne rien entreprendre de nouveau."71
In 1685, when those new pressures on the Recollets were
applied, the military engineer Robert de Villeneuve used an
ingenious way in which to make them visible on city maps. On his
1685 map of Quebec, the monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges,
identified as "les Recoletzs," is represented even though it is not
part of the area covered by the map. The plan of the monastery has
been drawn in the right margin, outside the frame of the image
(Figs. 24, 43).
That plan of Quebec City is peculiar for a few more reasons,
which are worth discussing at this point. Firstly, it is peculiar for
69See above, p. 22.
70A.S.Q., Lettres N, no. 130: Laval to the Seminary, Paris, 1685.
7 11bid.
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its orientation. As opposed to the contemporary usage, Villeneuve
chose to put the north of the map at the bottom of his page. In that
way, he gave privilege to the bank of the Saint-Charles river, where
there were few buildings, as opposed to that of the Saint-Lawrence
river, where the lower town had developed. This strange orientation
is usually attributed to the intention of showing the area where the
lower town could could be expanded.72 It is also motivated, however,
by the newly established "logis de l'intendant" (number 3 on the
map). This is not suprising if one considers that the same building
was important enough to motivate the creation of a new viewpoint
on the city. Indeed the city views from the northwest made by
Franquelin and Fonville took that building as their central motif
(Figs. 18, 19). Such a re-orientation of the map of Quebec did not
reach far enough, however, to include the Recollet's monastery.
Villeneuve's plan of 1685 is also peculiar for the emphasis
given to religious buildings. These buidings were already
distinguished by their size on the map. The author further isolated
them by writing their names directly on the picture. By
contradistinction, all other important buildings, be they public,
military, or civil, are referenced by a number to a legend in the
upper right corner of the page. In that way, the buildings belonging
to the various religious communities were clearly set apart from
the other ones. That particularity seems to provide the explanation
for the way the Recollets have been represented. The author chose to
bring in the monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges instead of simply
using the hospice already on the map because of a comparative
purpose. Since that map was the most precise representation of
Quebec City up to that time, and since there was a special emphasis
given to religious buildings, a faithful image of the Recollets might
have been felt necessary. The hospice would have given a poor and
false image by comparison to the other communities. By putting the
72Luc Noppen and Rene Villeneuve, Le tresor du grand sibcle. Quebec: Musee du Quebec,
1984. p. 152.
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monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges in the margin, however, the
map gave a better idea of the relative importance of the various
establishments.
Villeneuve's map, however, does contain a paradox. In choosing
to represent the Recollets by their monastery of Notre-Dame-des-
Anges, and by not mentioning their hospice in the upper town, it
gives a picture of their situation that corresponds more to the
1670s than to the 1680s. The map suggests that the Recollets were
still excluded from the town and therefore shows a pro-Recollet
bias. The way the Recollets' situation is presented on the map also
corresponds to the way the friars actually felt about their hospice.
The new restrictions imposed in 1685, as well as the destruction of
their belfry, made them continue their complaints on a tone that
strangely recalls earlier reports:
Cette mission d'un pays si ample & si eten-
du nous est devenu fort etroitte & resser-
rbe par l'entree que y ont fait les PP. Jesui-
tes & les prestres seculiers. Ils se sont empa-
res de touts les emplois, de touts les postes,
en sorte que de tout ce grand pays nous n'a-
vons que trois endroits preque deserts & in-
habites oOi nous ayons lieu de pouvoir dire
la Ste messe & y faire quelques petites fonc-
tions. 73
That new report, sent to the Provincial Superior in 1686, complains
about the great amount of place taken by the Jesuits and the priests
of the Seminary in the colony, who are called "nos adversaires"
further down the text. 74 It argues that those two groups
73
"Estat de la Mission des PP. Recolets de Canada," [1686], in Reveillaud, op. cit. p.
216. The editor dated this document from 1682. We think it was made in 1686 because
the names of "Mr l'abbe de St-Valier" and "Mgr le marquis de Denonville" appear in the
text. Saint-Vallier visited Canada in 1685-1686 for the first time, and Denonville
became Governor in 1685.
741bid. p. 217.
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monopolized most religous duties in the country while the Recollets
were left with only three establishments. These establishments
were one mission in Gaspesia, one on Lake Ontario, and their
monastery at Notre-Dame-des-Anges. The Quebec hospice is not part
of that list, just as it is not identified on Villeneuve's map of 1685.
This absence is explained, seemingly, by the little importance that
building had, and the report continues by demanding an improvement
of its situation.
If ones looks at their 1681 report, however, it appears that
the Recollets had obtained most of what they had originally
demanded. 75 The 1686 report, therefore, constitutes a new step in
their fight for greater recognition and prestige. Indeed, this report
demands that the hospice be opened to the public, something which
the Recollets would not have dared to ask before 1684. It also
demands that the number of friars living in the hospice be increased
to two or three. 76 These new demands make clear that the Recollets
were participating in the same regime of ostentation as the Bishop.
Indeed, those demands were presented as the only way to keep
"I'aumosne du Roy que l'on menace de retrancher pour le peu de
Religieux que l'on voit icy."77 As in the case of the cathedral,
ostentation was addressed to the King and did not stop growing
when one level seemed to be secured. The next step in the Recollets'
venture was to transform their hospice into their main
establishment.
D: The new monastery in the upper town
1: The agreement between Bishop Saint-Vallier and the Recollets
The status of the Recollets in Canada changed when Frontenac
recovered his charge as Governor and Saint-Vallier became the
second bishop of New France. Frontenac, who strongly supported the
75See above, pp. 79-80.
76
"Estat de la Mission des PP. Recolets de Canada," op. cit. pp. 218-219.
77 1bid. p. 219.
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Gray Friars in 1681-1682, returned to Quebec in the fall of 1689.78
Saint-Vallier, who quickly drew attention to himself as an opponent
of the Seminary and the Jesuits, arrived in the colony during the
previous summer. 79 The coordinated efforts of those two men
brought considerable help to the Recollets in the 1690s.
The deal proposed by the new Bishop before going to France in
1691 was to grant the Recollets the permission for a new
monastery on the site of their hospice in exchange for the sale of
their buildings of Notre-Dame-des-Anges, where he planned to
establish a general hospital. In France, Saint-Vallier discussed his
proposition with the Provincial Superior, who called an assembly,
held on February 26, 1692, to examine the deal. At that time, the
principle of the exchange was accepted, and Frontenac was
empowered to negotiate the specific arrangements.80 Possibly by
fear of some trickery, the assembly demanded that no transaction be
ratified before the Bishop officially granted all the permissions
needed to establish a full-fledged monastery within Quebec City. 81
Saint-Vallier made no difficulty and as soon as he returned to
Canada, he gave the necessary permissions in a pastoral dated
September 4, 1692:
Nous, pour leur temoigner nostre gratitu-
de & bienveillance, leur avons permis &
accord6, permettons & accordons [auxdits]
religieux, d'etablir [leurdit] convent regu-
lier dans la ville de Quebec, & d'y vivre en
communaute, d'y chanter l'office divin pu-
bliquement, & d'y faire touttes les fonctions
qu'ils ont coutume de faire en touttes leurs
78W.J. Eccles, "Buade de Frontenac et de Palluau, Louis de," D.C.B., Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1966. Vol. I, p. 138
79Alfred Rambaud, "La Croix de Chevribres de Saint-Vallier, Jean-Baptiste de," D.C.B.,
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol, 11. p. 329.
80
"Extrait du livre de la province & de l'assemblee extraordinaire du definitoire tenu
dans notre convent royal de Versailles, le 26 fevrier 1692. Sceance quatrieme," in
Reveillaud, op. cit. pp. 243-244.
811 bid.
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autres maisons & convents de la province
de Paris.82
That pastoral clearly shows the change of attitude brought by the
second Bishop. The Recollets were suddenly allowed to use their
site in the upper town for construction a new monastery, i.e. a place
to live in community, celebrate masses publicly, confess, and
receive alms from the population. By selling their old buildings, they
could secure some of the money needed for the new constructions,
and also prevent any criticism based on the argument of a second
establishment. In fact, the only new establishment created by that
transaction was the Bishop's General Hospital, which the Jesuits
and the Seminary appear not to have criticized openly.
The Recollets were also allowed to build a small hermitage,
which might have been perceived as a new establishment. However,
the pastoral specified that it should only be crowned with a "petit
clocheton,"83 thus marking a clear link of dependence with the
future monastery, and presenting it as a replacement for the old
hospice. The location chosen for the hermitage was in proximity of
the Intendant's palace, on the bank of the Saint-Charles river.
Although it is not indentified, that hermitage appears on the right
hand side of Fonville's view of that palace in 1699 (Fig. 19). It can
also be seen close to the western limit of most city plans of the
eighteenth century (Figs. 45, 57, 58).
The actual sale of the monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges
occured on September 13, 1692. Frontenac, representing the
Recollets, obtained an initial price of 16,000 livres, in addition to
1,600 liyres per year for five years to contribute to the
construction, 2,000 livres for the furniture left behind, 1,200 livres
to buy a piece of land for the hermitage, and one piece of land given
82Pastoral of Bishop Saint-Vallier concerning the Recollets' monastery in Quebec,
September 4, 1692, in Reveillaud, op. cit. pp. 241-242.
831bid.
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by the Bishop for the enlargement of the site around the hospice.84
According to Frontenac, that price was not up to the full value of
the property, but he argued that it was more important to provide
the friars with "un etablissement stable & solide dans le milieu de
la ville de Quebec."85
Such an unmitigated recognition of the Recollets' presence in
Quebec City was quite unthinkable a few years earlier, when Laval
was still bishop. In addition to that important victory, the Recollets
were also allowed to create new establishments in Montreal,
Newfoundland, Plaisance and anywhere else in New France, again
something that was entirely out of question before Laval's
retirement. 86 In that special conjuncture, Frontenac felt more
entitled to express openly his anti-Jesuit feelings and, in a letter
sent to the French Recollets, he included the following words:
"I'4toffe grise peut estre quelquefois plus fine que la noire." 87 In a
similar tone, the Baron de la Hontan summarized the affair in his
Vovages:I
Ces bons Religieux [Recollets] demeuroient
il y a dix ans dans un Hospice que Monsieur
de Laval notre Eveque leur fit batir. Comme
le Capuchon est insinuant et multiplicatif,
ils firent leur cour & Mr. de Frontenac, et ob-
tinrent par son credit permission d'avoir un
couvent. Les J6suites craignant que ces der-
niers venus ne batissent en ruine leur an-
cienne direction, et ne leur enlevassent les
plus belles devotes, s'opposbrent & cet eta-
blissement; ils gagnerent l'Evsque, et celui-
ci, par une lache complaisance pour le L&-
84
"Contrat d'echange entre Mons. I'Evesque & Mons. le gouvemeur pour les Recollets,"
September 13, 1692, in Reveillaud, op. cit. pp. 245-248.
85Letter from Frontenac to the Recollets of the Province of Saint-Denis, Quebec,
October 10, 1692, in Reveillaud, op. cit. p. 250.
86Letters patent of Louis XIV granting the Recollets the right to create establishments in
Montreal, Newfoundland, and other places in Canada, March 1692, in Reveillaud, op. cit.
pp. 240-241.
87 Frontenac to the Recollets of the Province of Saint-Denis, October 10, 1692, op. cit.
p. 251.
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yolisme qui fait trembler les Monarques sur
le tr6ne, voulut emp~cher l'avancement des
Recolets, quoi que ses creatures; mais les
Opposans se casserent le nez, et par le mo-
yen de Mr. le Gouverneur, ils ont garde
l'Hospice, et ils ont de plus une Maison. 88
2: The design and the construction process
The first thing that the Recollets needed before starting the
construction of their new monastery was to acquire some parcels of
land around the hospice in order to enlarge the site. The
contemplated area can be seen on a plan probably dating from 1692
(Fig. 44). That plan shows the entire block situated between the
square in front of the Chateau Saint-Louis and the present-day
streets of Sainte-Anne, Des Jardins, and Saint-Louis. The site of the
new monastery ended up including almost all of that area, except a
few parcels on the corner of Des Jardins and Saint-Louis street and
along Sainte-Anne street (Fig. 45).
The project for the new monastery was probably elaborated
between the spring of 1691, when the Recollets started acquiring
those parcels of land,89 and the spring of 1693, when the
construction of the church started.90 That project is represented on
an undated drawing conserved in the Archives departementales des
Yvelines in France (Fig. 46). That drawing shows the plan of a
monastery, which is undoubtedly that in the upper town of Quebec,
since the neighboring house is identified as "Maison de Chapelyn,"
which is also indicated on the 1692 site plan (Fig. 44). It is probably
a copy sent to Europe after the construction started, as suggested
by the inscription "depuis ce angle jusqu'a la quatrieme arcade ce
bAtiment est fait." The original plan has not been found, but this
drawing provides a good idea of the project.
88[Louis Armand Lom d'ArceJ Voyages du Baron de La Hontan dans l'Amerique
septentrionale., The Hague: Charles Delo, 1706. Vol. 1, pp. 19-20.
89A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April 11, 1691: sale from Paul Dupuy to Frontenac of a piece of
land located on Saint-Louis street for the Recollets.
90See below, p. 118-119.
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The building represented on that drawing is typical of French
classical monasteries for its compact and unified arrangement. The
various functional demands of a monastery have all been met within
a single rectangle of buildings. The church occupies one of the short
sides of the rectangle, while the three other sides comprise the
residential buildings. A cloister runs continuously around a central
courtyard. Along the church, that cloister consists in an "allde de
cloistre en apanty," i.e. a lean-to construction. On the three other
sides, it is integrated under the buildings, since the notes written
on the drawing indicate that there are rooms situated above it. As
was usual in France at the time, the cloister arches were probably
closed by windows; 91 the Canadian climate would not have
encouraged to dispense with that feature.
The general lay-out of the completed monastery is visible on
De Lery's plan of Quebec in 1745 (Fig. 45). That compact and unified
scheme was made possible by the fact that the friars' cells were
located all around on the second level, while the communal rooms -
the refectory, the parlors, and the inner chapel - occupied the
ground floor in a similar fashion. This arrangement is typical of
French monasteries of the seventeenth century, as, for example, the
Cordelier (Franciscan) monastery of Chatillon-sur-Seine rebuilt
around 1670 "as a quadrangle round a courtyard" (Figs. 47-48),92 or
several contemporary examples presented in Michel Germain's
Monasticon Gallicanum (Figs. 49-50-51).
The drawing itself is peculiar in that it describes within a
single figure the two levels of the monastery. The internal side of
each wing shows the cloister and therefore represents the ground
floor. Written notes supplement the drawing by identifying the
rooms to be found above. Right behind the cloister, the plan shifts to
the second level, where one finds a central corridor lit by windows
91Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, Histoire de 'architecture francaise de la
Renaissance A la Revolution, Paris: Menges, 1989. p. 361.
92Joan Evans, Monastic Architecture in France from the Re s e to the Revolution,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964. p. 115.
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at the ends. The corridor, existing in both the back wing and that
opposite to the church, gives access to the friars cells located on
each side. The cells are only vaguely represented on the external
side of those wings. The text here specifies what rooms can be
found below. In the wing opposite to the church, it says "sous les
chambres de Religieux cy sont de grandes chambres," i.e. that large
rooms are located under the friars' cells. The content of the back
wing is a little more obscure in that the text seems to indicate two
levels below that of the cells: "cy dessous est le chapitre, la classe
et la chambre de Monseigneur le Comte et par dessous les grands
offices come refectoire et cuisine et depence" (Fig. 46). The
principle, however, is the same. The author of the drawing situates
himself on the upper level, where dotted lines suggest the size of a
few cells, and the text indicates what is to be found below.
The third wing, located on the front of the complex, is
different from the two previous ones in that it is not as wide. It is
entirely represented at ground level, with the cloister on the inside
and the parlor, the inner chapel, and the entrance room on the
outside. The text indicates that more cells are located above the
cloister and that the corridor leading to the church runs along the
facade. That corridor was located on the external side of the
building probably because it had to connect with the tribune of the
church. Otherwise, one would expect it to be above the cloister.
The representation of the church created fewer problems to
the draftsman since the space was not subdivided into different
levels. Only the tribune constituted a second level and its
representation did not prevent the understanding of the rest. Things
got more complicated with the spaces surrounding the chancel. The
corridors on each side of it, linking the church to the sacristy, are
shown at ground level. The sacristy, however, is not represented as
such. The square room behind the chancel is identified as a friars'
choir, located on the second level. That choir, therefore, was at the
same level as the cells and could be directly entered from the
second-floor corridor. Behind that part, the plan returns to the
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ground level and shows a "colidor pour aller A la sacristie," a
"vestibul," a "porte pour aller au jardin" and a staircase.
The interior dispositions of that project can be partly
clarified by other documents. Firstly, an undated sketch also
conserved in the Archives departementales des Yvelines describes
the entire ground floor (Fig. 52). Because the date of that sketch is
not known, however, it is not possible to tell how much remained to
be built when it was made, and, therefore, how it relates to the
project conceived in 1692. Nevertheless, it indicates the existence
of central corridors on the ground floor. There is one between the
cloister and the guest rooms in the wing opposite to the church,
which leads to a stairway ("degrs") located at the point where the
back wing starts. Another one runs along the kitchen and the pantry
in the back wing. These corridors allow for circulation independent
from the cloister. They are probably meant for outsiders where the
guest rooms are located, and for servants in the kitchen area. In the
front wing, the sketch shows an interruption of the cloister. The
inner chapel occupies the entire width of that wing, as opposed to
what is indicated in the drawing representing the 1692 project. The
sketch might indicate that a larger chapel receiving light on both
sides was preferred over a complete cloister. Given the small width
of that wing in the project, an enlargement of the chapel would
necessarily mean to eliminate the cloister on that side.
A view of the interior of the Recollet church in the upper town
was engraved in 1761 in England. It was made after a drawing by
Richard Short, an officer in the British troops that captured Quebec
City in 1759 (Fig. 53). The interior of the church consists in a broad
nave and a narrow chancel, exactly as presented in the 1692 project.
It is covered by a segmental wooden vault springing from a cornice
running all around the interior. In the nave, the pulpit takes a
certain importance by projecting into the main space. The inward
corners on each side of the chancel are used for secondary altars.
The main retable is composed of three sections in a way that recalls
a triumphal arch. It has columns of the corinthian order standing on
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high bases and supporting a full entablature. That entablature
carries a segmental pediment above the central bay, but is recessed
in the lateral sections. The retable contains a large painting in the
middle section and a small arch in each side.
The peculiarity of that retable lies in its being open above the
entablature. According to the engraving, the end wall of the chancel
does not rise above that level, leaving the space under the vault
open to a room behind, the friars' choir. That aperture is suggested
by a few details in the engraving, which can be easily missed by a
quick look. On the right part of the zone above the retable, there is a
fallen beam that seems to project into an open space in the back.
More importantly, in the center of that zone, one sees a frame
treated in perspective, as though it was located on the ceiling of the
friars' choir. The location of that room in the plan can thus be
understood. Accessible from the residence, it is open toward the
church "pour chanter l'office" (Fig. 46). It may also be accessible
from a small stairway in the sacristy or in the corridors flanking
the chancel, but no document reveals such an arrangement. In fact,
the main stairway at the church end of the back wing may have been
sufficient to ensure adequate circulation in that part of the
monastery. Indeed, the friars' choir did not need to communicate
with the public part of the church.
The scheme of the 1692 project involves a stong attachment
to that already established at Notre-Dame-des-Anges and, possibly,
to a Franciscan tradition that remains to be studied. Villeneuve's
plan of Quebec in 1685 shows that the monastery of Notre-Dame-
des-Anges was formed by three wings around a rectangular
courtyard whose fourth side was closed by the church (Fig. 43), as in
most French classical monasteries. Deeper similarities appear by
looking at the description made in 1692 for the selling agreement
with Saint-Vallier:
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les batimens [dudit] convent consistant en
une eglise avec une chappelle & sacristie
derriere l'autel & un chapitre, un choeur
au dessus, un cloistre en quarr4 compose
de sept & huit arcades de chaque costez,
dont l'un [desdits] costez, au sud, est le long
de la [dite] sglise; le deuxieme est sous par-
tie & le long d'un dortoir basty de pierres
contenant vingt-quatre cellules, sous lequel
dortoir sont les depence, cuisine, refectoire,
& vestibule, & les caves au dessous, & par
dessus un grenier de toute la longueur; le
troisieme [desdits] costez [dudit] cloistre est
le long d'un batiment de colombage, qui
consiste en chambres & offices que [mon-
dit] seigneur le comte de Frontenac a fait
batir, lequel a este appels A ce sujet "le BA-
timent de Monsieur le Comte," & le quatrie-
me coste, au nord-est, est une simple allee
de cloistre sans batiment.93
That description indicates that the Notre-Dame-des-Anges
monastery had a four sided cloister, partly integrated under and
partly leaning to the various buildings. The lean-to parts were found
along the church and the building on the opposite side of the court.
On the front of the complex, where there was no building, the
cloister consisted in a simple covered passage. In the back wing, it
was integrated within the main structure.
The written description also says that the wing opposite to
the church contained "chambres & offices," whose function remains
ambiguous. The church included a sacristy and a friars' choir
superposed behind the chancel. The back wing contained the friars'
cells above, and a refectory, a pantry, and a vestibule below. These
buildings will be examined one by one.
According to the missionary Chrestien Le Clercq, the wing
opposite to the church was built in 1677 and consisted in an
93
"Contrat d'dchange entre Mons. I'Evesque & Mons. le gouverneur," op. cit. p. 246.
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apartment for Frontenac on the ground floor and a dormitory, a
choir, and a few cells above:
As there gradually came in from France
enough Fathers to observe the offices re-
gularly in our house of Our Lady of the An-
gels, and as there was no suitable accom-
modation, the Count of Frontenac had the
goodness to erect at his own cost and ex-
pense, a building sixty feet long by twen-
ty-one broad, the upper part of which he
left us, and we there made a dormitory,
choir, and nine cells for the religious; in
the lower part he reserved apartments
where this nobleman came and made re-
treats of ten or fifteen days at each of the
five great festivals.94
This text describes a building comparable to that in the same
position in the 1692 project. On the ground floor, Frontenac's
apartment can be seen as the equivalent of the "grandes chambres"
identified as guest rooms in the small sketch (Fig. 52). On the upper
floor, both the old and the new buildings were used as sleeping
areas for the friars, the main difference being that the old one
consisted mainly in a dormitory, while the new one had individual
cells all over (Fig. 46). Another important difference was that the
old building had a lean-to cloister rather than one integrated under
the main structure.
The internal arrangement of the church at Notre-Dame-des-
Anges is more difficult to know with precision. According to Le
Clercq, it was built in 1671:
The materials having been collected dur-
ing winter to build the church, the corner-
stone was laid June 22, 1671, with the or-
dinary ceremonies, by Monsieur Talon, our
religious meanwhile celebrating the divine
94 Le Clercq, op. cit. vol. 2, p. 95.
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mysteries in the little wooden chapel built
at our arrival. 95
As it stands today, the chancel of that church is as wide as the nave
itself (Fig. 54), but according to a study done by the architectural
historian Ramsay Traquair, it was widened and completely rebuilt in
1769.96 Traquair's argument is based on a passage of the Journal of
the monastery for that year:
as the sanctuary was very narrow, to
give it greater width we took down the
two walls which made the angles of the
side chapels, which we had to suppress,
and the walls were rebuilt to the same
width as the nave.97
That quotation suggests that the original chancel was similar to
that in the 1692 project, with a narrowing of the space at the
entrance of the chancel, and possibly secondary altars facing the
nave. However, the precise arrangement of that part of the church
remains unclear. A plan conserved in the archives of the H6pital
General, which could date from the first half of the eighteenth
century, indicates that the exterior walls of the church were
perfectly straight (Fig. 141).98 Perhaps the old chancel was made
narrower by some internal subdivisions, but there are no traces of
95lbid. p. 74.
96Ramsay Traquair, The Old Architecture of Quebec. Toronto: Mac Millan, 1947. pp.
26-27.
97Journal of the General Hospital of Quebec, year 1769, quoted in ibid. p. 26.
981n fact, that plan seems to contain contradictory elements, at least if one relies on the
dates given by the Journal of the H6pital General. It could date from the early 1710s,
since the north and northwest wings, built between 1710 and 1714, are said to be new,
and since the 1715 enlargement of the southwest wing (see the boulangerie on fig. 143)
does not appear. The 1726 nuns' choir and the 1737 infirmary wing do not appear
either. However, the broad chancel and the location of the semi-circular chapel, which
is said by the Journal to have been rebuilt six feet away from Saint-Vallier's apartment
in 1769, suggest a later date (A.A.M.H.G.Q., Journal du deot, vol. 1, for the years
1710, 1714, 1715, 1726, 1737. For the work done in 1769, see Traquair, op. cit.
pp. 26-27).
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such an arrangement. The existing retable gives no indications
either, since it was realized at the end of the eighteenth century. 99
Le Clercq's comments about the rooms behind the chancel
brings more interesting information about that part of the church:
The same year, 1678, a very fine chapel
in rond-point was added to our church
Our Lady of the Angels, and the next year
a large sacristy below and a choir above
to chant the divine office; a large stone
dormitory, which was completed in the
following years with all the regular de-
partments and a large cloister, so that
this house, with all its accompaniments,
may be said to be one of the most regular,
commodious, and beautiful; the situation
of the place giving it, moreover, all the
charms that could be desired. 100
That passage reveals that the sacristy and the friars' choir were not
part of the original church of 1671. Instead, they were added at the
same time as the construction of the back wing, several years later.
This fact is important because those two elements, the
sacristy/choir arrangement and the back wing, resemble the 1692
project more than any other part of the old monastery. Since the
former constituted the articulation between the latter and the
church, their chronological coincidence can hardly be fortuitous.
They were probably conceived together as a major improvement to
the monastery.
The sacristy of Notre-Dame-des-Anges can be seen on
drawings representing the state of that monastery in 1785 and 1844
(Figs. 142-143). Those two drawings indicate that the sacristy
shared the ground-floor space behind the chancel with a small room
leading to the nuns' choir added in 1726. Originally, the sacristy may
99Luc Noppen, Les 4glises du Qu6bec (1600-1850), Quebec: Editeur officiel du Quebec,
1977. p. 168.
10oLe Clercq, op. cit. vol. 2, pp. 98-99.
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have occupied the entire width of the building, as it does in the
project for the new monastery. On the second floor, the eighteenth
century plan already mentioned shows "I'Ancien choeur des
Recollets" connected with the back wing of the monastery (Fig. 141).
This arrangement is obviously the source of the 1692 project. A
choir for singing the Divine Office was a requirement in Franciscan
architecture,1 01 but it was more often located on the ground floor,
as in the Parisian establishment built in 1615. Indeed, a seventeenth
century description of that church mentions "le choeur oO" chantent
les Religieux, qui est derriere le grand Autel." 10 2
The location of the friars' choir behind the end wall of the
chancel necessitates apertures in that wall, whether or not it is
superposed to a sacristy. D'Aviler's dictionary names that space an
arriere-choeur:
On appelle Arriere-Choeur, celui d'un
Couvent, qui est derriere le Grand Autel
& contenu dans le corps de l'Eglise ou
separe par un mur perce de quelques
ouvertures, comme a plusieurs Eglises
de l'Ordre de saint Frangois. 103
The superposition of rooms behind the chancel of the church of a
religious community appears occasionally in the seventeenth and
eighteenth century architecture. Pierre Moisy observed it in a few
Jesuit establishments, where a sacristy can be surmounted by an
oratory opened toward the church by a window above the retable.
Such an arrangement was proposed for the Jesuit colleges of
Langres, Quimper, Chaumont (Paris), and Avignon, and was realized
101 Fr. de Sessevalle, Histoire generale de l'ordre de Saint-Frangois, Paris: Editions de
la revue d'histoire franciscaine, 1935. Vol. 1, pp. 248-249.
102Claude Malingre, Les Antiquitez de la ville de Paris, Paris: Rocolet, Besongne, Le
Gras & Trabouillet, 1640. p. 657. A second friars' choir, open towards the church, was
added over the first one in 1740 (See Gatignol, op. cit. pp. 70-71).
103 D'Aviler, op. cit. p. 465.
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in the last two cases. 104 These examples and other similar ones are
unfortunately modified today, the oratory opening often blocked by a
monumental retable. 105 By comparison to those Jesuit examples, the
arrangement visible in the 1761 engraving of the Recollet church is
peculiar in that the aperture of the friars' choir is compressed
between the profile of the vault and the upper part of the retable.
This situation may derive from an ad hoc solution developed at
Notre-Dame-des-Anges when the friars' choir and the sacristy were
added to the 1671 church.
The back wing of the monastery of Notre-Dame-des-Anges,
still existing today, retains its seventeenth century aspect in parts
of the ground floor. As in the 1692 project, it is divided
longitudinally into two sections, of which the most narrow consists
in a cloister aisle (Fig. 55), and the other one contains the refectory
and its necessary adjuncts (Fig. 56). The refectory is located more
or less in the center of the wing and is directly accessible from the
cloister. According to the, 1785 plan, that refectory used to connect
internally with the old kitchen, without the kind of service corridor
visible on the sketch of the upper-town monastery (Fig. 142). That
plan also indicates the presence of a staircase close to the church
end of that wing, in the same position as is the 1692 project. The
similarity with that project continues on the second floor. The
early-eighteenth century plan indicates that cells were laid on both
sides of a corridor lit by a window at each end (Fig. 141). That
arrangement was probably existing when the Recollets were still
occupying the building, since the number of cells, twenty five on the
plan and twenty four according to the written description, is
approximately the same.
104Pierre Moisy, Les 6glises i~suites de 'Ancienne assistance de Franc, Rome:
Institutum historicum S. I., 1958. pp. 324-325, 417, 485.
1051bid. p. 402. A similar example survives in the Benedictine abbey of Rott-am-Inn in
Germany, whose church was built by Johann-Michael Fischer in the eighteenth century
(Pierre Charpentrat, Du maitre d'ouvrage au maitre d'oeuvre. L'architecture religieuse
en Allemaane du sud de la auerre de trente ans a I'Aufklarung. Paris: Klincksieck, 1974.
pp. 116, 119).
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The overall similarity between the old monastery of Notre-
Dame-des-Anges and the 1692 project is striking. The general lay-
out of functions, including a church on the left of the quadrangle,
guest rooms on the right, refectory in the back, cells all around on
the second floor, is shared by both. That resemblance is even greater
if one considers only the constructions realized between 1679 and
1684 at Notre-Dame-des-Anges. At that time, the church was
supplemented by a sacristy and a friars' choir superposed behind the
main altar, the scheme of which was retained for the new
monastery. The dispositions of the back wing were also re-used
almost literally.
These similarities reveal the desire of the Quebec Recollets to
maintain a recognizable typological tradition. Such a conformity
between the old monastery and the 1692 project is greater than
what could be expected from a reliance on Europeans schemes.
Indeed, the project reproduced a few non-typical dispositions of the
old monastery, as, most importantly, the location of the refectory in
the back wing instead of in the wing opposite to the church. 106 This
location was probably the result of the piecemeal construction of
the old monastery, but it was taken as such by the new scheme.
That close resemblance between the two complexes was
probably facilitated by the direct involvement of the friars into the
design and the construction process of the new one, which appears
clearly in the archives. The author of the 1692 project is not
mentioned on the plan, but his identity is revealed in a contract
made with the joiner Pierre Riviere in 1693. That contract
stipulates that Riviere had to:
Servir et travailler de son dit metier
dans tous les ouvrages quelconques de
menuiserie qui seront a faire a l'Eglise
et convent [que les Recollets] veulent
106The most frequent position for the refectory in French monasteries of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is in the wing opposite to the church on the ground
floor, as shown in Figs. 50, 51. (Perouse de Montclos, op. cit. p. 361).
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[incessament] faire construire et edifier
en cette haute ville et ce selon les des-
seins et idses que le tres [Reverend] Pere
Juconde en donnera au dit la riviere et
qu'il executera. 107
The "Tres Reverend Pere Juconde," according to whose "desseins et
idses" the joiner had to work, is Juconde Drus, a member of the
Recollet community, whose reputation of architect is well anchored
in Canadian art history.108 We support the idea that Drus conceived
the new Recollet monastery, but certain qualification are needed
before calling him an architect. Drue was first and foremost a
priest and a missionary, whose architectural activities were
limited to his community and, possibly, parishes served by them. In
Europe, some regular priests had a respectable knowledge of
architecture and could produce designs as well as supervise the
construction of several monasteries of their order.109 There were
also many priests of more limited abilities, for whom architecture
and construction were two activities among many others, and whose
most important project was that for the monastery where they
lived.110 Drue probably belonged to that second category, somewhere
between the unqualified title of architect attributed by Gowans and
the skepticism due to the lack of empirical evidences characterizing
A.J.H. Richardson's point of view.111
The construction process of the new monastery was not put
into the hands of a contractor, who would have to realize the design
for a predetermined amount of money. Instead, it was overseen by a
107A.N.Q., F. Genaple, February 25, 1693: hiring of Pierre Rivibre, joiner, by Lucien
Boutteville, merchant, for the Recollets, to work for one year at their new church and
convent in the upper town.
108See, for example, Alan Gowans, "Drue, Juconde," in D.C.B.. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, pp. 199, 200.
109Moisy, op. cit. p. 57.
110 1bid. pp. 96-107.
111Gowans, op. cit. pp. 199, 200. A.J.H. Richardson, Quebec City: Architects. Artisans
and Builders. Ottawa: National Museum of Man, 1984. pp. 222-224.
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"Pere Commissaire" sent from France,112 possibly Drue himself,
since he probably arrived in Canada in 1692.113 Riviere's contract is
the only one that could be found, but masons and carpenters were
probably hired in a similar way. Riviere was hired for one year,
starting on March 1, 1693. His salary amounted to two hundred and
sixty livres for that entire period, in addition to room and board.1 14
He did not have any specific object to produce, he had to "travailler
de son dit metier" for a full year.1 15
Riviere's contract was made with the merchant Lucien
Boutteville, who did not act on his own, but rather "au nom et
comme syndic des [Reverends] Peres Religieux Recollets de cette
ville."116 Boutteville should not be mistaken for a contractor, he
only represented the Recollets, whose vows of poverty forbade them
to deal with money. He fulfilled exactly the same role in another
contract signed on the same day providing for the delivery of
building materials.1 17
Those two contracts, as well as the presence of a "Pere
Commissaire" provide enough evidence to conclude that the building
process was entirely and thoroughly controlled by the community.
The same kind of process had already been favored when the friars
112As mentioned by Saint-Vallier in a letter to the Recollets in France: "[...] les soins
tres particuliers qu'en a pris le Pere Commissaire que vous nous avez donne & dont je
ne sgaurois vous dire tout le bien que je pense [..." (Quebec, October 15, 1693, in
Reveillaud, op. cit. p. 252).
113Gowans, op. cit. p. 119.
114A.N.Q., Genaple, February 25, 1693, op. cit.
115Ibid. The fact that Baillif was a witness to the signature of the contract does not
indicate that he participated either in the elaboration of the project or the supervision
of the work.
1161bid.
117A.N.Q., F. Genaple, February 25, 1693: contract between Pierre Maufait, carter,
and Lucien Boutteville, merchant, representing the Recollets, for the transportation of
"tous et chacuns des materiaux generalement qu'il faudra pour la batisse de leur Eglise
et Convent dans tous le cours des printemps, este et automne prochains de la presente
annee."
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constructed the back wing of the Notre-Dame-des-Anges
monastery.1 18
The construction started with the church in the spring of
1693. In the fall, Saint-Vallier reported on its progress to the
Parisian Recollets:
J'esperais avoir la consolation de pouvoir
vous mander cette annee que votre eglise
a la haute ville de Quebec seroit absolument
achevee, & elle l'auroit este sans doute par
les soins tres particuliers qu'en a pris le Pe-
re Commissaire que vous nous avez donne
& dont je ne sgaurois vous dire tout le bien
que je pense, sans les travaux immenses
par raport a ce pays que Messieurs de Fron-
tenac & de Champigny ont fait faire en en-
fermant la ville de Quebec pour la seurete
du pays, mais vous aprendrez l'annee qui
vient que nous y aurons celebre solennelle-
ment la feste de St Frangois & de son titu-
laire, & qu'elle est une des plus belles que
vous ayez en France. Il faut esperer que le
convent viendra ensuite; en attendant on a
tasch6 de mettre vos Religieux plus commo-
dement qu'ils n'ont est6 dans les commen-
118The following contracts probably deal with the construction of the back wing at
Notre-Dame-des-Anges: A.N.Q., Pierre Duquet, November 24, 1680: hiring of Leonard
Leblanc and Louis Levesque, masons, to work for the Recollets during the summer of
1681; P. Duquet, November 27, 1680: contract with Robert Pepin, roofer, to "couvrir
en ardoize le logis que font construire les Reverends peres recollets" at Notre-Dame-
des-Anges; P. Duquet, February 23, 1681; hiring of Gabriel Dumast and Rene Perrin,
master masons, to work for the Recollets during the summer of 1681; P. Duquet,
February 3, 1682: hiring of Anthoine Renaud, mason, to work for the Recollets during
the summer of 1682; P. Duquet, April 6, 1682: hiring of Andre Couteron and Frangois
Du Carreau, masons, to work for the Recollets during the summer of 1682; P. Duquet,
October 22, 1683: hiring of Leonard Leblanc and Pierre Morel, masons, to work for the
Recollets during the summer of 1684 "jusques a ce que l'ouvrage encommence [...] soit
finy ou que l'hyver empesche de massoner;" P. Duquet, October 28, 1683: hiring of
Jean-Robert Duprat, mason, to work for the Recollets "depuis le quinze mayjusquaceque l'ouvrage encommence par les d. Reverends Peres soit finy ou que l'hyver
empesche de massoner;" P. Duquet, March 16, 1684: contract with Rene Allary, master
carpenter to build "la charpente du bastiment des Reverends Peres."
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cemens par I'augmentation d'un petit ba-
timent. 1 19
In that letter, Saint-Vallier mentions a first delay in the
construction. It was caused, apparently, by intensive work on the
fortifications, which monopolized a great number of workers. Saint-
Vallier nevertheless promised that the church would be completed
during the following year. Although its construction may not have
been done so quickly, The Recollet church appears complete on a city
plan of 1709 (Fig. 57).
The residential part of the monastery suffered longer delays.
Its gradual completion can be followed on city plans. In 1693, when
the church is shown under construction, the residence is not
indicated and the hospice is intact (Fig. 26). At the beginning of the
eighteenth century, the rectangular complex remains opened toward
the front (Fig. 57). A completed state only appears in De Lery's plan
of 1718 (Fig. 58).
Obviously, the building process of the new monastery was not
without problems. As in the case of other religious institutions, its
success depended partly on the King's generosity, which Frontenac
tried to secure as soon as the sale of the old monastery was made
official. 120 Despite those constraints, the building process appears
119Saint-Vallier to the Recollets in Paris, Quebec, October 15, 1693, op. cit. p. 252.
1201n the fall of 1692, Frontenac wrote to the Minister that "[Les Pbres Recolletz] se
trouvent dans la necessite d'en rebatir un autre [monastbre,] et comme vous sgavez que
tous leurs fonds ne sont appuyez que sur la Providence, ils ont grand besoin qu'elle
inspire A Sa Majeste la volonte de les assister de ses charitez comme elle a fait A touttes
les autres communautez de ce pays dans de pareilles occurences" (Frontenac to
Pontchartrain, Quebec, September 15, 1692, published in R.A.P.Q. (1927-1928),
[Quebec]: L. Amable Proulx, Imprimeur de Sa Majeste le Roi, 1928. p. 163. In 1693,
he reiterated his demand: "[Ces bons Pbres] sont les seuls de toutes les communautes de
ce pays qui nont jamais regu de gratifications pour tous les etablissemens qu'ils y ont
faits et si cette Providence en quoi seule ils se confient ne vous inspire de leur procurer
quelques secours extraordinaires, ils ne pourront de longtems avoir dans cette ville une
maison approchant de celle qu'ils ont quittee" (Frontenac to Pontchartrain, Quebec,
October 25, 1693, published in ibid. p. 120).
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to have been successful, even if the friars had to give up some land
to keep it going. 121
The exterior of the church and part of the residence can be
seen on a 1761 engraving (Fig. 59). The church facade, rather plain,
has a rusticated arch around the entrance, which is flanked by two
niches and surmounted by mannerist scrolls supporting another
niche in the gable. That high gable is pierced by an oculus on top and
two windows on the sides of the niche, giving light to the rear
tribune inside the church. The steeple, located above the chancel, is
the most striking feature. With a tall spire rising on top of a single
bell chamber, it is very different from the multiple-level structures
of the other religious buildings. It has been described by the
traveller Pehr Kalm, who was in Quebec City in 1749, in the
following way:
The Recolets church is opposite the ga-
te of the palace, on the west side, looks
well, and has a pretty high pointed stee-
ple, with a division below the bells. 122
The same steeple appears in the "Veue de Quebec" made by Gedeon de
Catalogne in 1709 (Fig. 60), and it appeared for the first time in
Fonville's "Quebec veu de l'est" of 1699 (Fig. 61). In this case, the
Recollet steeple has unmistakably taken over the dominating
position occupied by the Jesuits' tower eleven years earlier (Fig.
17). It is almost in the center of the composition and rises above all
others.
The Recollets' monastery in the upper town also received
laudatory comments in writings by European travellers. La Potherie,
who was in Quebec between 1698 and 1701,123 wrote:
121A.N.Q., F. Genaple, October 30, 1702: sale, from the Recollet friars to Claude De
Ramezay, of a piece of land located at the corner of Sainte-Anne and Des Jardins streets,
in the upper town.
122 Peter Kalm, Travels into North America . London: 1771. Vol. 3, p. 100.
123Leon Pouliot, "Le Roy dit Bacqueville de la Potherie, Claude-Charles," in D.C.B.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. 2, pp. 421, 422.
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Le Convent des Recolets est tout vis-A-
vis le Chateau. Leur Eglise est belle. El-
le est entourse en dedans d'une boissOre
de noyer de huit i dix pieds de haut. Le
tableau du Maitre-H6tel est un Christ
que l'on decend de la Croix fait par le
fameux frere Luc qui y demeuroit pour
lors. La maison est bien batie. Le cloitre
est tres beau, tout vitre avec les armes
de plusieurs particuliers. Il y manque
encor quelque corps de logis. 124
The most flattering of such comments was made by Father
Charlevoix:
Les Peres R6collets ont une grande &
belle Eglise, & qui leur feroit honneur
a Versailles.125
Despite the exaggeration, this passage is instructive in that it
associates architecture with honor and prestige. By comparison to
the cathedral, which the same author denigrated for its rusticity,
the Recollet church was certainly an impressive realization.
In 1681, Louis XIV had allowed the Recollet friars to build an
hospice in the upper town with the clear intention of putting some
pressure on the Bishop. Laval's disapproval of that hospice was
motivated by many factors, as the presence of an additional church
in the small area of the upper town and the fear that the friars
would divert an important part of the alms of the population away
from other institutions. However, his anger was specifically excited
by the erection of a belfry over the hospice, which he argued to be
the sign of a new religious community. The attribution of that
124Claude-Charles Le Roy Bacqueville de la Potherie, Histoire de I'Amerique
septentrionale. Paris: Jean-Luc Nion and Frangois Didot, 1722. Vol. 1, p. 246.
125P.F.X. Charlevoix, Journal d'un voyage fait par ordre du roi dans 'Amerique
septentrionale. Paris: Ganeau, 1774 (Histoire de la Nouvelle France, vol. 1i). pp. 74,
75.
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signification to a belfry would be natural in the context of any
European city, but, in Quebec, it was also supported by the
awareness of the way in which the town was represented in city
views. It seems that important clients such as the Bishop and the
religious communities were aware of those images and valued
highly the sites that would make their buildings visible from the
east. This preference was obviously a response to the
particularities of the city's location, facing the Saint-Lawrence
river and visible from all arriving and departing ships. However,
there is no reason to dissociate that perception from the mediation
of city views and city maps. The mediating role of city views in the
perception of Quebec City appears clearly in Pehr Kalm's account of
what he saw on August 29, 1749:
The prospect near Quebec is very lively
from the river. The town lies very high,
and all the churches, and other buildings,
appear very conspicuous. The ships in
the river below ornament the landscape
on that side. The powder magazine, which
stands at the summit of the mountain, on
which the town is built, towers above
all the other buildings. 126
Despite his having been on the site, Kalm's description is entirely
structured by the conventions used in contemporary city views. More
precisely, Kalm probably reconstructed his experience on the basis
of a view published in La Potherie's book (Fig. 62). The text, for
example, says that the ships were located below the town instead of
before it. Those ships are also described as ornaments, which
suggests their conventional character. The conspicuousness of the
church towers does not belong exclusively to pictorial
representations, but it is emphasized by them. The last element
mentioned by Kalm, the powder magazine, also closes that city view
on the left side, as though the author saw Quebec through exactly
the same frame.
122
126Kalm, op.cit. vol. 3, p. 193.
Given such a link between the experience of Quebec's eastern
prospect and the images produced from the same viewpoint, Laval's
vehement condemnation of the Recollets' belfry erected in 1683 can
be better understood. In the dispute that followed, the Bishop did
everything he could to have the Recollets expelled from such a
prominent site. For the friars, the presence of an hospice, and, a few
years later, that of a complete monastery in the upper town of
Quebec was, among other things, a way to maintain the King's
awareness of them and to secure his favors. 127 The important role
of representation in achieving these goals can be judged from the
fact that the Recollet report of 1681 characterizes Quebec as "la
ville la plus apparente du pays."128 That expression constitutes an
interesting metaphor that uses the vehicle of visibility to signify
importance, conspicuousness, and prestige. It participates in the
direct association of visible signs of richness with social status
that characterizes ancien r6ime society.
Because the 1692 monastery was completely destroyed by a
fire on September 6, 1796, the most important surviving witnesses
of its importance in the city remain the city views, and especially
that of Fonville (1699), that of De Catalogne (1709), and that
published in La Potherie's Histoire de l'Amsrique septentrionale
(1722) (Figs. 61, 60, 62). Rather than providing reliable information
about the architecture of the monastery, however, those city views
are witnesses to the importance of representation among the stakes
involved in the production of such a building.
Thanks to the view published in La Potherie's book, the
importance of the Recollet establishment in the upper town of
Quebec City became known throughout Europe. Views of Quebec
derived from that one have been printed for the English speaking
public (Fig. 63), as well as the German and the Italian one (Figs. 64-
65).
127See above, p. 100.128
"Eclaircissement necessaire," op. cit. p. 203.
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Chapter 3: The Reconstruction of the Ursuline Monastery. 1686-1723
The first monastery of the Ursuline nuns in the upper town of
Quebec City was built in 1641-1642. Its main building, dedicated to
Saint Augustine, burned in 1650 and was rebuilt the following year.
Subsequent additions gradually led to the complex visible on maps
of 1670 and 1685 (Figs. 66, 24).1 That complex was again destroyed
by a fire in October 1686 and was slowly rebuilt according to a
revised plan. The Baron de La Hontan resumed that complex history
of destruction and reconstruction in a very simple way:
La quatrieme [sglise] est celle des Urseli-
nes qui a sts brOlse & rebatie deux ou trois
fois de mieux en mieux .2
The interest of that quotation lies in the assertion that the
monastery got better each time it was rebuilt. Seemingly, each
conflagration allowed the recomposition of an ensemble of buildings
that had previously grown in a more or less haphazard way. This
chapter will focus on the reconstruction that followed the fire of
1686 and will examine the various forces that influenced it.
On the 1670 map of Quebec, we can see an ensemble of
buildings arranged in a centrifugal way, as though it expanded
without any predetermined scheme (Fig. 66). Whatever trace of order
that can be found is obstructed by several constructions. The ail
Saint-Augustin, identified as a dormitory (no.3), is the core of the
ensemble, separating the basse-cour on the southwest (no.6) from
the main part of the monastery on the northeast. Its meeting at
right angle with the nuns' choir (no.2) suggests a rectangular
courtyard. That rectangle is disturbed, however, by a long
1Ramsay Traquair and G. A. Nielson, "The Architectural History of the Ursuline
Monastery, Quebec," Journal of the R.I.B.A.. Vol. 44, Series 3, no. 5 (1937). pp. 3-15.
Luc Noppen et al. Qu6bec. Trois sibcles d'architecture., Montreal: Libre Expression,
1979. pp. 241-251.
2[Louis Armand de Lom d'Arce de La Hontan,] Voyages du Baron de la Hontan dans
I'Amerique septentrionale, The Hague: Charles Delo, 1707. Vol. 1, p. 20.
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passageway leading to the boarding house (no.7) and branching off
towards another building facing the garden, on the northwest.
Therefore, a well-defined courtyard would not be possible without
rethinking that circulation pattern and, consequently, the relations
among the buildings. The fire of 1686 allowed such rearrangements,
but the price was rather heavy. According to the annals of the
monastery:
Le feu [courait] avec une telle impetuosits
qu'en moins de deux heures il embrasa et
consumma tous nos Bastimens.3
The first part of this chapter deals with the events of 1686-
1688, when the aile Saint-Augustin and the aile Sainte-Famille
were rebuilt. The second part covers the period from 1688 to 1723,
during which the church, the nuns' choir, and the parlor building
were erected, and the aile Sainte-Famille enlarged. These
discussions should demonstrate that the association between
architectural monumentality and prestige was pervasive in Quebec
City, even in cases where the mediation of city views is difficult to
establish. Each section also contains an analysis of the role of the
different craftsmen, which constitutes a link to the questions
developped in the second half of this dissertation.
A: 1686-1688
The annals of the monastery recount that the cornerstone of
the aile Sainte-Famille was laid in June 1686.4 The construction of
that building was therefore started before the fire, which occured
on October 20th of the same year.5 That building was located at the
same place as it stands today, at right angle with the aile Saint-
Augustin, on the northwest side of the courtyard (Fig.67). The
minutes of the chapter say that it was built up to the ground floor
3A.M.U.Q., Annales des Ursulines de Qubec. 1639-1822 (manuscript). p.45 (1686).
4lbid. p.43 (1686).
5A.M.U.Q., Actes des assemblees capitulaire de 1686 A 1802 (manuscript). p.1.
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at the time of the fire. 6 After debating the question, the nuns
decided to continue the construction over that base.
According to Abbot Thomas Maguire, the nineteenth-century
chaplain whose historical notes survive in the archives of the
monastery, the aile Saint-Augustin was not completely destroyed by
the fire, and the 1651 masonry was kept and repaired. 7 That idea is
refuted , however, by Robert de Villeneuve's map of Quebec of 1692,
which shows that the building was pushed back and rebuilt behind
the ruins of the old one (Fig. 25). Maguire probably hoped that the
monastery he knew rested on its 1641 foundations, thus keeping a
direct link with the epoch of its founder, Mother Marie de
l'Incarnation.
1: The selection of a plan
The discussions concerning the reconstruction of the
monastery are recorded in the minutes of the chapter. On December
6, 1686, Mother Marie de Jesus, Superior of the monastery, proposed
to make the aile Sainte-Famille broader and larger -than originally
planned:
Le 6e Decembre 1686, la mere Superieure
[Soeur] Marie de Jesus a fait assembler les
Soeurs vocales et a propose si l'on vouloit
Elargir et alonger le bastiment commenc4 de
l'annee passee qui est de 70 pieds de long
sur 22 pieds de large qui est au premier es-
tage.8
The nuns, however, preferred the more practical solution of
finishing the building the way it was initially planned:
60n December 6, 1686, the Mother Superior proposed "si l'on vouloit Elargir et
alonger le Bastiment commence de I'annee passee qui est de 70 pieds de long sur 22 pieds
de large qui est au premier estage." Actes. op.cit. p.3.
7A.M.U.Q., Thomas Maguire, Notes historiques de l'abbe Thomas Maguire (manuscript),
1833. p. 98.8Actes, op. cit. p. 3, December 6, 1686.
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|1 a este conclu & la pluralite des voix qu'il
ne seroit ni elargi ni along6 mais acheve com-
me il est commence neanmoins l'on s'en ra-
porte au sentiment des superieurs et person-
nes qui en ont la direction. 9
That resolution rejects the Mother Superior's proposal, yet it is
qualified by deferring the final decision to the "superieurs et
personnes qui en ont la direction," i.e. the Superior Father
overseeing the institution and other religious authorities. That
solution might not have pleased Marie de Jesus, since it meant
relinguishing the institution's authority in favor of outsiders. She
returned to the chapter two months later, offering three
propositions among which the nuns could choose:
Trois [choses?] pour la rebastise de nostre
Maison la premiere deslargire le bastiment
commence en abattant une des murailles
et la longeant du cost4 du nordais pour fai-
re une cuisine: la seconde laisser le dit bas-
timent commence comme il est; faire la cui-
sine ' la place des lieux et pousser les dits
lieux du coste de la grange puis rebastir
sur les masures: la [troisieme] laisser le Bas-
timent commence comme il est, et au bout
d'iceluy faire la cuisine du costs de la gran-
ge et continuer le corps de logis jusqu'& la
porte conventuelle. 10
The lay-outs proposed by the Mother Superior deal mostly with the
location of a kitchen building. The first proposition reproduces that
already rejected in December 1686, specifying that the kitchen
would be placed into a northeast extension of the aile Sainte-
Eamilla, i.e. an extension developping into the direction opposite to
the aile Saint-Augustin. In the second proposition, the aile Sainte-
Famille would be built as it was planned and the kitchen put at the
91bid.
101bid. p.3, February 16, 1687.
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place of the old toilets ("les lieux"), which might have been located
at the northwest end of the aile Saint-Augustin, as suggested by a
small construction visible on the map of 1685 (Fig. 24). The third
proposition consisted in adding the kitchen to the southwest end of
of the aile Sainte-Famille and lenghtening the aile Saint-Augustin
("le corps de logis") towards the street (southeast).
Those three propositions reveal a certain hesitation between
two opposite points of view. On one hand, the practical point of view
suggested to re-use the old foundations as much as possible and to
keep the buildings apart so that a fire could not propagate from one
to the other. On the other hand, the formal point of view called for
unity and order. That preoccupation is especially visible in the
attempt to bring the two main buildings closer together through the
kitchen, which would help defining one corner of a potential
courtyard. The kitchen, however, remained the building where those
two points of view conflicted the most. It was an essential part of
the monastery, which should be integrated to the ensemble for
aesthetic and functional reasons, but its being a likely source of
fire argued for keeping it isolated.11 The fact that the three
propositions focused on that building can be explained by that
complicated situation.
Marie de Jesus also included a fourth proposition, apparently
aimed at preventing the complete rejection of the three other ones:
Si l'on veut s'en raporter au sentiment de
Monsieur Demeserets [?] Nostre Reverend
Pere superieur et des Reverends Peres Da-
blon Beschefert Vaillant et Rafaix pour rat-
tacher a l'une des trois manieres de basti-
re qu'ils jugerons plus a propos. 12
11The 1686 fire apparently started in the kitchen; "il a pleu a Dieu affliger pour une
seconde fois cette communaute d'une universelle incendie qui arrive le 20me octobre un
iour de Dimanche comme nous estions a la Sainte Messe le feu prit dans la cuisine sans
que l'on puisse resonnablement iuger comme cela c'est peu faire" (Ibid. p. 1).
121bid. p. 3.
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Should the chapter be unable to reach an agreement about the three
propositions, she suggested to submit the question to a group of five
priests, who would make the final choice. This proposition is the
one voted for by the chapter:
Il a este conclu [...] a la pluralite des voix
que l'on s'aresteroit aux conclusions des dit-
tes personnes pour bastire en l'une des trois
manieres proposees. 13
The composition of that committee is worth examining. The
first member, Louis Ango des Maizerets, was the Superior Father of
the Ursuline monastery, Laval's vicar general, a founding member of
the Seminary and its Superior for several years.14 The other four
members were all Jesuits. Claude Dablon was their Superior from
1671 to 1680 and from 1686 to 1693.15 Thierry Beschefer was a
missionary whom Dablon called to Quebec City in 1672 to minister
the college. He also occupied the position of Superior from 1680 to
1686.16 Frangois Vaillant de Gueslis arrived in Canada in 1670,
taught at the college in Quebec City, and became its minister in
1686. In 1693, he participated in the foundation of the Jesuits'
residence in Montreal. 17 Pierre Raffeix arrived in 1663 and served
as procurator of the community in Quebec City for several years. 18
He had a certain familiarity with architecture and land surveying,
since he was often called to settle disputes between local clients
and builders. 19 The committe ended up including one more member,
13lbid. pp. 3-4.
14 Honorius Provost, "Ango des Maizerets, Louis," D. C. B.. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, pp. 18-20.
15 Marie-Jean-D'Ars Charette, "Dablon, Claude," D. C. B., Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1966. Vol. I, p. 244.16Lucien Campeau, "Beschefer, Thierry," D. C. B.. Toronto, University of Toronto
Press, 1969. Vol. II, pp. 61-62.17Lucien Campeau, "Vaillant de Gueslis, Frangois," D. C. B.. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, pp. 642-643.
18Lucien Campeau, "Raffeix, Pierre," D. C. B.., Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1969. Vol. II, p. 540.
19 For example, the dispute between Claude Baillif and the Parish administration of
Notre Dame de Quebec, conceming the construction of the cathedral. See above, p.31.
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Louis Soumande, a priest of the Seminary who also had some
experience in architecture and construction.20
Given that composition, the committee's point of view on
architecture was clearly not a neutral one. The Jesuits and the
Seminary were the most important institutions in Quebec City, and
their fight against the Recollets' hospice demonstrated that they
had no intentions of allowing any other community to compete with
them. The committee, entirely composed of members belonging to
those two institutions, can be expected to have held exactly the
same views.
Marie de Jesus probably had little freedom in selecting those
members. The Ursulines' Father Superior, obviously, could not be
ignored, and the Jesuits had to be represented, if only because of the
Ursulines' affiliation with them in teaching activities. The election
of any Recollet friar, on the other hand, would have been unwise,
because of their ill repute among the rest of the Canadian clergy.
The reason why the chapter entrusted those priests with the
planning of their monastery, however, is not altogether clear.
Perhaps the nuns intended to express their voluntary submission to
the authorities, as a counter-example to the Recollets. In any case,
the committee ended up concocting its own solution to the nuns'
problem, although several elements of the three propositions were
retained:
Nous avons arrest6 par un consentement
unanime de tous, que le bastiement neuf
demeureroit [comme] il a este commence,
et qu'on l'allongeroit seulement du costs
du Soro~est autant qu'il seroit necessaire,
pour attraper l'autre bastiement, qui va A
l'Eglise: que la cuisine sera placee dans l'an-
gle, et fera la conjonction des deux bastie-
mens, qu'elle sera separee du corps de lo-
20Leon Pouliot, "Soumande, Louis," D. C. B., Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1969. Vol. II, pp. 612-613.
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gis par une muraille de refente, toutte de
pierres, qui ira jusques a la couverture,
pour arrester le cours du feu en cas d'ac-
cident: que le [dit] corps de logis se fera
dans la mesme place , ou il estoit, et sur les
mesmes fondemens, 'elargissant seulement
du coste du Soro~est en cas que le terrain
ne permist pas que l'on pOt faire des caves
nouvelles du coste du soro~est, ce que l'on
doit examiner ce printemps, car suppose
que l'on puisse faire des caves suffisament,
il a este conclud que l'on reculera [entiere-
ment] le [dit] Corps de logis, ensorte que la
muraille, qui est maintenant au Soro~est se-
ra celle du nordest, et par ce moyen l'Eglise
pourra estre rebastie dans le mesme endroit,
et estre entierement detachse du Corps de
logis, auquel elle ne sera conjoincte que par
une petite al6e de [communication], le tout
pour prevenir les accidens du feu semblables
a ceux, qui sont desja arrivez. 21
The priests agreed with the chapter that the plan of the aile Sainte-
Famille should not be modified. They also accepted part of the
Mother Superior's third proposition in deciding that the kitchen
should be added to the southwest end of that building. They added
that the kitchen should also reach the aile Saint-Augustin to form a
complete elbow between the two buildings. Fire protection would be
provided by fire walls rising from the foundations to above the roof,
isolating the kitchen at both ends.
The committee also decided to push back the aile Saint-
Augustin so that the foundations of the 1651 rear wall would
support the new courtyard facade. This change was intended to
create a fire safety gap between the dormitory and the church,
which could then be rebuilt on the existing foundations. A simple
covered passageway would make a link between those buildings to
21A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, March 3, 1687: "Prochs-verbal des
decisions des Peres jesuites et de Monsieur Soumande."
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allow the nuns to reach their choir. The committee was not sure,
however, about the ability of the ground to support the weight of
that project. It was therefore decided to wait until spring to make a
final decision. If the bearing were found inadequate, the aile Saint-
Augustin would be rebuilt on its original walls. As we have seen on
Villeneuve's plan of 1692, it is the first possibility that was
realized.22
The committee considered both the practical and the formal
points of view expressed by the nuns. The practical aspect consisted
in emphasizing fire safety features, in following as much as
possible the lay-out suggested by the old walls, and in
distinguishing between the units that could be realized at different
times. Formal considerations are most apparent in the points
concerning the kitchen. The way in which that building should fill
the corner between the two wings would give unity and continuity to
the monastery. The fire walls rising above the roof would not
weaken those qualities, but rather would allow their realization
without giving up too much on the safety question.
The part of the monastery containing. the kitchen can be seen
on one of Richard Short's engraved drawings of Quebec City, which
was made from the southwest (Fig.68). From that point of view, it is
very similar to some French provincial monasteries of the
22The idea that the aile Saint-Augustin was rebuilt on its original foundations is a
tenacious one in Quebec architectural history. Traquair and other early historians
borrowed it from Maguire and it was never questioned since then. See: Traquair, op.cit.
p. 6. A.M.D.G., Les Ursulines de Qu6bec depuis leur 6tablissement jusqu'A nos jours,
Quebec: Darveau, 1863. Vol. 1, p. 442. Louis Beaudet, Quebec. ses monuments anciens
et modernes. Quebec: Societ6 historique de Quebec, 1973 (manuscript of 1890). p. 33.
Ideological considerations (such as making the "Old Quebec" as old as possible) probably
played a major role in favor of that hypothesis. Traquair, for example, was fully aware
of the existence of the committee and its meeting on March 3, 1687, but he accepted
Maguire's statement without much verification. In a similar way, the catalog of an
exhibition held at the Musee du Qu6bec quotes the document relating the committee's
decision in order to argue that the aile Sainte -Famille was built as it was originally
intended, but, for the aile Saint-Augustin, it relies directly on Maguire and Traquair:
"Ce batiment est refait sur les memes fondements. Les murs etant bien conserves"
(Tresor des communautes religieuses de la ville de Quebec, Quebec: Musee du Quebec,
1973. p. 62).
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seventeenth century, as that of the Cordeliers of Chatillon-sur-
Seine (Figs. 47, 48). It clearly belongs to the same building type,
characterized by a symmetrical arrangement of plain and uniform
buildings around a square or rectangular courtyard. The formal unity
of that scheme is reinforced by uninterrupted high pitched roofs,
visible on Short's engraving (Fig. 68). Although such monasteries
were common in French provinces, the realization of their basic
features in Quebec City around 1687 should be considered an
important achievement, capable of enhancing the prestige of any
religious community in the colony.
Although no explicit statement can be found in the archives,
the committee's decision appears to have been made with a full
awareness of the possibility that a new monastery could increase
the nuns' reputation. By proposing to use fire walls, the committee
was able to harmonize the formal and the practical points of view
that the nuns saw as conflicting. That harmonization, however, was
limited to a side of the monastery that was hardly noticeable for
the population. Indeed, the buildings shown by Short were located
inside the Ursulines' garden, which was not accessible to the
majority. The public side of the complex, on the other hand, was
given a completely different treatment. It is on this side that the
committee decided to introduce a gap between the buildings. Of
course, the church would still be facing the street and invite the
population to attend its ceremonies, but no monumental composition
uniting the different parts of the monastery would be created.
The opposition between the nuns' private garden and the public
street seems to have been the main criterion of the committee in
its assessment of the symbolic function of the monastery, but the
importance given to the eastern viewpoint on the city might also
have played a role. The viewpoint chosen by Short in 1761 was not
part of the official image of Quebec at the time. In that way, the
first ground position occupied by the monastery and the formal
harmony of the western angle could not participate in the
architectural competition taking place before the King's eye on the
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east. In 1693, a view of Quebec was drawn from the southwest, but
its viewpoint apparently did not enter the common conception of
Quebec's image, since it remained without succession (Fig. 69). That
image shows the city and its wooden enclosure in elevation. The
military purpose of that image is apparent from the fact that the
view indicates the relief of the site with great precision. It
corresponds exactly to the plan of the city right above it, and the
buildings are shown without the usual vertical distortion. The view
of 1761, it should be added, bears no relation with this one. The
viewpoint chosen by Short rather corresponds to the British
experience of capturing the city from that side in 1759.
From the east, the committee's conception of the Ursuline
monastery would have looked very different from the image given by
Short. The gap between the church and the aile Saint-Augustin would
have reduced its visible importance to the eyes of anybody located
on that side. The committee's sudden emphasis on fire safety
features at the expense of formal considerations is strange,
especially since it would affect the most visible part of the
complex. The gap would not only create a protection against the
spreading of flames, it would also break the image of the
monastery into discrete units.
In Franquelin's view of 1688, the Ursuline monastery occupies
the central position between the Chateau Saint-Louis on the left and
the Jesuit church on the right (Fig.17). The monastery is not
complete, since the church was not realized by that time. For that
reason, its modest appearance cannot be attributed to the
committee's decision. However, its intended appearance can be
imagined on that basis. The dominant part would be the church,
whose exact location is given by the ruins shown on Villeneuve's
plan of 1692 (Fig. 25). It would be seen in three quarters, probably
hiding most of what is shown by Franquelin. The nuns' choir, which
would have consisted in a transept arm projecting towards the aijl
Saint-Augustin, might also have been hidden. The gable end of the
aile Saint-Augustin, on the other hand, would remain perceptible,
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without being connected with the church. Seen from the river, the
monastery would thus look like a small free-standing church with a
rather larger house next to it.
The committee's decision concerning the reconstruction of the
monastery was determined, at least in part, by the opinion of its
members about the place of the Ursuline nuns in the established
religious hierarchy. Indeed, the difference of treatment given to the
public and the private, or, in other words, the visible and the non-
visible parts of the monastery cannot be fully explained by the
practical arguments given by the committee. The solution of a
small covered passage between the aile Saint-Augustin and the
nuns' choir can be compared to Bishop Laval's interpretation of the
King's permission for the Recollet's hospice. In both cases, practical
considerations were interpreted in the most literal way in order to
limit the visual impact of the buildings. The Ursulines, however,
were already established in the upper town and had better relations
with the religious authorities. Therefore, they were not treated in
the same way as the Recollets. There was no question of evicting
them from their site; instead, the committee's goal, it seems, was
to restrict them to a subordinate position. The problem was one of
hierarchy rather than one of presence. The committee's decision
entailed precautions needed to prevent the Ursuline monastery from
reaching a degree of architectural monumentality that would
compete with the Jesuits and the Seminary, but it did not aim at
completely erasing its mark from the eastern view of Quebec.
2: The role of the architect
Although they established a precise plan for the ensemble of
the monastery, the members of the committee also left some
initiative to the nuns and to an architect chosen by them:
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On a laiss6 ' la libert6 de l'architecte de fai-
re avec les dittes Ursulines les compartie-
mens et divers ajustemens au Bastiement. 23
Together, the nuns and their architect could plan the internal
division and make adjustments wherever needed. Therefore, the
architect's contribution consisted in completing the adaptation,
already initiated by the committee, of a predetermined building type
to some specific conditions. His involvement in the design might
have been more important for the aile Saint-Augustin, which is the
only building concerned by the quotation.24 However, we should not
rely too heavily on the syntactic structure of the text for such an
argument. The architect might also have worked on the internal
distribution of the kitchen building, since it was an entirely new
element in the monastery. Depending on the kind of intervention for
which he was responsible, he might also have dealt with the aij
Sainte-Famille.
The scope of the architect's intervention can be best
distinguished from that of the committee by looking more closely at
the plans of the buildings in question. The plan of the aile Sainte-
Famille can be seen in a set of nineteenth-century drawings
concerning an unrealized addition over that wing and a realized one
adjacent to it (Figs. 70-76). On those plans, the 1687 building is
located on the left side, followed by a 1713 addition and the
nineteenth-century project. Its ground floor is subdivided by a
longitudinal wall placed closer to one side (Fig. 72). Though not as
thick as the external ones, this wall is of heavy masonry. It
constitutes a characteristic element of the building type, since it
separates the corridor, on the courtyard side, from the rooms, on the
garden side. Should that arrangement be repeated all around the
courtyard, the corridor would form a cloister-like space
incorporated into the buildings. In contradistinction to the similar
23
"Procbs-verbal des decisions des Pbres jesuites [...]" op.cit.
24That passage follows immediately that quoted above on p. 7. This fact, in addition to the
expression "le dit bastiement" in the singular form suggest that the aile Saint-Aucustin
is the only building to which that passage applies.
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arrangement in the Recollet monastery, however, the Ursulines'
corridor is narrower, consisting almost exclusively of a circulation
zone.
At the time when the committee decided that the aile Sainte-
Famille and the aile Saint-Augustin would be joined together by an
elbow shaped building, it was probably understood that both wings
would be of the same type. A recent measured drawing shows that
arrangement on the ground floor of the aile Saint-Auaustin (Fig. 77).
The second floor also contains traces of a corridor on the courtyard
side, while the third floor, arranged differently, is a nineteenth
century addition (Figs. 78-79). The fact that such a corridor was
adopted for the aile Saint-Augustin simply constitutes a logical
expansion of the scheme already implied by the aile Sainte-Famille.
The broadening of the aile Saint-Augustin, which would have been
realized even if the building had not been pushed back, was probably
intended to make such an arrangement possible.
As we can see, the architect mentioned in the committee's
decision cannot be held responsible for much in that design. ,The fact
that the "compartiemens" were left to his initiative does not mean
that he could decide about the entire internal arrangement. More
likely, he only had to plan, together with the nuns, the size of the
rooms along the corridors, according to their function.
The limited place of the architect in the design process is
confirmed by some passages in the building contracts. For example,
the drawing mentioned in the carpentry contract of 1686 for the
aile Sainte-Famille is said to have been done by the carpenters
themselves. Jean Caillet and Pierre Menage had to build a roof frame
"suivant et conformement au dessin qui en i este fait par les dits
Entrepreneurs." 25 The same conclusion can also be drawn for the ail-
25A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 12, 1686: contract between Jean Caillet and Pierre
Menage, carpenters, and the Ursulines of Quebec, for the construction of a roof frame
over a building measuring 100 by 31 feet, with a "retour en esquerre" measuring 24
feet in lenght and 28 feet in depth. This contract probably concerns the aile Sainte-
Famille although the dimensions do not correspond to the existing building. The contract
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Saint-Augustin. In 1688, the two carpenters had to build a second
roof frame "Conformement au Dessein que les dits Entrepreneurs
[en?] ont ez mains," which had to be made "de meme fagon et bois
que le Comble precedent qu'ils ont fait cy devant, a la premiere
partie du dit monastere."26 Since that frame had to be realized by
the same carpenters, we can suppose that the drawing was again
made by them and not by the architect.
Given the limited contribution of the architect as far as the
design is concerned, we might suppose that he had another more
important role to play. There is clear evidence, however, that he
was not a building contractor. The construction process was indeed
controlled by the nuns, who hired various craftsmen on their own
and provided the building material themselves. There was no general
contractor for the construction of either wing, and masonry,
carpentry, and joinery were given as separate contracts.27 For
example, in the two carpentry contracts mentioned above, the
was probably made on the basis of Marie de Jesus' project of increasing both the lenght
and the depth of that building, even though it had been rejected by the chapter six days
earlier. The contract was not realized as intended, since a contract for the other building
mentions that five dormers and two main trusses remaining from the previous year, and
could be re-used by the carpenters (see footnote 26). The aile Sainte-Famille was
probably realized in accordance with the committee's decision, which was made before
the 1687 building season began. The annals confirm that this building was realized
first: "Tout lhiver se passa a faire faire le dedans du bastimens qui enfin se trouva en
estat de loger les [Religieuses] dans le mois de may de 'annee 1688 y ayant un petit
dortoir de 13 cellules et une chambre de 40 pieds de long au dessous en estat pour
servir d'un grand dortoir. L'on se resolut donc d'y venir a cet effect le 18e jour de may
le [Reverend] pbre Beschefert benit le nouveau dortoir que l'on nomma de la Ste-
Famille" (Ann ales., op. cit. pp. 52-53).
26A.N.Q., F. Genaple, January 5, 1688: contract between Jean Caillet and Pierre
Menage, carpenters, and the Ursulines of Quebec, for the construction of a roof frame
measuring 112 by 32 feet.
271n addition to the two contracts already mentioned, we have found the following ones:
A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 16, 1687: contract between Silvain Duplex and Guillaume
Jourdain, masonry contractors, and the Ursulines for preparing the stones for some
window frames, door frames, and chimneys. G. Rageot, February 4, 1688: contract
between Jeanne Badault dame Pierre Parent and the Ursulines to provide lime and stone.
G. Rageot, March 7, 1688: contract between Pierre Martin, mason, and the Ursulines,
to work for them during the 1688 building season. G. Rageot, March 7, 1688: contract
between Pierre Rivibre, joiner, and the Ursulines, to work for them during one year. F.
Genaple, May 9, 1688: contract between Pierre Gacien, roofer, and the Ursulines, for
covering with slate one imperial roof.
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craftsmen were directly hired by a group of nuns representing the
entire community. 28
The only possible role left for the architect was that of
overseeing the construction process. That function is mentioned in
the 1686 carpentry contract, although it is not specifically
attributed to anyone. Caillet and Menage had to install the floor
beams "aux endroits et places quj seront laissees a cet effet et leur
seront marquees par les personnes qui auront la Conduite des dits
ouvraaes" 29 (my emphasis). The same kind of supervision is
mentioned again in 1688, in relation to the placement of the dormer
windows: "[Caillet et Menage] feront [...] douze lucarnes mises et
plac6es aux endroits qui leur seront designes" 30 (my emphasis).
The carpenters had to follow the instructions of a group of
persons, which probably included the architect, a few nuns, and
some members of the committee, as Pierre Raffeix and Louis
Soumande. The major role played by Raffeix is confirmed by the
annals:
Le [Reverend] Pere Dablon [...] nous donna
le [Reverend] pere Rafaix pour conduire nos
Bastiemens et veiller sur les ouvriers ce que
ce [Reverend] pere ayant accepte avec une
charite sans pareille il s'y apliqua avec tant
de soin et d'assiduits qu'en 6 mois un corps
de logis de plus de 60 pieds fut achev4.3 1
This passage presents Raffeix as the main person in charge of
overseeing the work. At the time of his death, in 1724, the priest
was still remembered by the Ursulines for that role:
28A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 12, 1686, op.cit: the contract is signed by Sister Marie
de Jesus, superieure Sister Marie de Saint-Joseph, assistante., Sister Marguerite de
Saint-Athanase, zellatrice. and Sister Anne de Sainte-Agnes, depositaire. F. Genaple,
January 5, 1688, op.cit: signed by the same persons in addition to Sister Charlotte de
Saint-Ignace, Sister Genevieve de Saint-Joseph and Sister Marie des Anges.
29A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 12, 1686, op. cit.
30A.N.Q., F. Genaple, January 5, 1688, op. cit.
31Annales. op. cit. p. 52 (1687-1688).
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C'est luy qui conduisoit tout nostre Batiment
apres notre Incendie et quoy qu'iI fut procu-
reur du College il y [tenoit?] avec une assidui-
t4 tres grande afin que tout les ouvriers fis-
sent leur ouvrage comme il faut.32
Raffeix was therefore the nuns' representative on the building site.
Obviously, he was one of the persons referred to by the contracts,
and he certainly had his word to say on many design questions. By
contradistinction, the unknown architect was probably closer to the
craftsmen. He could have been responsible for the coordination of
their work, and was probably trained as a craftsman himself. This is
not to say that Raffeix could not have filled that role, but the way in
which the members of the committee referred to the architect
suggests that he was not one of them.
The identity of that architect remains unknown today, which is
perhaps a sign of his limited involvement. It could have been Claude
Baillif or Robert de Villeneuve, since the former witnessed one
carpentry contract and the latter witnessed both. Their possible
involvement, however, cannot be inferred from that point alone.
Witnesses to a contract could be anyone of a certain social status
and, conversely, architects did not necessarily witness contracts
concerning the buildings in which they were involved as supervisers
or designers.
What can be said more securely about the Ursulines' architect
is that his role resembled that of another architect, represented on
a map of the Americas made by Nicolas de Fer in 1698 in Paris. That
map contains an inset showing a large group of beavers organized
into different building trades and constructing a dam on a river (Fig.
80). Their respective roles are identified in a caption under the
illustration. There are lumberjacks felling the trees, carpenters
cutting them into appropriate pieces, and porters carrying the wood
to the construction site. In parallel, other beavers mix the mortar
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32 1bid. p. 139 (1924).
and carry it on their tails. Masons are busy constructing the dam
itself, and helpers with their tails shaped like trowels pack the
masonry. On the right side of the illustration, a beaver lying on his
back appears dead. The caption explains that the beaver is
indisposed from too much work of its tail. An "Inspecteur des
invalides" seems to verify that claim. The "Commandant ou
l'Architecte" can be found in the middle of that crowd, almost in the
background, recognizable by its left front paw raised as a gesture of
command. That gesture, as well as the title of commander, make
apparent that the architect's role is to orchestrate the work. As the
architect hired by the Ursulines, the commander of the beavers is
neither a designer nor a contractor. It is not a designer because it
only has to adapt a well assimilated building type to a particular
situation. It is not a contractor because it does not have to hire
workers or to buy building materials. These things are simply
provided by nature.
The construction process of Canadian beavers has also been
commented upon by Bacqueville de la Potherie in his Histoire de
l'Amerique, septentrionale (1722). His comment, which seems to be
based on De Fer's illustration rather than on any scientific
observation, explains the role of the commander and describes the
different kinds of work in which beavers were supposed to
specialize:
Lors qu'il s'agit de faire la charpente, il y a
un Castor qui commande & decide de tout;
c'est lui qui est le premier mobile, & lors
que l'arbre qu'ils coupent avec leurs dents
est prst de tomber du c6ts oO il le juge i pro-
pos, il fait un cri qui est un signal & tous les
autres d'en sviter la ch~te. Le travail d'un
Charpentier & l'application d'un Masson y
sont observees avec Art. Les uns taillent
les arbres, d'autres font les fondations, &
enfoncent les pieux avec autant de force
qu'un Cap de mouton. Les autres prenans
du limon avec leur queue en fagon de truel-
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les en font le ciment des murailles, qui se
trouvent i l'epreuve des injures du tems. 33
The commander, it is said, decides about everything and its voice is
heard by all other beavers. It is he, for example, who decides where
to fell trees and warns his fellows when that happens. The other
animals, divided into masons and carpenters, collaborate
harmoniously towards completing the work. That anthropomorphic
description of nature shares some general features with the
building process selected by the Ursulines in 1687, but its utopian
character should not be forgotten. For example, there is no client
and the beavers work for their own dwelling. Consequently, there is
nobody to represent the client on the building yard, and the architect
remains the sole authority. In addition, there is no trace of struggle
between the different trades, and the architect does not resemble a
mason more than a carpenter. As shown by the following discussion,
the situation was different in Quebec City. Although they constitute
a digression, the following pages are necessary before examining
the second phase of the reconstruction of the monastery.
3: Masonry and carpentry
Building contracts in Quebec City at the time of the
reconstruction of the Ursuline monastery can be classified in three
basic types which were sometimes entirely respected and
sometimes combined to create hybrid forms. These types can be
identified by their different modes of payment, which determined
most of their other features. There is a type of contract involving a
flatrtate, another type whose price is based on a unit of measure,
and a third type based on a simple waae.
The contracts belonging to the first two types share one
essential feature: they both leave the contractor free to accept any
number of engagements during one building season. The contractor is
33Claude Charles Leroy Bacqueville de la Potherie, Histoire de 'Amerique
septentrionale Paris: Jean Luc Nion et Frangois Didot, 1722. Vol. 1, p. 264.
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seen as an independent craftsman, managing his own time and
effort. He has his own employees and apprentices, and is capable of
carrying out several contracts within a year. The responsibility of
providing the building materials and the necessary manpower
usually evolves upon him. Craftsmen working on the basis of those
two types of contracts thus enjoy a certain, and sometimes high,
professional recognition within the town.
The type of contract characterized by a flat rate differs from
the second one in that the projected building has to be well defined
several months before construction would normally start. Only under
that condition could the total cost of its realization become part of
a legal obligation between the builder and the client. As we have
seen in Baillif's 1683 contract for the facade of the cathedral, any
change in the original design can lead to a legal conflict.34 This is
why, in some cases, such contracts also include another rate, based
on a unit of measure, applicable to any supplementary work that the
client could require.35
In the case of contracts whose price is based on a unit of
measure, a precise description of the work is not needed, although
plans usually provided the client with a reliable estimation of the
costs. The amount to be paid is determined by measurements of the
work done once it is completed. This kind of contract constitutes
the traditional mode of payment in France and was often discussed
in architectural treatises of the seventeenth century. Masonry was
usually paid per square 1.Qise (thirty-six square French feet), while
carpentry was paid per hundred pieces of wood of a standard size.
Complex operations were needed to reduce the actual work to the
system imposed by those units of measures.36 Treatises as those of
34See above, pp. 28-31.
35See below, p. 235.
36The surface measure for masonry was used for walls of a standard thickness and
batter. In the case of different kinds of walls, and especially in fortification works,
cubic toises had to be used.
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Louis Savot and Pierre Bullet spend considerable time explaining
those various ways of measuring. 37
Bullet's Architecture pratique undoubtedly contains the most
complete explanations on the subject. Although the author often
dwells upon technical and formal aspects at some lenght, he
presents his book as a treatise on toiss:
Je m'estonne que l'on ait est6 jusqu's present
sans donner au public un traite bien ample du
Toise des Bastimens; car non seulement il est
utile a ceux qui font bastir, d'avoir une connois-
sance de l'usage du toise, pour n'estre pas trom-
pez sur la depence qu'ils ont & faire; mais il est
absolument necessaire aux Entrepreneurs de
sgavoir exactement toiser leurs ouvrages.38
That book reviews contemporary techniques of construction and
explains the methods for measuring them. Those methods are
specific to the various crafts; masonry, carpentry, roofing,
metalwork have to be evaluated separately. Bullet, however,
acknowledged the existence of flat rates. At the end of his example
for a typical masonry contract, the two kinds of contracts are even
presented as interchangeable:
Si le march6 est fait en bloc. on dira, le tout
fait & parfait moyennant le prix & somme
de * Ou si le march6 est fait a la toise
on specifie les prix de chaque espece d'ou-
vrage, comme,
Les murs de fondation des murs de
face a tant la toise.
Les murs de fondation des murs de
refend ou mitoyens A tant la toise.
37Louis Savot, Larchitecture frangoise des bastimens particuliers, Paris: la Veuve & C.
Clouzier, 1685 (with comments by Frangois Blondel). Pierre Bullet, L'architecture
pratigue, Paris: Estienne Michallet, 1691.
38Bullet, op. cit. folio ij, recto.
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Les murs de fondation des murs d'es-
chiffres de tel & tel escalier a .tant la toise.
(emphasis by the author).39
That interchangeability is probably due to the fact that
contracts based on a unit of measure, already complex when dealing
with a single material, can become very elaborate when providing
for different kinds of work. In Quebec City, such contracts were
used only for simple jobs, such as the construction of masonry
walls of a standard size. As soon as a contract provided for
something more complex, and especially when more than one craft
was involved, a flat rate was immediately established.
The third type of contract to be found in Quebec City at the
time, that in which builders were paid a daily, monthly, or yearly
wage, is very different from the two preceeding ones. The only
items usually mentioned in those contracts were the kind of work to
be performed, the length of the engagement, and the wage. The
project to be realized was never identified because the hired
craftsman could be demanded to work on differents sites. Such
contracts usually demanded that the craftsman did everything
within his craft, and usually lasted for an entire building season.
That craftsman was also obliged to work exclusively for one person
and could not accept any other engagement.
Wage contracts were used both by clients and building
contractors as a way to secure a steady manpower for themselves.
When a client hired a craftsman in this way, he usually provided all
the materials. Building contractors sometimes also provided the
tools of their employees, and often took the responsibility of
maintaining them. In both cases, hired craftsmen could receive food
and be provided with lodging if desired.
This third type of contract was therefore less prestigious than
the two first ones, as far as the craftsmen were concerned. This
point does not mean, however, that such contracts were limited to
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3 91bid. p. 376-377.
less important buildings. On the contrary, powerful clients, such as
the Bishop or the religious communities, tended to rely on them as
much as possible. For a craftsman, a wage contract with a
prestigious institution also had its advantages, since it could help
him to obtain more important and better paid contracts with the
bourgeoisie afterwards. 40
These few considerations can help to understand the way in
which carpenters, masons, and other craftsmen were hired during
the reconstruction of the Ursuline monastery. Due to the absence of
a general contractor, the different trades were subjected to
separate contracts with the nuns. The craftsmen, however, were not
all treated in the same way.
The two carpentry contracts mentioned previously had a flat
rate attached to them. They provided for setting the floor beams,
preparing and raising the roof frames, and building the stairs. The
craftsmen, Jean Caillet and Pierre Manage, associated together in
both contracts, were simply identified as "charpentiers de cette
ville."41 The first contract was drawn up for two thousand livres,
the responsibility of providing the materials and the manpower
being incumbent upon the contractors. The nuns, on the other hand,
also had some obligations: having the wood brought from the lower
to the upper town, having the balusters turned, hiring the additional
workers needed to raise the frame, and supplying all the nails. 42 In
the second contract, the amount of money is not readable, but it
undoubtedly entails a flat rate. The craftsmen and the nuns had
similar obligations as before.43
40See below, p. 152.
4 1A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 12, 1686, op. cit. F. Genaple, January 5, 1688, op. cit.
The same appellation is also used in an unfinished draft for the latter contract: F.
Genaple, [December31, 1687]: contract between Pierre Menage and Jean Caillet,
"charpentiers en cette ville," and the Quebec Ursulines.
42A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 12, 1686. op. cit.
43
"Ce marche fait moyennant la somme de [...onze?] cents livres payable a fur et a
mesure que les dits travaux se feront, et cinq pots d'eau de vie pour le vin du marche"
(A.N.Q., F. Genaple, January 5, 1688, op. cit.).
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In the case of masonry, working agreements were made in a
very different way. For the 1687 building season, there is no known
contract. For the following year, on the other hand, there is one,
which is inserted at the end of a contract for stone cutting. After
preparing the stones for sixty apertures, Silvain Duplex and
Guillaume Jourdain also had to work as masons for the rest of the
summer. The first part of that agreement, providing for the stone
cutting, is similar to the carpentry contracts just examined. Even
though no global price was given, a rate per aperture was set. In
that way, the total value of the contract can be easily found by
multiplying that rate, twenty four livres, by the number of
apertures. The stone cutters also had to provide the stones and to
bring them as far as the lower town. As in the carpentry contracts,
the nuns had to arrange for the stones to be hauled to the upper
town. 44 The second part of the agreement, providing for Duplex and
Jourdain to participate in the construction, offers a wage of three
and a half livres per day to each, in addition to a pair of shoes to be
given at the arrival of the ships in the spring. 45 This agreement
clearly belongs to the third type of contract identified at the
beginning of this section. The craftsmen had no other obligation than
to perform the task of masons. It was the nuns' responsibility to
hire other masons to help them, which they did in the spring.46 The
nuns also made their own arrangements to secure a steady supply of
buildings materials throughout the season.47
44A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 16, 1687: stone cutting and masonry contract between
"Silvain Duplex et Guillaume Jourdain entrepreneurs d'ouvrages de magonnerie" and the
Ursulines of Quebec.
45 1bid.
46A.N.Q., G. Rageot, March 7, 1688: contract between Pierre Martin, mason, and Marie
de Jesus, Mother Superior of the Quebec Ursulines, for "travailler de son dit mestier
pour les dites dames religieuses pendant tout l'este et l'automne prochain & commencer
du 10e jour de may prochain." Martin was paid thirty five oja. per day, i.e. half of what
Duplex and Jourdain were receiving each.
47A.N.Q., G. Rageot, January 4, 1688: contract between Jeanne Baudault, wife of Pierre
Parent, and the Quebec Ursulines. Parent had to provide all the lime and the stone needed
for the construction of the monastery during the 1688 building season.
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For the previous building season, a similar kind of agreement
could have existed between the nuns and the duo of Duplex and
Jourdain. Indeed, the two craftsmen had signed a stone-cutting
agreement with them just before the fire. 48 An agreement for
masonry work could have been made at anytime during the winter of
1686-1687. Whoever was actually hired to do the work, there is no
reason to believe that his contract was different from that we have
just examined.
According to what was said at the beginning of this section,
such a clear difference between the way in which carpenters and
masons were hired suggests a higher social status for the former. In
relation to the same client, the carpenters were able to maintain
more autonomy than the masons. Whether or not that observation
reveals a more general condition can be verified by looking at the
wages paid by the Seminary to various craftsmen ten years earlier.
If we limit our choice of data to the wages of craftsmen recruited
in France in 1675 and 1676 and hired for a period of three years,
those similar conditions reveal differences that can probably be
attributed to the relative status of the different trades:
Masons: 100 livres (Louis Duplais)
75 livres (Silvain Duplais)
Carpenters: 120 livres (Frangois Chazart)
105 livres (Rene Alarie)
Joiners: 135 livres (Pierre Riviere)
135 livres (Michel Leblond dit Le Picard)
135 livres (Leonard Lurcken)
48A.N.Q., G. Rageot. October 13, 1686: contract between Silvain Duplex and Guillaume
Jourdain, masons, and the Quebec Ursulines, for cutting the stones for twenty
apertures, at twenty livres each. These apertures were probably meant for the aill
Sainte- Famille.
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Stone-cutters: 180 livres (Claude Baillif)
180 livres (Marc Heuvel4)
180 livres (Alexandre Til)
120 livres (Benedict Fourr4) 4 9
Those data show a situation comparable to the hierarchy observed at
the Ursuline monastery in 1686-1688. Carpenters are indeed better
paid than masons. This observation, however, is very limited, since
it ignores the fact that the stone-cutters are much better paid than
both of them. Masons and carpenters are close together at the
bottom of the scale, joiners are slightly above that level, and stone-
cutters have the highest position.
If we look at the same data in terms of wood related trades
and stone related ones, the situation becomes clearer. We can see
that the former occupy the middle part of the salary scale while the
latter are concentrated at both extremes. This observation, in
addition to the fact that the same craftsmen took care of both the
masonry and the stone-cutting for the Ursulines in 1688 (and
perhaps in 1687 as well), reveal a higher degree of social mobility
for the masons than for the carpenters. Indeed, the gap between
masonry and stone-cutting can be explained as a function of
specialization, but the difference between stone and wood related
trades needs a different explanation. The superiority of stone-
cutters over all other building trades cannot be seen as a simple
fact of greater specialization. It also reflects the growing
49Datas collected from: A.S.Q., Accounts of the Quebec Seminary, Grand Livre. 1674-
1JiM3 (Manuscript C-2), pp. 189, 193, 197, 201, 205, 209, 213, 221, 225, 340,
348, 350. The historian Nodl Baillargeon has studied the same datas and his conclusions
support the idea of a clear hierarchy between the trades: "En 1675, les ouvriers
specialises, tels que les tailleurs de pierre, gagnent cent vingt A cent quatre-vingts
livres, les charpentiers et les menuisiers cent cinq A cent trente-cinq livres, les
magons cent livres. Les plus faiblement renumeres sont le jardinier, le cuisinier, le
cordonnier qui n'obtiennent que soixante-quinze livres, et tout au bas de l'echelle, les
domestiques A tout faire et les manoeuvres dont les emoluments ne depassent pas
soixante livres. Par contre, les plus hauts salaires sont reserves aux artistes. Le
sculpteur Samuel Genner, qui debarque en 1675, et le peintre Cardenat, en 1676,
regoivent chacun trois cents livres par annee." No6l Baillargeon,. Le Sminaire de
Quebec sous l'6piscopat de Monseianeur de Laval, Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite
Laval, 1972 (Cahiers de l'lnstitut d'histoire, no. 18). p. 129.
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importance of stone in architecture. In that way, simple masons
could rise from their poorly considered trade to one of the most
important positions in the building yard.
Such a rise could be achieved through greater specialization,
but, in fact, it opened a broader field of intervention for the masons.
Indeed, in seventeenth century Paris, the construction of most
common dwellings was directed by masons rather than carpenters. 50
This fact is reflected, for example, in Pierre Lemuet's Maniere de
bien bastir pour toutes sortes de personnes (1623), in which all the
houses suggested except one are made out of masonry, including the
most modest ones. The only wooden house presented by the author
is part of a separate section entitled "Des bastimens de
charpenterie" (Fig. 81). That section comprises a single page of text
and one plate, by contrast to the section dedicated to masonry
houses, which spreads over ninety pages.
Arguing on the basis that Lemuet's plate represents an
,abstract model separated from any urban context, without even a
plan, J.M. Savignat commented: "cette planche est beaucoup plus un
rappel d'un passe alors r6volu qu'une proposition, qu'un plan type."51
This point could be slightly exaggerated, and Lemuet did not have to
repeat for carpentry everything he had just said within the context
of masonry. The reader could easily apply the wooden construction
technique to the plans suggested in the first part of the treatise.
Nevertheless, Lemuet's own comment about carpentry structures
constitutes a polite acknowledgement of a marginal mode of
construction rather than a desire to simply avoid repetition:
Ayant jusques icy traitte amplement des
bastimens de magonnerie, il nous a semble
a propos de traitter aussi de la charpenterie,
qui pourra servir pour les lieux oOi l'on en
50Maurice Bouvier-Ajam, Histoire du travail en France, Paris: Librairie generale de
droit et de jurisprudence, 1981 (second edition). p. 492.
51J.M. Savignat, Dessin et architecture. du moyen-ae au XVIlle sibcle, Paris: Ecole
nationale superieure des Beaux-Arts, 1983 (second edition). p. 96.
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bastit ordinairement, & pour les autres encor,
ausquels on y est contrainct, i cause du peu
de place que l'on a.52
Lemuet presents wood construction as a compromise with existing
conditions, acknowledging that it was an established practice in
some places, and that small building sites might impose that
constraint. Such a limited use of wood structures is confirmed by
Jean-Pierre Babelon's study of seventeenth century houses in Paris,
in which he argues that they were found mostly on bridges and in
walls facing courtyards. 53 According to Babelon, wood construction
survived throughout the seventeenth century in provincial towns,
but, in Paris, rough masonry coated with plaster was already
dominant by 1617.54 Babelon also acknowledged that most building
contractors in the capital were master masons rather than master
carpenters.55
In Quebec City, the shift from wood to masonry in common
dwellings is usually dated from the years following the
conflagration of 1682, which destroyed the lower town almost
entirely. 56 The number of masons and stone cutters brought from
France by the Seminary in the 1670s probably contributed to start
the movement before the catastrophe.
Given that situation, the apparent superiority of the
carpenters over the masons at the Ursuline monastery between 1686
and 1688 needs to be qualified. In parallel to the degree of
specialization of the crafstmen in their field, there was a historical
situation of tension and conflict between them. In 1686, the
carpenters' domination over other trades was a thing of the past and
their remaining prestige was not indisputable. The masons, hovering
52Pierre Lemuet, Manibre de bien bastir pour toutes sortes de personnes, Paris: F.
Langlois, 1647. p. 100.
53Jean-Pierre Babelon, Demeures parisiennes sous Henri IV et Louis XIl, Paris: Le
Temps, 1977 (new edition). p. 52.
54 1bid. pp. 52, 61-62.
55lbid. p. 46.
56Noppen et al, op.cit. (1979), p. 27.
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between more distant extremes, had already obtained considerable
importance on the building yards, if only because of the large
amount of work to be done by them. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the architects present in Quebec City at the time came out of
the ranks of masons and stone cutters rather than carpenters.57
Throughout their careers, none of the craftsmen hired by the
Ursulines between 1686 and 1688 became a general contractor or
claimed the title of architect. Duplex and Jourdain had a certain
success in the mid 1680s, but it was rather limited in time. They
were usually paid a flat rate and they used alternately the titles of
masons, master masons, stone cutters, and masonry contractors.
Their wage contract with the Ursulines should not be seen as a sign
of decline, since each of them was paid a salary of three livres and
ten .s.Q per day,58 which approaches the maximum paid for an
experienced mason in those years. 59 It is also twice as much as the
salary given to Pierre Martin, the other mason hired by the nuns in
1687.60 Their work for the Ursulines was also influential, since
Jourdain was demanded in 1688 to build the masonry of a three
story house with apertures identical to those of the monastery. 6 1
Apart from the monastery, their most important contract was
probably the house of the merchant Frangois Pachot in 1686.62 Those
57As C. Baillif, H. Bernard de La Rivibre, J. Maillou, J.-B. Maillou (see the second part
of this dissertation).
58A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 16, 1687, op. cit.
59The maximum that Claude Baillif would give for an experienced mason was three
livres and fifteen zojI per day. For example: A.N.Q., P. Duquet, June 6, 1683: contract
between Georges Stinx, master stone cutter and mason, and Claude Baillif, architect, to
work from that date until the first of November, at three livres and fifteen BgJ. per day
without food. A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 12, 1683: contract between Jean Poliquain(Baillif's former associate), master mason, and Claude Baillif, architect, to work from
May 1, 1684, to November 1, 1684, at the same salary.
60Martin was paid thirty five sgJa per day. A.N.Q., G. Rageot, March 7, 1688, op.cit.
61A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 14, 1688: contract between Guillaume Jourdain, master
mason, and Jeanne Baudault, wife of Pierre Parent, to build the masonry of a three
story house on rue Sault-au-Matelot, with apertures in cut stone identical to those of
the Ursuline monastery.62A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April 22, 1686: contract between Silvain Du Ples and Guillaume
Jourdain, masons and stone cutters, and Frangois Pachot, to build the masonry of a house
on rue Saint-Pierre. The roof frame was realized by Caillet and Menage: A.N.Q., F.
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two masons were not among the most important builders of the
town, and, apart from a few major contracts, they often had to rely
on minor jobs, especially at the beginning and at the end of their
careers. 63
The reasons why the Ursulines hired them instead of a more
important builder like Claude Baillif are numerous and varied. They
obviously preferred to keep a stronger control over each individual
craftsman rather than dealing with a general contractor. That choice
may not have saved on their costs, but it certainly gave them more
flexibility. It should be added, however, that the Ursulines did not
need anyone like Baillif. Their aim was to build a plain and
unpretentious building, the design of which was already decided for
them. If plans had to be made, the nuns could have relied on the
members of the committee or on individual craftsmen. As for the
supervision of the work, they had Pierre Raffeix to represent them,
and one unknown architect to coordinate the craftsmen.
B: 1688-1724
After the construction of the aile Sainte-Famille and the new
aile Saint-Augustin, the building activity of the Ursulines slowed
down considerably. In 1689, the annals mention the construction of
a nuns' choir:
Genaple, December 4, 1686: contract between Pierre Menage and Jean Caillet,
carpenters, and Frangois Pachot, merchant.
63Duplex, for example, tried to make it on his own in 1682, after working in
partnership with his uncle, but apparently obtained only a few contracts to build
chimneys (A.N.Q., P. Duquet, February 20, 1682: contract between Silvain Duplais,
mason, and Marie Pelletier to build a chimney and make the infill of a half-timbered
structure. A.N.Q., P. Duquet, August 2, 1682: contract between Silvain Duplais, mason,
and Andre Maufay to build a chimney for his house). In 1683, he returned to the more
steady situation of salaried worker and got hired by Claude Baillif for three livres and
twelve so1i per day (A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 30, 1682: contract between Silvain
Duplex, mason, and Claude Baillif, architect, to work from March to November 1683).
In the following years, his carrer took off, but it quickly lost momentum in the 1690s.
On a total of thirty contracts inventoried for him, nineteen date from the 1684-1689
period (See Doris Drolet-Dube and Marthe Lacombe, Inventaire des march6s de
construction des Archives nationales A Qu6bec. XVlie et XVIlle sincles, Ottawa: Ministere
des approvisionnements et services du Canada, 1977).
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Le 29 de may 1689 l'on a commence a
restablir [notre] choeur une partie des an-
ciens fondemens ont servy les autres ont
st4 faits de nouveau a raison que estant
trop petits on les a elargi de six pieds et
allonger.64
That choir, however, was not rebuilt over the old one indicated on
the plan of 1670 (Fig. 60). It constituted an enlargement of the ajL
Saint-Augustin towards the street, and was perceived as a
temporary solution that would suffice until the new church could be
realized:
Le 9eme juin de cette annee [1689] nous
preparasmes un reposoir pour la feste du
St-Sacrement dans le bout du bastiment
neuf ou se devoit faire la chapelle et le
choeur iusques a ce qu'on ait le moyen
de faire I'Eglise. 65
That enlargement, containing the nuns' choir mentioned above,
appears on the 1693 plan of Quebec (Fig. 26). Apart from that
construction, the building activity of the nuns until 1713 was
limited to secondary buildings, such as stables and barns. 66 The
monastery, however, was still lacking a church, a larger nuns' choir,
some classrooms, and better accomodation for the boarders.
Discussions about overall schemes for the monastery continued,
since the committee's decision did not provide for all those needs.
In that way, a new phase in the reconstruction of the monastery was
started soon after the first one was over.
The second part of this chapter may begin with discussion of
three closely related projects conserved in the archives of the
Ursuline monastery. I will then consider the role played by Marie
6 4 Annales, op.cit. p. 58 (May 25, 1689).
65 1bid. (June 9, 1689).
66The construction date of the aile Sainte-Ursule (or aile des-parloirs) remains open to
questions. See footnotes 110 and 120.
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Lemaire des Anges, the Mother Superior who was responsible for the
new discussions. Those considerations will lead to an examination
of the construction process started by her in 1712. Finally, I will
consider the completion of the reconstruction after 1717, i.e. after
the death of Marie des Anges.
1: Three projects
The first drawing I would like to discuss is a schematic plan
of a monastery surrounding two closed courtyards (Fig. 82). That
drawing was obviously not made by an architect. Its technique is
rudimentary, consisting in unequally thick pencil lines drawn with
a ruler, indicating the general contour of the buildings as well as
their basic internal divisions. Within those divisions, ink writing
indicates the function of each room, and, occasionally, that of the
spaces above. In the middle of one courtyard, there is some text,
which has been added in the nineteenth century by Abbot Thomas
Maguire.
The scheme presented by this drawing is compact and clearly
organized. It consists in a regular rectangle with buildings of a
single room in depth all around it. The rectangle is divided in the
middle of its length by another wing, which determines the
separation between the two courtyards. The southwest courtyard, on
the left hand side, is surrounded by the two newly built wings, and
the projected church, nuns' choir, and enlargement of the alig
Sainte-Famlle. The other courtyard comprises the projected
parlors, taur, classrooms, and boarders' quarters: a sickbay, a
dormitory, and a chapel. The organizing principle consisted in
grouping around one courtyard the living spaces for the nuns, and
around the other, the spaces where they worked, taught, and dealt
with the lay people.
The source of that two-courtyard scheme lies in a type of
establishment characteristic of the French Jesuits. There is nothing
strange about that link between Ursuline and Jesuit architecture,
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since both communities were dedicated to teaching and therefore
had similar spatial requirements. The building type in question was
developed by the Jesuit architect Etienne Martellange, who
conceived many churches and colleges for the Company throughout
France at the beginning of the seventeenth century. In order to
accomodate the basic needs of those establishments, Martellange
conceived a typical plan developped around two courtyards, which
was studied by E.L.G. Charvet. 67 In Martellange's scheme, the first
courtyard was usually surrounded by the priests' residence and,
occasionally, the boarder's rooms. There could be corridors or
porticoes on one or two sides, but rarely all around. The second
courtyard corresponded to the college. One of its sides was formed
by the church, along which usually ran a portico continuing another
one located in the first courtyard. That portico led to the main
entrance of the college, next to the facade of the church. The three
other sides rarely received such porticoes. 68
One example of such colleges is that of Le Puy, whose
construction started in 1605 (Fig. 83). Its plan shows peculiarities
in the location of the corridors, sometimes on the inside and
sometimes on the outside of the complex, but its general
arrangement clearly belongs to the type described by Charvet. The
classrooms and the church surround one courtyard and the priests'
residence forms the other one. The contour of the plan is very
regular, except for one set back creating a small open space before
the church. Comparable examples can be found in many cities
throughout France: Vienne, Moulins, Lyon, Carpentras, Vesoul, La
Fleche. 69
The project for the Ursuline monastery in Quebec City clearly
derives from Martellange's typical Jesuit college. The basic
principle of two courtyards is identical and the distribution of
67 E.L.G. Charvet, Etienne Martellange. 1569-1641, Lyon: Glairon-Mondet, 1874.
681bid. pp. 13, 14.
691bid. passim. Also: Pierre Moisy, "Le recueil des plans jesuites de Quimper: nouvelle
etude," Bulletin de la societe de l'histoire de 'art Francais, 1950. pp. 70-85.
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functions is very similar. The only fundamental difference has to do
with the church. Its emplacement, in the private side of the
complex, and its orientation, perpendiculary to the street and
protruding into the courtyard, are quite atypical. The obvious
explanation for that derogation to the type is the wish to re-use the
foundations of the old church. Besides such a practical concern,
however, there are some other points to consider. Firstly, the
additional requirement of a nuns' choir makes it difficult to
transpose Martellange's scheme without adaptation. Secondly, such a
location for the church in a religious complex can mostly be found in
institutions of superior importance. The Jesuits' novitiate (1612)
and the Val-de-Grace (1645) in Paris immediately come to mind. The
church of the novitiate, not existing anymore, is especially
interesting because it was also conceived by Martellange. Placed at
a right angle to the street, its apse protruded heavily into the
courtyard of the complex (Fig. 84). The Val-de-Grace, more recent
and even more prestigious, shows that such an orientation for the
church makes possible the integration of a nuns' choir in the place
of one transept arm (Fig. 85). Whether or not the author of the
Ursulines' project had such examples in mind, the way the church
was placed would undoubtedly give it more importance than if it
respected the basic type of Martellange's colleges.
A second particularity of the Ursulines' project has to do with
the corridors. In the first courtyard, only the aile Sainte-Famille is
given one. That corridor also extends along the second courtyard, to
the end of the complex. Although it does not lead to the main
entrance, as it would normally do in Martellange's designs, that
corridor constitutes the major circulation axis of the monastery. It
creates a direct connection between the nuns' residence and the
boarders' quarters. It the middle of its course, it is flanked, on one
side, by the room of the head teacher and, on the other, by that of
the Mother Superior (Fig. 82). That arrangement would certainly
create a strong boundary in the mind of the boarders and, therefore,
would compensate for the lack of physical barrier between the two
parts of the monastery.
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According to the same drawing, the three other sides of the
courtyard would be left without corridors (Fig. 82). This point,
however, needs to be viewed in a skeptical way. In the case of the
aile Saint-Augustin, there probably was an omission due to the lack
of interest of the author for the existing buildings. Indeed, neither
the aile Saint-Augustin nor the aile Sainte-Famille have been
subdivided into separate rooms. The fact that the latter was given a
corridor simply emphasizes the continuity with the boarders' wing,
and it does not imply that the former had none. On the southeast side
of the courtyard, the situation is different. Since the nuns' choir and
the church occupy the entire space, and since that choir is directly
accessible from the aile Saint-Augustin, there is no need for
independent circulation. On the fourth side of the courtyard, the
absence of a corridor can be attributed to a limitation inherent in
the building type. Since that wing is in the middle of the complex,
the author had to choose on which side to put the corridor. Indeed, he
could not put one on each side, because that would leave the rooms
in the middle without any direct source of light. The author
apparently chose the second courtyard because of the more public
functions of the rooms in that wing.
The second courtyard has corridors on three sides: along the
boarders' quarters in the back, along the central wing on the left,
and along the parlors in the front. The northeast wing, on the right
hand side of the drawing, is the only one to have none. Given the
functions of its rooms, a bakery, a laundry, a classroom for native
girls, and a few classrooms for day pupils, it is unlikely that the
author was counting on important circulation directly from one
room to the next. It seems, therefore, that access to those rooms
was meant to be directly from outside.
This first drawing, as we can see, presents a rather rough
project. It was apparently made with two main preoccupations in
mind: the search for monumentality and the desire to create a clear
hierarchy between the different parts of the monastery. Many
elements are not properly worked out. Corridors, for example, pass
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in front of spaces meant for open passages: once between the two
courtyards, and once next to the porte conventuelle. Nonetheless, the
general idea is clear. Should it be realized, that monastery would be
one of the most prestigious buildings in the colony.
The Ursulines' archives in Quebec City conserve another
drawing representing a similar project (Fig. 86). At first glance,
that drawing looks like a clean version of the first one. A two-
courtyard monastery with the church facing outward is represented
with a more complete set of architectural conventions. The drawing
is made entirely with ink, and hatchings indicate the thickness of
the different walls. Apertures have been taken into account. The
author has also identified the existing buildings by representing
only their general mass and by labelling each of them as a "bastimt
fait." The functional assignment of the projected spaces is noted,
although less systematically than in the first drawing. The scale
and the dimensions, however, have been added by Thomas Maguire,
who also commented: "Il est prouve que la date de ce plan est entre
les annees 1687 et 168 - I'4chelle a 4t4 ajoutee par le soussigne en
1833" (Fig. 86).
Maguire saw the obvious connection between this drawing and
the previous one. He wrote on the latter: "Ce plan 6bauch4 parait
avoir servi pour la confection de celui dont la date est entre les
annees 1687 et 1688" (Fig. 82). Apart from the date, we agree with
that statement. We should add, however, that a complete
identification of the two projects is impossible. There are
important differences that make the second drawing something
more than a clarification of the first one. We will first examine the
particularities of the northeast courtyard, and then consider the
arrangement of the church and the nuns' choir.
The first correction that was made in the northeast courtyard,
on the right hand side of the page, was to put corridors on all four
sides. Sketched lines show the basic structure of the end wing,
although that part of the drawing was left unfinished. Similar to the
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other wings, it now comprises a corridor along a wider space meant
to be subdivided into rooms of various sizes. Because of their small
width, the corridors constitute mostly a circulation space. Their
character is quite different from the open porticoes used by
Martellange. That systematic use of corridors could have been
prompted by a climate in which external circulation is difficult for
half of the year. It was also characteristic of the architecture of
the Ursuline order, which used four-sided cloisters more
systematically than the Jesuits (Fig. 87).
The corridors of that courtyard are interrupted at two places
reserved for external passages. At those points, the only possible
continuity would be on the second level, where other corridors
might be intended. The locations of those interruptions, it should be
added, are not arbitrary. They separate the parlors from the
classrooms, and the area around the "chambre de R. m. Superieure"
from that around the room of the gate keepers. Thus, they create a
certain isolation between different parts of the monastery and
reinforce the public/private distinction.
The second important change in that part of the monastery
consisted in assigning a smaller portion of the southeast wing to
the parlors, thus leaving room to put classrooms on the other side of
the porte conventuelle. The two parlors, identifiable by the wooden
partitions subdividing them, are in the same position as in the first
drawing, i.e. on the left hand side of the porte conventuelle, but they
occupy a smaller portion of the entire wing. The third room on the
left of the porte conventuelle is assigned to the tour, a rotating
cupboard used for taking papers and small objects in and out of the
monastery. The first drawing explains that the fourth room consists
in the "abord des personnes de dehors et une chambre pour la
touriere au dessus" (Fig. 82), i.e. an entrance space for the outsiders
and a room for the tqyr keeper above it. On the other side of the
porte conventuelle, the second project allows for three classrooms,
while the first project had all the classrooms located in the
northeast wing (Fig. 86).
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That rearrangement of the wing containing the parlors was
probably due to the facts that the second drawing was made in
relation to a constant scale and that the size needed for each room
was more carefully evaluated. The resulting transfer of the
classrooms might explain why the end wing was left unfinished. It
is as though the author of the first drawing tried to fill all the room
available, while that of the second drawing wanted to give a more
precise idea of only some of the spaces, probably those to be
realized first.
The church, as the rest of the second project, looks very
similar to what was presented by the first. In both cases, it sits
over the ruins of the old one, with the nuns' choir on the left hand
side of the nave. In the second project, the church is attached to the
parlors by a simple masonry wall (Fig. 86), which also corresponds
to what the first project suggested: "une simple muraille pour
separer l'eglise" (Fig. 82). The similarity continues in relation to the
forward projection of the facade. In the first project, the text says;
"L'eglise a laquelle il fauderoit donner 8 ou 10 pieds de saillie en
dehors" (Fig. 72). In the second project, the walls of the nave are
prolonged in front of the other buildings, although they gradually
disappear, instead of stopping where the facade should be placed.
The first difference appears in the rear end, semi-circular in
the first project but rectangular in the later one. This change
allowed for more space and more regularity in the two sacristies,
each of which received a window opened toward the courtyard. This
point remains a small detail, but it shows that the second project
was more independent towards the ruins of the old church, which
had a semi-circular apse (Fig.25). 70
70This point is confirmed by Maguire: "Durant l'ete de 1834 en creusant la grande
citerne du monastbre, l'on a decouvert une partie des fondations de I'eglise primitive.
Cette circonstance a fourni la preuve premibrement qu'au lieu d'avoir les deux bouts
carres, comme le porte le vieux plan, tant de fois cite dans nos notes, cette eglise avait
un Rond-Point deuxibmement que par consequent le vieux plan est posterieur au second
incendie." op. cit. p. 212.
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The most peculiar element in the church of the second project
is the nuns' choir. That element is represented with a single line of
ink, similarly to the "bastimt faits." This feature could suggest
that the nuns' choir was already built by the time the drawing was
made, but the draftsman did not use the same hatchings as those for
the buildings known to exist. In addition, it does not bear the
mention of "bastimt fait." Therefore, we think that the author
represented a projected nuns' choir, but left it unfinished. Moreover,
we can suspect that the nuns' choir was drawn later than the church
itself, since no aperture has been reserved to connect it visually
with the sanctuary. The author also did not foresee the thickness of
the wall of the nuns' choir when he placed the two doors in the left
sacristy. Those doors are too close to one another to allow any
masonry to arrive between them. Those details suggest that the
draftman chose not to give a precise elaboration of that building,
although he managed to put down its basic features.
The most important point to notice in that version of the nuns'
choir is the gap of approximately ten feet that separates it from the
aile Saint-Augustin. That gap, obviously, corresponds to the decision
of the 1687 committee. Its presence indicates that the author knew
and accepted that decision. By contrast, the first project clearly
refused it. Indeed, the first project shows a complete elbow
between "le choeur des Religieuses" and "Le grand Bastiment" (Fig.
82). A written note specifies "L'avant choeur en ioignant les 2
bastiment." Despite its minimal syntax, that note has a rather
complex meaning. It identifies the space in the elbow as a fore-
choir, it confirms that the two buildings should meet, and it reveals
the existence of other proposals. In that way, it has a hypothetical
character by situating the chosen solution among other possible
ones, but it also has an affirmative tone by suggesting that those
other arrangements should be rejected. The authors of the two
drawings took opposite sides on that question, with an equal
awareness of the conflictual character of their choice.
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To sum up, the second project mostly differs from the first by
not addressing the monastery as a whole. More than simply
unfinished, it sets priorities and only defines what can be defined,
leaving everything else in the shadow. This point reveals a more
pragmatic approach, probably aimed at giving precise guidelines for
a foreseeable building campaign. Within that framework, the author
decided in favor of the committee's position on the relation between
the nuns' choir and the aile Saint-Augustin. Otherwise, he seems in
agreement with the first project. The next step in the design
process would probably consist in the precise elaboration of
buildings to be realized soon, in accordance with a step-by-step
construction process.
Drawings for isolated parts of the monastery are known to
have existed. For example, in 1713, the masonry contractors Pierre
Gratis and Jean Boucher dit Belleville had to enlarge the aiLe
Sainte-Famille according to "le plan que [Monsieur] De Beaucour
Ingenieur en a dress." 71 Since it was made by a military engineer,
that plan must have included more than a simple ground plan of the
project. It probably comprised elevations, cross-sections, and plans
of every level. Unfortunately, those drawings cannot be found today.
The third project we want to discuss could belong to the same
category. It is a very precise design for the church, partly
compatible with the scheme set by the second project. It includes
three drawings: a plan, a section, and an elevation (Figs. 88, 89, 90).
All are skillfully drawn with ink and colored wash. Again, we have
to distinguish their original parts from the additions of Thomas
Maguire. Fortunately, this task remains simple, since the
nineteenth-century annotator usually identified himself. In fact,
only the ground plan has been annotated (Fig. 88). All the writing on
that page, including the letters identifying the different parts of
71A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, undated contract, [1712-
1713]:"Etat des ouvrages que les [Sieurs] Pierre Gratis et Jean Boucher Tailleurs de
Pierre et Entrepreneurs de Magonne en Cette Ville ont Entrepris pour les Dames
[Religieuses] Ursulines de Cette Ville."
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the church, was added by him, apparently at two times. The earliest
comment appears to be the central one, which says that the plan
was made between 1652 and 1656. The identification of the
different parts of the church was made at the same time, as
indicated by the following passage: "Il ne peut presque pas exister
de doute de la verite des indications suivantes, faites en 1833" (Fig.
88). The scale was probably drawn at the same time as well. It is
undoubtedly a nineteenth-century addition because it specifies the
unit of measure as being French feet, which was superfluous during
the French regime. The text on the right hand side of the page was
added in 1834, after Maguire had discovered the ruins of the old
semi-circular apse. That discovery made him reject the date of
1652-1656, and the note situates the plan after the fire of 1686.
The two other drawings bear no annotations (Figs. 89, 90).
Their scales, different from the first one, should be original. They
are divided into toises, and subdivided into feet only in the last
segment, in a way similar to the plans of the cathedral studied
earlier (Figs. 1, 3). These two drawings give a good idea of what the
first one would - look like without its annotations: a simple, untitled,
anonymous, although well presented drawing.
The ground plan of this church project is very similar to that
on the second project already discussed. The nuns' choir meets the
main body of the church at a right angle and stops ten feet away
from the aile Saint-Augustin. It is open toward the sanctuary by a
large bay, which, however, does not give a direct view of the main
altar. Most new elements simply add to the scheme of the second
project without modifying its structure. In some cases, they were
already suggested by the latter without being made explicit. Such is
the covered passage between the nuns' choir and the aile Saint-
Augusti., which was mentioned by the committee in 1687 as a way
to compensate for the inconvenience of the gap. The other covered
passage, located in the angle between the nuns' choir and the first
sacristy, should also be considered as implied by the second project,
since the door leading to the sacristy was already indicated. The
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nuns' confessional (letter "G" on the plan) is more authentically new,
but it was simply inserted within the established structure without
changing it.
The only important novelty in this plan is the chapel facing the
nuns' choir across the main body of the church. It contains a
secondary altar, allowing for celebrations specifically meant for
the nuns. It might be intended to sit on top of the ruins of another
chapel, built in 1667, but not axially related to the old nuns' choir
(Fig. 25).72 Should that be the case, a moderate broadening of the
dimensions of the latter could achieve the axiality shown on the
drawing. The curious point about that chapel is its depth of
approximately sixteen feet, according to Maguire's scale. Such a
depth would demand more space than the twelve feet available
according to the second project (Fig. 86), and would therefore
conflict with the parlors. This lack of coincidence between the two
projects does not necessarily mean that they constituted
independent proposals. More likely, the church project implied some
readjustments in the general scheme from which it proceeded.
The section and the elevation of the church project show a
plain and somewhat massive building with forms characteristic of
the first half of the seventeenth century in French official
architecture (Figs. 89-90). The high pitched roof, with trusses in
the shape of an equilateral triangle, follows a proportion often used
by Lemuet in the plates of his Maniere de bien bastir (Fig. 91). In the
opinion of the authors of the time of Louis XIV, that proportion was
clearly outdated. For example, in 1691, Pierre Bullet described it as
"la seconde maniere [des combles] des anciens,"73 which he saw as
moderate, but nevertheless too high: "elle est encore trop haute,
cette grandeur surcharge les murs, & augmente la d6pense sans
72Leopold Lamontagne, "Prouville de Tracy, Alexandre de," D. C. B., Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1966. Vol. I, p. 556. The chapel was paid for by Tracy, lieutenant
general de 'Amerique.
731Bullet, op.cit. p. 211.
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necessite."74 Frangois Blondel, commenting on Savot in 1685, had a
similar opinion. Concerning a type of truss slightly higher than the
equilateral triangle, he wrote:
Voili la pratique que l'on observoit au temps
que cet Auteur a 4crit, dans lequel on tenoit
les combles extremement hauts & roides pour
ne pas retenir le poids de la neige, laquelle a
accoutume de ruiner les toits. Mais cet usage
s'est aboly petit " petit depuis que l'on a trou-
v4 l'invention des toits recoupez a la Mansar-
de.75
That comment by Blondel is interesting for saying that high
pitched roofs were used to get rid of snow accumulations. That
character obviously made them appropriate in Canada. The fact that
Blondel himself mentions it confirms an idea recently proposed by
Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, according to which the various
slopes given to roofs in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries do
not represent a variety of independent local traditions, but rather
participate in a system in which high pitched roofs covered with
slate were used for cold climates and low pitched roofs with tiles
were reserved for warm climates.76 For that reason, the use of high
pitched roofs in Canada should not be seen as the continuation of any
particular local tradition of mainland France. Rather, it clearly
belongs to the systematized knowledge of classical architecture.
What makes the design for the Ursuline church peculiar is the
combination of a high pitched roof with low masonry walls (Fig. 90).
That combination was the necessary result of the fact that the
height of the trusses was exclusively determined by their span,
something that Bullet found absurd:
Je trouve par exemple, qu'il est ridicule qu'
un corps de logis qui auroit six toises de lar-
741bid.
75Savot, op.cit. p. 309, footnote B.
76Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, L'architecture A la francaise, Paris: Picard, 1982.
pp. 43, 51.
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geur hors oeuvre, & qui n'auroit que trois
toises de hauteur jusques A l'entablement,
d'y mettre un comble aussi haut, qui si le
mesme bastiment avoit huit ou neuf toises
de hauteur.77
Such academic reservations, however, did not have much impact in
New France. High pitched roofs covering one story buildings were
not rare, even during the eighteenth century (Fig. 92).
The design of the Ursuline church contains a few clumsy
details that should be mentioned at this point. Firstly, the relation
between the belfry and the roof is nowhere explicit. In the elevation
drawing, the belfry simply stands on the ridge, as though it were
located on the other side of the roof (Fig. 90). In the section
drawing, two principal rafters are placed under it, but the belfry
itself is still represented in elevation (Fig. 89). Secondly, the portal
in front of the nave does not sit well on the ground, the bases
supporting the tuscan columns being interrupted at the top of the
stairs (Fig. 90). A third point is that the distance between the
cornice under the roof and the windows is not the same in the chapel
and the nuns' choir (Fig. 90). A comparable problem also exists
between the last window of the nuns' choir and the small
construction in the angle of the nave (Fig. 90). Lastly, the apertures
in the nuns' passage are not the same in plan and in elevation. In
plan, there is a single window on both sides of that passage (Fig.
88), while in elevation, a door has been added, displacing the
window toward the right (Fig. 90). Such details, although
significant, do not compromise the feasability of the project, and
they could easily be worked out during a possible construction
process.
2: The role of Marie des Anges
In order to find possible links between the three projects
discussed above and the building process, we should return to the
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77Bullet, op.cit. p. 214.
plan established by the 1687 committee. The fundamental
similarities between the three projects and the committee's plan
suggest that the former were based on the latter. Even though it was
never realized, the church project conceived by the committee
remained a possibility for many years, possibly decades, and was
incorporated as such within more complex proposals.
According to the 1693 plan of Quebec, which shows important
building projects in addition to the existing urban fabric, the 1687
church project was kept unchanged at least until that date (Fig. 26).
On that city plan, the Ursuline monastery, located near the
fortifications, comprises the two wings rebuilt immediately after
the fire and the temporary chapel placed at one end of the aiLe
Saint-Augustin. That plan also shows the projected church, with its
main body facing southeast and the nuns' choir extending toward the
aile Saint-Augustin without reaching it.
The first version of the two-courtyard scheme did not reject
that general arrangement, but rather incorporated it and adapted it
to its own purpose (Fig. 82). At what time that project was
conceived, however, is not entirely clear. Maguire's date of 1687-
1688 is certainly too early. The fact that the wings rebuilt after the
fire are presented as completed would support the date of 1689 at
the earliest. Maguire wrongly consirered those buildings as part of
the project. The scheme presented on that drawing is rather an .A
post facto, elaboration based on what was already built. The first
possible date for it is the summer of 1694, when the Ursulines'
chapter deliberated before Bishop Saint-Vallier about two
unidentified plans:
[Monseigneur] de Kuebec ayant entre dans
la maison accompagne de [Monsieur] Trouve
apres avoir parle aux discrettes a fait assem-
bler le chapitre et a propose si l'on etait con-
tente de choisir un des deux plancts ou si l'on
en vouloit un [troisieme] la plus grande partie
a repondu qu'elle n'en vouloit point d'autres
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apres quoy le choix a este fait par suffrages
secrets et celuy que notre [Reverende] mere
a dresse a este choisy a plus de la moitie des
voix.78
There is no indication about the content of those plans, but the
presence of the Bishop during the deliberations of the chapter
suggests that some important matter was being discussed. During
the meeting, Saint-Vallier offered to have a third plan made in order
to give more choice to the nuns. The nuns declined the offer and
chose a plan made by their Mother Superior. That plan could be the
first project discussed above for several reasons. Its rudimentary
drawing technique, its preoccupation with the entire monastery, its
primary attention to function, and its search for monumentality all
correspond to a point of view most likely held by someone in the
superior hierarchy of the monastery (Fig. 82). In addition, the
handwriting matches perfectly that of Marie LeMaire, who was
Mother Superior at the time.
Marie des Anges, as she is most often called, was born in
France, became a novice at the Ursulines of Paris in 1657, and was
accepted as a full member of the community in 1659.79 She went to
Canada in 1671, together with a few colleagues.80 It is expectable
that she would try to use French models, should she be given the
opportunity to contribute to the construction of a monastery. She
had that opportunity in Quebec City from 1693 to 1699 and from
1712 to her death, in 1717, occupying the position of Mother
Superior during those years.81 She initiated the construction of
several buildings after 1712, but she could have contemplated her
project already during her first administration.
78Actes op.cit. p. 35 (August 1, 1694).
79Rene Jette, Dictionnaire aenealogique des familles du Quebec, Montreal: Les Presses
de l'Universite de Montreal, 1983. p. 703.
80Glimpses of the monastery. Scenes from the history of the Ursulines of Quebec during
two hundred years. 1639-1839 (by a member of the community), Quebec: Demers &
frbres, 1897 (second edition). p. 155.
81 Jette, op.cit.
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Luc Noppen agrees to date the two-courtyard scheme from
1694 and to attribute it to Marie des Anges.82 Traquair, on the other
hand, proposed a completely different date:
After 1715 plans were made for the construc-
tion of the Aile des Parloirs and the church.
The first scheme intended two squares, of
which the first would have included the old
buildings and the church, the second would
have extended as far as the externat on the
rue Donnacona. Work was begun, but the
scheme was found too expensive, and was
abandoned in favour of the existing quad-
rangle.83
The date chosen by Traquair corresponds to the second period of
Marie des Anges' direction (1712-1717). Therefore, he also
attributes the two-courtyard scheme to her. His hypothesis is based
on a long passage in the annals, which summarizes her construction
activities during those years:
Cette chere mere [...] pensa a batir dans son
premier trianal [1712-1715] et fit augmen-
ter un cors de logis qui tient & notre commu-
naute de 60 pieds de long qui contient le no-
viciat et une chambre commune pour coucher
les novices. En son second elle fit faire la mu-
raille et charpente des parloirs qui ont cout6
considerablement parce que le dessein avoit
4t4 pris d'une maniere trop vaste il a fallu de-
faire et refaire plusieurs choses afin qu'il puis-
se s'accomoder au pays la porte conventuelle
se trouvant au milieu qui auroit fort incommo-
d4 par les neiges et auroit cause beaucoup de
froid aux parloirs. La plus grande partie de la
depense 4toit a payer quand Dieu l'a appel4
s luy. Elle avoit aussy fait faire les fondations
de notre Eglise et meme il y avoit un cote qui
82Noppen, op.cit. (1979), pp. 22, 241.
83Traquair and Neilson, op.cit. p. 8.
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4toit a ras de chosee et notre choeur avait u-
ne partie des fondations faites mais il a falu
encore beaucoup corriger les desseins qui a-
voient ete pris sur ces deux battimens nos mo-
yens ne suffisans pas pour faire une entrepri-
se d'une si vaste etendue il nous a falu recori-
ger bien des choses qui nous ont beaucoup cou-
te parce qu'il a falu faire et defaire comme au
parloirs. 84
That passage says that Marie des Anges built a sixty-foot extension
to the aile Sainte-Famille and then began the construction of the
parlor building, the nuns' choir, and the church, whose plans were
completely changed after her death. Traquair relates the two-
courtyard scheme to that second phase. Within his own argument,
however, there is no reason not to retain the earlier date of 1712,
since the extension of the aile Sainte-Famille probably developped
from the smaller enlargement project mentioned on the drawing: "Le
bastiment qui est sur le Jardin dans lequel lorsque l'on le l'aura
along6 de 20 ou 3 [sic] pieds se trouvera la Communaute le Dortoir
Roberie lingerie chapitre salle ou refectoir pour les pensionnaires"
(Fig. 82). That enlargement, as we will see, entirely respects the
scheme proposed by that drawing.
Noppen's response to Traquair's hypothesis consisted in saying
that the scheme proposed by Marie des Anges in 1694 was taken out
again in 1712, when she returned to her position of Mother
Superior. 85 In that way, the two passages in the monastery's
archives, that in the minutes of the chapter and that in the annals,
would refer to the same plan, or, at least, to the same basic project.
Apart from the attribution to Marie des Anges, what is
common to Noppen's and Traquair's hypotheses is that no distinction
is made between the two versions of the two-courtyard scheme. The
scheme illustrated in Noppen's Quebec. trois siecles d'architecture
corresponds to the second version, since it shows a gap between the
84Annales, op.cit. p. 133.
85Noppen, op.cit. (1979), p. 241.
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nuns' choir and the aile Saint-Augustin. 86 However, no mention is
made of the first version, as though it were not different in any
significant way. In Traquair's case, the discussion addresses the
two-courtyard scheme in general, but includes no attempt to
describe it precisely.
As opposed to these authors, I would argue that the
differences between the two schemes are significant. The dating of
the drawings, however, remains difficult to establish with
certainty. The first possibility is to date them both from 1694. In
that way, they would correspond to the two plans mentioned in the
minutes of the chapter meeting. The other possibility is that the
first project dates from 1694, and the second one from 1712. As
long as the first one is dated 1694, the differences between the two
can be easily explained.
In 1694, Saint-Vallier's opposition to the Seminary was
strengthened by a recent victory that restored the Bishop's power
over the secular clergy.87 With the King's support, he was able to
dispose of the Seminary's authority over parish priests, thus
limiting the role of that institution to the formation of the clergy.
According to Andre Vachon, the eulogizing biographer of Bishop
Laval in the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, "this meant the
destruction of Laval's great work." 88 Saint-Vallier's position was
also strenghtened by the recent events concerning the Recollets'
monastery in the upper town, during which he had to confront both
the Seminary and the Jesuits.
That context can help to understand what could have happened
during the 1694 meeting. The presence of Saint-Vallier, in addition
to that of Claude Trouve, the new ecclesiastical superior of the
861bid.
87Alfred Rambaud, "La Croix de Chevribres de Saint-Vallier, Jean-Baptiste de," D. C.
B,, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 330.
88Andre Vachon, "Laval, Frangois de," D. C. B., Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1969. Vol. II, p. 371.
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monastery appointed by him, 89 undoubtedly supported feelings of
independence toward the 1687 committee. Such a meeting is likely
to have produced a decision in favor of the first version of the two
courtyard scheme, thus rejecting the essential point of the gap
between the aile Saint-Augustin and the nuns' choir. If the second
version was also presented at that meeting, its respect of the
committee's decision explains why it was rejected.
If, on the other hand, the second version was made in 1712, its
character can be explained by a different religious atmosphere in
the colony at that time. Saint-Vallier had been absent from New
France since 1700. After spending four years in France, he tried to
return to Canada on a ship that was captured by an English fleet, and
he remained prisoner in England until 1709. Then, he was retained in
France until 1713, the court fearing that his return to Canada would
cause further religious disputes.90 After his return in 1713,
tensions between him and the Seminary still existed, but religious
historians tend to see that period as more quiet, Saint-Vallier being
older and having abandoned his residence in the upper town for the
more secluded location of the General Hospital. 91
The prolonged absence and the lower profile of the Bishop
after his return to Canada could have prompted Marie des Anges and
the Ursulines to be more cautious and to reintegrate the gap
suggested by the committee in 1687. In addition, the Ursulines had
their own reason to feel more distant toward the Bishop, since they
had resented the way in which he had sent Marie des Anges in 1700
to direct the Ursuline monastery he had created in Trois-Rivieres.92
89No6l Baillargeon, "Trouve, Claude," D. C. B.. Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1969. Vol. II, p. 638.
90 Rambaud, op.cit. pp. 331-332.
911bid. p. 332.
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"Le 23me Avril 1700 Monseigneur estant entre dans le monastere sur les trois
heures apres midy et ayant fait appeler les discretes leur declara que devant monter le 8
ou 20me de may aux Trois Rivibres, il jugeoit A propos de mener avec luy notre
[R6verende Mbre Superieure] et sur ce qu'on le supplia d'attendre iusques apres
l'election qui se devoit faire le 7e Juin ou qu'il pleut I'avancer avant son depart estant
tres difficile et rude d'oster et emmener une superieure avant qu'elle se soit demise de
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The reconstruction of the church was considered one more
time before the return of Marie des Anges to Quebec City. In January
1711, Catherine Pinguet de l'Incarnation, who was Mother Superior
from 1706 to 1712,93 convinced the chapter to start collecting
some building materials:
Le 25 Janvier 1711 La mere superieure Soeur
Catherine de l'Incarnation a fait assembler les
vocalles et leur a propose d'acheter les mate-
riaux pour batir l'Eglise y appliquant a cet ef-
fet la somme d'environ 600 livres que nous a-
vons par l'ouvrage de nos mains, ce que la cha-
pitre a agres Et dans le tems de Batir la dite
Eglise au meme Endroit ou elle etoit en pre-
mier lieu. 94
Catherine de l'Incarnation apparently wanted to initiate the
construction of the church, which had already been delayed for
twenty four years. According to that passage from the minutes of
the chapter, her idea consisted in rebuilding the church where it
used to be. She was therefore not bringing any new proposal, but she
was isolating the church and forgetting about the rest of Marie des
Anges' project. In that way, it is possible that the church project of
three drawings discussed above was made for her (Figs. 88, 89, 90).
Did Catherine de l'Incarnation's initiative reject Marie des
Anges' scheme? This point remains difficult to judge. As we have
seen, the ground plan of the church project (Fig. 88) does not
correspond exactly to either version of the two-courtyard scheme,
but, if we leave aside the question of the gap between the nuns'
choir and the aile Saint-Augustin, there is no important
contradiction either. In 1711, Marie des Anges' plan might have been
sa charge et qu'on n'ait remply sa place par une Election Canonique mais il n'agrea pas
qu'on luy fict cette representation nous repondant qu'il estoit le maistre qu'il n'avoit que
faire de notre consentement qu'il feroit tout ce qu'il luy plairoit et qu'il l'emmeneroit."
Annales. op.cit. p. 100.
93Glimpses. op. cit. p. 222.
94Actes, op.cit. p. 113 (January 25, 1711).
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seen as unrealistic, at least within a short term perspective, and,
therefore, not binding in every detail. Moreover, the idea of
rebuilding the church over the ruins of the old one was accepted by
everyone. In that way, Catherine de l'Incarnation's proposal had
nothing controversial and could easily be accepted by the chapter
without demanding a firm position about the global plan.
Another point of ressemblance between the three-sheet
project and Catherine de l'Incarnation's proposal is the stone portal
on the facade of the church. Its existence is known because it was
also discussed by the chapter, and rejected on the basis of its
prohibitive cost:
[La Mere Superieure] a assemble le chapi-
tre pour luy dire que l'Entrepreneur du por-
tail de n6tre Eglise demende tant pour la
taille de la pierre que pour son achevemens
la Somme de plus de 2000 livres. Les Voca-
les trouvant ce prix excessif a determine de
n'en point faire.95
Those two features, the respect of the old plan and the stone
portal, are obviously insufficient to prove that the three-sheet
project dates from 1711. It may have been done earlier, since it
respects the decision of the 1687 committee and corresponds to the
project represented on the city plan of 1693 (Fig. 26). However, the
temporary nuns' choir built in 1689 suggests that no important
construction was seriously considered at that time, and the degree
of elaboration of the project indicates a date closer to the actual
construction time. The project may also have been drawn around
1715, when the construction started, since it is similar enough to
the two-courtyard scheme to be one of its components.
95Actes, op.cit. p. 119 (February 10, 1712).
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3: The enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille
The most important difference between Catherine de
l'Incarnation and Marie des Anges had to do with their priorities.
When Marie des Anges returned to the direction of the Quebec
monastery, the construction of the church was not yet started and
the delay gave her the opportunity to reorganize the building
schedule. She postponed the construction of the church and gave
priority to the enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille.
The rationale for this change is not known. There are two kinds
of questions, however, that probably influenced her. First, the shift
in priority implies that more importance was given to the teaching
function of the community, since the enlargement was assigned to
house the novitiate. 96 Secondly, after weighing the kind of support
she could obtain for her projects, Marie des Anges might have
reached a conclusion comparable to that of Bishop Laval about the
tower of the cathedral. It is indeed possible that, in her opinion, the
church would always be perceived as a necessity by her supporters,
and therefore its construction could always be funded. The
enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille, on the other hand, might not
be seen as so essential. Should the church be realized first, Marie
des Anges might have feared to loose the support of the chapter, the
Bishop, and the Royal administration. Should priority be given to the
enlargement, however, they probably would not let her down for the
construction of the church later on.
The building contracts for the enlargement of the aile Sainte-
Famille were drawn up during the winter of 1712-1713, soon after
Marie des Anges became Mother Superior. Both the carpentry and the
masonry contracts are preserved in the archives of the monastery.
They were written by the nuns themselves, without the help of a
notary.
96"un cors de logis qui tient A notre communaute de 60 pieds de long qui contient le
Noviciat et une chambre commune pour coucher les novices" (Annales. op.cit. p. 133,
1712-1715).
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The carpentry contract, dated February 7, 1713, was signed by
the carpenter Jean Caillet on one hand, and by Marie des Anges and
her assistant Sister Saint-Jean and the d.positaire Sister Des
Ssraphins on the other hand.97 Caillet's former associate, Pierre
Menage, was approximately sixty-five years old by that time and had
stopped working since 1701.98 The description of the work reads as
follows:
a scavoir que le dit Cailliet s'oblige et pro-
met faire et fournir aux dittes [Reverendes]
Meres fournir la Charpente pour un batiment
de soixante pieds de Long et de la Largeur
de Celuy qui est deja baty tout le Comble se-
ra fait conforme au dessein qui sera signe
de part et d'autres de plus Cent quatre so-
livos qu'il doit fournir et poser de plus fai-
re et fournir le bois pour une Etage de vou-
te pour le prix et somme de onze Cent li-
vres et les dittes Ursulines s'oblige de fai-
re monter la ditte Charpente et solivos. Sur
le dessein c'est une Croupe et nous desirons
que ce soit un pignon de pierre de plus nous
nous engageons de luy payer la moitis des
Lucarnes qui se feront dans le dit batiment
nous luy avons donne par avance deux Cent
livres en cartes.99
These clauses are typical of flat-rate contracts. Caillet was paid a
global price of 1100 livres for an amount of work clearly
predetermined. He had to supply the wood himself, but the Ursulines
provided the supplementary workers needed to raise the frame and
install the floor beams. The only peculiar aspects of the contract
are its shortness and the fact that the roof frame is not described
97A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, February 7, 1713: building
contract between Jean Caillet and the Quebec Ursulines, for the carpentry of a sixty feet
long building.
98 Pierre Mayrand, "Menage, Pierre," D. C. B., Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1969. Vol. II, p. 467.
99Building contract, February 7, 1713, op.cit.
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at all. This lack of description could be due to the existence of a
"dessein," which was probably done by the military engineer
mentioned in the masonry contract.100 The only formal specification
given by the contract consists in modifying a detail of that drawing,
which supports the idea that it was not made by the carpenter. It is
said that Caillet should end the roof frame on a masonry gable
instead of making a hip.
The masonry contract is not dated, but it was certainly made
during the same year. It is slightly longer than the previous one, and
the author of the plan is identified. The craftsmen Pierre Gratis and
Jean Boucher dit Belleville, "Tailleurs de Pierre et Entrepreneurs de
Magonne en Cette Ville," had to build some masonry "suivant le plan
que [Monsieur] de Beaucour Ingenieur en a dress4."101 The work
comprises "des gros murs de quatre pieds d'4pois pour soutenir les
voutes le tout de soixante pieds de long." 102 The contract also
specifies that the work would be paid twenty four livres per toise,
that the craftsmen had to provide all the materials but the wood to
sustain the vault, and that they should start working as soon as
weather would permit. 103
The same lack of formal description can be observed in this
contract. The precise drawings of the military engineer Josu6
Dubois Berthelot de Beaucours, applying to both the carpentry and
the masonry, probably obviated the need for it. That drawing could
also have obviated the need for a notary. Indeed, Noppen has recently
argued that notaries, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
had an important role to play in defining the form of buildings
through building contracts. 104 According to him, a small number of
notaries made most building contracts and therefore had a certain
100See below, p 178.
101
"Etat des ouvrages que les sieurs Pierre Gratis et Jean Boucher [...]" op.cit. [1712-
1713].
1021bid.
103Ibid.
104Luc Noppen, Paper presented at the conference of the Historical Societies of the
Province of Quebec, Montreal, spring 1989 (unpublished).
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degree of specialization in architecture. Those notaries probably
mastered the architectural vocabulary more than anyone else, and,
in order to decide what to write down, had to distinguish between
the tradition, which did not need to be made explicit, and more
particular demands, which should become part of the written
agreement. In that way, the written description, although
fragmentary, did imply a certain amount of thought about the
project and therefore contributed to its definition. Occasionally,
such contracts included a drawing made specifically for one trade in
order to complete the description. When, however, the project was
made explicit by an architectural designer, such as a military
engineer, the need for the expertise of the notary on such matters
disappeared.
Another particularity of the masonry contract is the
replacement of the standard expression "faire et parfaire bien et
duement au dire d'ouvriers et gens a ce connoissant" by "fait et
parfait et suject a la visite de Messieurs les Ingenieurs."105 This
change means that the work of the two master-masons would not be
inspected by fellow craftsmen but rather by military engineers.
Therefore, without having a direct involvement in the supervision of
the work, Beaucours remained the ultimate authority over its
quality.
The contracts for the enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille
reveal, as we can see, a substantial change in the organization of
the architectural practice. The dialogue between the client and the
builders, mediated by the notary, has been marginalized by the
introduction of the architectural designer into the process. Of
course, the designer's plan remained subject to the building
contracts, which could impose substantial modifications. The
relation between the client and the builder was nevertheless
modified. The craftsmen were subjected to the same design and
their individual initiative was diminished. Even if the plans
105
"Etat des ouvrages que les sieurs Pierre Gratis et Jean Boucher [...]" op.cit. [1712-
1713].
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followed the existing tradition, the explicitation of that tradition
by a military engineer paid out of the Royal budget implied a
stronger control over the architecture of the town by the public
authorities. 106
The enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille respected the
existing typology of the monastery and apparently integrated the
scheme attributed to Marie des Anges. Its plan can be seen on the
nineteenth century project mentioned earlier (Figs. 70-76). On the
ground floor, the building has a corridor running along the courtyard
and continuing that of 1687 (Fig. 72). Both the corridor and the
rooms are vaulted (Figs. 93-94), as opposed to the earlier part,
where the space is spanned by wooden beams (Figs. 95-96). Those
vaults, mentioned in the contract of Gratis and Belleville,
contribute to the academic character of Beaucours' design. The same
kind of side corridor reappears without a vault on the second floor
(Fig. 73), while, in the first building, the entire width is occupied by
the salle de la communaut6. The door in ,the opposite wall of the
salle is located on the garden side instead of facing the corridor,
thus breaking the linear pattern of circulation and giving a more
communal atmosophere to the room (Fig. 73). On the third floor, both
buildings have a central corridor with small cells on each side (Fig.
74). A similar arrangement could have existed originally, since the
annals described the 1687 building as containing "un petit dortoir
de 13 cellules et une chambre de 40 pieds de long au dessous." 107
That number of cells certainly necessitated that kind of
arrangement. The fourth floor on the drawings constitutes an
addition projected by the architect Peachy, which was never
realized (Fig. 75). On the exterior, the continuity between the two
buildings is unbroken, only chimneys marking the boundary (Fig. 97).
106No inspection report by Beaucours or other engineers has been found. Since this
project was not part of an engineer's official duties, few records exist about it.
Chaussegros de Lery's involvement in the reconstruction of the cathedral in the 1740s
in comparable to that of Beaucours with the Ursulines.
107Annales, op.cit. pp. 52-53 (1688).
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4: Radical changes
After the enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille, Marie des
Anges applied herself to a much larger task. The annals and a few
other documents inform us that she began the construction of a
parlor building, a nuns' choir, and a church, and that her project was
radically modified after she died at the end of 1717, even though it
was well advanced in some parts. 108 Unfortunately, De Lery's city
plan of 1716 does not show the buildings under construction, and we
have not found any other document showing what had been
undertaken. Thus, although historians generally agree that Marie des
Anges was acting upon the two courtyard scheme attributed to
her, 109 there is nothing certain about that hypothesis. In the absence
of strong counter evidence, however, we should try to examine the
implications of that idea. 110
1O8Annajes, op.cit. p. 133 (1712-1717). See above, pp 170-171. See also footnotes
110 and 120.
109The principal exponents of that idea remain Traquair and Nielson, op.cit. p. 8.
110There is one contradiction in the chronology proposed by Traquair. According to him,
"In 1695 the aile Ste. Ursule was erected on the southern [southeast] side, opposite to
the aile Ste. Famille, to furnish classrooms. Originally, this building was separated
from the aile St. Augustin by a narrow passage" (Traquair and Nielson, op.cit. p. 8).
However, the location of that building conflicts with that of the nuns' choir in the two-
courtyard project. The aile Sainte-Ursule is not indicated in either version of that
scheme, and it would sever the direct connection between the nuns' residence and the
nuns' choir. Thus, Traquair's affirmation clashes with the 1711 passage of the minutes
of the chapter according to which the church would be rebuilt on its old foundations
(Actes. op.cit. p. 113). As usual, Traquair relied on Maguire, who concluded on the basis
of the following passage in the minutes: "Le mesme jour [September 4, 1695] la Mere
Soeur Marie des Anges a encore propose au chapitre de mettre les deux classe des
pensionnaires dans le bastiment neuf qui joint le grand bastiment des [Religieuses] et
qui fait fasse a [notre] communaute, et les externes dans celui que les pensionnaires
occupe maintenant A quoy le plus [grande] partie du chapitre a consenty" (Actes, op.cit.
p. 49). That quotation suggest the existence of a new building built in 1694-1695 on
the location of the old nuns' choir. No contract, however, can be found for such a
building. The quotation could refer either to a building meant to be incorporated within
the nuns' choir, or to a temporary wooden construction, perhaps that projected in 1693
to serve as stables: "le chapitre ayant considere la necessite que l'on a d'une estable a
conclu a plus de la moitie des voix que l'on feroit faire presentement la dite estable de
50 pieds de long pour hyverner nos Bestiaux, et que veu nostre pauvrete et que d'autre
part l'on presume qu'elle ne sera pas pour subsister en cet endroit a raison de la
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Although a certain number of documents inform us about the
construction process of the new buildings, the only contract we
have found concerns carpentry work. That contract, short and made
without a notary, contains several interesting details:
Moy Robert le Clair Maistre Charpentier pro-
mets et m'engage de faire construire et lever
la charpente de l'Eglise Choeur clocher chapel-
les et Cloistre des Reverendes meres Urselines
suivant le dessin que ien ay fait et trace et si-
gns par mon Gendre Frangois Charlerye fesant
pour Moy lequel j'approuve et aussi de fournir
tous les bois propre pour le dit ouvrage promet
de le rendre fait et parfait pour la fin du mois
d'Aoust du mois prochain et la some de six mil
livres monoye du pays.111
The carpenter Robert Le Clerc agreed to build the roof frames for
the church, the nuns' choir, the chapels and the cloister of the
monastery. The existence of that agreement does not imply that the
masonry for those buildings had already been completed, but rather
suggests that an intensive construction campaign was projected for
the summer of 1718. The text also says that a drawing was provided
by the carpenter. That drawing was apparently made by Le Clerc
himself, even though he could not sign his name and his son-in-law
Frangois Charlerie had to sign for him. Since Charlerie was also a
proximite de l'eglise, l'on a determine de la faire de bois afin de la pouvoir transporter
s'il est Besoin" (Ac.teas, op.cit. p. 28). A building in the position described here appears
on the city maps of 1709 and 1716 (Figs. 48, 49). That building, conflicting with the
projected nuns' choir, should probably be seen as some kind of temporary structure,
which neither signifies the rejection of the two courtyard plan nor reveals the existence
of the aile Sainte-Ursule (or aile des parir).
111A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, November 10, 1717: agreement
by Robert le Clair to build the roof frame of the church, nuns' choir, chapels and
cloister of the Ursulines. That obligation repeats the text of another obligation made by
Marie des Anges on the previous day: A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853,
November 9, 1717: agreement by Marie des Anges to pay six thousand jjyIr to Robert
le Clair for the work mentioned above, "suivant les dessin qu'il nous a trace signe de son
gendre fesant pour luy." The text of both agreements was written by Marie des Anges
herself.
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carpenter, however, he may have contributed to Le Clerc's
drawing.1 12
The existence of that drawing does not mean that a more
complete project was not drawn. As we mentioned earlier, the
three-sheet church project might date from this period, and even if
it did not, Marie des Anges could still have relied upon it, since her
intentions for the church may have been very similar. The
carpenter's drawing probably had a practical purpose, such as
measuring the pieces of wood and establishing the price of the
contract. For that reason, its function would not conflict with that
of a plan showing the entire project. Given the existence of other
drawings, i.e. the church project, the two global schemes, and the
lost drawings of Beaucours, one can expect that a complete project
also existed for the constructions finally undertaken during the last
years of Marie des Anges' life.
The masonry work done in 1717 is mostly documented by
measurement reports. One report signed by Marie des Anges
indicates that a building containing the parlors was fairly advanced
by November 1717 and that the foundations of the church were
partly laid:
Le 23 de Novembre 1717 a este Tois6 le
bastiment des parloirs il si est trouve 306
toise A 48# Ia toise fait la some de 14688#.
Sur quoy i'ay donn6 la some de 18798# plus
donne que la somme de 4110#. J'ay promis
au sieur Belleville une gratification de mil
livre en carte et de 500# en lettre de change
quand le bastimens sera acheve [...] Les fon-
dations de l'Eglise a venir au niveau du bas-
timent des parloirs sont de sept pieds neuf
112
"Charlery dit la Valeur g. le Delay, Frangois, fils," A.J.H. Richardson, Quebec City:
Architects. artisans. and builders, Ottawa: National Museum of Man, 1984. p. 174.
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pouces. Le niveau se prend au rets de chaus-
see des terres. 113
The master mason, Jean Boucher dit Belleville, is one of the two
masons who worked on the enlargement of the aile Sainte-Famille.
According to the report, the construction of the parlor building was
not completed, but somewhat advanced. Indeed, Marie des Anges was
foreseeing its completion and promised a gratification to Belleville
at the end. The parlors were apparently not part of Le Clerc's
contract, unless the word "cloistre" refered to them. The roof frame
for that building could also have been made by another craftsman,
possibly Jean Caillet.
What happened next undoubtedly was a troubling event for the
Quebec Ursulines. Marie des Anges, whom the community tried so
hard to bring back to Quebec City after she went to Trois-Rivieres,
died rather suddenly. She fell sick in early December 1717, her
situation quickly became critical, and, according to the annals, she
died on the thirteenth of that month. 1 14
The election of a new Mother Superior, Angelique Poisson, or
Angelique de Saint-Jean l'Evangsliste, concides with the revision of
the project. During that winter, when construction activities had to
stop, the plans were changed and some of the work already done was
condemned as useless. Some of those changes are mentioned in the
following memo of the Mother Superior, describing the new contract
made with the mason Belleville:
On tiendra le marche avec [Monsieur] Belle-
ville que feu la mere des Anges avoit faict
avec luy pour la bastisse de leur Eglise.
On luy payera sur le mesme pied tout ce
qu'il avoit basti l'an passe, quoique on ne
s'en serve point: bien que ce soit le travail
le plus leger, et sans aucune subjection.
113A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, November 23, 1717: "Les toises
des parloirs."114Annales., op.cit. p. 134.
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Les augmentations qu'il a faict ou qu'il fera
touchant la batisse de la dicte Eglise luy se-
ront payees sur le mesme pied.
S'il y a quelque demolition faicte ou a faire,
on conviendra pour le payement et en cas
qu'on ne s'accorde, on s'en tiendra au dire
d'expers. Le sieur Belleville tiendra compte
de ce qu'il a RegO des meres soit argent ou
autre chose.115
This memo, dealing only with the church, suggests that the
foundations laid the previous year were abandoned. The long passage
of the annals quoted earlier gives a more global idea of the changes.
The parlor building is said to have been undertaken at a too large
scale. Consequently, several things had to be destroyed and rebuilt.
Among them, the porte conventuelle was modified because its
central location would have brought too much cold into the building.
The church, it is said, was already built up to the ground on one side,
and the foundations of the nuns' choir were partly laid.
Nevertheless, "il a falu encore beaucoup corriger les desseins,"
because the means of the community were insufficient for "une
entreprise d'une si vaste etendue."116
The new scheme can be seen on De Lery's plan of Quebec City in
1727 (Fig. 98). Here, the ensemble of the monastery is composed of
two distinct groups of buildings: on one hand, the 1687-1688
constructions forming the western angle of the single courtyard,
and, on the other hand, two new buildings forming the opposite
angle, in addition to the church, meeting them only from the chevet
and facing the northeastern direction. That scheme allowed the main
entrance of the monastery, located in the parlor building, to face the
street now called rue des Parloirs, i.e. the street that the church
was supposed to face in the rejected project. The new church,
parallel to the rue Donnacona, is preceeded by a small irregular
115A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, undated [spring 1718]: Memo of
Angelique Poisson about the masonry contract with Pierre Boucher dit Belleville.
116Annales. op.cit. p. 133 (1715-1717). See above pp 170-171.
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square created by the meeting of this street with the LU
Desiardins,. Those two groups of buildings do not touch each other
and, therefore, the north and south angles of the courtyard are not
closed. Two small covered passages had to be built to complete the
circulation pattern.
The aile des Parloirs was modified several times throughout
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. At the time of De Lery's
plan (1727), it probably already had a corridor along the courtyard,
which would give access to the sacristy and the nuns' choir. Its
external appearance, most likely similar to that of the other
buildings, is not documented. The nuns' choir and the church, on the
other hand, survived until 1901, when they were replaced by today's
buildings. They can be seen on the early-nineteenth-century relief
plan called the Duberger model (Figs. 99, 100) and on several old
photographs (Figs. 102-106).
Those documents, in addition to the city plan of 1727 already
mentioned, show that the church was not very different from that
represented on the three-sheet project (Figs. 88, 89, 90). The main
body meets the nuns' choir at a right angle and a small chapel
protruded toward the street. The plain masonry of those buildings
was surmounted by uninterrupted high pitched roofs. That over the
church was hipped at both ends, while the two others were stopped
by a stone gable at one end (Figs. 99, 100). On the unrealized church
project, however, the open end of the nuns' choir received a hip roof
like all others (Fig. 90). Apart from their position in the ensemble of
the monastery, the only major difference between the unrealized
project and the buildings is that the nuns' choir ended up on the
right hand side of the nave instead of on the left. This difference
can be seen as a simple reversal of the plan, since all other spatial
relations have been maintained.
One problem with the Duberger model is that the placement of
the two parts of the monastery has been disturbed, as a result of its
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eventful history.117 In that way, the large gap that separates the
nuns' choir from the aile Sainte-Famille on the model is wrong, and
the small passage that should connect them is still attached to the
end of the nuns' choir (Fig. 99). The absence of decor on the facade of
the church is not surprising, since, already in 1711, the expense of a
stone portal was considered extravagant (Fig. 100). The pedimented
gable that appears on a late-nineteenth-century drawing is clearly
an addition of that epoch (Fig. 101). According to a photograph
showing the chevet, the church was whitewashed, and cut-stone
window frames and quoins were its only ornamentation (Fig. 102).
Inside, however, the nave faced an elaborate retable of the
Corinthian order (Fig. 103). That retable, which was preserved and
replaced in the existing church, was sculpted by Pierre-No6l
Levasseur between 1730 and 1736.118
The nuns' choir, whose exterior can also be seen on a
nineteenth-century photograph, comprises two sections (Fig. 104).
The large windows on the left correspond to the main space oriented
toward the nave, while the smaller windows set on two levels
reveal an antechoir. Inside, the antechoir constitutes a mezzanine
with a small altar on the upper level (Fig. 105). The main space is
separated from the church by a heavy iron grid (Fig. 106). The chapel
on the left hand side is a nineteenth-century addition that can also
be seen on the exterior photograph (Fig. 107).119
These buildings were realized from 1718 to 1723. If indeed
the work done between 1715 and 1717 was based on the two-
courtyard scheme, the location of all three buildings was changed by
Angelique Poisson. The new parlors would have been built on the site
originally meant for the nuns' choir, and the new nuns' choir would
correspond to wing that separated the two courtyards in Marie des
117Bernard Pothier, La maquette Duberaer, Ottawa: National Museums of Canada
(Collection Mercure, no.9), 1978. pp. 24-32, 56-75.
118Jean Trudel, Un chef-d'oeuvre de I'art ancien du-Qu6bec. La chapelle des Ursulines,
Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite Laval, 1972. p. 49.
119Built in 1871 (See Tresor des communaut6s reliaieuses, op.cit. pp. 76, 77).
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Anges' project. The new church overlaps with the location of the
projected parlors, although it protrudes more heavily toward the
street. Without a more complete picture of the work realized in
1717, however, that hypothesis remains difficult to verify.120
Angelique Poisson asked Belleville to start the work with the
parlors and the church. Measurement reports available for 1718 and
1719 mention both buildings, although the bulk of masonry belongs
only to the latter. The new Mother Superior apparently favored a
piecemeal construction process, and the nuns' choir was postponed
for a few years.
At the end of 1718, Belleville claimed payment for the
completion of a bakery and a wash house begun under Marie des
Anges. He also claimed the gratification promised in 1717 "pour
restant du parloir que j'ay fait du temps de la mere des Anges."121
After those items, Belleville's report mention his more recent work:
"265 toises 11 pieds de muraille pour l'eglize et la chapelle," and a
long list of changes to both the church -and the parlors.122 Another
report, which Belleville may have used to write his own, deals only
120The major problem lies in the date of the aile des Parloirs. According to Traquair,
the parlors located over the old nuns' choir were built in 1717, i.e. during the life of
Marie des Anges (Traquair and Neilson, op. cit. p. 8). He did not see the contradiction
implied by that statement. If those parlors were built by Marie des Anges, an important
change would already have occured in the two-courtyard scheme, because their location
does not follow the principle of separating the private from the public parts of the
monastery. If, on the other hand, Marie des Anges followed the two-courtyard scheme
until her death, as Traquair believes, those parlors cannot date from 1717. It is
entirely possible that Marie des Anges was in fact relying on a different plan. The
construction of the parlors and the nuns' choir could have been started on their final
location, and the church could still have been planned as projecting outward, as shown
on the projects. In that way, the relation between the nuns' choir and the church would
have been different. The nuns' choir would have been located behind the retable of the
church, instead of on one side. Such a plan could also have included a second courtyard,
as in another scheme used by Martellange (See Pierre Moisy, Lea eglises isuites de
I'ancienne assitance de France, Rome: Institutum historicum S.I., 1958. Vol. II,
pl. XIV A).
121A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853. undated [probably November
1718]: "Memoire des ouvrages et travaux que moy Belleville ay entrepris et fait pour
les R. M. Dames Religieuses Ursulines de Quebec," The price of sixty livres per toise
paid to him for the masonry is a witness to the inflationist tendency of those years.
1221bid.
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with the church. It mentions the new masonry claimed by Belleville
and the "demolitions et fondations qu'on abandonne." 123 Those words
confirm that the work done under Marie des Anges for the church
was abandoned, but the questions raised by the aile des Parloirs
remains unsolved. 124
In his report, Belleville says that he estimated his work on the
basis of "le toizage quy en a este fait par le Revsrend Pere Raffaix
Jesuitte, et Monsieur Mailhou architecte." 125 The presence of the
latter, most probably Baillif's former apprentice Jean-Baptiste
Maillou, in the measuring of the work does not mean he was involved
in the design. Indeed, Maillou was often called to do such reports,
and also worked as a land surveyor. 126
More interesting is the presence of the Jesuit priest Pierre
Raffeix, who had supervised the construction of the aile Sainte-
Famille and the ajL1. Saint-Augustin. His participation in Angelique
Poisson's project is clearly revealed by Belleville, who claimed
payment "pour deux ouyes que le [Reverend Pere] Raffaix m'a fait
faire a cost6 de la grande grille, que la mere superieure m'a fait
faire deffaire." 127 On that basis, we can suppose that Raffeix was at
least partly responsible for the 1718 changes. Possibly, the death of
Marie des Anges paved the way for a Jesuit intervention against her
monumental project.
The construction of the nuns' choir began in the spring of
1720, as it appears from a document entitled "Ce que nous avons
pay4 au sieur Gratis pour la massone du choeur." 128 That document, a
123A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, anonymous, undated [possible by
Pierre Raffeix, October 1718]: "Extrait du compte que les Religieuses Ursulines de
Quebec veulent bien faire avec le sieur Belleville."
1241n the hypothesis mentioned in footnote 119, the most important change would have
consisted in turning the church of ninety degrees. The parlors and the nuns' choir would
have remained in the same position.
125
"Memoire des ouvrages et travaux que moy Belleville ay entrepris[...]" op.cit.
126
"Maillou dit Desmoulins, Jean-Baptiste," in Richardson, op.cit. p. 386.
127 "Memoire des ouvrages et travaux que moy Belleville ay entrepris [...]" op.cit.
128A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853, November 1719 to November
1738: "Ce que nous avons paye au sieur Gratis pour la massone du choeur."
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simple account sheet, shows that Pierre Gratis was advanced some
money in November 1719 and received his first payment in late
March 1720. He also worked on the aile des Parloirs, since a report
mentions that "l'alonge des parlouers a de hault vingt trois pied sur
de long six pieds." 129 The payments for the construction of the nuns'
choir continued until 1738, but in fact the work lasted until the end
of 1722, since the total amount due to Gratis was made up in
January 1723.130
No measurement report or individual account sheet has been
found for the carpentry of the church, the nuns' choir, or the parlors.
That absence is probably due to the fact that carpentry work was
usually contracted with a flat rate, and therefore no measurements
were required. The general account book of the monastery identifies
the carpenters, Robert le Clerc and Frangois Charlerie, who received
payments from 1718 to 1720 for both the church and the nuns'
choir. 131
,According to the annals, the new church and the nuns' choir
were consecrated on July 7, 1722, by Father Pierre de la Chasse, the
Superior of the Jesuits in New France. 132 By that time, the work was
not completely finished, since the ceremony also included the laying
of the corner stone of the main altar. Nevertheless, the plan of the
monastery was firmly established, and the following years would be
dedicated to the interior decoration of the church.
The explanation for the changes brought by Angelique Poisson
has to take several factors into account. The passage of the annals
describing the building activity of Marie des Anges mentioned two
causes of unequal importance: the appropriateness of the scheme in
relation to the Canadian climate, and the availability of funds. It
129A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853 October 13, 1721: measurement
report of Pierre Gratis' work for the Ursulines, by Hilaire Bernard de La Rivibre.
130
"Ce que nous avons paye au sieur Gratis [...]" op.cit.
131A.M.U.Q., Journal I. Recettes et d6penses. 1715 A 1746 (manuscript).
132Annales, op.cit. p. 135. Micheline D. Johnson, "La Chasse, Pierre de," D. C. B..
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974. Vol. Il, pp. 329-331.
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would seem unlikely that the first factor could have mattered much
in prompting such radical changes. The text of the annals itself gave
more emphasis to the second factor, which was repeated for both
the parlors and the church. 133 The availability of funds, indeed,
could have played a decisive role. This fact, however, should not be
isolated from the basic differences between the two successive
Mothers Superior.
The annals tend to present them under two rather different
images. Marie des Anges is seen as a person strongly dedicated in all
her undertakings, passionate in celabrating the glory of the
Christian God, and not hesitant when confronted with difficult
tasks. More specifically, she liked to contribute to the
embellishment of churches with her embroideries, she obtained
numerous relics for her monastery, and she successfully solicited
monetary support from her family in France:
[Marie des Anges] aimoit a travailler pour
la decoration des temples du seigneur et il
n'y a guere d'eglise dans la nouvelle france
qui n'aye de ces ouvrages. Les plus beaux or-
nemens de notre sacristie sont de son adres-
se avec celles de nos jeunes soeurs qu'elle a
dress6es et formses en partie a la broderie [...],
elle nous a beaucoup procure de Reliques et
d'aumosnes de Messieurs ses parens pour em-
bellir notre Eglise et notre chapelle.134
Angelique Poisson has a very different background and
personality. Being born in Canada from the family of an arquebusier
in the army, she did not have the financial resources of her
predecessor. 135 This fact was certainly not unknown to the chapter
when she was elected on December 27, 1717.136 She became the
first Canadian-born Mother Superior of the monastery. In the annals,
133See above, pp 170-171.
13 4Annales. op. cit. p. 134 (1717).
135Jette, op.cit. p. 932.
13 6Annales. op.cit. p. 135.
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she is presented as a practical minded person gifted for temporal
affairs:
[La Mere Angelique Poisson ditte St-Jean L'-
vangeliste] a exerce les Emplois de portiere,
d'infirmiere, de maitresse des novices, de de-
positaire ou elle a rendu de grands services a
cette communaut4 I'ayant ete plusieurs fois,
son talent pour les affaires temporelles la fai-
soient gouter du dehors et du dedans.137
That passage, written after her death in 1732, should be put in
parallel with another passage, describing the way she organized the
construction of the church and the nuns' choir:
Nous nous mimes A travailler de toutes nos
forces servant les macons quand ils alloient
prendre leur repas nous chargions les echa-
faux. La Superieure ce mettoient a la teste en-
suite toutes les autres suivoient avec un cou-
rage admirable et chacune en particulier et
toutes en general faisoient toute leur mieux
afin de faire avancer l'ouvrage ce quy a Reus-
sy heureusement grace a Dieu. Les magons
4toient ils servis Chacune retournoit & d'autres
ouvrages de dorure de fleurs de couture de ta-
pisserie afin de pouvoir gaigner quelques cho-
ses pour aider a payer les ouvriers. 138
The quaint image presented here is probably the best illustration of
Ang6lique Poisson's practical mind. According to the text, the
Ursuline nuns, headed by their Mother Superior, were climbing up the
scaffoldings and loading them with stone while the masons were
having their meals. More than the labor of the masons, therefore, it
is the nuns' determination that is presented as the force that raised
the buildings from the earth.
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137 1bid. p. 175 (1732).
1381bid. p. 135 (1718-1723).
The contrasting portraits of Marie des Anges and Angelique
Poisson probably contain their fair shares of fiction. They
nevertheless demonstrate that the availability of funds for the
construction is not an isolated factor. Indeed, Angelique Poisson
could have reverted to running high debts or entreating the court
more insistently, with the help of some well chosen intermediaries.
Examples of that attitude surrounded her in Quebec City itself. The
fact that she elected to proceed in a different way undoubtedly
contributes to the pragmatic character attributed to her by the
annals.
The idealism of Marie des Anges and the pragmatism of
Angelique Poisson represent the two poles of a conflict that was
present during the entire process of reconstruction of the Ursuline
monastery after the fire of 1686. The attitude of Marie de Jesus
was certainly hesitant, but her three propositions of 1687 clearly
revealed that conflict. For her, the location of the kitchen building
contained in itself all the tension between formalism and
pragmatism in architecture. The committee of Jesuit and Seminary
priests proposed an ambiguous solution, in which the formal
qualities of the buildings would not lead to an increase of prestige
for the community, because concentrated in the non-visible side of
the monastery.
Marie des Anges brought a feeling of independence toward the
decisions of the 1687 committee. The scheme she conceived in
1694, which is derived from the architecture of the Jesuit order
itself, demonstrates her propensity to monumentality. The scheme
she followed between 1715 and 1717 may not be the same, but its
character was probably very similar.
The election of Angelique Poisson at the direction of the
monastery marked a sudden departure from that ideal. The pragmatic
mind of the new Mother Superior and her Canadian background
certainly contributed to make her feel more distant from the
ideology of ruinous search for prestige that dominated the colonial
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capital during the reign of Louis XIV. At the same time, however, her
lack of interest for such questions could have reopened the gates for
an intervention of the Jesuits and the priests of the Seminary
against the scheme whose construction was initiated by Marie des
Anges. Whether or not they had an active role in the abandonment of
that scheme, they undoubtedly perceived it in terms of their own
hierarchical vision of the city.
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PART II: ARCHITECTS
i95
Chapter 1: Claude Baillif dit Renault
Considering the amount of work he did for the church, the
state, and the bourgeoisie, Claude Baillif undoubtedly is the most
important builder in Quebec City in the last quarter of the
seventeenth century. However, his precise role in the production of
architecture at the time is not easy to establish. Building contracts
usually identified him as an architect, but other appellations are not
lacking: master mason, stone cutter, architect and masonry
contractor, architect and building contractor, "architecte
bourgeois." That variety of labels, in addition to the slippery
meaning of each, make it doubtful that we can identify Baillif's
work, or even part of it, with that of an architect in the present
sense of the word. In this chapter, I will study successively Baillif's
contracts with the church, the state, and the bourgeoisie,
attempting to determine his function in these various contexts. I
will end by commenting more generally on Baillif's status as an
architect.
A: Building for the church
The church was Baillif's most important client at the
beginning of his career, since it was the agents of the Quebec
Seminary in Paris that recruited him to go to Canada. As part of a
group of approximately fifteen craftsmen, he was in La Rochelle on
May 2, 1675, on his departure for Quebec City.1 He arrived on
September 22, and his name was registered in the Seminary's
account book on the same day:
Claude Baillif engage pour trois ans a com-
mencer du 22 sept 1675 Jour de son arrivee
a Quebec gaigne pour chaque ann6e autant
1NodI Baillargeon, Le Sminaire de Qubec sous Mpiscopat de Monseianeur de Laval,
Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite Laval, 1972 (Cahiers de l'Institut d'histoire, no.
18). pp. 80, 81.
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que les autres tailleurs de pierre scavoir
soixante escus par an. 2
As we have seen in the previous chapter, these conditions are
typical of the way in which the Seminary hired craftsmen at the
time. Baillif's three-year contract was the same length as that of
every newly arrived craftsman, and his salary was that of most
stone cutters.3 As usual in those contracts, no description of the
work was provided, and, therefore, Baillif's involvement in the
construction of the Seminary remains unclear.
In 1675, the Seminary initiated the construction of a building
whose location is disputed by local historians. For Noppen, that
building was part of a small complex located behind the cathedral,
the "Petit seminaire de l'Enfant-J6sus." 4 According to Nosl
Baillargeon, however, it was a section of the southern wing of the
new seminary, which appears on city maps a few years later.5 The
1692 map of Quebec seems to argue in favor of Noppen's hypothesis,
since no building in the position described by Baillargeon is shown
(Fig. 25). However, on the same map, the buildings behind the
cathedral correspond to those existing in 1670, and the 1675
construction remains difficult to locate (Fig. 66).
Baillif probably contributed to the construction process
initiated in 1675, since the account book says that he received his
full salary of one hundred and eighty livres (or sixty .. s.) for the
first year.6 For the second year, however, he was paid only sixty
livres,7 covering four months of work, and then only one more entry
can be found on the credit side of his account: "Dix francs du jour de
2A.S.Q., Grand Livre 1674-1683 (first account book of the Quebec Seminary),
manuscript C-2. p. 225.
3See above, p. 149.
4Luc Noppen et al. Quebec. trois sibcles d'architecture, Montreal: Libre Expression,
1979. p. 227.
5Baillargeon, op.cit. p. 81.
6
"Pour la premiere annee de ses gages qui finit le 2 may 1676: 180" (Grand Livre.
op.cit. p. 224).
7
"Pour quatre mois sur la segonde ann6e: 60" (ibid.).
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la premiere [pierre?]." 8 This last entry, according to which Baillif
received ten livres when some cornerstone was laid, is not dated.
The handwriting, however, appears to be that of the accountant Jean
Dudouyt, who left for France in November 1676.9 Therefore, the
entry was probably made between September and November of that
year. In that way, the cornerstone is probably that of whatever
building whose construction was started in 1675, and not that of
the aile Sainte-Famille, the large building represented by Franquelin
in 1688 (Fig. 17), which was only laid in May 1678.10
The quick disappearance of Baillif's name from the Seminary's
account book and the ten livres gratification given to him at the
occasion of the laying of a cornerstone both indicate that he
distinguished himself from the other craftsmen. He could have
continued to work for the Seminary, but on the basis of a different
kind of contract. It is entirely possible that he participated in the
construction of the aile Sainte-Famille between 1678 and 1681,
since few other contracts are known for him during those years.
Those scarce evidences,' however, are not enough to attribute to him
the plans of that building.11 He could have directed the construction
and he could have participated in the design process, but no
document gives sufficient information about these questions.
Baillif's contract for the enlargement of the cathedral in 1683
firmly established his status as an architect working for the church.
He participated in the conception of the project by making a series
8lbid.
9Jean Dudouyt was replaced by Pierre de Francheville. See Honorius Provost, "Le
premier livre de comptes du Seminaire de Quebec," R.H.A.F.. Vol. XVI, no. 1(1962), p.
38. In the account book, the change in handwriting actually occurs between November 8
and November 15, 1676. The departure of Dudouyt is also apparent from the change in
the spelling of certain words, as the word franc. in the two following passages taken
from the account of Alexandre Til: "du 8 nov en argent six francs" (J. Dudouyt); "du 15
nov repondu pour luy A Landron dix huit frans" (P. de Francheville). (Grand Lire
op.cit. p. 199).
10A.S.Q., Copy of a Memoire touchant feu Mgr. Laval (1708), Manuscript Ms 422. p.
13.
11The attribution of the plans of the aile Sainte-Famille is made explicitely in Noppen,
op.cit. p. 227.
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of drawings in direct collaboration with Bishop Laval (Figs. 1, 2, 3,
4, 10, 11). These drawings demonstrate Baillif's familiarity with
the official architecture of the first half of the seventeenth century
in France, as represented by the Parisian churches of Saint-Gervais
(1616) and Saint-Paul-et-Saint-Louis (1634).
Although he drew the plans of the cathedral and can therefore
be legitimaly called its architect, Baillif's 1683 contract provided
for the masonry work only. As a contractor receiving a flat rate, he
had to provide the materials and the manpower needed for that
work. 12 He probably was overseeing the entire construction process,
since that task was confirmed to him in 1686, after his legal
dispute with the parish administration:
Le dit [sieur] Baillif s'oblige et promet travailler
de sa profession entre cy et la feste de tous les
saints prochain venant autant que l'on pourra
bastir, tant a la conduite des ouvrages par lui
encommences pour la construction de l'eglise
et clocher de la cathedrale de cette ville, qu'a
travailler lui meme en tout ce qu'il pourra (my
emphasis). 13
12A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 48: P. Duquet, December 7, 1683, contract between
Claude Baillif, architect, on one hand, and Frangois de Laval, Bishop, Henry de
Bernibres, vicar general, and the churchwardens of the parish of Notre-Dame-de-
Quebec, on the other hand, for the construction of the facade of the cathedral. Baillif
"fournira de tous les materiaux et ouvriers et generalement tout ce qu'il faut pour la
construction des dits ouvrages;" he would receive nine thousand liyres for the execution
of that contract. Fourteen days later, Baillif made an agreement providing for the
transportation of building materials for the construction of the cathedral and other
buildings: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 21, 1683: contract between Pierre Maufait,
carter, and Claude Baillif, architect, to carry stones and other building materials to
various places in the lower town and to the site of the cathedral in the upper town, from
spring to fall 1684. This contract was renewed for the following year: A.N.Q., G. Rageot,
April 24, 1685: agreement between Pierre Maufet [sic], carter, and Claude Baillif,
architect, to continue the contract mentioned above for the 1685 building season. He
also hired workers to quarry the stones: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, January 1, 1684: contract
between Michel Chrestien and Jean Prevost, on one hand, and Claude Baillif, architect,
on the other hand, to quarry one hundred toises of stone for the construction of the
cathedral.
13A.N.Q., F. Genaple, May 11, 1686: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
bourgeois [de cette ville]" and Louis Ango de Maizerets, vicar general, for the
construction of the cathedral.
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That passage puts Baillif in charge of the construction process, i.e.
it gives him the role of the commanding beaver in Nicolas de Fer's
illustration (Fig. 80). It also demands that he participate in the
actual work, perhaps as a precaution against a tendency of Parisian
master masons to show up on their building sites in great array only
to give their orders.14
A drawing by Baillif might have been appended to the carpentry
contract, but this would be surprising. In 1684, the carpenter Jean
Lemire had to build a roof frame "faitte de la mesme fagon" as that
on the old part of the church, in addition to "une Imperialle avec
trois enrayeures conformement au dit dessein." 15 The drawing
mentioned here could easily have been done by Lemire on the basis
of a summary description coming from the client. Indeed, Baillif's
drawings for the cathedral mostly aimed at representing the ideas
discussed with the client, so that they could be examined more
carefully. They were oriented toward the client rather than toward
other craftsmen. Once the general aspect of the building was agreed
upon, the client himself gave the contracts to craftsmen of various
trades, leaving to Baillif the task of coordinating their
interventions.
The arrival of the second Bishop and his architect, Hilaire
Bernard de la Riviere, in the summer of 1688 coincided with
Baillif's being pushed away from the construction of the cathedral.
The conflict he had with the parish administrators in 1685,
however, had certainly contributed to the weakening of their
commitment toward him. 16 From the time of La Riviere's arrival,
Baillif's work at the cathedral was directly supervised by him. 17
14J. J. Letrait, "La communaute des maitres-magons de Paris au XVIle et XVIlle
sibcles," Revue historique de droit franQais et etranger, 1945 and 1948, p. 252.
15A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 51: P. Duquet, January 4, 1684, contract between
Jean Lemire, master carpenter, and the parish administration of Notre-Dame-de-
Quebec, for the construction of the roof frame for the enlargement of the cathedral and
the belfry of one tower.
16See above, pp. 30-34.
17See above, p. 43.
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A similar transformation of Baillif's role happened during the
construction of the church of Notre-Dame-des-Victoires, on the
market square of the lower town. In December 1687, Baillif signed a
contract with the parish administration of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec
to build part of the masonry for "la Chapelle qu'il plaisra a Sa
Majeste faire construire en cette basse ville." 18 Baillif, labelled
"architecte entrepreneur de bastiments," had to build three masonry
walls for a church whose construction was intended to be done
gradually. He had to work according to the "plan quy luy a este mis
ez mains," which he might have drawn himself.19 In that way, the
attribution of the initial project for that church to Baillif is
plausible.20 One can wonder, however, about the degree of precision
and the definitive character of that plan. Firstly, Baillif was given a
salary of twenty-eight livres per square toises, which suggests that
the parish administration wanted to keep the design open to
modifications. Secondly, the height of a large arch giving access to
a side chapel was explicitely left undetermined:
Sera fait ' l'une des dites grandes murailles
une ouverture en arcade pour une chapelle,
dont la hauteur sera arrestee et determinee
lors que les dites murailles seront eslevees
jusqu'au dit retz de chaussee.21
Thirdly, the details of the window frames to be set along the nave
are described with some precision (embrasures, rabbets), but their
overall dimensions will only be decided "lors de la construction
d'icelles, semblables quant a leur forme et fagon & celles des
18A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 31, 1687: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
entrepreneur de bastiments," on one hand, and Frangois Dupre, parish priest, and the
churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, on the other hand, for the construction of
three masonry walls for a chapel in the lower town.
1 91bid.
20Attribution made by Noppen, op. cit. p. 177; and by Gerard Morisset, "Un maitre-
magon d'autrefois: Claude Baillif," Memoires de la societ6 genealogique canadienne
frangaise. July-August-September 1965, pp. 134-135.
21A.N.Q., Genaple, December 31, 1687, op. cit.
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Reverends Peres Jesuites & plus pres." 2 2 The fact that the
dimensions of those apertures were not set prior to the
construction and that the Jesuit church was given as a model
suggest that the plan accompanying the contract had a rather
limited content. It could have consisted in a plan of the ground floor,
showing the precise location of the building on the site and its
general dimensions. However, the overall design of the church
appears to have been made gradually, as the work progressed,
through continuous discussions between the builder and the client.
That procedure was modified in 1688, when the carpenters
Caillet and Menage had to execute a roof frame and a belfry designed
by Hilaire Bernard de la Riviere.23 As in the construction of the
Cathedral, Saint-Vallier took over a project initiated by Bishop
Laval, and his architect became involved at the expense of Baillif,
who was probably overseeing the work.
The next example is slightly different only because its
construction was not started before 1688. For the rebuilding of the
church of Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupre, located on the north shore of the
Saint-Lawrence river twenty-five kilometers below Quebec City,
the roles of the two architects were clearly defined from the
beginning. Although the plans of that church have been attributed to
Baillif, it seems that they were in fact prepared by La Riviere. The
direction of the work, on the other hand, belonged to Baillif.
On the basis of one entry in the account book of the parish of
Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupre, the art historian Gerard Morisset
reconstituted an entire scene:
Un jour de l'automne 1689, [Baillif] etait
alle porter au missionaire de Sainte-Anne
le plan de son eglise; et il avait vu de ses
221bid.
23A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 18, 1688: contract between Jean Caillet and Pierre
M6nage, carpenters, on one hand, and "Monseigneur l'Illustrissime et R6verendissime
Pore en Dieu Messire Jean-Baptiste de la Croix de Saint-Vallier Evaque," on the other
hand, for the carpentry work of the church of Notre-Dame-des-Victoires.
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yeux l'abb4 Germain Morin inscrire au livre
des comptes de la paroisse cette mention:
"Au Sieur Baillif Architecte de I'Eglise de
Sainte-Anne 50#."24
Obviously, the author of this picturesque historical reconstitution
did not realize the variety of meaning that the word "architect"
could have in the seventeenth century.
Baillif's contract for the church of Sainte-Anne was made in
December 1688, with the second bishop himself.25 In the archives,
that document is accompanied by two drafts, in which Saint-Vallier
is represented by La Riviere. Both drafts identify La Riviere as the
author of the plans that Baillif had to follow. In the first one, we
can read:
Les ouvertures des portes et fenestres seront
faites et placees aux lieux et endroits portes
par le dit dessin qui en a ete fait par le dit sieur
Bernard, signs du dit Seigneur Evesque et du
dit entrepreneur. 26
In the second draft, the text is almost the same:
[...] auxquelles murailles seront laissees les
ouvertures pour portes et fenestres aux lieux
et endroits marques par le plan, profil et ele-
vations qui en ont este faits par le dit Sieur
de la riviere signez du dit sieur Evesque et
du dit Entrepreneur. 27
24Morisset, op. cit. p. 136.25A.N.Q., f. Genaple, December 17, 1688: contract between Claude Baillif, architect and
building contractor, and Bishop Saint-Vallier, for the masonry of the church of Sainte-
Anne, in the seigneury of Beaupre.26A.N.Q., F. Genaple, [ca. December 11, 16881 : first draft of a contract between Claude
Baillif, architect, and the Bishop of Quebec represented by his architect Hilaire Bernard
de la Rivibre, for the church of Sainte-Anne.
27A.N.Q., F. Genaple, [ca. December 11, 1688] : second draft of a contract between
Claude Baillif, architect and building contractor, and the Bishop of Quebec represented
by his architect Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre, for the church of Sainte-Anne.
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In these two drafts, La Riviere acts as the representative of the
Bishop. The first one gives a general description of the work, refers
to La Riviere's drawings, and is interrupted in the middle of the
description of the windows. The second is a complete draft, starting
as the previous one but omitting the description of the apertures. It
is signed by Baillif, La Riviere, and one witness. The notary did not
ratify it, however, probably waiting for the Bishop's approval. The
word "Neant" added afterwards indicates that the contract was
rejected.
The final contract is very similar to the last draft, and it is
not a change in content that seems to have motivated the rejection
of the latter. In both cases, Baillif was supposed to demolish the
existing church with the exception of its portal. It was specified in
both cases that the new walls had to rest on firm and secure ground
or on wooden piles, if such ground lay too deep. The unratified draft
explains that the old roof frame had to be supported on scaffoldings
while the masonry would be realized. Although this point is not
explained in the final contract, the building procedure was probably
the same, since the text talks about "estais et chevalements."28 In
both the second draft and the final contract, Baillif was given the
supervision of the entire work including that of the carpenters,
although he only had to hire the masons. His salary of sixteen livres
per toise is also constant.
The only significant difference between the two texts is the
absence of La Riviere's name from the later one. In the final
contract, the client is identified as the Bishop himself, and the
name of the author of the plans is not mentioned. Indeed, the
apertures had to be:
taillez au ciseau de la largeur hauteur et
en la forme marquez par les plans profils
et elevations qui luy ont este presentement
28A.N.Q., Genaple, December 17, 1688. op. cit.
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mis en mains dont l'original est sign4 du dit
Seigneur svesque et du dit entrepreneur. 29
Does the absence of La Riviere's name mean that new plans were
prepared by another, possibly by Baillif? Probably not. The "plans,
profils, et 4l4vations" mentioned here are probably the same as
those mentioned in the drafts. From the beginning, these plans were
said to have been signed by Baillif and the Bishop only, these
signatures having a purely legal function. The only place where La
Riviere could claim his authorship was in the contract as such, and
it may be because he put himself too much in the foreground that it
was rewritten.
Bishop Saint-Vallier was indeed very conscious of the
symbolic importance of having his name on a building contract. He
wanted to be sure that the church of Sainte-Anne would be linked to
his patronage, and he used the contract for that purpose. In that
way, La Riviere's own attempt at self promotion clearly went
against what had been demanded to him.
The patronage of the church of Sainte-Anne was important for
two major reasons. Firstly, the church was linked to a series of
miracles and was extremely respected in early Canada.30 Secondly,
it was located on the seigniory of Beaupre, the most productive land
owned by the Seminary, and was therefore closely associated with
the name of Bishop Laval. 31 For those reasons, it became a valuable
2 91bid.
30" Sainte-Anne du Petit Cap est distante de Quebec de 6 lieues et de deux du Cap
Tourmente, elle contient trois de lieue du c6te de Quebec et cinq quarts de lieue de l'autre
c6t6, toute habit6e le long du grand fleuve. I y a 38 families et 167 ames, il y a une
petite 6glise batie de pierre, de 80 pieds de longs et de 28 de large dediee A Sainte-Anne,
renommee par les pelerinages qu'on y fait, un c6te de la dite eglise tombe en ruine et a
besoin de reparation, il y a un presbythre en colombage" (passage from Bishop Laval,
"Plan general de l'etat des missions du Canada fait en l'annee 1683," in H. Tatu and C.O.
Gagnon, Mandements. lettres pastorales et circulaires des evaques de Quebec Quebec:
A.Cate, 1887-1888. pp. 115-117).
3 1The parish was created by Laval in 1678. Anonymous, "Ephem6rides de Sainte-Anne-
de-Beaupre," Bulletin des recherches historiques (Levis, Canada), Vol. 30, no. 7 (July
1924). p. 207.
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pawn in Saint-Vallier's strategy to establish his prestige in his new
diocese.
The importance of having one's name attached to a building
contract in order to make a claim of patronage was made explicit
when Laval wrote to the superior of the Seminaire des Missions
Etrangeres in Paris about the question of that church. According to
him, Saint-Vallier claimed the control over the reconstruction of
the church of Sainte-Anne, "dont il se vouloit faire honneur ayant
faict tous les marches des ouvriers en son nom." 32 What apparently
infuriated him the most is that Saint-Vallier, after making those
contracts, refused to refund to the Seminary the money already put
into the reconstruction:
Je fus oblige de prendre du dit S6minaire
pour douze a treize cents francs de choses
nscessaires pour la batisse de la ditte egli-
se dont je suis demeure redevable et qu'il
ne m'a voullu payier non plus que quatre
cent francs qui estoient deus a des ouvriers
m'alleguant qu'estant seigneur de la coste
de Beaupr6 oOi cette eglise est scituee le
seminaire et moy avions quelque obligation
d'y contribuer.33
In Laval's point of view, Saint-Vallier was trying to attach his name
to the reconstruction of the church without wanting to pay the bills.
On the other hand, Saint-Vallier claimed that the Seminary should
cover part of the expenses, since the church was located on one of
its domains.
It is useless to try to find who was right and who was wrong
in that debate. What matters here is that both the old and the new
bishop considered that having one's name written on a building
32Transcription of a letter from the ex-Bishop Laval to Mr Brisacier, Superior of the
Seminaire des Missions Etrangbres in Paris, April 7, 1691. A.S.Q., Manuscript 17, p.
774.
331bid.
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contract was necessary in order to be recognized as patron of any
construction. That awareness explains why the contract for the
church of Sainte-Anne was drafted three times before being
accepted. For that reason, it seems that La Riviere's plans were not
rejected, and that Baillif would only have directed the construction,
despite the title of architect given to him in the parish archives.34
Baillif probably continued to work on the basis of La Riviere's
designs when he built the gate and the enclosure wall around the
Bishop's palace. He took over that work in 1691, after a contract
between the Saint-Vallier (represented by La Riviere) and two other
masons was cancelled in July 1689.3s Baillif had to complete the
work already started, which comprised the gate and the enclosure
wall of the palace, in addition to a presbytery located in the town of
Levis, across the river from Quebec City. The most interesting
element in this project was the gate, decorated with a classical
portal (Fig. 111):
(Baillif] parachevera le portail encommence
de la cour du pallais episcopal du dit Seigneur,
et l'elevera a la hauteur de vingt-quatre pieds
et demy depuis depuis le seuil jusqu's l'exau-
cement qui monte au dessus de la corniche;
continuera le corps et le mur comme il est com-
mence, ornera le dit Portail d'une corniche,
frise, et architrave de l'ordre toscan; fera l'ar-
cade du dit portail bombe et forme de claveaux,
et les pilliers bouttant chaperonez et elevez de
hauteur convenable; le tout bien joint et taille
proprement et fait en la maniere conforme au
dessein qui en a este sign4 par les parties et
34La Rivibre's plans may also have been followed for the enlargement from the facade
done between 1694 and 1697. Indeed, the two consecutive building campains (the nave,
1689-1693; the facade, 1694-1697) probably belong to a single project realized in
two stages (Livre de comptes 1, archives of the parish of Sainte-Anne, Monastery of the
Redemptorists, Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupre, Canada).
35A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 29, 1688: contract between Antoine Regnault and
Pierre Guenet, masons, on one hand, and Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre, architect, for
Bishop Saint-Vallier, on the other hand, for the construction of an enclosure wall
around the Bishop's palace. The contract was cancelled on July 18, 1689.
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remis en mains du dit entrepreneur pour la
construction des dits ouvrages.36
According to the cancellation note added on July 18, 1689, the two
masons stopped working because of disagreements between them. 37
That conflict might have been prompted by insufficient experience,
since the work had to be realized in dressed stone with a certain
number of moldings and sculpted elements. In any case, Baillif was
probably hired for his stone cutting abilities rather than his design
experience. Even though his contract labelled him as "architecte
entrepreneur de batimens," he had to execute the design of 1688,
which was probably made by La Riviere.
For the completion of the presbytery, the situation could have
been different, since no plans were mentioned in this regard. For
that reason, Baillif could have had a stronger influence on the form
of the building, but he also had to finish the apertures "comme elles
sont commencees." 38
By means of this contract, Baillif was able to gain the
confidence of his client, and two years later, he designed the new
Bishop's palace, his most important work other than the cathedral.
The plans of that building can be attributed to him on the basis of
the contract he obtained in 1693, which provided for:
tous et chacuns des ouvrages de magonnerie
qui sont a faire pour le nouveau pallais epis-
copal de cette dite ville: suivant et conforms-
ment aux plans et elbvations qu'en a fait en
desseins le dit entrepreneur au nombre de
trois. 3 9
36A.N.Q., F.Genaple, December 10, 1690: contract between Claude Baillif "architecte
entrepreneur de batimens," and Bishop Saint-Vallier, for the construction of an
enclosure wall around the Bishop's residence and a presbytery in Levis.
37A.N.Q., Genaple, November 29, 1688, op.cit.
38A.N.Q., Genaple, December 10, 1690, op.cit.
39A.N.Q., F. Genaple, January 10, 1693: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
entrepreneur de batimens," and Bishop Saint Vallier, for the masonry of his new palace.
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The three drawings mentioned here cannot be found today, but the
building, demolished in 1850, is well known thanks to city plans,
city views, and, more importantly, four drawings made by De Lery in
1743 for its restoration (Figs. 107-110), and two engravings made
after drawings by Richard Short (Figs. 111,112).40
The building visible on De Lery's plans constitutes only half of
the original project, since the two wings placed at a right angle
define one half of what would be a rectangular cour d'honneur
enclosed by a "U" shaped building if it were complete. Baillif's
project therefore consisted in a typical seventeenth century French
h6tel, with its main wing bisected by a chapel in its center.
De Lery's elevation and Short's engravings depict a building
covered with an unbroken roof of rather low proportions (Figs.
110,111,112). That roof pulls into the ensemble a small
construction nested in the angle of the two perpendicular wings. The
same complex and continuous roof can be seen on the model of
Quebec City made at the beginning of the nineteenth century (Fig.
113). That roof was conceived by De Lery himself in order to replace
the old one, which he presented as rotted beyond repair.41
The original seventeenth century arrangement can be seen on
the city views of 1709 (Fig. 60) and 1721 (Fig. 20), and on some city
maps made by De Lery (Figs. 45, 57, 98). It consisted in separate hip
40The chapel was demolished in 1831 to allow the construction of the building of the
National Assembly of Canada, and the rest of the palace was demolished in 1850 for the
same purpose (Noppen, op. cit. p. 298). The principal works on the Bishop's palace are:
Henri Tatu, Histoire du palais episcopal de Quebec, Quebec: Pruneau et Kirouac, 1896;
John Bland, "La chapelle du palais 6piscopal de Quebec," Vie des Arts, Vol. XIX, no. 76
(fall 1974), pp. 52-54; Luc Noppen, "Evolution de l'architecture religieuse en
Nouvelle-France: le r6le des modbles architecturaux," Journal of Canadian Art Histor,
Vol. IV, no. 1 (spring 1977), pp. 45-47; John Bland, letter to the editors, Journal of
Canadian Art History, Vol. IV, no. 2 (1977/1978), pp. 183-186; Jocelyne Berube, Le
Palais episcopal de Quebec: 6tude historique et analyse de la technique de construction,
M. Arch. Thesis, School of Architecture, Laval University (Sainte-Foy, Canada), April
1983.
41 Letter from Chaussegros de Lery to the Minister, October 20, 1743, in Pierre-
Georges Roy, Inventaire des papiers De L6dy conserves aux Archives de la Provice.d
Quebec. Quebec: [Archives de la Province de Quebec], 1939. Vol. II, p. 33.
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roofs covering the two wings and a bell-shaped roof or Imperiale
over the pavilion nested in the angle. That disposition was described
by La Potherie in the following way:
Pour le Palais Episcopal c'est un grand
Batiment de pierre de taille, dont le prin-
cipal corps de logis avec la Chapelle qui
doit faire le milieu regarde la Canal, il est
accompagne d'une Aile de soixante & dou-
ze pieds de longueur, avec un Pavillon au
bout, formant un avant-corps du c6te de
l'Est. Et dans l'angle que fait le corps de
logis avec cette aile, est un Pavillon de la
meme hauteur, couvert en forme d'imp4-
riale, dans lequel est le grand escalier.42
The author clearly perceived the intended scheme, since he
identified the chapel as the center of the palace. He also described
the construction in the angle of the two wings as a small pavilion
containing the main staircase, and he explicitly mentioned the
Imperial roof covering it.
The construction of that palace was not realized all at the
same time. The main wing was built by Baillif in 1693-1694. The
projecting wing was the work of Joseph and Jean Maillou in 1698-
1699. The construction of the chapel remains indeterminate, dating
from anywhere between 1693, date of a plan of Quebec showing that
it was not built (Fig. 26), and 1701, when La Potherie left Canada.43
The plans made by Baillif were probably drawn in the fall of
1692, when Saint-Vallier returned to Canada after a one-and-a-half
year stay in France.44 His 1693 contract provided for the masonry of
42Claude Le Roy Bacqueville de la Potherie, Histoire de l'Amerique septentrionale.
Paris: Jean-Luc Nion et Frangois Didot, 1722. Vol. 1, pp. 233-234.
43La Potherie was in Canada between 1698 and 1701 as comptroller of the Marine and
of the fortifications. See: L6on Pouliot, "Le Roy dit Bacqueville de la Potherie, Claude-
Charles," D.C.B. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 422.
44Alfred Rambaud, "La Croix de Chevribres de Saint-Vallier, Jean-Baptiste de," D.C.B.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 330.
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the main wing, which was realized over two consecutive building
seasons. In the first one, he erected the vaulted foundations,45 and
in the second one, the building was completed. The carpentry was
the object of a separate contract, which was drafted after the first
building season ended. Saint-Vallier demanded the carpenter
Jacques Bedard to build:
un comble droit de bon assemblage de
bois d'espinette de soixante et six pieds
de long et vingt sept pieds de largeur a crou-
pe par un bout, ayant trois lucarnes A la
capucine de chacun coste d'Iceluy, le tout
fait en la forme et maniere marquee au des-
sein signe presentement des dites partyes
et de nous notaire lequel demeure en mains
du dit entrepreneur pour faire les dits ou-
vrages.46
The "dessein" mentioned here was not necessarily done by Baillif,
but it probably derived from his design. Indeed, Baillif's drawings
could have shown more than only the masonry work, since they
consisted in plans as well as elevations. 47 In addition, Baillif's
contract specified that "le dit entrepreneur veillera assiduement i
la conduite des dits ouvrages," 48 which suggests that he supervised
the entire work.
Saint-Vallier was absent from Quebec City from the fall of
1694 to the spring of 1697.49 Some historians believe that the
45"A commencer les dits ouvrages dans le quinzibme jour de may prochain, pour le plus
tard et les continuer tant que le temps et la saison le permettront sans discontinuation,
jusqu'A ce qu'ils soient eleves A hauteur du convexe de la dite voute" (A.N.Q., Genaple,
January 10, 1693, op. cit.).
46A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 12, 1693: contract between Jacques Bedard, carpenter,
and Bishop Saint-Vallier, for the roof frame and the floor beams of a part of the
Bishop's palace measuring 66 by 27 feet.
47See above, p. 208.
48A.N.Q., Genaple, January 10, 1693, op.cit.
49Rambaud, op.cit., p. 330.
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chapel was built during that time,50 but no document supports that
claim. As it will be shown, the chapel was only completed in the
first years of the eighteenth century. The wing projecting toward
the street, on the other hand, was contracted after the Bishop's
return. It was also built during his presence in the colony. The
masonry contract, awarded to Joseph and Jean Maillou, provided for:
Le batiment quy est & faire en aile au pallais
6piscopal du dit seigneur du c6te du terrain
de l'ancien cimetiere conform6ment aux plans
elevations et desseings cy devant faits pour
le dit pallais episcopal en son entier.5 1
That passage suggests that Baillif's plans remained the guideline
for the work done in 1698-1699, since the drawings it mentions
were done "cy devant" (i.e. "previously") and concerned the palace "en
son entier" (i.e. "in its entirety"). The Maillou brothers, former
employees of Baillif, thus continued the construction of his project,
and it might be the latter who directed the Bishop to them.
The fact that Baillif's plans were followed during the
different phases of the construction, however, does not mean that
they were executed faithfully. Indeed, both masonry contracts, that
of 1693 and that of 1697, introduced modifications revealing a
certain amount of criticism coming from the Bishop.
In Baillif's contract, it is mentioned that the plans should be
executed exactly as they were except for the width of some
fireplaces:
Toutes les ouvertures portes et fenestres et
cheminees et toutes autres choses marquees
50See, for example, John R. Porter, "L'ancien baldaquin de la chapelle du premier
palais 6piscopal de Quebec, A Neuville," Annales d'histoire de 'art canadien, Vol. VI, no.
2 (1982), p. 189.
51A.N.Q., F. Genaple, October 26, 1697: contract between Joseph Maillou, mason and
building contractor, and Bishop Saint-Vallier, for the construction of the masonry of
the projecting wing of the Bishop's palace.
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par les dits plans et 6levations seront gardees
et observees conformement a iceux: sauf quel-
ques cheminees qui seront moins larges qu'el-
les n'y sont marquees et seront seulement de
la largeur que mon dit seigneur les demandera
dans le temps.52
That passage suggests that Bishop Saint-Vallier was generally
pleased with Baillif's design. He wanted some fireplaces to be made
narrower, but otherwise the plans were quite satisfactory. However,
there are other passages in the contract that suggest additional
changes, especially in the fenestration:
Les fenestres du premier etage auront cinq
pieds et demy de hauteur et trois et
demy de largeur, et celles du deuxieme eta-
ge n'auront g.=a quatre pieds huict pouces
de hauteur et deux pieds dix pouces de lar-
geur53 (my emphasis).
The dimensions given here may modify something on the plans. The
restrictive mode of the sentence ("n'auront que") suggest a
correction going against the forms familiar to the architect. That
corrective intention is confirmed by the contract given to the
Maillou brothers:
Toutes les ouvertures portes, fen~tres, che-
minees et autres choses marquees aux dits
plans, elevations et desseings, pour la dite
aile seront gardees et observses avec le m&-
me ordre et cimetrye conformement i iceux:
sauf les choses quy seront expliquees cy apres,
et quelques cheminees quy seront moins larges
qu'elles ny sont marquees, lesquelles ne seront
que de la largeur que le dit seigneur les voudra
52A.N.Q., Genaple, January 10, 1693. op.cit.
531bid. (the words underlined were added by a different hand, probably that of Saint-
Vallier).
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et demandera au temps de la construction d'i-
celles.54
Here, the relation between the drawings and the specific demands
made in the contract is clearer. The contract does not repeat the
plans but rather modifies them, and this is true of both the width of
the fireplaces and of the other points, including the proportions of
the windows:
Les fen~tres du premier 4tage auront six pieds
et demy de hauteur et trois pieds et demy de
largeur entre deux tableaux; auxquelles fen6-
tres sera fait des feuillures en dehors pour y
mettre des contrevents. Les fen~tres du second
tage seront pareilles a lexception des feuillu-
res: mais il y en aura aux fenetres des chambres
de Messieurs les eccl'siastiques au troisieme
etage quy auront cinq pieds et demy de hauteur
et trois pieds et demy de largeur entre les deux
tableaux.55
These dimensions are not the same as those given in 1693, but the
effect sought in both cases is evident. It consists in giving more
importance to the ground floor, so that a bel etag would be
created. 56 That preoccupation, which should be attributed to Saint-
Vallier, enhanced the aristocratic appearance of the original
project, which probably had windows of similar proportions on the
different levels. The bel etage effect was also enhanced by raising
the ground floor higher than that of the old palace.57
54 A.N.Q., Genaple, October 26, 1697, op.cit.
55 lbid.
56The 1697 contract mentions three floors because it refers to the southeast elevation,
located on the lowest side of the sloping site. It is visible in section on the right hand side
of De Lery's drawing (Fig.110).
57This is implied by the following passage in Baillif's contract: "La voOte susdite aura
dix pieds sous clef, et le convexe dicelle sera elev6 de deux pieds plus haut quest le
plancher d'en bas du premier etage ou rets de chaussee de l'ancien pallais dans lequel
mon dit Seigneur evesque est presentement loge." (A.N.Q., Genaple, January 10, 1693,
op.cit.).
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The apertures finally built by Baillif probably followed the
proportions given in the 1697 contract, which specifies that "les
elevations du dit batiment seront regIss et niveles ' celle du dit
appartement du dit seigneur."58 These proportions correspond
approximately to De Lery's elevation drawing: both the upper and the
lower windows have the same width, but the latter are considerably
taller, measuring more than six feet in height (Fig. 110).59
In plan, the building is composed of a single range of rooms
open to one another, without any corridor, except in a few short
sections. That arrangement creates a hierarchy of rooms
characteristic of the French appartement system. However, the only
complete sequence ( salle, antichambre, chambre, cabinet and g
rb&) can be found on the ground floor of the projecting wing. The
wing adjacent to the chapel contains one salle, two small and one
large chambhes, and a short corridor leading toward the other wing.
The construction nested in the angle of the two wings contains the
main stairway, as mentioned by La Potherie, in addition to a
connecting passage (Fig. 108). The second floor contains a longer
corridor in the main wing, creating a direct link between the salle
and the stairway. The projecting wing repeats the divisions existing
on the ground floor, but the openings between the different rooms
are wider (Fig. 109). According to the 1697 contract, that part of
the palace contained the "chambres de Messieurs les
eccl siastiques." 60
The chapel has a very simple plan. It consists in a single nave,
no transept, and a semi-circular apse as wide as the nave itself. It
also contains a gallery behind the facade, located above a vestibule
on the ground floor. That chapel was described by La Potherie in the
following way:
58A.N.Q., Genaple, October 26, 1697, op.cit.
59The modifications did not lead to any conflict over the evaluation of the work because
Baillif was paid A la toise (A.N.Q., Genaple, January 10, 1693, op.cit.). The Maillou
brothers were paid in the same way, and at the same rate of twenty four livres per toise
(A.N.Q., Genaple, October 26, 1697, op.cit.).
60A.N.Q., Genaple, October 26, 1697, op.cit.
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La Chapelle est de soixante pieds de lon-
gueur, son Portail est de l'ordre composi-
te, bati de belle pierre de taille, qui est
une espece de Marbre brute. Ses dedans
seront magnifiques par son retable d' Au-
tel, dont les Ornemens sont un racourci de
celui du Val de Grace.61
According to the author, the interior of the chapel was decorated
with an altarpiece derived from the baldachin of the Val-de-Grace
in Paris. The art historian John R. Porter has recently argued that
the altarpiece sold by Saint-Vallier to the parish of Neuville in
1717 came from that chapel (Fig. 114).62 That argument suggests
that the Bishop began dismembering his palace after he established
his residence in the General Hospital. In that way, the completed
chapel would have been used for a very short period, since La
Potherie's text suggests that its interior decoration was not
finished when he saw it.63
According to De Lery's elevation, the facade of the chapel was
decorated with a plain Tuscan order in the inferior part, and an ogee
shaped gable with a central oculus in the upper part (Fig. 110). The
same composition can be seen on one of the engravings made after
Short's drawings (Fig. 111). That kind of gable originally derived
from roof frames of the same shape, which can be seen in Du
Cerceau the elder's Premier livre d'architecture and De l'Orme's
Nouvelles Inventions pour bien bastir. It was still in use in French
provinces during the seventeenth century, and one example can be
found in the Jesuit chapel in La Rochelle, the main French port
through which one could leave for Canada at the time (Fig. 115). The
order in the inferior part of the facade was identified as composite
by La Potherie, but that mistake can be attributed to his general
61La Potherie, op.cit. p. 234.
62Porter, op.cit. pp. 187, 188.
63
"Ses dedans seront magnifiques" (my emphasis). La Potherie, op.cit. p. 234.
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enthusiasm about the building, which also transpires in the
following statement: "Il y auroit peu de Palais Episcopaux en France
qui pussent l'sgaler en beauts s'il stoit fini." 64
One of the main function of that palace was to provide the
Bishop with a residence that would compare to the other
institutions of the town. According to D'Aviler, a Bishop's palace:
C'est, par rapport a I'architecture, le Palais
d'un Evsque ordinairement joint i une Egli-
se cathedrale, consistant en appartmens de
de ceremonie et de commodite, dont la prin-
cipale piece, est une grande Salle avec Cha-
pelle, pour y tenir les Synodes, et conferer
les ordres sacrez.65
That description corresponds precisely to Baillif's project, with a
salle, a chapel, an appartement de ceremonie on the ground floor,
and an appartement de commodit6 on the upper floor.
The building was also part of Saint-Vallier's endeavor to limit
the role of the Seminary in the colony. Indeed, his desire that the
Seminary relinquish its authority over secular priests implied that
the latter be lodged somewhere else. The wing built by the Maillou
brothers, containing the "chambres de Messieurs les
ecclesiastiques," fulfilled that purpose:
Tous les Curez de la campagne qui ont des
affaires particulieres A la ville, y trouvent
leur chambre, & mangent ordinairement
avec Monsieur l'Eveque, qui se trouve pres-
que tojours au Refectoire.66
In addition to that practical aspect, the competition with the
Seminary had to be fought in terms of visibility. In that field, the
641bid.
65Augustin-Charles d'Aviler, Explication des termes d'architecture, Paris: Nicolas
Langlois, 1691. p. 567.
66La Potherie, op.cit. p. 234.
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efficiency of the Bishop's palace is striking, even though only half
of the project was realized. In the early-eighteenth-century views
of Quebec, this building completely overpowers the Seminary. In the
1709 view made by Gedeon de Catalogne, the Bishop's palace is the
most prominent building in the upper town (Fig. 60). The Seminary is
not represented, partly because it burned in 1701 and 1705 and
because its mansard roof was replaced by a simpler pitched roof,67
but also because that view celebrates a new hierarchy created in
the1690s. The Recollet monastery, the Bishop's palace, and the
Governor's palace are the most visible institutions, while the
importance of the Jesuits has been strongly diminished, and the
Seminary, the Ursulines, and the H6tel-Dieu have been obliterated.
Even in the rationalist view of 1721, in which the usual distortions
were carefully avoided, The Bishop's palace remains a prominent
figure, the Seminary being almost completely hidden behind a row of
trees (Fig.20).
The importance of Baillif's 1693 contract with the Bishop did
not spare him simpler duties. The last contracts we know to have
existed between him and the church date from 1696 and 1697, and
provide for the connecting of the old cathedral to its new facade. In
1696, Baillif worked for the parish of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec,
probably at the construction of the masonry walls lengthening the
nave of that church. 68 In 1697, he completed that work by
whitewashing the masonry and by filling the half-timbered
structure supporting the gallery behind the facade. 69 The 1696 work
was paid twenty eight livres per toise, and that of 1697, much
simpler, was paid the same amount per two-and-a-half toises.70
67A.S.Q., Lettres 0, no. 37: letter from Tremblay to De Maizerets, 1702.
68See above, pp. 44, 45.69A.N.Q., F. Genaple, July 11, 1697: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and the
churchwardens of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, for finishing the enlargement to the nave of
the cathedral.
701bid.
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B: Buildina for the state
The state, represented by the Intendant of the colony, was
awarding local builders some lucrative contracts for the
construction of administrative buildings and fortifications. These
works were usually designed by military engineers, whose projects
located in Quebec City were realized by the prominent builders of
the town, as Claude Baillif, Jean Le Rouge, Hilaire Bernard de la
Riviere, and Frangois de Lajo~e. The fact that the state's project
were executed by those builders had little to do with their design
abilities. Rather, it was due to their better economic situation and
their capability to support sizeable enterprises.71 Baillif obtained
three contracts of average importance for the fortifications, in
addition to a few simpler masonry jobs.
The earliest contract between Baillif and the state dates from
September 11, 1683, and provides for the construction of an
artillery platform at the edge of the Saint-Lawrence river. 72
Perhaps because that contract included both masonry and
earthworks, it had a flat rate of seven hundred livres. Baillif had to
supply all the materials needed and had to complete the work by
June 24, 1684.73
The next two fortification contracts, signed in 1691 and 1693,
have many features in common. In 1691, Baillif had to execute the
masonry for a new artillery platform, which replaced that of
1683.74 Its plans were made by Franquelin, who was acting as the
71Andre Charbonneau et al. Qu6bec. ville fortifibe. du XVIlIe au XIXe sitcle, Quebec:
Editions du Pelican, 1982. pp. 237, 144.
72A.N.Q., P. Duquet, September 11, 1683, contract between Claude Baillif, architect,
and Charles Denys, member of the Sovereign Council, for the construction of "une
muraille pour servir de platte forme A mettre les canons, sur la pointe aux roches de
cette ville."
73 1bid.
74A.N.Q., F. Genaple, July 3, 1691: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
entrepreneur de bastimens," and Jean Bochard de Champigny, Intendant of New France,
for the construction of an artillery platform on the Saint-Laurence river.
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colony's military engineer at the time.75 In 1693, the work
consisted in the erection of a redoubt on the heights of the Cap-aux-
Diamants, according to plans and specifications by Beaucours. 76
Although those plans and specifications described all the work
needed for the realization of the building, Baillif was only
responsible for the masonry.
By comparison with the 1683 contract, those last two were
made in more complete agreement with the rules set by Colbert for
the construction of fortifications. According to the historian
Charles Lecomte, it was the intendant's responsibility to maintain a
tight control over that kind of work:
Apres avoir pass6 les march6s, active le
rassemblement des materiaux, mis les ou-
vrages en train, [les intendants] devaient
multiplier leurs visites sur les chantiers,
veiller & l'economie, enfin resoudre les dif-
ficultes en apportant l'aide de leur toute-
puissance administrative. 77
As prescribed by the Minister, the contracts of 1691 and 1693 were
awarded by the Intendant himself, together with the Governor in the
second case. As usual in the seventeenth century, both contracts
only provided for masonry work and were paid n la toise.78 In both
cases, Baillif was subjected to precise plans elaborated by
militaries, and he had to supply all building materials and
manpower.
75M.W. Burke-Gaffney, "Franquelin, Jean-Baptiste-Louis," D.C.B. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 229.
76A.M.U.Q., Papiers - constructions. 1648-1853., February 28, 1693: contract
between Claude Baillif, "architecte entrepreneur de bastimens," on one hand, and Jean
Bochart de Champigny, Intendant, and the Count of Frontenac, Governor, on the other
hand, for the construction of a redoubt on the Cap-aux-Diamants, with four pages of
specifications by Josue Dubois Berthelot de Beaucours.
77Charles Lecomte, Les ingnnieurs militaires en France pendant le rhane de Louis XIV,
Paris: Librairie militaire Berger-Levrault et Cie, 1904. pp. 77-78.
78Charbonneau, op.cit. p. 237.
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Apart from those contracts, Baillif was also hired to repair
some fortification works, 79 and to enlarge the prison of the Place
d'Armes. 80 Thus, Baillif's work for the state was basically limited
to the execution of masonry contracts of varying degrees of
importance, on the basis of plans made by military engineers. These
contracts could have been fairly lucrative for him, since masonry
contracts given by the state were usually paid twice as much as
those for residential buildings. 81 Payments, however, could be
delayed for several years. According to the authors of Quebec. ville
fortifie, Baillif's work done in 1693 was only paid in 1699,
possibly after his death.8 2
C: Building for the bourgeoisie and the common people
The work that Baillif did for the local bourgeoisie and common
people covers a wide range of tasks, and will be examined in
relation to two distinct categories. The first category, which must
be familiar by now, comprises masonry contracts paid either Lia
toise or on a flat rate. The second category corresponds to the so-
called marche en bloc, or global contract, in which all the work
needed for a building (masonry, carpentry, joinery, ironwork) is
contracted at one time by a single person.
On the basis on the existing inventories, we have found twenty
six contracts in which Baillif, either alone or with some associates,
agreed to build for the bourgeoisie or the common people.83 Among
79Specifications for repairs in several fortified works and for building a new gate to the
Intendant's palace, A. N., Colonies, series C-11-A, vol. 13, folios 371-373 (Mentioned
in Charbonneau, op.cit. p. 37).80A.S.Q., Polygraphie 10, no. 31 A. July 1687: contract between Claude Baillif and Jean
Bochart de Champigny, to build an enclosure wall and an enlargement to the prison on
the Place d'Armes, with a wing for the Prevote.
8 1Charbonneau, op.cit. pp. 307-313.
82 1bid. p. 299.
83According to the two following inventories: Doris Drolet-Dube and Marthe Lacombe,
Inventaire des marches de construction des archives nationales A Quebec. XVIIe et XVIlle
sibcles, Ottawa: Ministbre des Approvisionnements et Services du Canada, 1977
(Collection: Histoire et Archeologie, no. 17). Pierre Georges Roy and Antoine Roy,
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those, nineteen deal solely with masonry related tasks, and only
seven consist in global contracts.
1: Masonry contracts
Among the contracts providing for masonry related tasks,
payments &a la toise' are similar in number to flat rates. Ten
contracts of the first kind and nine of the second have been found.
Both kinds of contracts provide for simple tasks, as retaining walls,
enclosure walls, and repairs, but only those made a la toise provide
for the construction of masonry houses, which could include vaulted
basements, several chimneys, and dressed-stone apertures.
In the first kind of contracts, the toise is usually worth
twenty four or twenty five liyres for regular walls, whose
thickness varied between two and two-and-a-half feet at ground
level. That price changed little throughout Baillif's life. There are
few examples of higher prices, but they concern walls thicker than
usual. For example, Baillif demanded thirty livres per toise for an
enclosure wall in 1683, but that wall had a thickness of four feet at
the bottom, 84 and was described as "le gros mur" in a later
contract. 85
The contracts paid a la toise usually specified which method
of measurement should be used. Most of the time, that method was
the "toise tant plein que vide," as codified by the Coutume de Paris.
In 1685, Blondel clearly explained that method to the readers of
Savot's Architecture frangoise:
Premierement tous les murs, soit de pierre
de taille ou moilon, se toisent toise pour toi-
Inventaire des greffes de notaires du r6gime frangais conserves aux Archives
judiciaires. Quebec: Archives de la Province de Quebec, 1943-1964.
84A.N.Q., P. Duquet, February 1, 1683: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and
Gabriel Gosselin, bourgeois, for the construction of a masonry wall sixty feet long on a
lot in the lower town.
85A.N.Q., P. Duquet, September 22, 1683: contract between Claude Baillif, architect,
and Gabriel Gosselin, bourgeois, for the construction of a waterproof masonry wall,
which should meet "le gros mur que le Sieur Gosselin a faict faire le long du fleuve."
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se, de quelques 6paisseurs qu'il soient, &
l'on ne rabat aucun vuide pour les croisees.86
The basic principle of that method consisted in measuring only the
total surface of a wall, without subtracting anything for the
apertures. The thickness of the wall was taken into account when
the price for each toise was determined. That price was always set
for plain and unadorned constructions, and ornamentation had to be
paid separately:
S'il y a des saillies & avant-corps, arrieres-
corps, retables, refends, appuis, entablemens
& plintes, il se toisent outre le corps des dits
murs, & chacun membre d'Architecture se
toise pour un pied de haut, stant couronn6
de son filet sur la longueur ou pourtour d'i-
ceuX. 87
That mode of payment obviously corresponded to and reinforced the
existing division between the shell of a building and its
ornamentation.
In contracts of relative simplicity, the description of the work
is often brief, and it is not rare to see that a client would only
clarify his demands verbally on the building site, especially if the
payment should be made a la toise. Typical examples of that kind of
work are the construction of basements, party walls, or infills in
half-timbered structures. Five contracts matching this description
are conserved in the Archives nationales in Quebec City.88 In one of
86Frangois Blondel, "Memoire pour servir d'eclaircissement A certains articles de la
CoOtume de Paris," in Louis Savot, L'Architecture franGoise des bastimens particuliers,
Paris: La Veuve & C. Clouzier [et al.], 1685. p. 383.871bid. pp. 383-384.
881: A.N.Q., G. Rageot, April 29, 1683: contract between Claude Baillif, Jean Le Rouge,
Jean Poliquin, master masons, on one hand, and Estienne Landeron, bourgeois, on the
other hand, for the construction of a gable wall, at twenty five livres per toise. 2:
A.N.Q., G. Rageot, April 11, 1687: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and Andre
Parent, butcher, for the foundations of a house, at twenty four livres per toise. 3:
A.N.Q., F. Genaple, [April 12, 1687]: contract between Claude Baillif, "[juge?]
architecte entrepreneur de bastimens," and Pierre Maufait, carter, for the masonry of a
house, at twenty five livres per toise (cancelled). 4: A.N.Q., G. Rageot, July 28, 1687:
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them, Baillif agreed to build the basement and two chimneys for a
butcher named Andre Parent. The foundation walls had to be two-
and-a-half feet thick, and Baillif was paid twenty four livres per
toise. Baillif had to supply the building materials, and to work with
two masons. 89
As mentioned earlier, payments " la toise were easily inter-
changeable with flat rates. Instead of trying to find a ratio between
solid masonry and masonry infills, for example, the two parties of a
contract could agree on a global price. This is exactly what happened
for the construction of a house for the merchant Pierre Lalande in
1687. On July 28, Lalande made a first contract with Baillif, which
provided for the masonry infills of a half timbered structure. 90 The
price was set at twenty four ivres and ten .sjs for two-and-a-half
toises. The next day, however, Lalande had the entire contract
rewritten. He added to the project the construction of a solid
masonry basement, and agreed to pay Baillif the global price of six
hundred livres. 91
Another example of a global price set to avoid complicated
agreements concerns the repairs of a house belonging to David
Letourneau, habitant of the Island of Orleans near Quebec City.
Baillif was hired to repair the masonry of Letourneau's house and to
increase the headroom in its basement. In order to achieve that, the
contract gave Baillif the choice between digging further into the
ground or raising the height of the existing masonry. Instead of
contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and Pierre Lalande, "marchand bourgeois," at
twenty four livres and ten j.s. per two-and-a-half toises of half timbered wall infilled
with masonry (cancelled). 5: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, September 16, 1688: contract between
Claude Baillif, architect, and Louise Delestre, "bourgeoise," for various pieces of
masonry work, at twenty five livres per toise.
89A.N.Q., Rageot, April 11, 1687, op.cit.
90A.N.Q., Rageot, July 28, 1687, op.cit.
91A.N.Q., G. Rageot, July 29, 1687: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and
Pierre Lalande, "marchand bourgeois," for the construction of a masonry basement and
the filling of a half-timbered structure, for six hundred livres. This price did not
include the chimneys of the house, which were contracted separately, also for six
hundred ljyes. (A.N.Q., G. Rageot, December 20, 1687: contract between Claude Baillif
and Pierre Lalande).
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determining various methods of measurements to cover these
different possibilities, a simple global price encompassing
everything, the white-washing of the house included, was agreed
upon. 92
Eight of the nine flat-rate contracts included in this category
are entirely comparable to the two we just discussed. The ninth one,
which is the oldest, is also the most original. It provides for the
decoration of two fireplaces and several rooms with moldings, in
addition to the complete whitewashing of a house belonging to the
ennobled merchant Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye.93 The first page
of that contract bears the elevations of the two fireplaces, which
can be attributed to the "architecque" on the basis of their plain and
controlled drawing technique (Fig. 116).
In this contract, the client agreed to supply the plaster, the
burning wood, the barrels for storage, the beams for the
scaffoldings, and the nails, i.e. almost all the material needed.
Baillif only had to provide his tools and to hire the journeymen. 94 He
was paid a flat rate of six hundred livrs., of which he had to give at
least one hundred and eighty liyres to the journeymen he hired that
year. 95 The flat rate was made necessary by the nature of the work.
Indeed, as Blondel said in 1685:
92A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, June 17, 1692: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and
David Letourneau, habitant of the parish of Sainte-Famille, Island of Orleans, for
repairing his house, for three hundred livms.
93A.N.Q., R. Becquet, February 1, 1679: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecque
et ouvrier en plastre," and Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye, "marchand bourgeois," for
decorating two fireplaces, putting moldings around the ceilings, whitewashing and
roughcasting, a house located "au lieu dit la pointe aux liepvres."
94 1bid.
951n the Archives nationales in Quebec City, two contracts can be found in which Baillif
hired a journeyman to work for him through the 1679 building season: A.N.Q., R.
Becquet, March 7, 1679: contract between Claude Baillif Regnault, architect, and
Frangois Colomban, journeyman, who had to "rendre bon et fidble service [...] en tout ce
qui luy commendera de civil et honneste," from April 15 to October 15, for 90 livres,
in addition to room and board. A.N.Q., R. Becquet, March 31, 1679: contract between
Claude Baillif Regnault, architect, and Michel Duperre, habitant. who had to "rendre bon
et fidble service" from May 15 to the end of the summer, for 15 liyreas per month, in
addition to room and board.
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S'il se trouve des ornemens, figures ou ar-
mes esdits murs, cela ne se toise point, mais
on les estime; le mame se fait des colonnes
ou pilastres, s'il n'est dit autrement par un
devis bien 4tably. 96
The plaster was supplied by the client possibly because it had to be
imported from France. Baillif, however, could have been expected to
supply the rest of the materials as well as the scaffoldings. He did
not, probably because he was at the beginning of his independent
career.
The main piece of work in that contract is obviously the two
fireplaces. They are drawn side by side at the beginning of the
contract, on the same sheet of paper as the text. The most
ornamented one is the "cheminee de la chambre haute," on the right
hand side of the page (Fig. 116). It is destined to the upper parlor,
i.e. the main room of the upper floor. This fact indicates that the
upper floor of the building constituted a kind of bel' etag. The other
fireplace, the "cheminee de la cuisine," is much simpler, and it is
meant for the kitchen, probably located on the lower level.
The fireplace of the upper parlor is composed of three
sections: a plain surround of the opening, a straight hood, and a
concave throat creating a transition between them. Both the throat
and the hood are crowned by a set of moldings composed of a cornice
and an architrave underlined by an astragal. The hood contains a
circular medallion in the middle. The entire composition is
furthermore characterized by a narrow reveal on each side, which
has for effect to subdivide the jambs of the fireplace and to make
the central section salient.
According to Fiske Kimball, that kind of tripartite
composition, with a recessed hood of squarish proportions, appeared
96Blondel, op.cit. p. 384. The same passage applies to the portal in the enclosure wall of
the Bishop's palace, which was also paid on a flat rate in 1691 (A.N.Q., Genaple,
December 10, 1690, op.cit.).
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in France during the reign of Louis XIII and persisted through the
minority of Louis XIV.97 For other authors, the most characteristic
element of that period is the important throat.98 Under Louis XIV, by
contrast, proportions became more vertical, the throat ultimately
disappeared, and the hood, often covered by mirrors, was integrated
into the overall treatment of the wall. 9 9
Baillif's composition, made in 1679, thus has a slightly
outdated character, which can help us understand the way in which
it was conceived. The ornamented fireplace was probably derived
from a French engraving, simplified but otherwise copied faithfully.
Indeed, many engravings meant to serve as models throughout the
French kingdom and even abroad circulated at the time. Jean Le
Pautre, for example, produced several fireplace designs that were
engraved and sold in Paris in the years 1660.100 The effect of such
publications was to disseminate models referring to the French
monarchy, and it is not surprising that one should find, as a result,
formal similarities between otherwise unrelated projects. A French
drawing conserved in Stockholm, for example, shows a fireplace
whose composition is very close to that of Baillif (Fig. 117). Both
have a mantelpiece with narrow jambs, crowned by an important
throat leading to a squarish hood. Both hoods are decorated with a
circular medallion in the middle.
The major difference between those two designs is that
Baillif's does not include any foliage, interlace, or garland to
decorate the surfaces. The Stockholm drawing proposes such a decor
97Fiske Kimball, "The Development of the 'Cheminee A la royale,'" Metropolitain
Museum Studies, Vol. V, part 2 (September 1936). p. 259.
98Loic Clement d'Armont and Michel Lacroix, Cheminees des pays de la Loire du Moyen-
Age au XVIle sibcle, Paris: Leonce Laget, 1973. p. xxii.
99Kimball, op.cit. pp. 259-260.
100Cheminee A la Francoise Inventes et Graves Par J. le Pautre, Paris: Mariette [n.d.];
Chemin6es A I'ltalienne nouvellement inventees et gravees par J. le Pautre. Paris:
Mariette [n.d.]; Cheminees A la Moderne inventees et gravees par Jean le Pautre, Paris:
Mariette, 1661; Nouveaux Desseins de Cheminees A l'ltalienne Inventez et Graves par J.
LePautreQ, Paris: Langlois [n.d.] (in The Fowler Collection of Early Architectural Books,
Woodbridge (Connecticut): Research Publications, 1979).
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on the left hand side, but leaves the right one unadorned. Thus, that
drawing contains two different propositions: an ornamented
fireplace on the left, and a simpler one on the right, the latter being
very similar to Baillif's "chemin6e de la chambre haute." The
ornamented proposition probably represents a decor that could be
realized afterwards.
The juxtaposition of Baillif's drawing to the Stockholm one
illustrates the gradual process of simplification of models
emanating from the French court. Baillif's "cheminee de la cuisine"
constitutes a third level of simplification of the same model. This
last fireplace is composed of only two sections instead of three, but
the throat of the richer design consists in a concave paring of the
upper part of the simpler surround of the mouth. Indeed, the point
where the curve of the throat of the ornamented fireplace turns into
a vertical line corresponds exactly to the base of the hood in the
simpler design (Fig. 116). As we can see, this process of
simplification does not lead to superficial imitation of ornamental
motifs, but rather consistently maintains the basic and underlying
structure of the model.
The other particularity of Baillif's design is the reveal on both
sides of the richer fireplace. That reveal is interesting for the
different type of moldings it received, both on the throat and on the
hood. While the central part of the fireplace received two complete
cornices, each with a corona and a cymatum, the recessed part
received only flat and plain moldings. Thus, simplification is
already at work within that single design, and the plain moldings of
the reveal are identical to those found on the simpler fireplace. The
juxtaposition of simpler and richer moldings creates a contrast that
brings out the relative richness of the central part of the design,
while the simpler elements are meant to be continued around the
ceiling of the room.
Although this contract represents a more prestigious kind of
work by comparison to the examples already discussed, it entirely
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belongs to the present category, since plaster works were
controlled by the masons' corporations in cities where those
existed.10 1 However, the main character of this category only
appears when looking at a complete building process. Only then, the
autonomy of the various building trades is clearly visible. In the
construction of a complete building, each trade is the object of a
separate contract with the client, and masons, carpenters, joiners,
roofers, and locksmiths only perform tasks traditionally associated
with their trade.
This mode of production, characterized by the autonomy of the
different building trades, corresponds to what was sanctioned by
law in contemporary Paris.102 Among the nineteen masonry
contracts registered under Baillif's name, only three can be situated
within a complete building process involving different trades
working in parallel. This limited number could mean that Baillif did
not participate often in such building processes, but we should also
count the possibility of some unwritten contracts. Indeed, the price
of one toise of masonry did not vary much at the end of the
seventeenth century. Unwritten agreements would be easy to make
on that basis, since the work did not need to be described with
precision for this mode of payment. 103
The earliest example of such contracts dates from November
1682. It provides for the masonry of a house to be built on a site
acquired by the inn-keeper Estienne Landeron and the baker Jean
Jolly after the fire of 1682.104 The contract was taken by Baillif, Le
1011Letrait, op.cit. p. 120.102According to Letrait, "Un arret du Parlement du 9 ao0t 1707, rendu entre les
maeons, les couvreurs, les charpentiers et les serruriers, interdisait A tous ces
artisans d'empieter sur le domaine de son voisin et d'entreprendre des batiments A
rendre 'parfaits, la clef en main,' apres avoir fait ce qu'on appelait des marches 'en
bloc'" (ibid.).
103 0ne should also consider the possibility of written contracts of which the notary did
not keep a minute. The keeping of a minute by the notary increased his fee.104A.N.Q., G. Rageot, November 27, 1682: contract between Claude Baillif, architect,
Jean Le Rouge, and Jean Poliquin, masons, on one hand, and Estienne Landeron, inn-
keeper, and Jean Jolly, baker, on the other hand, for the masonry of a house measuring
forty by twenty four feet, in the lower town.
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Rouge, and Poliquin, who had been associated for a few months. 105
The realization of the roof frame and the joinery were given as
separate contracts to other craftsmen. 106 Interestingly, Baillif
acted as a witness to the contract with the carpenter Thomas
Touchet. His presence does not mean that he supervised the work of
the carpenter, but it suggests that the signature of the contract was
the occasion of discussions between the clients, the craftsmen, and
the notary, about the relation between the masonry structure and
the roof frame.
From those contracts, it can be deduced that Landeron and
Jolly's house was typical of masonry buildings that were beginning
to dominate the streets of the lower town at the time. Its long side
parallel to the street, it had masonry gables, two full stories, and a
ut , i.e. a continuation of the masonry walls above the level of
the upper floor, between two and two-and-a-half feet high. 107 That
surcroit was meant to receive a roof frame allowing an upper level
appropriate for dwelling. The description of that frame in the
carpentry contract is precise enough to suggest that it consisted in
a type characterised by a raised tie beam (Fig. 118), which is called
in French "a chevrons-portant-fermes." 108 Indeed, that contract
mentions such characteristic elements as the double wall plates,
the hammer beams, the vertical struts sitting on the latter, and the
short king post interrupted at the level of the collar beam. 109 This
105See below, pp. 255-256.
106A.N.Q., G. Rageot, December 15, 1682: contract between Thomas Touchet, master
carpenter, on one hand, and Estienne Landeron and Jean Jolly, on the other hand,
providing for the roof frame of their house. A.N.Q., G. Rageot, May 3, 1683: contract
between Lenart Creique and John Bridge, joiners, on one hand, and Estienne Landeron
and Jean Jolly, on the other hand, providing for the joinery of their house.
107A.N.Q., Rageot, November 27, 1682, op.cit.
108Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, Histoire de 'architecture francaise de la Renais-
sance A la R6volution, Paris: C.N.M.H.SJMengbs, 1989. p. 155.
109
"les fermes du bastiment seront placees de deux pieds en deux pieds et demy de
millieu de chevron en millieu pozes sur des blochets a queue d'hironde sur les sablibres.
Les dites sablibres seront doubles, de sept pouces en quarr6, que les dites fermes seront
composdes de deux entrets [...], sous chaque entret un gousset tant hault que bas, Et
dessus les dits blochets sera mis une jambette droitte A plomb, au petit entret une
esguille qui sera liee au festage" (A.N.Q., Rageot, December 15, 1682, op.cit.).
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type of frame provided one way to transpose the idea of a surcroit.
already existing in timber framed houses, to masonry
constructions.1 10 The masonry contract says that the house should
have seven apertures per floor on the street side. On the ground
floor, those apertures included two doors and a large window for the
bakery. Dressed stone had to be used to frame all of them, as well as
for the quoins along the edges of the house. One gable had to be
pierced with windows, probably because the building was located on
the corner of an urban block.1 11
The masonry price of thirty. livres per toise is higher than
what was usual at the time. It could be meant to compensate for the
work that would not be evaluated, as the fireplaces and the oven.1 12
Increasing the price per toise at the same time as eliminating from
the measurements such pieces of work could be a way to get around
the complexity of that system of evaluation. As could be expected,
Baillif and his associates had to supply the basic building materials,
but the clients took care of providing the bricks and the tiles for the
oven.113
The second example in which Baillif worked in parallel to
other craftsmen for the construction of an urban house is very
similar to the previous one. It consisted in a house for the merchant
Eustache Lambert Dumont, also located in the lower town on the
corner of an urban block. The building had two stories of nine feet in
addition to a surcroit space, whose floor was located two feet
below the level of the wall plates. For this work, Baillif was paid
the usual price of twenty four livres per toise.114 The carpentry
110Jean-Pierre Babelon, Demeures parisiennes sous Henri IV et Louis XIII Paris: Le
Temps, 1977 (second edition). p. 63.
111A.N.Q., Rageot, November 27, 1682, op.cit.112The contract says: "sans que rien du dit four n'entre au toisage" and "les foyers sus
declares ne seront comptes au dit toise," Ibid.
113 Ibid.
114A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 27, 1687: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
entrepreneur de bastimens," and Eustache Lambert Dumont, "marchand bourgeois," for
the masonry of a house of Notre-Dame street.
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contract was drafted on the following day, before the same notary
and with Baillif as a witness. 115
The main difference between this masonry contract and the
previous one is the mention of a plan:
a [laquelle?] muraille de devant y aura qua-
torze ouvertures scavoir sept & l'estage d'en
bas et sept autres & celui d'en haut, et pour
les portes et fenetres, conformement au plan
que le dit entrepreneur en a fait, signe des
[deux?] parties.1 16
This plan, made by Baillif, apparently consisted in an elevation of
the building on Notre-Dame street. The plan seems to have been used
to replace a written description of the location of the doors,
windows, and shop window in that facade.
The third example concerns the construction of a mill for
Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye, to be located at the place called the
Pointe-aux-lievres, close to the mouth of of Saint-Charles river.1 17
If, in the two previous examples, the relation between the mason
and the carpenter appeared to be more or less equal, each one
making the arrangements necessary to accomodate the work of the
other, here, Baillif had to follow the instructions of the carpenter
Jacques Bedard. Indeed, the contract specifies that Baillif should:
115A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 28, 1687: contract between Jean Marchand and Robert
Leclerc, carpenters, on one hand, and Estienne Lambert Dumont, "marchand bourgeois,"
on the other hand, for the construction of a roof frame over a house measuring seventy
two by twenty four feet, to be built during the summer of 1688 on Notre-Dame street.
The joinery contract was only made in the spring: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April 21, 1688:
contract between Joseph Vendredaigne, joiner, and Eustache Lambert Dumont, for the
joinery of his house.
116A.N.Q., Genaple, December 27, 1687, op.cit.
117A.N.Q., G. Rageot, May 31, 1691: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
entrepreneur d'ouvrages de magonnerie," and Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye, merchant,
for the masonry of a mill on the Pointe-aux-libvres.
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construire les estages de la dite muraille
comme ils luy seront requis par le char-
pentier pour la pose de sa charpente. 118
This is due, obviously, to the important machinery of the mill,
entirely made of carpentry. 119 The fact that Baillif had to follow
Bedard's indications demonstrates the flexibility of this mode of
production. The speciality of each craftsman is well recognized, and
the relation between them could vary in relation to the type of work
demanded by the client.
2: Global contracts
Although separate contracts for separate building trades was
the rule in cities where such matters were regulated, the actual
practice was often quite different. Global contracts were explicitly
forbidden in Paris, but historians generally see the reiteration of
that law as a sign of the infectious spreading of what it was meant
to control. 120 The marche en bloc was finally legalized in 1782 in
order to acknowledge the irreversibility of the situation. 121
According to the historian of law Gso Minvielle:
Nous pouvons donc affirmer que la situa-
tion courante au dix-huitieme siecle, lors-
qu'un proprietaire veut faire elever une
maison, c'est le marche & forfait passe avec
un entrepreneur qui se charge seul de tou-
te la construction. 12 2
The seventeenth century situation, perhaps less generalized, was
nevertheless similar. In his study on Parisian dwellings at the time
118 lbid.
119G. Rageot, March 11, 1691: contract between Jacques Bedard, carpenter, and
Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye, merchant, to dismantle the machinery and the roof of a
mill located in the Saint-Jean suburb, and to rebuild it at the Pointe-aux-lievres.
120G6o Minvielle, Histoire et condition juridigue de Ia profession d'architecte,
Bordeaux: Imprimerie de lUniversite, 1921. p. 68.
121 Letters patent of Louis XVI, May 20, 1782, mentioned in Ibid. p. 68. See also:
Letrait, op.cit. p. 120.
122Minvielle, op.cit. p. 68.
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of Henri IV and Louis XIII, Jean-Pierre Babelon observed that clients
made separate contracts with different craftsmen mostly in the
case of modest constructions. Average houses, on the other hand,
were realized by general contractors, usually master masons, who
gave sub-contracts to other craftsmen. 123
As most provincial towns in France, Quebec City did not have
corporations protecting its different trades, and petitions from
craftsmen seeking monopoly were systematically turned down. 124
The traditional separation of the different crafts was nevertheless
effective in Canada, and family solidarity tended to replace
organized corporations. 125 It is probably the growing importance of
masonry at the end of the seventeenth century that facilitated
Baillif's shift from masonry contracting to general contracting.
Three out of the seven global contracts that Baillif obtained
were signed in 1683, i.e. soon after the destruction of the lower
town by a fire in August 1682. The other contracts date from
February 1682, 1689, 1690 and 1696. In all of them, Baillif supplied
the building materials as well as the manpower, unless some
material was not used frequently or in great quantity, in which case
the client took care of it. The contracts usually provided for
everything needed in the construction of a house: masonry,
carpentry, roofing, joinery, and ironwork. Although the matching
sub-contracts survived only partially, it seems that Baillif executed
the masonry himself and hired other craftsmen for the rest of the
work. Global contracts, in which the client is said to receive the
house "la clef a la main," were always paid on the basis of a flat
rate. Since, however, clients could be tempted to modify their
123Babelon, op.cit. p. 46.
124 Peter N. Moogk, "In the Darkness of a Basement: Craftsmen's Associations in Early
French Canada," C. H. R., Vol LVII, no. 4 (December 1976). pp. 399-439. Idem,
"Apprenticeship Indentures: A Key to Artisan Ufe in New France," _. H. A.: Historical
Papers. 1971. pp. 65-83.
125Moogk, op.cit. (1971), p. 71. In another field, see: Real Brisson, La charpenterie
navale A Qu6bec sous le reaime francais, Quebec: Institut quebecois de recherche sur la
culture, 1983. p. 14.
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projects and to increase their demands during the construction, such
contracts could also include a clause under which any additional
work would be paid A la toise.126
The making of plans seems to have remained exceptional, even
in the case of global contracts. In addition, when plans were made,
they did not represent a design thoroughly conceived by the
architect; instead, they crystallized one moment in a process of
continuous dialogue between the two parties. The contract of 1696
makes this point explicit by stating that the contractor and the
client "dresseront incessament un plan ensemble ainsy qu'ils en sont
convenus. "127
The plans could also be replaced, at least in part, by a
reference to an existing building in the city. For example, in the
case of Jolliet's house, Baillif was asked to make a roof frame
similar to that covering two contiguous houses he had built the
previous year.128 Therefore, the shape of the roof on that house
should not be seen as the result of a design decision made after a
well defined program. Rather, it is a choice among a limited variety
of roof types, made by the client himself on the basis of his
subjective needs. However, in addition to that reference to a model,
the contract for Jolliet's house also mentions a plan: "un escalier
qui sera pose sur le devant de la rue comme il est marque dans le
dessein." 129 That drawing had the peculiar function of control during
126For example, the contract for the construction of the house of Louis Jolliet was set at
4750 livres, but it also specified that a surplus of twenty five livres per toise should
be paid for any additional masonry (Chicago Historical Society, December 1, 1683:
contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and Louis Jolliet, bourgeois, for the
construction of his house in the lower town of Quebec City, published in Le Canada
frangai., Vol. XXXII, no. 1 (September 1945), pp. 70-72). The contract was only made
official on September 4, 1684, before the notary Gilles Rageot, but it was effective
earlier, since Baillif had already awarded some sub-contracts (see footnotes 152 and
153).
127A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, July 23, 1696: contract between Claude Bailly, architect, and
Vital Caron, bourgeois, for the construction of "un commencement de maison" on Sault-
au-Matelot street.
128
"La charpenterie sera faite comme celle de M. elle Maheu et Niel," (Chicago
Historical Society, December 1, 1683, op.cit.).
1291bid.
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the absence of the client. Indeed, the devis. written by Jolliet,
mentions his departures: "tous les chassis seront a vitres et de la
grandeur que ie diray et signeray avant que de partir pour
mingan." 130 The plan had to be consulted in case of uncertainties, as
would be the client if he were around: "et en cas de quelque
difficultez l'on aura recours au dessein." 131
The earliest of the seven contracts that correspond to this
category is in fact a hybrid case. The contract signed by Baillif in
February 1682 has most of the features of a global contract, such as
the inclusion of various parts of the construction, the clause
specifying that the house be made "logeable la clef & la main," the
flat rate, and the fact that Baillif had to supply all the materials
and manpower. 132 As should be expected, Baillif gave sub-contracts
for some of that work, and the roofing contract can be found
today. 133 However, the client, Jean Levrard, master cannoneer, did
not include the carpentry work in his agreement with Baillif.
Instead, he awarded it directly to the carpenter Leonard Paillard.134
Baillif's work was only paid two hundred and fifty livres,
while Paillard's contract was worth five hundred lives. That price
1301bid. The personal pronoun "ie", often used in the specifications, sometimes refers to
Baillif, as in "seavoir moy glaude [sic] Baillif architecte ie promets et m'oblige[...]."
The devis is in fact a collective text: "Nous soussignez Louis Jolliet bourgeois de cette
ville, et glaude [sic] Baillif, declarons avoir fait ensemble le devis de la magonnerie qui
s'ensuit." The editors of Le Canada francais beleive that the handwriting is that of Louis
Jolliet (Ibid. p. 70, footnote 4).
131 Ibid.
132A.N.Q., P. Duquet, February 25, 1682: contract between Claude Baillif, architect,
and Jean Levrard, master cannoneer of the King, for the completion of his house, whose
construction was initiated in 1680 (see footnote 135).
133A.N.Q., P. Duquet, March 2, 1682: contract between Pierre Gacien, roofer, and
Claude Baillif, architect, for covering "en bardeau de cedre la maison que le sieur Baillif
faict bastir pour le sieur Jean Levrard."
134A.N.Q., P. Duquet, February 24, 1682: contract between Leonard Paillard, master
carpenter, and Jean Levrard, for the construction of "une mansarde au dessus du logis
que le dit sieur Levrard fait faire de pierre et massone au premier estage." Baillif seems
to have had a certain influence on the schedule of the carpenter, since, on February 26
(two days after the carpentry contract and one day after Baillif's contract), he
witnessed the change in deadline for the completion of the roof frame. The due date was
brought back from June 24, 1683 to October 15, 1682 (addendum to the carpentry
contract).
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difference, however, cannot be seen as reflection of the subjective
importance of the two contractors in the eyes of the client, since
their amount of work was probably different. Baillif's contract
mentions only one story of masonry, whose construction was
already begun. Indeed, Baillif promised to:
faire faire a ses frais et depenses la maison
que le sieur Levrard a commence a faire bas-
tir sur le grand chemin qui va de la haute e
la basse ville.135
Paillard, on the other hand, probably had a more important piece of
work to execute, since the "mansarde" would not be smaller because
of the small height of the masonry walls.
A more complete integration of a construction process
controlled by Baillif can be found the following year. In April 1683,
the architect was hired to build two contiguous houses, one for the
bourgeois Pierre Niel, and the other for the surgeon Louis Maheust.
The contract for the house of Pierre Niel was taken in
association by Claude Baillif, "architecte," and Jean Le Rouge,
"maitre magon." 136 The text comprises a devis of four pages and a
few lines, in addition to the contract per se, occupying three pages.
Both seem to have been written by the notary. The contract provides
for:
tous les ouvrages de magonnerie, charpente-
rie, menuiserie, et couverture, et mesme de
faire vuider les gravois et terres qui sont sur
le dit Emplacement [...] a la reserve de toutte
la ferrure qu'il faudra A la dite maison que le
135A.N.Q., Duquet, February 25, 1682, op.cit. The original contract was made in 1680:
A.N.Q. P. Duquet, June 24, 1680: contract between Gabriel Dumats, master mason, and
Jean Levrard, for the masonry needed for a half timbered house measuring twenty by
twenty four feet, located in the upper town.
136A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April 22, 1683: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and
Jean Le Rouge, master mason, on one hand, and Pierre Niel, "bourgeois," on the other
hand, for the construction of a house in the lower town, in addition to the roof frame of
Louis Maheust's house.
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dit Sieur Niel sera tenu de fournir et y faire
mettre e ses depens en particulier.137
That work is explained in detail in the specifications, except for the
locksmithery, which was excluded from the contract. All the
materials as well as the manpower had to be supplied by the
contractors, who were promised a lump sum of 2250 livres.
No global contract for the house of Maheust has been found in
the Quebec archives. One could argue that such a contract might
never have existed, since that of Niel's house already provided for
the roof frame of that house. 138 In that way, it is possible that its
masonry was contracted separately. It would be strange, however,
that Baillif took care of the roof frame and not the masonry. Also,
there exists a sub-contract, given by Baillif to the joiner Vincent
Berriau, which provides for the joinery of Maheust's house, and
which also includes that of Niel's, 139 even though the latter was
already provided for. The nature of this last contract, in addition to
the closeness of its date to the first one, suggest some kind of
complex agreement between the two clients. Moreover, another
document mentions incidentally that Baillif had rebuilt Maheust's
house after the great fire of 1682 for the price of 2000 livres. 140
Thus, we feel justified to include the construction of Maheust's in
the present category.
Niel's house had to be two stories high, two bays wide on the
street, and three bays wide on the back. There might have been a
1371bid.
1381bid.
139A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April 26, 1683, contract between Vincent Berriau dit le
Poitevin, master joiner, and Claude Baillif, architect, for the joinery of Maheust's
house, with specifications by Baillif. The specifications concern Maheust's house,
"entreprise par nous," but the contract adds that Berriau "accepte aussi de faire la
menuiserie de la maison du sieur Niel bourgeois de cette ville."
140A.N.Q., F. Genaple, October 29, 1683: "Constitution de rente" by Genibve Bissot,
widow of Louis Maheust, in favor of Charles Aubert de la Chesnaye. In this document,
Bissot acknowledges to have received 2000 Jjy.ag from Charles Aubert and to have used
that money "A faire rebastir par Claude Baillif entrepreneur leur maison bruslee dans
l'incendie de la basse ville."
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small surcroit over the second story, since the beams of the attic
floor are described separately from the roof frame. Indeed the devis
mentions that "les poutres de la cave et des autres 4tages seront
placees de cinq pieds en cinq pieds ou environ." 141 Since there were
only two stories in the house, and since "les poutres de la cave" are
the beams of the ground floor,142 the plural in "les autres 4tages"
has to include the attic floor. The roof frame, although clearly
mentioned in the devis, is not well described. But since it was
supposed to be the model of Jolliet's house, one can assume it was a
mansard roof as well.
The roof frame of Niel's house had to be prolonged over
Maheust's house without interruption. The devis says that a single
frame was to cover both houses, with one truss resting on top of the
party wall. 143 The party wall therefore did not rise above the level
of the wall plates and a simple wooden partition could have been put
between the two buildings on that level. The roof line had to be
continuous, without even a firewall marking the separation between
the buildings.
That arrangement, clearly made for aesthetic reasons, is not
the only one of its kind. As important as the uninterrupted roof line
was the lining up of the apertures, for which the ground floor of
Maheust's house had to be raised by twenty French inches:
Sera le plancher de la cave autrement dit
du premier etage, mis au niveau de celui
du dit sieur Maheust; a la charge que le sien
sera eslev4 de vingt poulces au dessus du
Rets de chaussee, nonobstant le marche fait
entre Eux auparavant, a quoy le dit sieur
Maheust present consent aussi et accorde. 144
141A.N.Q., Genaple, April 22, 1683, op.cit. p. 2.
142As can be deduced from other passages of the same contract, such as "le plancher de
la cave autrement dit du premier Etage," (Ibid. p. 2).
143"Il sera fait un comble de Plein pied, pour la dite maison et celle du sieur Maheust
ayant une ferme posee au dessus du Mur mitoyen," (Ibid. p. 3).
144Ibid. p. 2.
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This passage of the devis says that the ground floor of the two
houses should be put on the same level. To achieve this, however,
the ground floor of Maheust's house, whose construction was
probably more advanced than Niel's, 145 had to be raised. For that
reason, it seems that the impulse for making those changes was
brought by Niel himself, rather than Baillif or Maheust. The lining up
of the floor levels would result in that of the apertures, which is
probably why it was made.
The masonry contract specifies that these changes to
Maheust's house were made "afin que son dit logis ait une meme
symetrie et ordre" 146 as that of Niel. The aesthetic motivation of
the clients is made explicit by the words "une meme symetrie et
ordre," which should be interpreted in the sense of uniformity and
regularity rather than decor. Symmetry, for Lemuet, consists in a
regular arrangement of the apertures of a building. It has to be
considered both horizontally and vertically:
Selon la largeur, [la symetrie] consiste A fai-
re que les parties esgalement esloignees du
miliere soient esgal6es entre elles.
Que les parties soient proportionnees au to-
tal & entre elles.
Selon la hauteur, elle consiste a faire que les
parties esquelles mesmes simetrie aura ests
observ6e pour le regard de la largeur, soient
aussi de mesme niveau en leur hauteur. Car
il peut arriver qu'une partie simmetrise en
largeur ne le sera point en hauteur.147
Horizontal symmetry, or "symstrie en largeur," consists in making
equal the widths of the elements that are equally distant from the
center. Vertical symmetry, or "symetrie en hauteur," consists in
145 The joinery contract sets the dealine for finishing the work on Maheust's house two
weeks earlier than that of Niel's (A.N.Q., Genaple, April 26, 1683, op.cit.).
146Genaple, April 22, 1683, op. cit.
147Pierre Lemuet, Manibre de bien bastir pour toutes sortes de personnes, Paris:
Frangois Langlois dict Chartres, 1647. p. 4.
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setting the equidistant elements of a facade on the same level, i.e.
at the same height. This last concept is exactly that which
motivated the lining up of the floor levels of the two houses. As for
the notion of order, it should probably be understood as "ordonnance"
rather than as an arrangement composed of columns, pillars, and
entablatures. "Ordonnance," for D'Aviler, "se dit en Architecture,
comme en Peinture, de la composition d'un Batiment, & de la
disposition de ses parties."148 The formal preoccupations of Maheust
and Niel, therefore, probably consisted in a search for unity more
than anything else. The only elements of decor that might have been
found on their houses are cut-stone frames around the apertures,
band courses to mark the different levels, and quoins at the corners.
Under Louis XIV, indeed, the use of architectural orders was a
privilege of the nobility. 14 9
The search for uniformity and regularity might also explain
the curious double contracts in which, for example, the joinery of
Niel's house was included in the same contract as that of Maheust's.
In that way, a single joiner would do both houses in a continuous
way, and there would be fewer opportunities for differences to
occur.
Another project, closely related to that just discussed,
concerns the already mentioned house for the bourgeois Louis
Jolliet. Baillif was awarded the global contract for that house on
December 1, 1683.150 The architect had to take care of everything,
including the masonry, the carpentry, the joinery, the locksmithery,
and probably the roofing too, although it is not explicitly mentioned
in the contract. The work had to be realized between the fall of
1684 and August 1685, at which time "le dit Baillif s'oblige de
livrer la clef [...] a la main du dit Jolliet."1 5 1  Three sub-contracts for
148Augustin-Charles D'Aviler, Explication des termes d'architecture Paris: Nicolas
Langlois, 1691. p. 712.
14 9Nobert Elias, The Court Society., Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983. p. 57.
150Chicago Historical Society, December 1, 1683, op.cit.
151 Ibid.
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that work are known today: one to clear the site,152 one providing
for the roof frame, 153 and one providing for the joinery.154
According to the main contract, the plan of Jolliet's house
consisted in a rectangle measuring thirty six feet along the street
and twenty six feet in depth. The height of the masonry walls
included two full stories, each of which measured eight feet inside
the house, in addition to a "ravalement," i.e. a surcroit, one foot
high. 155 A cross-section of the building can be seen on a drawing
made by the military engineer Robert de Villeneuve to show the
relief of the city in 1685 (Fig. 119). Villeneuve's drawing cuts right
through Jolliet's house and shows the two stories surmounted by a
mansard roof. The floor beams of the attic space seem to be built
independently from the roof frame, thus allowing the surcroit
mentioned in the contract. The cross-section also indicates a
partition wall yielding a transverse division of the interior space on
the first and second levels. Each of those levels contains two rooms,
which communicate through a door located on the street side. That
spatial arrangement corresponds to the traditional hall/parlor plan,
repeated on both floors. The partition wall separating those rooms
is the "cloison" mentioned in the contract:
Les appartements seront sspares par une
cloison tiree d'espaisseur enbouvetez et blan-
chi des deux costss seulement dans le pre-
mier estage et le second. 156
152A.N.Q., G. Rageot, August 1, 1684: contract between Charles De Reinville, carter,
and Claude Baillif, architect, for demolishing a house and cleaning a site belonging to
Louis Jolliet.
153A.N.Q., G. Rageot, December 17, 1683: contract between Leonard Paillard and Robert
Leclerc, carpenters, on one hand, and Claude Baillif, architect, on the other hand, for
the floor beams, the roof frame, and a stairway in the house of Louis Jolliet.
154A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 22, 1683: contract between Vincent Berriau and Jean
Adam, joiners, on one hand, and Claude Baillif, architect, on the other hand, for the
joinery of Louis Jolliet's house.
155Chicago Historical Society, December 1, 1683, op.cit.
156Ibid.
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In this passage, the term "appartement" might create some
confusion. Although that word usually means a group of rooms
constituting a coherent living unit, 157 that definition cannot be
applied here. In the contract for Jolliet's house, that word should be
understood as referring to single rooms. Both meanings were indeed
possible in the seventeenth century, and Pierre Lemuet provides an
example of someone who used it to mean single rooms. 158
The vertical circulation in Jolliet's house is made possible by
an external staircase on the back (Fig. 119). That staircase,
however, was the object of a separate contract, made between the
carpenter and the client in June 1685.159 It was probably not part of
the initial project, as conceived by Baillif and Jolliet in December
1683. Indeed, the devis written at that time locates the stairway on
the street side of the house, and probably inside it:
Un escaillier qui sera poss sur le devant de
la rue comme il est marque dans le dessein,
et montera au grenier, entoure de cloisons,
et portes necessaires pour entrer dans les
chambres tant en haut qu'en bas.160
This stairway is not visible in Villeneuve's drawing. It might have
proven difficult to place it inside the house, and Jolliet could have
decided to replace it by an external stair tower before the
construction of the house was completed.
157As in D'Aviler, op.cit. p. 375.
158For example: "Pour ce qui regarde l'aisance et commodite, il faut observer. Que les
appartemens soient assis les uns auprbs des autres, selon le besoin qu'ils ont l'un de
I'autre, & desgagez entr'eux le plus que faire se pourra. Que les principaux
appartemens, comme les Salles & Chambres principales, soient accompagnees d'une
garde robe, & aussi d'un cabinet, s'il se peut faire. Que les appartemens d'un mesme
estage soient assis de plain pied, autant que faire se pourra. Que chaque appartement soit
d'une grandeur convenable pour le service A quoy vous l'avez destine [...]" Lemuet,
op.cit. p. 2.
159A.N.Q., P. Duquet, June 14, 1685: contract between Leonard Paillard, carpenter,
and Claire Bisson, wife of Louis Jolliet, for the construction of a stair tower measuring
eight by ten feet.
160Chicago Historical Society, December 1, 1683, op.cit.
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The most striking element of the house in undoubtedly its
mansard roof. The popularity of that roof type in Quebec City,
obvious in Franquelin's city view of 1688 (Fig. 17), is due to the
additional living space it allowed in a building. In that way, it
fulfilled the same spatial function as the raised-tie-beam frame
(Fig. 118), and also as the so-called comble A la Lemuet, composed
of heavy struts supporting small trusses. The other important
feature of the mansard roof, which contributed at least equally to
its popularity, was its symbolic character. Indeed, the mansard roof
was one of the few architectural signs that Quebec merchants could
use to imitate princely models. Even in a simplified version, without
slate, oculi, or hips, it was a clear reference to the buildings of the
nobility and the court.
At the end of 1689, Baillif made another global contract for a
house in the lower town, but that contract, according to the way it
stands in the archives today, was not completely drafted. 161 The
client was Baillif's neighbor, the shipwright Frangois Sauvin, who
wanted a two-story house measuring twenty eight by twenty four
feet. Baillif would have taken care of the masonry, the carpentry,
the joinery, and the locksmithery, but, for some unknown reason, the
contract was cancelled before it was signed. Possibly, the two
parties could not agree on a price. Sauvin finally had the masonry of
his house realized by Frangois de Lajo(e, 162 and he might have built
the roof frame himself, since no carpentry contract can be found.
A few days later, Baillif obtained an important contract,
worth three thousand livres, for erecting a house for the sea captain
161A.N.Q., G. Rageot, December 30, 1689: incomplete contract between Claude Baillif,
"architecte entrepreneur d'oeuvres de magonnerie et bastiemens," and Frangois Sauvin,
his neighbor, for the construction of a two-story house measuring twenty eight by
twenty four feet.
162A.N.Q., G. Rageot, February 18, 1690: contract between Frangois de Lajoue,
masonry contractor, and Frangois Sauvin, shipwright, for the masonry of a house on
Sault-au-Matelot street, next to that of the "sieur Baillif."
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Pierre Moysan. 163 The contract describes the different parts of the
construction that Baillif had to execute (masonry, carpentry,
joinery, roofing, ironware), and no separate devis was done. The
house was located on De Meules street (today Cul-de-Sac street),
and looked toward the shore from the back. According to the
description of the masonry work, it had one story on the street side
and, because of the slope, three stories on the river side. The street
entrance was therefore located at the top level of the masonry
block, above which there was a surcroit of two feet in height. For
the roof frame, the brief description suggests that it consisted in a
raised-tie-beam structure. The plan, measuring twenty four by
twenty four feet, probably belonged to the common two-room
scheme, repeated on the different levels.
The last contract is not less typical of this category. The
building, however, similar in its organization to those already
discussed, is peculiar in that it was meant to be realized in two
stages. In 1696, the bourgeois Vital Caron hired Baillif to build:
Un commencement de maison sur l'emplas-
sement au dit sieur Caron apartenant sur rue
du Sault-au-Matelot au bout prosche et joi-
gnant le corps de logis oOi le dit sieur Caron
fait sa demeure jusqu'au prosche et joignant
le pignon du nomme Demoulin. 164
The building mentioned in this contract, comprising a basement, two
stories, and a surcroit, was meant to fill the space available
between two houses, one of which already belonged to the client.
One gable had to be a half-timbered construction, and the other,
joining the client's existing house, had to be temporarily closed
163A.N.Q., G.Rageot, January 3, 1690: contract between Claude Baillif, architect, and
Pierre Moysan sea captain, for the construction of "un corps de logis de vingt quatre
pieds en quarre hors oeuvre."
164A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, July 23, 1696, op. cit. The global price of 1270 livres
covered all the work except the rear wall above the level of the foudations. That wall had
to be paid Ala toise, but the actual price of the toise was not set, perhaps because Caron
wanted to postpone its construction.
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with planks "pour servir d'attante a la continuation du dit
batiment." 165 This last detail explains why the project was called
"un commencement de maison." Caron wanted to initiate the
construction of a new house on the remaining part of his lot, next to
an old house which he probably intended to demolish after Baillif's
contract would be realized. He would then be able continue the
construction on that empty space. Since we have not found any
contract for the second part of the house, it is not clear whether
anything was carried through.
D: The "Architecte bourgeois"
This survey of Baillif's activity as a builder shows that the
tasks he performed varied greatly according to the circumstances.
The largest number of contracts, whatever kind of client we
consider, provided for the erection of masonry structures, which
were paid either & la toise or on the basis of a flat rate. In his work
for the church, Baillif also participated in the design of some
important buildings, and supervised the construction of several
projects. For the state, he always remained a simple masonry
contractor. For the bourgeoisie and the common people, he probably
directed a certain number of building sites, as he did for the church.
Only with them, however, was he able to take control of the entire
building process, subcontracting with those who would realize the
different parts. These observations can be represented on the
following schema:
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1651bid.
Horizontal: Masonry Masonry and Global
Tasks contracts supervision contracts
Vertical:
Clients
State
X
Church
X X
Bourgeoisie
X X X
The stepped figure given by this schema clearly identifies the
limits of Baillif's activity. In his dealings with the state, he
remained subordinated to the King's military engineers. The church
allowed him to prove his abilities in drawing and as construction
supervisor. The bourgeoisie made use of the same skills, and also
accepted him as general contractor.
In order to give a more complete picture of that architect,
however, there are a few more questions to be addressed. First,
there is the problem of Baillif's situation before going to Canada,
about which his wedding contract gives some information. Then,
some comments on the various titles he received in his building
contracts are needed. Lastly, Baillif made an important proposal to
transform the marketplace of the lower town into a public square of
a different character, which could not be presented in the previous
sections.
Although, in 1675, the Seminary hired Baillif as a stone
cutter, there are good reasons to believe that he had already
acquired other abilities before leaving for Canada. For example, his
oldest known drawing, that for the two fireplaces in the house of
Charles Aubert (Fig. 116), is also the most elaborate one, at least as
far as details are concerned. In addition, in some court proceedings,
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he is referred to as an architect as early as 1677.166 Nevertheless,
Baillif's life before 1675 has always been the object of
speculations on the part of historians. His date and place of birth, as
well as his formation, are completely unknown. 167 A recent novel
has given him a master mason of Normandy as father, an
apprenticeship in the town of Versailles, the titles of master mason
and master carpenter, a trip to Italy, a love affair with an
illegetimate daughter of Galileo, and a deep knowledge of Palladio
and Descartes. 168 Although the author does not pretend to historical
accuracy, such a whimsical biography clearly reveals the vacuum of
information on Baillif's youth, and the speculations of some
historians has often approached the same degree of arbitrariness.
The idea that Baillif was born in Normandy comes from the
historian Alan Gowans, based on the fact that the name "Baillif" was
common is that region of France. 169 However, he and other
historians think that the architect probably was in Paris when he
was recruited by the Seminary's agents. This last point is supported
by the fact that he was married there on December 22, 1674.170
Considering the information that has beed found about his
family and that of his wife, it seems that Baillif had already been
living in Paris for a time, and that he was probably born there too. In
his wedding contract, drafted by two notaries of the Chatelet, he is
identified as an "architecque de paris." His father, Henry Baillif, is
called a "bourgeois de paris." His wife, Catherine Sainctar, is said to
be the daughter of the late Nicolas Sainctar "vivant Maistre
cordonnier de paris." 171
166A.N.Q., Registres de la Prev6t6 de Quebec, Vol 10, folio 127 v., November 26, 1677.
167The biographical information given by Jette contains no date of birth for Baillif, but
it says that he born in Paris. Rene Jette, Dictionnaire geneaoaigque des families du
Quebec. Montreal: Les Presses de I'Universite de Montreal, 1983. p. 111.
168Jacques Folch-Ribas, La chair de pierre, Paris: Robert Laffont, 1989.
169Alan Gowans, "Baillif, Claude," D. C. B.., Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1966. Vol. I, p. 76.
170A. N., Minutier central, Le Bois et Bonot, December 22, 1674: wedding contract of
Claude Baillif and Catherine Sainctar.
171 Ibid.
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Other members of Claude's family are identified in a document
prepared after his death in 1698 or 1699. In that document, Claude's
brothers, sisters, and nephews, all living in Paris, appointed
Georges Regnard Sieur Duplessis, "tresorier des troupes a quebecq,"
to look after their possible inheritance. They were Marie Baillif,
widow, from the parish of Saint-Eustache, Ivan Baillif, "architecte
Expert Jur4 Bourgeois de Paris" from the parish of Saint-Roch,
Andre Baillif, "Jure [Roulleur?]" from the parish of Saint-Eustache,
Frangois Baillif, merchant from the same parish, Rens Baillif, of
unspecified condition, in addition to Claude Petit, "bourgeois de
paris" living in the parish of Saint-Germain-I'Auxerrois, Jacques
Petit, "aussy bourgeois de paris" from the parish of Saint-Eustache,
and Louis Petit, "marchand bourgeois de paris" living in an
unspecified parish, representing their mother Jeanne Baillif. 172
Apart from the fact that they were all living in the French
capital, the most striking feature of that group of relatives is the
absence of any master mason, master stone cutter, or master
carpenter. The only family member whose profession was related to
that of Claude was Ivan Baillif, the "architecte Expert Jure
Bourgeois."
A clear understanding of that title could help to clarify the
meaning of the related appelation of architecte bourgeois, which
was given to Claude in the inventory of his belongings in 1699.173
The jures-magons of Paris, responsible for inspecting and
appraising masonry works for legal purposes, were traditionally
elected by the master masons themselves. 174 That function,
however, evolved to the detriment of the corporation. In 1574, the
master masons were deprived of the right to elect their own
inspectors, who were henceforth appointed by the King. 175 In order
172Proxy for Georges Regnard Duplessis to represent the Baillif heirs, appended to:
A.N.Q., F. Genaple, August 20, 1699: inventory of the belongings of Claude Baillif and
Catherine Sainctar.
173A.N.Q., Genaple, August 20, 1699, op.cit. p. 1.
174 Letrait, op.cit. p. 226.
1751bid. p. 227.
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to assure the competence of those officers, the Parlement of Paris
declared in 1619 that no juremacon could be accepted if he had not
been a master mason for at least five years. 176 However, in 1622,
the jures-magons lost their monopoly, and all bourgeois were
authorized to participate in the inspections.177 Finally, in May 1690,
the offices of jures-magons and jures-charpentiers were cancelled
and replace by fifty experts jures. That number comprised twenty
five offices opened to masonry contractors and other master
craftsmen, and twenty five offices reserved for architects and
bourgeois, who were called jures-architectes bourgeois. 178 This is
the title given to Ivan Baillif in 1699, and we can therefore suppose
that he held one of those twenty five offices. The important point to
notice here is that the jures-architectes bourgeois appointed in
1690 did not belong to the corporation of master masons, but rather
represented the bourgeoisie.
The situation of the architectes bourgeois is obviously related
to that of jures-architectes bourgeois. The edict of May 1690
specifically forbade the latter to accept building contracts. 179 This
is not to say, as J.M. Savignat believes, that no architecte bourgeois
was allowed to act as contractor;1 80 the restriction only applied to
those who obtained an office of lyi.. Savignat is certainly right to
assert that the most important trait defining the architecte
bourgeois was the production of drawings:
On est en droit de penser que ce qui carac-
terise l'apparition des premiers architectes-
bourgeois (ceux qui n'avaient pas le droit
de faire de l'entreprise) et leur permet de
prendre le titre d'architecte, c'est leur tra-
1761bid. p. 228.
1771bid. p. 229.
1781bid. See also: Minvielle, op.cit. p. 61.
179Letrait, op.cit. p. 229; Minvielle, op.cit. p. 61.
180J.M. Savignat says: "Et il etait formellement interdit aux architectes-bourgeois de
faire de 'entreprisel" (Dessins et architecture du moyen-age au XVille sibcle, Paris:
Ecole nationale superieure des Beaux-Arts, 1983 (second edition). p. 113).
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vail d'elaboration, leur production de des-
sins d'architecture! 181
However, the way he presents his argument demands important
qualifications. First, the condition of architecte bourgeois did not
carry any necessary restrictions about one's involvement in
contracting, except for the iures. In fact, the only architects whose
social status was judged to be incompatible with that of contractor
were the first class members of the academy. 182 Secondly, the
drawings Savignat mentions should not be seen as complete
projects. They probably represented only parts of projects (a plan,
an important elevation), as a way to visualize particular points and
to continue the discussion with the client. Final projects were
probably drawn very rarely for urban dwellings, which can usually
be reconstructed only by considering local traditions, drawings (if
any), and building contracts together.
The title of architecte bourgeois, we believe, gives a good idea
of what kind of architect Baillif hoped to be. The term was used only
once in his building contracts, but on the inventory of his
belongings, he is called "feu le sieur Claude Baillif [...] vivant
architecte bourgeois de cette ville de Quebec." 183 The appelation of
bourgeois indicated without ambiguity his social rank. The term of
architecte distinguished him from other craftsmen and, although
most of his contracts did not require such skills, it suggested a
certain knowledge of classical architectural theory.
Baillif's formation remains unclear. He could have followed an
apprenticeship in masonry and stone cutting with a Parisian master
mason or with his brother Ivan, but it is very unlikely that he ever
obtained that title himself. The access to the maitrise was indeed
1811bid. p. 115.
182Minvielle, op.cit. p. 63.
183A.N.Q., Genaple, August 20, 1699, op.cit. p.1. The term in also used when Baillif
witnessed the following contract: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, January 5, 1688: contract between
Jean Caillet and Pierre Menage, carpenters, and the Ursulines of Quebec, for the
construction of a roof frame measuring 112 by 32 feet.
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extremely limited in Paris at the time. 184 The title of "architecque
de paris" given to him in his wedding contract suggests that he also
studied a certain amount of theory and drawing techniques. Those
studies certainly included most of the ten small books found in his
house in 1699. The inventory of his belongings lists them in the
following way:
Dans la chambre derriere la [dite] cuisine
s'est trouve [...] dix petits livres Intitules
scavoir La Coutume de Paris, les recreations
des mathematiques, les fortifications du Che-
valier de ville, l'Arithmetique de Savonne,
autre des recreations de Mathematiques,
grammaire Espagnolles, L'architecture fran-
goise, la reigles des cinq corps [sic] d'Archi-
tecture de Vignole, Un autre pareil du m6-
me autheur, un abrege de la Coutume de
Paris, estimes ensemble six livres.185
These books included three treatises on mathematics, two versions
of the Coutume de Paris, one spanish grammar, and three
architectural treatises. The first architectural treatise mentioned
in the inventory is a work on fortifications: Les fortifications du
chevalier Antoine de Ville. contenant la maniere de fortifier toute
sorte de places (Lyon, 1628). The second one, undoubtedly reflecting
more closely his main preoccupations, can only be Louis Savot's
L'architecture frangoise des bastimens particuliers (Paris, 1624).
The third book, which Baillif owned in two copies, probably was
Pierre Lemuet's Reiqle des cinq ordres d'architecture de Vignolle
(Paris, 1631). It is a small publication consisting mostly of plates
of the five orders and of a series of portals.
With a knowledge based on such treatises, some drawing
skills, and a direct experience in masonry and stone cutting, Baillif
could easily have presented himself as an architect in seventeenth-
184Rarely more than ten new master masons were accepted in Paris every year, and the
procedures were expensive. Letrait, op.cit. pp. 234-245.
185A.N.Q., Genaple, August 20, 1699, op.cit. p. 13.
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century Paris. On the basis of existing laws, one could argue that
Baillif would still not have been able to take contracts on his own.
Indeed, no architect was allowed to accept building contracts if he
was not also a master mason. 186 However, this is not to say that
architects did not do so. According to Letrait, a certain number of
contracting architects wanted to keep good relations with the
master masons and tried to become one of them. 187 However, there
was a much greater number who did not worry about the question.
Legal texts, obviously, do not always reflect actual situations.
Probably closer to the reality are the definitions given by Antoine
Furetiere in a dictionary incorporating the vocabulary of the rising
bourgeoisie. For the word "architecte," the Dictionnaire universel
(1690) gives two definitions:
[1] Celuy qui donne les plans & les desseins
d'un bastiment, qui en conduit l'ouvrage, &
qui commande aux Magons & aux autres ou-
vriers quy y travaillent sous luy.
[2] Se dit aussi d'un Entrepreneur de bas-
timents ' forfait, & qui les doits rendre par-
faits, & la clef & la main. 18 8
In the first definition, the architect is a designer and a supervisor.
This might be the kind of architect that Savignat calls "architecte-
bourgeois," but it would be interesting to know how many were able
to maintain that status without being tempted to accept building
contracts. It might also be the kind of architect Baillif was aiming
at, but the second definition corresponds much better to the
practice he established in Quebec City. According to that definition,
an architect is a contractor who accepts general contracts and who
delivers buildings "la clef a la main."
186Letrait, op.cit. p. 254.
1871bid.
188Antoine Furetiere, Dictionnaire universel contenant generalement tous les mots
franois .L. The Hague: Arnout and Reiner Leers, 1690.
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After these few considerations about Baillif's youth, the
obvious question is why did he leave for Canada? Since the terms of
his general contract with the Seminary did not distinguish him from
other stone cutters, it is unlikely that he went as Laval's personal
architect. Perhaps, he was already aiming at the local merchant
class, and thought that a contract with the church could get him
started more easily. In Canada, it should be remembered, there were
few corporate regulations, and everybody was allowed to accept
building contracts. 189 How much Baillif knew about Quebec City is
difficult to tell, but the recruiting agents of the Seminary were
certainly able to give him a general idea of the place. In that way, a
Parisian builder without the status of master mason and under a
certain amount of pressure could have preferred to try to work
freely in Canada. These conditions might have decided Baillif to try
his chance in Canada, and to accept a temporary situation as stone
cutter. In any case, his success in Quebec City was quick, and once
he started to work on his own, he was almost always given the title
of architect.
The titles given to craftsmen in building contracts always
appear at the very beginning of the text, where the two parties are
identified. For example, the contract for the house of Pierre Niel
starts in the following way:
Par devant Frangois Genaple notaire garde-
nottes du Roy notre Sire en la prevost6 de
quebec et temoins soubz signez furent pr6-
sent les sieurs Claude Baillif architecte et
Jean Le Rouge maitre magon, demeurant en
cette ville de quebec lesquels ont reconnu et
confessez avoir promis et promettent solidai-
rement l'un pour l'autre et chacun d'eux seuls
pour le tout, au sieur Pierre Niel bourgeois de
cette ville, & ce present et acceptant de faire
et parfaire bien et duement au dire d'ouvriers
189John Hare et al., Histoire de la ville de Quebec. 1608-1871. Montreal: Boreal-
Express, 1987, p. 50.
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et gens a ce connoissant, une maison sur son
emplacement sciz " la basse ville suivant et
conformement au devis cy dessus (my empha-
sis). 1 90
Whatever the titles given at the beginning of the contracts, the
hired craftsmen were always called contractors in the rest of the
text:
Et pour cet effet de fournir par les dits pa-
trepreneurs de tous ouvriers necessaires
et generalement de tous les materiaux (my
emphasis).191
This change in appelation is not fortuitous. The term entrepreneur.
when it appears in the middle of a contract, is a legal term that
refers in a generic way to whomever accepted to do the work. If it
appears at the beginning of a contract, however, the same word has
a different meaning, and refers to a professional status or to a
certain specialization of the person to whom it applies.192
In the beginning of Niel's contract, quoted above, there is a
clear difference between the two partners, even though both are
referred to as contractors later on. Baillif is labelled as an
architect while Le Rouge is identified as a master mason. The
superiority of the architect can easily be verified in the partnership
agreement made in September 1682 between them and Jean
Poliquin. 193 That agreement was probably aimed at limiting the
competition in the context of the reconstruction of the lower town
after the fire of August 1682. The three craftsmen agreed to become
partners from September 14, 1682 until November 1, 1683, and to
share the profits and the losses of the contracts awarded by:
190A.N.Q., Genaple, April 22, 1683, op.cit.
191 Ibid.
192That distinction is necessary in order to avoid the confusion that exists in
Charbonneau et al., op.cit. pp. 144-145.
193A.N.Q., G. Rageot, September 14, 1682: "Societe Regnaud, Le Rouge, Poliquin."
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touttes sortes de personnes que ce puisse
estre et qu'ils ne pourront traitter que pre-
alable ils n'ayent deslibere et confere en-
semble et que tous seront present et signe-
ront et accorderont et consenteront pour
leurs marches. 194
According to that agreement, the partner who would take the
direction of a given building site would also take care of its
accounts, and would collect the payments from the client,
pour estre ensemble partags entreux comme
dit [?] et leurs parts esgalement, & l'exclusion
de deux cent livres qu'ils conviennent et des-
clarent estre d'accord que le dit Bailly empor-
tera sur tous leur dit travaux. 195
Baillif, it is said, would receive two hundred livres more than Le
Rouge and Poliquin on every contract the group would obtain. The
agreement does not specify what tasks Baillif should do in exchange
for that supplement. As the only architect of the group, he might
have been expected to prepare all the necessary drawings and devis.
The two master masons might also have accepted such an
arrangement thinking that Baillif would attract more clients, thus
hoping to gain more than what they conceded him.
Interestingly, the association did not last long, and conflicts
soon separated the partners. On June 16, 1683, i.e. not long after the
beginning of the building season, another document says:
les dits Baillif et Le Rouge travailleront
de ce jour & l'avenir separement et & leur
profit particulier, nonobstant le dit acte
de socists, lequel pour cet effet [devien-
dra?] nul. 196
194Ibid.
195Ibid.
196A.N.Q., F. Genaple, June 16, 1683: "Transaction pour la rupture de la societe des
sieurs Baillif et Le Rouge."
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The disagreement apparently rose between Baillif and Le Rouge,
while Poliquin agreed to maintain separate associations with both.
Le Rouge and Baillif were about to start a legal fight, the text
explains, and they decided, instead, to split the ongoing contracts.
According to that document, Le Rouge kept the control over a
contract with the Sieur La Noraye, 197 and another one with the
Sieur Landeron. 198 Both contracts were for masonry work only, and
Baillif kept control over those for complete houses.
The titles given to Baillif in his contracts are often composite
ones, as "architecte entrepreneur d'ouvrage de magonnerie" and
"architecte entrepreneur de bastimens." These adjuncts to the title
of architect seem to play two major roles. In some cases, they
specify Baillif's competence in relation to specific tasks. For
example, in the contract for plastering Charles Aubert's house in
1679, he was called "architecque et ouvrier en plastre," 199 and in
the 1691 contract for the masonry of a mill, he was given the title
of "architecte entrepreneur d'ouvrages de massonerie." 200 In other
cases, the role of such adjuncts is to announce, at a more general
level, what kind of architect Baillif was. The title of "architecte
bourgeois," given to him in 1686, clearly corresponds to this
type. 20 1 However, titles of this second type do not necessarily
reflect the kind of work demanded by the contracts. In 1686, for
example, we saw that the "architecte bourgeois" was hired to work
on a daily wage.202 The same thing can be said of the appelation
197Probably the following contract: A.N.Q., G. Rageot, September 29, 1682: contract
between Jean Le Rouge and Jean Poliquin, master masons, and Louis de Niort de La
Noraye, providing for the masonry for the reconstruction of his house. In margin:
Baillif joins the contract on January 24, 1683.
198Probably the following contract: G. Rageot, April 29, 1683: contract between Claude
Baillif, Jean Le Rouge, and Jean Poliquin, master masons, on one hand, and Estienne
Landeron, bourgeois, on the other hand, for the construction of a gable wall in masonry
with two fireplaces.
199A.N.Q., Becquet, February 1, 1679, op.cit.
200A.N.Q., Rageot, May 31, 1691, op.cit.
201A.N.Q., F. Genaple, May 11, 1686; contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
bourgeois," and Louis Ango de Maizerets, vicar general, for the continuation of the
masonry work on the cathedral.
202See above, p. 36.
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"architecte entrepreneur de bastimens" given to him in 1687, when
he accepted the masonry contract for the church of the lower
town. 203
The only evolution that can be observed in these appelations is
that before 1687, the simple title of architect was more frequent
than composite ones, and that from 1687 on, the situation is
reversed. More precisely, from 1679 to 1686, one contract in ten
uses a composite title, while, from 1687 to 1698, five in ten do the
same thing. The reason for this change is not clear, but the change
seems too great to be accidental. It is as though Baillif felt the need
to distinguish himself from other kinds of architects. The arrival of
Hilaire Bernard de La Riviere in 1688 could be part of the
explanation, but the change was already apparent in 1687.
In very few cases, Baillif's name was written without the
mention of architect. When no other title replaced it, the omission
is probably not meaningful. When, however, the text says "Claude
Baillif, Jean Le Rouge et Jean Polliquain, maitres magons," we
cannot accuse the notary of being absent minded.204 Indeed, that
contract, dated April 29, 1683, was made when the three craftsmen
were associated, but closer to the time of their separation. In that
way, it reveals the disagreements about Baillif's privileges in that
association.
Another essential point to consider in this portrait of Claude
Baillif is a project he did for the transformation of the marketplace
in the lower town. On January 17, 1685, the Governor De La Barre
and the Intendant De Meulles granted him an important piece of land,
entirely taken out from the public space of that marketplace, 205 on
which he planned to build a large house.
203A.N.Q., F. Genaple, December 31, 1687: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
entrepreneur de bastimens," and Frangois Dupr6, parish priest, for the construction of
three masonry walls for the church of the lower town.
204A.N.Q., Rageot, April 29, 1683, op.cit.
205Mentioned in the "Memoyre pour les bourgeois habitant de la basse-ville de Quebec
opozans au bastiment que Regnauld dit Bailly maistre masson et entrepreneur a voulu
bastir sur la place publique de la dite basse ville pour estre envoye & Monseigneur le
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A plan of the area, made by the military engineer Villeneuve in
1685, describes the square and shows Baillif's project (Fig. 120).
The "Place de Quebec" is surrounded by houses of merchants, by the
ruins of the "Vieux magazin du Roy," and by Notre-Dame street on
the west. There was no church on the square at that time, although
one was projected not far from there (letter "F" on the plan). The
site granted to Baillif extends from the "Vieux magazin" to a lot on
the other side of the marketplace, belonging to "Monsieur Talon"
(letter "T"). Being located between Notre-Dame street and the
square itself, it cuts right through the public space and destroys the
natural expansion of the latter into the former.
Baillif's project is a rectangular building that would occupy
the entire site granted to him, leaving as the only connection
between the square and Notre-Dame street a vaulted passage under
the building. The way in which the building is located would give a
clear, although not completely regular, geometrical figure to the
projected square. It would create a new facade facing the existing
houses on the east side, and would meet at right angle those on the
north side. The projected building also included an arcade along its
entire length. That arcade seems to be continued into wooden
structures drawn before some houses on the south and east. These
elements, the geometrization of the space, and the arcade would
define a new square, which Villeneuve tried to emphasize in his
description:
Ce qui est lav4 de jaune Est la place ou le
[Sieur] Renault architecte pretend bastir,
et faire des porches de neuf [pieds] de pro-
fondeur, Et un passage a porte cochere,
[pour] communiquer de la rOe [notre] dame
a la place (Fig.120).
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Marquis de Seignelay," by the new Governor, Jacques-Rene Brisay de Denonville, 1685.(A. N., Colonies, series C-11-A, vol. 7 (1685), fol. 241 v.).
By contrast, a report prepared by the Governor Denonville, who had
arrived in Canada on August 1st of that year, emphasized the
building itself:
Memoyre pour les bourgeois habitant de
la basse-ville de Quebec opozans au basti-
mens que Regnauld dit Bailly maistre mas-
son et entrepreneur a voulu bastir sur la
place publique de la dite basse-ville pour
estre envoy4 ' Monseigneur le Marquis
de Seignelay.206
That report, sent to France in parallel to Villeneuve's description, is
a compilation of documents prepared by the merchants of the lower
town against the project. The Governor's presentation of those
documents supports the merchants' point of view in a subtle way.
First, Denonville identifies Baillif as a "maistre masson et
entrepreneur," as opposed to Villeneuve's choice of the word
"architecte." Secondly, he implicitly accepts the merchants'
argument that the marketplace is a public space, which cannot be
given away to an individual. In that way, he shifted the emphasis
from the new square to the building itself, and therefore presented
the project as the destruction of an already existing public space.
The building, which would indeed occupy about a third of the
space of the marketplace, is not well described by Villeneuve's plan
(Fig. 120). It would probably have looked like some of the other
houses built by Baillif in the lower town, as those of Pierre Niel and
Louis Maheust, with an open arcade and small shops on the ground
level. Baillif may have intended to live in part of that building and
to rent the other spaces, as building owners usually did. Such an
arrangement would have been a safe way to invest his recent
profits. He may also have intended to sell the whole.
The scheme proposed by the architect shares many features
with the Place Royale in Paris, realized under Henri IV (Fig. 121).
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2061bid. folios 240 to 247.
Both squares are shaped by houses with an open arcade on the ground
floor. Both have a restricted access, with entrances through vaulted
passages. Differences appear, however, when looking at the streets.
In Baillif's project, the only important street entering the square
faces the vaulted passage, while, in the Place Royale, a large
opening is created in one corner. However, if we take into account
the urban contexts and the scale of the two projects, the model of
Baillif's scheme is clearly the Parisian example.
Another important similarity between the "Place de Quebec"
and the "Place Royale" in Paris is the direct implication of the state
in their creation. In Paris, the pieces of land were sold by the crown
with the obligation to respect a pre-established design.207 In Quebec
City, the land was given to a single builder, but the local
administrators probably wanted something in return. The design of
the project can be attributed to Baillif, but a strong implication of
the administrators, who may have intended to build a small version
of the Place Royale in Quebec, is very likely.
Despite Denonville's unfavorable report and the strong
opposition of the merchants, the King wanted to support Baillif's
project, "considsrant la protection qu'on doit donner A ceux qui
veulent faire des maisons." 208 The language of the King's brevet
shows that Villeneuve's plan made an impression:
Aujourd'huy dernier may 1686, le Roy estant
a Versailles s'estant fait representer la con-
cession faite au nomme Bailly architecte de
la ville de Quebec par les Sieurs de la Barre
et de Meules cy devant Gouverneur et Inten-
dant de son pays de la nouvelle france d'une
place size dans la basse ville du dit Quebec
[...] et voulant traiter favorablement le dit
Bailly Sa Majeste a confirme la dite conces-
207Roger Chartier, "La ville chantier," in Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, La ville classique
(Histoire de la France urbaine, vol. 3), Paris: Seuil, 1981. pp. 130-131.
208A.N., Colonies, series B, vol. 12 (1686), fol. 39v.: "Memoire du Roi A M. de
Champigny," 1686.
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sion et en consequence a accords et fait don
au dit Bailly de la dite place pour en jouir par
luy ses hoirs, et ayant cause plenement et
paisiblement. 209
That breve.t, however, was not sent directly to Baillif. It went to
Canada in the late spring of 1686 with the general correspondence
for Denonville. It was also accompanied by the following
recommendation:
[Sa Majeste] fera remettre au dit sieur de
Champigny [intendant] le Brevet de cette
concession et elle desire qu'aussy tost qu'
il sera arrive sur les lieux, il examine la
chose avec le dit sieur Denonville, et qu'il
delivre ce brevet si cela leur paroist advan-
tageux au bien de la colonie ou qu'il le ren-
voye s'il le trouve prejudiciable.210
According to that recommendation, the new Intendant, Jean Bochart
de Champigny, who brought the brevet with him, was authorized to
deliver it or -not, depending on his and Denonville's analysis of the
situation. Since that brevet remains in the French archives today,
Baillif probably never got hold of it.
The project, obviously, was never realized. However,
Denonville and Champigny might have liked the idea up to a certain
point. Indeed, Champigny also brought in his luggage a copy of
Bernini's bust of the .j.Q Solei, which was installed on the
marketplace on November 6, 1686.211 The bust was placed in the
axis of the street leading to the square on the east (Fig. 26), and
was shown by Franquelin in 1688 (Fig. 17). In that way, it is
209A.N., Colonies, series B, vol. 12 (1686), fol. 24r.: "Brevet pour confirmer la
concession d'une place faite au nomme Bailly a Quebek par les sieurs de la Barre et de
Meulles," May 31, 1686.
210
"Memoire du Roi A M. de Champigny," op. cit. folio 39v.
211Pierre-Georges Roy, "Le buste de Louis XIV A Quebec," La ville de Quebec sous le
regime francais, Quebec: Redempti Paradis, 1930. Vol. 1, p. 469. W.J. Eccles, "Bochart
de Champigny, Jean," D. C. B.. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p.
71.
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Champigny and Denonville whom we might see as having created a
Place Royale in Quebec City.
Again, in this project, Baillif's role was much closer to an
"arch itecte-entrepreneur" than to that of a pure designer. We must
acknowledge, however, that those two activities were not mutually
exclusive and that designing, together with the client, was an
important aspect of a contractor's task.
The circumstances of Baillif's death raise a few more
questions about his carreer. According to the inventory of his
belongings, Baillif died at sea, "devant l'Isle de Saint-Martin en
l'Amerique dans le cours du voyage pour lequel 11 estoit party I'an
dernier au mois d'octobre de ce pays, pour passer en France." 212 The
architect had left Quebec City in the fall of 1698 in order to go to
France; his wife had stayed behind. Similar facts are related by the
proxy of the Baillif family:
Claude Baillif architecte leur frere et oncle
passant en france sur le navire nomms l'Es-
lisabeth party de Quebecq jette par la tem-
peste aux Isles de la Merique estoit deced4
sur un autre navire party des Isles de la Me-
rique arrive a la rochelle le vingt huit mars
MDC quatre vingt dix neuf.213
Claude Baillif was apparently victim of a sickness or an accident,
and his ship arrived to the seaport of La Rochelle in March 1699,
without him. We also know that he was travelling with a chest
containing clothes and some tools, and that he was carrying a bill of
exchange worth two thousand livres.214
The reason why Baillif took that trip is unclear, especially
since he had never returned to France during the twenty three years
he lived in Canada. He may have decided to go back for good, after
212A.N.Q., Genaple, August 20, 1699, op.cit. pp. 1-2.
213Proxy for Georges Regnard Duplessis to represent the Baillif heirs, op. cit.
2 14A.N.Q., Genaple, August 20, 1699, op.cit. p. 17.
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leaving his place to his successful apprentices Joseph and Jean
Maillou. His wife, Catherine, could have stayed in Quebec City while
waiting to see if that new project was successful. However, the
architect had the alignment of his lot in Quebec City verified during
the summer of 1698, as though he intended to build a new house.215
He also had one apprentice with an unfinished training. 216 In that
way, his return to Canada may have been intended for the following
spring.
2151bid. p. 22.
216 A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 18, 1696: apprenticeship indenture of Frangois
Dolbec with Claude Baillif, "architecte entrepreneur de batiment," for a period of four
years.
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Chapter 2: Hilaire Bernard de La Riviere
Hilaire Bernard de La Riviere was Baillif's main competitor,
and his arrival in Quebec City in 1688 meant the loss of important
contracts for the latter. La Riviere's career, however, was quite
different from Baillif's, in that he did little work for the
bourgeoisie and gradually abandoned architecture to become a
notary. This chapter starts by examining La Riviere's work as an
architect and building contractor, which includes work for the
church, for the state, and a few contracts with local bourgeois.
Following this, there will be some comments on his architectural
formation. The last part of this chapter will study La Riviere's
abandonment of architecture for other activities.
A: Architect and building contractor
1: Building for the church
As in the case of Baillif, the church was La Riviere's most
important client during his first years in Canada. He arrived in
Quebec City during the summer of 1688, before July 21, when he
received a payment for the construction of the cathedral.1 He was
heading a team of craftsmen hired by Saint-Vallier, who had just
been consecrated Bishop of New France in January.2 The team
comprised four carpenters and four stone-cutters, who left the
seaport of La Rochelle in March 1688.3 The carpenters, all
"compagnons charpentiers," were hired for three years and three
months, at one hundred and fifty livres per year.4 The three months
1See above, pp. 42-43.
2Alfred Rambaud, "La Croix de Chevribres de Saint-Vallier, Jean-Baptiste de," D.C.B.,
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 329.
3Carpenters: Jacques Huchaux, Jean Gallot, Pierre [Larru?], Joseph Charpentier.
Stone-cutters: Pierre Janson, Sebastien Marinier, Nicolas Chatil, Joseph Lie. According
to: A.S.Q., Seminaire 6, no. 79: "Estat de I'argent que j'ay receu de monsieur de
[berville?] pour delivrer aux engages de monseigneur l'evesque de Quebec," March 23,
1688, [Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre].
4A.S.Q., Paroisse de Quebec, no. 37: February 14, 1688, contract between Joseph
Charpentier, Pierre [Bauni?], Jacques Hurau, Jacques Monroy, "tous compagnons
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over the usual term were probably intended to cover the time of the
crossing and to guarantee three full years of service in the colony.
The stone cutters were probably hired on similar conditions, but
their contracts have not been found.
La Riviere was hired as an architect, and his contract is
preserved in the Archives nationales in Paris:
Hillaire Bernard Lariviere architecte et en-
trepreneur demeurant a paris rue d'argen-
teuil a l'Enseigne du bourgeois trompe [pa-
roisse] Saint-Roch, lequel s'est oblige et obli-
ge par ces [presentes] envers Illustrissime
et reverendissime Pere en Dieu Mgr Jean [Bap-
tiste] de la croix de Saint-valier Evesque de
quebec en la nouvelle France [...] de Condui-
re durant trois ann6es qui ne Commenceront
a courir que du jour que le [dit] Lariviere se-
ra arrive a quebec Tous les ouvrages de ma-
gonnerie que le [dit seigneur] Evesque fera
[faire] dans le [dit] pays pour la construction
d'Eglises et autres bastiments [qu'il] luy ordon-
nera, [auxquels] ouvrages le [dit] Lariviere
travaillera de la main lors [qu'il] le pourra.5
That contract gives to La Riviere the direction of all of Saint-
Vallier's building projects. The Bishop had probably considered
building several projects for years. Indeed, during his 1685-1686
visit to Canada, he had made several observations about the poverty
of religious architecture in his future diocese. He reported, for
example, that in the Cte de Beaupre and the Island of Orleans:
il n'y a que trois ou quatre Eglises qui ayent
este basties de pierres par les soins et le se-
charpentiers," on one hand, and Bishop Saint-Vallier, on the other hand, to go to Canada
and "travailler de leur dit mestier de charpentier partout o0 il plaira A mon dit
Seigneur Evesque les employer."
5A.N., Minutier central, XCI, 467, Jean Carnot, February 16, 1688: contract between
Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre, architect and contractor, and Jean-Baptiste de Saint-
Vallier, Bishop of New France, to supervise all the constructions of the Bishop in Canada
for three years.
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cours de Messieurs du Seminaire de Quebec,
les autres ne sont que de bois, et elles ont be-
soin d'etre ou reparees, ou rebaties, ou achevees,
ou ornees au dedans, ou pourvu~s de quelques
vaissaux sacrez, d'ornemens, de linge, de fonts
Baptismaux, ou accompagnez de cimetieres fer-
mez, et de Presbyteres qui manquent presque
par tout.6
These rather grim observations are similar to those about churches
elsewhere in the colony.7 The future Bishop also noticed the
unfinished state of the cathedral and the slow pace of the work:
La meme Eglise sert de cathedrale et de
Paroisse; le bitiment n'en est pas encore
achev4, et le Roy donne chaque annee une
gratification pour consommer peu a peu
l'ouvrage qu'on a commence.8
The construction of parish churches and the completion of the
cathedral were indeed the major constructions that Saint-Vallier
sponsored after his arrival in the colony. His reasons for hiring an
architect immediately after being consecrated Bishop are obvious.
He wanted to take control over the religious architecture of his
diocese and attach his name to all major buildings realized under
his rule. Bringing his own architect on a three-year contract was a
much better way of achieving that goal than relying solely on local
builders.
La Riviere's responsibilities in that program are not clearly
defined. His contract gave him the direction of Saint-Vallier's
building projects for three years, but it explicitly mentioned only
the masonry works. No allusion was made to carpentry, joinery, and
other crafts necessarily involved in the production of buildings. The
6Jean-Baptiste de la Croix de Chevribres de Saint-Vallier, Estat pr6sent de l'Eglise et de
la colonie francaise dans la Nouvelle France. Paris: R. Pepie, 1688 (reprint Quebec: A.
Cte, 1856). p. 21.
71bid. p. 22.
81bid. p. 5.
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only certain points in the text are that La Riviere would act as a
supervisor, and that he should work with his own hands whenever
possible.
La Riviere's position at his arrival in Canada can be better
understood by looking at his actual interventions. In the previous
chapter, it was suggested that he made plans for the church of
Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupre, for the completion of Notre-Dame-des-
Victoires, and for the cathedral. He supervised the realization of the
latter project, for which he kept precise accounts and authorized all
the payments, including those made to Baillif in 1689.9 He may have
played a similar role in the construction of Notre-Dame-des-
Victoires. Occasionally, he took care of hiring craftsmen and
represented the Bishop at the signing of contracts. 10 For the church
of Sainte-Anne, he left the supervision to Baillif, but he made the
plans and awarded the contracts himself.11 On the whole, La
Riviere's responsibilities in these projects corresponded to those of
an architect, as defined by Bullet in 1691:
[Un architecte] doit faire non seulement
les desseins, les devis & les marchez, mais
aussi prendre soin de l'ouvrage, & s'en fai-
re honneur. 12
The text of his contract called him "architecte et
entrepreneur," which indicates a position superior to that of Baillif
at his arrival in New France. That difference between the two
builders is reflected in their salary at their arrival, La Riviere
receiving 1200 livres per year,13 as opposed to Baillif, who earned
9See above p. 200.
10As for the enclosure wall and the gate around the Bishop's residence, see above p. 207.
11See above pp. 203-205.
12 Pierre Bullet, L'architecture pratique, Paris: Estienne Michallet, 1691. p. 301.
13
"Ce marche fait moyennant et & raison de Douze Cent livres pour et [par chacune
des ?] trois [annees?] que le dit Seigneur Evesque [accorde?] au dit Larivibre pour ses[gages?], nourriture et entretiens et celles du dit [G...?] son neveu qui commenceront A
courir de ce jourd'huy." (A.N., Carnot, February 16, 1688, op.cit.).
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180 livres per year. Part of that difference is due to the fact that La
Riviere's salary provided for his room and board in addition to that
of his nephew, who went along with him. Thus, his actual earnings
were somewhat smaller, but they were certainly higher than
Baillif's, whose initial salary was in fact comparable to that of the
carpenters and masons under La Riviere's supervision.
La Riviere can be called Saint-Vallier's personal architect
with more legitimacy than Baillif for Laval, who had to gain the
latter's confidence much more gradually. 14 That situation, however,
did not imply that La Riviere could claim the authorship of the
designs for which he made plans. As shown by the drafts of the
contract for Sainte-Anne-de-Beaupre, La Riviere's attempts to
attach his name to the designs went against the Bishop's perception
of the role of an architect. This might have been an important source
of conflict between the two, and it might explain why La Riviere did
not continue to work for Saint-Vallier after the end of his
engagement.
Already during his three-year engagement with Saint-Vallier,
the "architecte et entrepreneur" may have obtained some contracts
with other clients. A list of the minutes of the notary Frangois
Genaple mentions that he worked for the state already in 1689.15
This unidentified contract probably explains the title of "architecte
du Roy" he gave himself when he rented part of a house two months
14Raymonde Landry-Gauthier's affirmation that Laval, Saint-Vallier and Frontenac had
Baillif, La Rivibre and De LajoOe as their respective "entrepreneurs" should be
qualified in view of the contracts given to those architects as well as the shifting
alliances between them and their clients (Raymonde Landry-Gauthier, L'architecture
civile et conventuelle A Quebec (1680-1726), Quebec: Universite Laval, M.A. thesis in
history, 1976. p. 23).
15A.N.Q., F. Genaple, March 30, 1689: "Traite pour la conduite des ouvrages du roy par
le sieur la Rivibre," document missing in the archives, mentioned in the Repertoire du
notaire Francois Genaple. 1680-1709, (A.N.Q., undated manuscript, CN 301-114-
21).
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later. 16 In the summer of the same year, he also obtained a
commission as Royal surveyor on the basis of his French experience
in that field:
Estant informe de l'esperiance du sieur hillaire
Bernard de la Riviere architecte de batimens
par touttes les marques qu'il nous en a donne
dans les travaux qu'il a conduit pour le service
du Roy et dans les mesurages et arpentages qu'il
a fait en ce pays suivant nos ordres et nous ayant
requis de luy donner des lettres de mesureur et
arpenteur pour en faire les fonctions en ce pays
comme il a fait en france, Nous avons commis et
commettons le dit Sieur de la Riviere mesureur et
arpenteur royal En ce pays pour en cette qualite
faire touttes sortes d'arpentages et mesurages et
dresser des proces verbaux et raports et en cela
Et en tout ce qui peut en dependre faire et [user?]
comme il se pratique dans la ville et vicomte de
Paris. 1 7
That commission, however, began to occupy an important part of La
Riviere's activities only in 1691. The Archives nationales du Quebec
in Quebec City conserve several surveying reports and plans made by
him, but none can be securely dated from before January 1691.18 His
engagement with Saint-Vallier apparently put some limits on the
number of other tasks he could accept, which is typical of that kind
of contract.
16 A.N.Q., G. Rageot, May 31, 1689: houseletting lease between Marie-Denise Sevestre
and Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre, "architecte du Roy."
17A.N.Q., Insinuations de la Prev6te de Ouebec, register no. 2, p. 629 (registered on
March 3, 1690): commission of Royal surveyor given to Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre,
"architecte de batimens," by Jean Bochart de Champigny, Intendant, July 20, 1689.
18A.N.Q., Maps and plans, surveying plans by Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre: twenty five
plans made between 1698 and 1722, and fourteen undated plans. The "Repertoire de
Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre: Arpentage" starts on January 24, 1691 and ends on
December 10, 1723, and includes a few reports of uncertain date (Antoine Roy,
Inventaire de areffes des notaires du Reaime francais, Quebec: Archives de la Province
de Quebec, 1946. Vol. 8, pp. 252-274).
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La Riviere's work for clients other than the Bishop also
became important only in 1691, i.e. after the end of his three-year
engagement, which probably expired in June or July of that year. In
looking for other clients, it is possible that he consciously intended
to distance himself from Saint-Vallier. Indeed, the project for the
Bishop's palace, which may have been expected to go to La Riviere
even if his three-year engagement had ended, was awarded to
Baillif, who contracted the masonry work in January 1693.
The first project in which La Riviere was involved after his
release from Saint-Vallier's service was that of the chapel of the
Seminary, which had been projected for several years. In 1684,
Laval had made an agreement with the Seminary, in which the latter
acknowledged the obligation to build a chapel at Cap-Tourmente in
the seigniory of Beaupre as well as a chapel for the Seminary itself,
in which the first Bishop wished to be buried:
le dit seminaire s'oblige de faire bastir
au plustot que faire ce pourra la ditte
chapelle dans le lieu du dict seminaire
de Quebec dans laquelle ie declare que
ma derniere volonte est d'y estre inhu-
me.1
This document also indicates that the construction of that chapel
had already been delayed because of a lack of funds, 20 which
suggests that it was projected at the time when construction of the
new Seminary commenced in the 1670s. In that way, the chapel was
probably part of an original scheme that is unknown today. This
point signifies that the main building of the Seminary, represented
in Franquelin's city view of 1688 (Fig. 17) and clearly outlined in a
few city plans (Fig. 25, 122), was not intended as an isolated
construction.
19A.S.Q., Seminaire 1, no. 59: October 6, 1684, agreement between Bishop Laval and
the Seminaire de Quebec for the construction of a chapel in the Seminary and another
chapel at Cap-Tourmente.
20
"voyant qu'il n'a pas este en pouvoir iusques a present de faire bastir et construire la
chapelle du dict Seminaire de Qu6bec [...]" (Ibid.).
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At first glance the main building of the Seminary seems to
belong to a type of chateau very modern at the time, which
consisted in a single building without projecting wings. The fact
that such a plan would have been a serious inconvenance toward
other officials does not argue against that idea. However, the fact
that the chapel may have been projected at the same time puts it
into question, since that chapel was finally built as part of a wing
on the southeast side of the cour d'honneur. Of course, the plans
could have been modified, but the 1684 agreement between Laval
and the Seminary specifies that:
Le dict seminaire s'oblige de faire bas-
tir et construire au plustot que faire se
pourra une chapelle de maconne ioignant
les bastiments du dict seminaire des mis-
sions etrangeres A Quebec. 21
The reason for the plural used to refer to what was already built is
unclear, but this passage does suggest that the chapel should
constitute an addition to the building represented on the city plans
of 1683 and 1692 (Figs. 122, 25).
The hypothesis that the original plan for the Seminary did not
consist in an isolated corps de logis is also supported by some of its
own features. As it stands today, that building contains a corridor
along the courtyard in the basement, on the ground floor, and on the
second floor. A plan of the buildings existing in 1864 shows that
arrangement on the ground floor (Fig. 123). Although the Seminary
burned and was rebuilt several times, that feature of the plan
certainly corresponds to the original walls.
The garden facade of the building, as it was represented in
1683, 1688, and 1692 (Figs. 123, 17, 25), is articulated by two
short projections at the ends and none in the center. This
arrangement supports the hypothesis of projecting wings on the
21 Ibid.
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sides of the courtyard, since an isolated corps de loagis would
almost necessarily have a central projection as well as lateral ones.
These elements aid in an understanding of La Riviere's role
between 1691 and 1695. He was in charge of erecting the masonry
of the chapel, since, in May 1691, he hired the carter Rene Arnaud to
bring stones to the Seminary and to other locations in the upper
town during one year.22 The carpenters, on the other hand, were
probably hired by the Seminary, since they were paid directly by the
institution.23 Masonry and carpentry were therefore contracted
separately. Nevertheless, La Riviere may have been in charge of
supervising the entire work, which lasted until 1695. He seems to
have been present on the building site until the end, and the
construction of the chapel was attributed to him in January 1694 in
an internal memo of the Seminary, which said:
Lorsque La Riviere aura achev6 la chapelle
et les cheminees ie crois qu'il luy sera deubt
plus de 2000#.24
This memo suggests that La Riviere supervised the construction
process until the end, which implies the possibility that he made
some plans in collaboration with Bishop Laval. Nevertheless, these
hypothetical plans would have respected the general lines of the
original scheme of the Seminary, and La Riviere's role would have
remained mostly that of a construction supervisor. That chapel was
inserted in a space left for that purpose, which appears on the 1693
map of Quebec distinguishing between existing and projected
constructions (Fig. 26). This map indicates that the construction of
the southeast wing was started at the outer end. The chapel is
22A.N.Q., G. Rageot, May 28, 1691: contract between Rene Arnaud, carter, and Hilaire
Bernard de la Rivibre, masonry contractor, to bring all the stone the latter would need
"A ses entreprises du Seminaire et de la Haute-Ville."
23A.S.Q., Grand livre, 1688-1700, ff. 420, 421: payments to Jean Marchand and
Robert Le Clerc, carpenters, for the roof frame of the chapel, in 1694.
24A.S.Q., Seminaire 5, no. 7: "Estat des affaires du Seminaire," January 1, 1694. This
memo lists all the work needed for completing the constructions in process at the
Seminary; the chapel apparently needed mostly joinery work.
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presented as a project filling the gap between the main corps de
logis and the end of that wing.25 The completed southeast wing
appears on Fonville's view of 1699, where the chapel can be
recognized by a series of large windows (Fig. 61).
The original scheme of the Seminary probably consisted in the
traditional arrangement of French chateaux during the seventeenth
century. Beaucours' map of Quebec in 1693, which seems optimistic
about the completion of that scheme, shows the main corps de loais.
two wings flanking the cour d'honneur, a simple enclosure wall in
the front, and tiny pavilions marking the outer corners of the
entrance side (Fig. 69). The enclosure wall also appears on a plan of
the cemetery next to the cathedral mentioned earlier (Fig. 28), and
one pavilion can be seen on Lajole's survey of the parish property
(Fig. 27). This last plan also indicates that a covered passage was
built to circulate between the southeast wing of the Seminary and
the cathedral. Having been drawn in 1703, however, this plan
postdates the important fire of 1701. A second fire in 1705 renders
other eighteenth-century plans useless to discuss the original
project of the Seminary.26
The chapel to which La Riviere contributed was visited by La
Potherie soon after it was completed:
La Chapelle avec la sacristie a quarante pieds
de long. La sculpture que l'on estime dix mille
6cus en est tres belle; elle a ete faite par des
Seminaristes qui n'ont rien 4pargn4 pour met-
25The construction date of the outer end of the southeast wing is uncertain, but it has no
implications on the argument developped here. The historian Noe1 Baillargeon believes
that it was built before the main building, despite what is indicated on city plans (See
Noel Baillargeon, Le Sminaire de Qu6bec sous 1'6pscopat de Monseigneur de Laval,
Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite Laval, 1972. pp. 80, 81).
26Most eighteenth-century plans showing the Seminary present a complex developping
around a courtyard closed on four sides (Figs. 46, 57, 58). Such a scheme does not
correspond to the initial seventeenth-century project. In the1730s and 1740s, there
were many discussions about the reorganization of the complex, which was very slow to
recover from the fires of 1701 and 1705. The decision to place the chapel along the
street side of the quadrangle was only taken in 1749 (A.S.Q., Grand Livre (Mss 12), fol.
9: February 20, 1749).
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tre l'ouvrage dans sa perfection. Le maitre Au-
tel est un ouvrage d'architecture a la corin-
thienne; les murailles sont revstues de lambris
& de sculpture, dans lesquelles sont plusieurs
grand Tableaux, les Ornemens qui les accompa-
gnent se vont terminer sous la corniche de la
voOte qui est a pans, lesquels sont des comparti-
mens en lozange, accompagnez d'ornemens de
sculpture peints & dorez.27
With the limited documentation on the construction of the Seminary,
it is difficult to determine precisely what role La Riviere played in
the conception of that chapel, but we believe that it was rather
limited. Generally, interior decoration of churches was the work of
wood carvers. Also, La Riviere's role, from what we know, was not
different from that of any other important masonry contractor. La
Riviere was in charge of erecting the masonry and, possibly, of
supervising the construction process. He may have participated in
the conception of the shell of the building, but its general lines
were pre-determined' by a global scheme for the Seminary, and the
interior decoration did not belong to the tasks usually assigned to
architects.
2: Building for the state
In 1692 and 1693, La Riviere obtained three important
contracts from the state, which he took in collaboration with
Frangois de LajoGe. In two cases, La Riviere's relation with the
state was similar to Baillif's, since he was hired as a masonry
contractor to execute plans made by a military engineer. In the other
case, plans were drawn by Lajo~e, but La Riviere's association with
him does not mean that he was involved in the design process.
In these three contracts, the partners always had to supply
most of the building materials, as well as the manpower. The state,
represented by the Governor and the Intendant, only supplied the
27Claude Charles Le Roy Bacqueville de la Potherie, Histoire de 'Amerique
septantrionale, Paris: Jean-Luc Nion and Frangois Didot, 1722. Vol. 1, p. 235.
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gunpowder needed to explode rocks in the foundations. The buildings
they had to erect were important ones: the porte Saint-Jean, the
bastioned enclosure wall around the Governor's palace, and that
palace itself.
The contract for the porte Saint-Jean is typical of contracts
awarded to local builders by the state. It provided for two city
gates, the porte Saint-Louis and the porte Saint-Jean, which were
built by two different teams of masonry contractors.28 The porte
Saint-Louis was awarded to Jean Le Rouge and Pierre Janson,
"magons entrepreneurs associez," the latter being one of the
craftsmen who went to Canada with La Riviere in 1688. The porte
Saint-Jean was realized by La Riviere and Lajo~e, who were simply
identified as "personnes associez," even though they would normally
have been called architects. That unusual appelation was probably
meant to avoid comparing them to the masons of the other team
while, at the same time, expressing their subordination to the
military engineer Boisberthelot de Beaucours, who had made a single
design for the two gates:
L'une semblable a l'autre suivant et confor-
mement au meme dessein qu'en a fait, et si-
gne au dos le Sieur Chevalier de Beaucours
capitaine reforme au detachement de la ma-
rine servant d'ngenieur pour les fortifica-
tions de cette ville.2 9
Each team of contractors had to erect the masonry and dig a ditch in
front of one gate for the global price of two thousand three hundred
livres. The design is known through the presentation drawing that
was sent to the Ministe.re for approval, which is today preserved in
the French colonial archives (Fig. 124). The facade of the gate is
28A.N.Q., F. Genaple, June 3, 1693: contract between Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre and
Frangois de Lajo~e, "personnes associez," and Jean Le Rouge and Pierre Janson, "magons
entrepreneurs associez," on one hand, and the Count of Frontenac, Governor, and Jean
Bochart de Champigny, Intendant, on the other hand, for the construction of the porte
Saint-Jean and the porte Saint-Louis.
291bid.
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opened by a segmental arch surmounted by a panel decorated by a
square frame with cut corners. That frame was probably meant to
bear the king's coat of arms. The two levels of the gate are marked
by a string course above the arch and a plain cornice under the roof.
On the sides of the archway, there are pilaster strips continuing on
the second level, which have neither base nor a capital.
In addition to the gate itself, the drawing shows the elevation
of a gate house inside the wall (Fig. 124). That building, not
mentioned in the contract and not represented in plan, was probably
realized separately. This is consistent with its being made out of
wood, as suggested by the vertical lines on both sides of its
apertures, the haunches, and the lack of horizontal alignment
between the door and the windows.
The construction of the porte Saint-Jean probably occupied La
Riviere and LajoOe during a short period of time away from the
construction of the Governor's palace. Indeed, in September 1692,
the two partners had obtained a contract to build a fortified
enclosure around the Governor's palace,30 and another contract for
the palace itself.31 The porte Saint-Jean had to be realized during
the same building season as the enclosure of the palace. The porte
had to be built in June 1693,32 while the fortified enclosure was
completed in August.3 3
30A.N.Q., F. Genaple, September 28, 1692, no. 919: contract between Hilaire Bernard
de la Rivibre and Frangois de Lajo0e, architects, on one hand, and the Count of Frontenac,
Governor, and Jean Bochart de Champigny, Intendant, on the other hand, for "tous les
ouvrages de magonnerie qui sont A faire pour la construction du nouveau fort de cette
ville."31A.N.Q., F. Genaple, September 28, 1692, no. 920: contract between Hilaire Bernard
de la Rivibre and Frangois de Lajote, "architectes entrepreneurs de batimens," on one
hand, and the Count of Frontenac, Governor, and Jean Bochart de Champigny, Intendant,
on the other hand, for the masonry of "la maison et logement de nos seigneurs les
Gouverneurs gen6raux de ce dit pays."
32A.N.Q., Genaple, June 3, 1693, op. cit.
33Letter from Frontenac to the Minister, November 5, 1694, published in R.A.P.O.
(1927-1928). [Quebec]: L. Amable Proulx, Imprimeur de Sa Majeste le Roir, 1928.
p. 198.
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In the project for the Governor's residence, it might seem
unusual that the construction started with what was necessary (the
fortifications), as opposed to that which was superfluous (a new
palace), especially given Frontenac's touchiness about hierarchy and
his numerous demands for funds for new living quarters. 34 However,
the 1690 attack by British troops on Quebec City and the fear of new
ones contributed to set those priorities.
The fortified enclosure had to be made "conformement au devis
cy apres et au plan du dit fort cy joint."3 5 That project is
represented on a plan that has been attributed to Villeneuve (Fig.
125).36 The contract, however, expressed some questions about the
design by saying that the north wall "sera continue comme il sera
jug6 a propos dans les retours qui vont joindre le nouveau
bAtiment." 37 The design was indeed modified during the
construction, and a half-bastion was added next to the building on
the north in order to protect the open flank.38 That modification
probably caused the main gate to be placed at one end of the curtain
wall instead of in the center (Fig. 58). Possibly, the construction
was already advanced when the plans were changed, and the gate
could not be centered without demolishing some of the work. La
Riviere and Lajo(e received thirty two livres per toise for that
work. They had to supply all the materials but the gunpowder, and
they were advanced two thousand livres when the contract was
signed. 39
The work for the palace itself had to be done "conformement
aux plans et desseins qui en sont faits par le dit La Jo~e."40 The
34W.J. Eccles, "Buade de Frontenac et de Palluau, Louis De," D. B. C.. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1966. Vol. 1, pp. 133, 134. See also Landry-Gauthier,
op.cit. pp. 43-45.
35A.N.Q., Genaple, September 28, no. 919, op.cit.
36See Jeannine Laurent and Jacques St-Pierre, Les forts et chateaux Saint-Louis.
1620-1760 (unpublished report), Quebec: Parcs Canada, 1982. p. 113.
37A.N.Q., Genaple, September 28, no. 919, op.cit.
38Laurent and St-Pierre, op.cit. p. 113.
39A.N.Q., Genaple, September 28, no. 919, op.cit.
40A.N.Q., Genaple, September 28, no. 920, op.cit.
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contractors had to begin digging the foundations and collecting the
materials right away in the fall of 1692, so that the construction
could start "des le petit printemps." 41 They were paid twenty six
livres per toise.
The fact that the plans were not made by a military engineer
but rather by Lajo~e can be explained by the residential rather than
military function of the building. Lajo~e, whose career remains
somewhat obscure in several parts, was an architect whose social
status and experience were probably more important than that of La
Riviere. 42 In 1695, he made plans for new buildings at the H6tel-
Dieu and supervised the construction process until 1698.43 These
buildings were planned in the way characteristic of all the religious
communities of the town, with a single flight of rooms flanked by a
corridor along the courtyard. The additon of rectangular pavilions on
the corners of the ensemble made explicit the prototype of this kind
of monastery, the chiteau of Ancy-le-Franc.
Another important work by Lajo~e is a plan made in 1713 for a
house to be built on Cul-de-Sac street in the lower town, for the
shopkeekers Romain Dolbec and Charles Guillot (Fig. 126). Since
their lot measured only twenty two feet along the street,44 the
4 11bid.
42He was born in Saint-Giruault, near Paris, and practiced surveying and probably
masonry construction in the French capital. He was in Quebec City in 1689, where he
married Marie-Anne Menage, the daughter of the carpenter Pierre Menage. He was
appointed surveyor in 1689 and he made at least one attempt to get into commerce. This
profile is comparable to that of La Rivibre, but his designs were quite modern by
provincial standards. He left Canada around 1715 and apparently died in Persia (Iran)
in 1719, as a military engineer. See Pierre Mayrand "Lajoie, Frangois de," D. C. B..
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. Il, pp. 337-339; A.J.H. Richardson,
Quebec City: Architects. Artisans. and Builders. Ottawa: National Museum of Man, 1984,
pp. 204-206.
43Dom Albert Jamet, Les annales de l'Hatel-Dieu de Quebec. 1636-1716. Montreal:
Presses de Garden City, 1939. p. 281. Frangois Rousseau, La croix et le scalpel.
Histoire des Augustines et de 'H6tel-Dieu de Quebec. 1: 1639-1892. Sillery (Quebec):
Septentrion, 1989. p. 141.
44A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, November 9, 1705: sale from Joseph Petit Bruneau to Louis
Bardet, of a lot measuring twenty two feet along the street and deep until the shore, with
a lean-to built on it. Bardet was the official owner, but most payments were made by
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rooms of the house had to be arranged in depth. LajoOe's plan shows
a building two rooms in depth, which requires thirty feet between
the front and the back walls. That distance was not difficult to span
with a mansard roof, but the floor beams had to be turned ninety
degrees, so that they could rest in the gable walls. This plan, with a
strong Parisian character, seems to be one of the earliest proposal
for a house with two flights of rooms in Quebec City. It may be an
important source for the Intendant's palace of 1715.45
LajoOe's plans for the new Governor's palace seem not to have
survived, but the building is well documented by plans made by De
Lery at the time of its completion in 1723-1724 (Fig. 127), as well
as by a few other documents of the 1690s. The contract awarded to
La Riviere and LajoOe in 1692 provided for the masonry of a
complete and entirely new construction. Indeed, the cellar and the
foundations had to be dug up. Also, the plural in passages such as
"les encoignures des avants et arriere corps" 46 suggests the
symmetry of a complete building. The outline of this project can be
seen on the plan of the fort attributed to Villeneuve (Fig. 125): a
single building located a few meters away from the old chateau,
with a pavilion at each end and a central projection in both facades.
This compact plan, isolated on four sides and marked by three strong
beats in the two main elevations, is new in the colony.
The project, however, was quickly reduced. In November, a
carpentry contract awarded to Jean Caillet and Pierre Menage
provided for:
tous les ouvrages de charpenterie mention-
nez ci apres pour la moiti6 de maison et bati-
ment de maconnerie que les dits Seigneurs
veulent faire construire l'ests prochain fai-
sant moitie du logement qui est & faire pour
nos seigneurs les gouverneurs generaux de
Dolbec and Guillot, his relatives (A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, January 18, 1715: receipt of a
payment to J. Petit Bruneau by Romain Dolbec and Charles Guillot).
45See below, pp. 309-310.
46A.N.Q., Genaple, September 28, 1692, no. 920, op. cit.
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ce dit Pays dans le chasteau de cette ville
(my emphasis).47
As we can see, the revised schedule consisted in building half of the
project in 1693 and, probably, the other half in 1694. However, this
schedule was not possible either, since the "Plan de la ville de
Quebec capitalle de la Nouvelle France, leve au mois de septembre
1693" shows the old chateau undisturbed and no new construction
behind it (Fig. 26). The construction was finally begun in 1694 over
the old foundations.48 The northern half of this modified project
was built, and the southern end of the old building was kept. More
work was done in 1700 to connect and integrate those two parts.49
The resulting a-symmetrical palace can be seen on city plans of the
early eighteenth century (Figs. 57, 58) and on the 1709 city view by
De Catalogne (Fig. 60). A complete version of the 1692 project was
finally realized by Chaussegros de Lery in 1723, as he added the
southern pavilion and tried to rearrange the symmetry (Fig. 127).
In its general configuration, the 1692 project probably
corresponded to what is shown on plans by De Lery (Fig. 127,128),
since these coincide approximately with the outline represented by
Villeneuve (Fig. 125). However, its location was changed in order to
recuperate the old foundations, which required some adjustments,
especially in the plan of the end pavilions. The terrace on the river
side was also made smaller. From the beginning, the corps de logis
was meant to be covered by a continuous roof articulated by valley
rafters at the junction of the pavilions.50 According to De Lery's
drawings, this rather modern option for the exterior contained a
single flight of rooms on the ground floor and one flight of rooms
plus a corridor on the second floor, at least in the northern half. In
the original project, each level probably had two appartements. one
47A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 2, 1692: contract between Pierre Menage and Jean
Caillet, carpenters, on one hand, and the Count of Frontenac, Governor, and Jean Bochart
de Champigny, Intendant, on the other hand, for the floor beams and the roof frame of the
"moitie de maison" to be built for the governors in 1693.
48Laurent and Saint-Pierre, op. cit. p. 120.
49 1bid. p. 122.
50A.N.Q., Genaple, November 2, 1692, op. cit.
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on the left and one on the right. Those on the first level were the
most formal ones, the appartements de parade, since they contained
the most spacious rooms. The second level contained the
appartements de commodite, less formal and meant to be used on a
daily basis.5 1
The elaboration of that design probably involved both LajoOe
and Frontenac, but La Riviere's participation remains doubtful. Its
striking modernity seems compatible with what is known about
LajoOe, and the contract attributed the plans solely to him. The
association between La Riviere and Lajo(e was probably aimed at
avoiding competition for building contracts as well as obtaining
more important ones. That association is partly comparable to that
between Baillif, Le Rouge, and Poliquin, except that it was limited
to constructions for the state. Indeed, La Riviere and Lajo~e do not
appear to have worked together in other kinds of contracts.
3: Building for the bourgeoisie
La Riviere also worked as an independent masonry contractor
for the bourgeoisie, but this part of his activity is not comparable
to that of Baillif. In fact, only two contracts between La Riviere and
a local bourgeois are conserved in the Archives nationales in Quebec
City. The first one, signed on March 16, 1692, is a typical masonry
agreement for the construction of a house by free-lance contractors.
The client, a tanner named Jean L'Archevesque, made separate
contracts for the masonry and the carpentry of his house. La Riviere,
labelled "architecte entrepreneur de batiment," had to execute "tous
les ouvrages de magonnerie necessaire pour la maison" located on
Sous-le-fort street in the lower town.52 The contract gives a fair
amount of details about the building, as the length of the front and
51Augustin-Charles D'Aviler, Explication des termes d'architecture, Paris: Nicolas
Langlois, 1691. p. 375. The corridor on the right hand side on the ground floor
probably consists in a modification meant to accomodate the old kitchen (Fig. 128).
52A.N.Q., F. Genaple, March 16, 1692: contract between Hillaire Bernard de La Rivibre,
"architecte entrepreneur de batiment," and Jean L'Archevesque Grand Pre, for the
masonry of a house on Sous-le-fort street.
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rear walls, the interior height of the basement and the ground floor,
and the size of the apertures, which had to be set at a "distance
proportionnee," but no plan is mentioned.
The carpentry contract, no less typical, provides for the floor
beams, the interior stairways, and the roof frame of the house. 53
However, this text mentions the existence of a masonry plan made
by La Riviere, to which the carpenter had to refer in order to respect
the fenestration in the placement of the dormer windows:
Et fera A la dite mansarde quatre lucarnes
de grandeur suffisante lesquelles feront ci-
metrie ' celle de la dite magonnerie; e l'ef-
de quoy, et pour les mesures du dit comble
le dit entrepreneur prendra plan au dessin
de la dite magonnerie du sieur la riviere
architecte entrepreneur d'icelle. 54
The plan of La Riviere apparently concerned only the masonry, and,
therefore, it was not made specifically for the carpenter. It might
have been a sketch to indicate to the notary what to write in the
masonry contract. Although that plan did not become part of the
legal convention between La Riviere and L'Archevesque, it was used
in the carpenter's contract. In that way, the masonry contractor
played a determining role, and he may have supervised the entire
construction process.
The second contract provides for a simple masonry wall for
the merchant Joseph Riverin,55 who had hired Baillif for similar
work in the past. The contract was taken by La Riviere and Le Rouge
53A.N.Q., F. Genaple, March 16, 1692: contract between Rene Arnault, carpenter, and
Jean L'Archevesque Grand Pre, providing for "tous les ouvrages de charpenterie
mentionnez ci apres pour la maison de magonnerie que le dit Sieur Grand Pre fera
construire l'este prochain sur 'emplacement A luy appartenant rud Sous le fort."
541bid.
55A.N.Q., Michel-Laferte Lepailleur, July 26, 1702: contract between Jean Le Rouge
and Hilaire Bernard de la Rivibre, architects and masonry contractors, on one hand, and
Joseph Riverin, merchant, on the other hand, for the construction of a masonry wall in
the place called the Sault-au-Matelot.
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together, who are identified as "architectes et entrepreneurs de
massonerie." 56 Such jobs were probably the object of written
contracts only rarely, and La Riviere may have performed a certain
number of them. Nevertheless, the small number of written
contracts between him and local bourgeois or artisans suggests that
he tried to stay away from minor tasks.
Instead of taking numerous small masonry contracts, as Baillif
did, La Riviere seems to have filled the time between his important
contracts by doing land surveying. Indeed, the gaps between some
periodical concentrations of his surveying reports generally
correspond to the years covered by building contracts. 57 There are a
certain number of reports dated January and February 1691, toward
the end of La Riviere's service for Saint-Vallier. The gap from 1692
to 1695 corresponds to the building activity at the Seminary, the
Chateau Saint-Louis, and the Porte Saint-Jean. His intensive work
as a builder during those years is also revealed by the number of
craftsmen working for him at the time. 58 La Riviere's occupation
during the 1697-1698 gap in his surveying reports is more difficult
to establish, since no building contracts can be found for that
period. The continuous surveying work between 1699 and 1723, on
the other hand, correspond to a definitive and almost complete
suspension of his architectural activities.59
561bid.
57According to the list given in Antoine Roy, "Repertoire de Hilaire Bernard de La
Rivibre: Arpentage," Inventaire des greffes des notaires du r6gime frangais. Quebec:
Archives de la Province de Quebec, 1946. Vol. V1I, pp. 252-274.
58 For the 1692 building season, La Rivibre had four masons working for him. During
the same year, he also accepted three apprentices in masonry and stone-cutting (one for
two years and two for three years). These numbers constitute minima based on the
written contracts conserved in notarial archives in Quebec City. The contracts can be
located by consulting: Pierre-Georges Roy and Antoine Roy, Inventaire des reffes d.s
notaires du regime francais conserves aux Archives judiciaires, Quebec: Archives de la
Province de Quebec, 1943-1964.
59According to the following inventory: Doris Drolet-Dube and Marther Lacombe,
Inventaire des marches de construction des Archives nationales A Quebec. XVIle et XLille
sibcles, Ottawa: Ministere des approvisionnements et Services du Canada, 1977
(collection: Histoire et archeologie, no. 17).
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B: Architectural formation
La Riviere's education remains as unclear as that of Baillif. He
probably had a basic training in masonry and stone cutting in Paris.
A merchant family would have allowed him to learn how to read and
write, and would have made accessible to him treatises on
mathematics, geometry, and architecture. An inventory of his
belongings made in 1694, after the death of his wife Marguerite
Gillet, mentions that he owned seven architectural treatises (two
in-folios and five smaller formats), without specifying their
titles.60 His formation must also have included training in land
surveying, which he practiced in France.
Although no architectural project drawn by La Riviere is
known today, we can have a certain idea of the kind of drawings he
produced. When referring to drawings made by him, building
contracts often mention a certain variety of figures. For example,
one draft of the contract for the church of Sainte-Anne mentions
that La Riviere provided "le plan, profil, et sIsvations."61 Similarly,
the carpenters who built the belfries of the church of the lower
town and the cathedral had to follow the "plans profils et slsvations
que le sieur de la Riviere a fait des dits ouvrages." 62 These two
passages suggest that La Riviere's drawing often reached a certain
degree of elaboration. It could be argued that the existence of
elaborate drawings was due to the importance of the buildings
themselves, but this point is only partly true. Indeed, Baillif did not
draw with the same degree of graphic elaboration. Baillif did realize
some plans, sections, and elevations for the cathedral, but we have
60A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, November 2, 1694: inventory of the belongings of Hilaire
Bernard de La Rivibre.
61A.N.Q., F. Genaple, [ca. December 11, 1688]: second draft of a contract between
Claude Baillif, architect and building contractor, and Bishop Saint-vallier, represented
by Hilaire Bernard de La Rivibre, for the construction of the church of Sainte-Anne-de-
Beaupre.
62A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 18, 1688: contract between Jean Caillet and Pierre
Menage, carpenters, on one hand, and Bishop Saint-Vallier, on the other hand, for the
construction of belfries on the tower of the cathedral and on the roof of the church of the
lower town.
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seen that those drawings do not refer to a single unified project. He
also provided the "plans et elevations" for the Bishop's palace,63
which may have been the most elaborate drawings he did. However,
the words used to refer to La Riviere's drawings suggests something
more. The expression "plans, profils, et elevations" recalls the
formal presentation drawings prepared by Chaussegros de Lery, as
those for the cathedral (Figs.15,16) and the Chateau Saint-Louis
(Fig. 127), and similar projects by other military engineers (Fig.
124). La Riviere probably never drew anything comparable to those,
but his drawings may have shared some features of the separate
drawings made by military engineers. Indeed, the large presentation
drawings, meant for the Ministere de la Marine in Paris, were based
on series of separate figures kept for the local use,64 as those
representing the Bishop's palace in 1743 (Figs. 107-110). In a
similar way, La Riviere's plans, sections, and elevations could have
consisted in figures drawn on separate sheets of paper, with color
washes and regular calligraphy. However, there would be no reason
for him to respect the particular color codes used by military
engineers.
The use of color washes can be seen on some of La Riviere's
surveying plans, as that of the seigniory of Lauzon made in 1698
(Fig. 129). It is on that basis that we can propose a distinction
between Baillif's style of drawings and La Riviere's, and attribute to
the latter the section on the nave of a project for the cathedral that
was probably made around 1696 (Fig. 21). If this hypothesis is
retained, the sketch on the back of that drawing could also be
attributed to La Riviere (Fig. 22).
La Riviere's connection with military architecture is also
apparent in the design he did for the entrance gate of the Bishop's
palace (Fig. 111). The pilaster strips flanking the gate, as well as
the small hip roof set on top, recalls Beaucours' 1693 design for the
63See above, p. 208.
64Luc Noppen and Marc Grignon, L'art de 'architecte. Trois sibcles de dessin
d'architecture A Quebec Quebec: Musee du Quebec/Universite Laval, 1983. p. 53.
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Porte Saint-Jean and the Porte Saint-Louis (Fig. 124). That
similarity may be due to some exchange between the architect and
the engineer, but their familiarity with common models is probably
a more important factor.
C: Other occupations
Apart from his architectural activities, La Riviere was also
involved in many other occupations, some of which relate to
architecture and others not. We already mentioned his occupation as
land surveyor, to which should be added those of merchant, process-
server, seigneurial attorney, and notary. This variety of occupations
may seem surprising, but they reveal some particularities of the
status of architect at the time.
La Riviere's commercial venture was probably intended as an
aside to architecture, at least at the beginning. Given the limited
amount of finished products in the colony, anybody travelling to
'France at the time could be tempted to bring back some merchandise
in order to sell it at a considerably higher price. La Riviere and his
wife, Marguerite Gillet, apparently decided that one of them should
make a trip for that purpose, and she left for France in 1693. That
venture turned out badly, however, when she died in a shipwreck.
The purpose of the trip is explained in the 1694 inventory of La
Riviere's belongings:
Luy et sa dite femme s'estoient spuiser et
avoient vendu tous leurs principaux meubles
et autres effects pour faire une somme d'ar-
gent assez considerable pour faciliter le passa-
ge de sa dite femme en france et pour fournir
les moyens d'apporter en ce pays des marchan-
dises a negotier pour leur ayder a subsister le
reste de leurs vies auquel voyage elle a malheu-
reusement pery.65
65A.N.Q., Chambalon, November 2, 1694, op. cit.
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This story is strange in that the couple apparently sold most of
their belongings in order that one of them could go to France and
bring back commercial merchandise. It is difficult to evaluate how
much profit they hoped to make, but, in addition to making available
the possibility of some good money, the situation of merchant was
perceived at the time as more respectable than that of master
craftsman. In Paris, becoming a merchant was a way for master
craftsmen to rise in the hierarchy of French society. According to
the historian Evelyne Saive-Lever:
La hi6rarchie du monde artisanal et la
mobilite sociale A l'intsrieur de ces grou-
pes nous paraissent caracteristiques de
la societ4 d'ordres. La naissance y deter-
mine la place dans l'echelle sociale et cha-
que generation tente avec plus ou moins
de bonheur de placer celle qui va suivre
a un echelon superieur. La maitrise revet
dans ce monde artisanal la meme impor-
tance que l'office dans la famille de robins.
De la maitrise, on essaiera de faire passer
son fils ou son petit-fils dans la marchan-
dise et il faudra encore une ou deux gene-
rations pour songer a l'achat d'une petit
office. 66
That analysis of Parisian society at the beginning of the
seventeenth century has a long term perspective, in which
improvements in social status can be observed from one generation
to the next. La Riviere, on the other hand, had a much more
immediate goal, but his attitude is no less typical. In a society in
which occupations were strongly identified with social status, the
search for greater reputation would often lead to changing one's
occupation in a way that may appear quite radical today. In that
way, commerce probably held a strong appeal for any craftsman
capable of making a small investment. The Spanish grammar listed
66Evelyne Saive-Lever, "La mobilite sociale chez les artisans parisiens dans la
premibre moitie du XVIle sibcle," XVile_ sicle, no. 122 (January-March 1979), p. 60.
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among Baillif's books might be a hint that he also thought of doing a
trip for a similar purpose, but to the Spanish colonies. This
hypothesis may also bring some explanation about Baillif's own
fatal trip undertaken in 1698, with a bill of exchange worth two
thousand livres. He may indeed have intended to go fetch some goods
whose sale in the colony would have helped him and his wife to
"subsister le reste de leurs vies."
La Riviere's unsuccessful venture into commerce does not
seem to have been attempted again. Instead, his occupations after
1700 consisted mainly in duties obtained by royal commissions. In
1707, the Intendant Raudot appointed him as notary and process-
server in the area of the Quebec jurisdiction:
Nous en vertu du pouvoir a nous donns par
sa majeste et sous son bon plaisir avons com-
mis et commettons le dit Hilaire Bernard de
La Riviere pour exercer la charge de nottaire
et d'huissier aux droits y appartenans dans
les costes du Gouvernement de cette ville tant
qu'il n'y aura point d'autres notaires et d'au-
tres sergens Etablis dans les dits endroits, or-
donnons qu'il sera reconnu dans les dits lieux
Es dite qualitez et que foy sera adjoutee i ses
actes.67
These commissions were not offices paid from the royal budget but
rather positions allowing La Riviere to collect fees for his services.
The commission of process-server of the Conseil Souverain
demanded that he travel throughout the Quebec jurisdiction. It was
probably given to him because of the travel already necessitated by
his work as surveyor and notary. The commission of notary gave La
Riviere permission to draft and certify legal documents for the
inhabitants of the seigniories around Quebec City, except in Quebec
67A.N.Q., Insinuations de la prevt6 de Qu6bec, register 4, p. 352 (registered on
January 24, 1708): commission as notary and process-server of the Conseil Souverain
in the Government of Quebec, given by the Intendant Jacques Raudot to Hilaire Bernard
de La Rivibre, May 7, 1707.
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City as such and in any other place that already had a permanent
notary. 68 It was very much related to his occupation as land
surveyor. Although he prepared a certain number of inventories,
wedding contracts, and wills, most of his notarized documents
consisted in land sales and land grants. The exercise of the
functions of notary and surveyor were therefore complementary, and
it made him an important collaborator in the development of several
seigniories, as that of Beaumont in 1707 and that of Belair in
1709.69 In that context, one is not too surprised to see that he was
also appointed legal attorney of the seigniory of Lauzon in July
1711. Georges Regnard Duplessis, who bought that seigniory in
1699, developed it vigorously, installed a seigniorial tribunal, and
gave to La Riviere "la charge et office de procureur fiscal de nostre
seigneurie de Lauzon," 70 which La Riviere had surveyed in 1698 (Fig.
129). Obviously, La Riviere had close relations with several
seigneurs, and was already somewhat involved in seigniorial control
mechanisms when he obtained this last position.
These different commissions as well as the lack of building
contracts suggest that La Riviere abandoned architecture at the
beginning of the eighteenth century. In 1700, he did some work for
the state, principally for the construction of the gate of the
Governor's palace, together with Lajoe.71 We have already
mentioned the 1702 masonry contract taken with Le Rouge,72 which
68J.-Edmond Roy, Histoire du notariat au Canada, Levis: La Revue du notariat, 1899.
Vol. 1, pp. 158-160.
69The land concession documents made by La Rivibre are listed with his other notarized
documents in A. Roy, "Repertoire de Bernard de La Rivibre," Inventaire des greffes des
notaires, op. cit. Vol. 8, pp. 238-252.
70A.N.Q., Insinuations de la prev6te de Qu6bec, register 9, pp. 294-295 (registered on
September 1, 1711): commission as legal attorney of the seigniory of Lauzon, given to
Hilaire Bernard de La Rivibre by Georges Regnard Duplessis, July 1, 1711. Nive
Voisine, "Regnard Duplessis, Georges, " D. C. B., Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1969. Vol. II, p. 561.
71For January 19, 1700, the list of notarized documents prepared by Frangois Genaple
mentions a "marche des sieurs La Rivibre et la Joue pour la porte de l'enceinte du
chateau," which cannot be found in the archives. A.N.O., Repertoire du notaire Fran-ois
Genaple, op. cit.
72See above, p. 283.
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indicates that La Riviere accepted minor jobs occasionally. After
that date, however, there are no more traces of his involvment in
building activities.
That shift away from architecture was probably less unusual
at the time than it might appear today. There were indeed
precedents, the most important of which being the notary Frangois
Genaple. When Genaple went to Canada in 1664, he was a joiner and
probably had a certain degree of education. He made a first attempt
to become notary in 1673, but he was only successful on his second
attempt in 1682.73 The profession of notary immediately became his
main occupation. As La Riviere, he probably relied on knowledge
acquired as a craftsman, since his minutes contain a large
proportion of building contracts.
The change from the condition of craftsman to that of civil
servant apparently did not give Genaple any significant financial
advantage. 74 In La Riviere's case, that change may appear to have
been forced upon him, since very few important building projects
were undertaken during the first quarter of the eighteenth century.
This hypothesis, however, does not take into account his reluctance
to be involved with smaller contracts. In Genaple's case as well as
in La Riviere's, we probably witness an attempt to raise one's social
status by changing occupation, a phenomenon which affected all
strata of ancien regime society in France. Although the typical way
in which French craftsmen tried to improve their condition was
through commerce, 75 when this avenue was either closed or too
risky, the alternative was, at least in Canada, to become some kind
of civil servant, as a surveyor, a notary, or a court officer.
La Riviere's architectural career in Canada began in a
somewhat flamboyant manner, displacing Baillif from his most
important contracts in a way comparable to that in which Saint-
73Andre Vachon, "Genaple de Bellefonds, Frangois," D. C. B., Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, pp. 241-243.
74 1bid. p. 243.
75Saive-Lever, op. cit. pp. 52-60.
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Vallier took over building projects initiated by Laval. The
architect's relation to his patron, however, may not have been a
peaceful one, and after his three-year contract expired, he worked
almost exclusively for the state.
At the same time, he started to do land surveying, which
became his dominant activity after 1700. His para-architectural
career was definitively established in 1707, when he became a
notary. That shift, from the situation of a free-lance building
contractor to that of a civil servant with a royal commission,
corresponds to a typical pattern according to which French
craftsmen tried to improve their social status in the stiff hierarchy
of ancien regime society.
La Riviere gradually stopped his various activities between
1723 and 1725, because of infirmity caused by old age. Historians
usually estimate that he was over eighty years old at that time. 76
He was buried in Quebec City on October 13, 1728.77
76Andre Vachon, "Bernard de La Rivibre (Darivibre), Hilaire," D. C. B.. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, pp. 58-59.
771bid. p. 59.
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Chap. Ill: Joseph and Jean-Baptiste Maillou
The examination of the parallel careers of Joseph Maillou
(1663-1702) and his brother Jean-Baptiste Maillou (1668-1753)
facilitates a discussion some aspects of Quebec architectural
practice so far touched upon only superficially. The first question to
be addressed in this chapter will be the formation of an architect.
The formation of Joseph and Jean-Baptiste Maillou resembles that
which Baillif and La Riviere might have received themselves.
Secondly, the work of the two brothers, until the early death of
Joseph in 1702, will be examined. This part will initiate discussion
of the title of architect and of the continuation of Baillif's practice.
Thirdly, Jean-Baptiste's activities from 1703 until his death in
1753 allows the pursuit of the same questions later in the
eighteenth century.
A: The formation of an architect
As opposed to La Riviere and Baillif, the Maillou brothers were
born in Quebec City.1 Their father, Pierre Maillou, was a clogmaker
from Bourg-de-Brie-sous-Matha (Charente-Maritime), who probably
went to Canada in the 1650s.2 None of his children took over his
craft. The elder son, Joseph, made his apprenticeship with an edge-
tool maker, 3 but became an architect and masonry contractor after
working for Baillif for several years. Nosl, born in 1666, made a
formal apprenticeship with Baillif, but apparently spent his life
working land in the seigniory of Beauport. 4 Jean-Baptiste, born in
1 Peter N. Moogk, "Maillou (Mailloux), dit Desmoulins," D.C.B., Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p. 419. A.J.H. Richardson, Quebec City: Architects.
Artisans. and Builders, Ottawa: National Museum of Man, 1984. pp. 386, 388.
2 Moogk, op.cit. p. 419; Richardson, op. cit. p. 386.
3A.N.Q., P. Duquet, February 21, 1680: apprenticeship indenture of Joseph Maillou
with Jean Gautier dit La Rousche, master edge-tool maker, for three years.
4A.N.Q., F. Genaple, February 1, 1688: apprenticeship indenture of Noel Maillou with
Claude Baillif, architect and building contractor, for three years. Rene Jette,
Dictionnaire genealogique des families du Quebec, Montreal: Les Presses de l'Universite
de Montreal, 1983. p. 756.
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1668, was Baillif's most succesful apprentice as architect and
masonry contractor. Pierre, the youngest son, was born in 1676 and
became an edge-tool maker.5
Jean-Baptiste was sixteen years old when Baillif took him as
an apprentice on January 15, 1685, for a period of three years:
de ce jour pour trois ans consecutifs finis-
sant a pareil jour [Claude Baillif] le prend
a son apprentif pour tailler la pierre et ma-
gonner et a luy montrer [en?] tout qu'il
pourra. 6
Jean-Baptiste received room and board during that entire period, in
addition to a salary of fifty livres for the first year, sixty livres for
the second year, and eighty livres for the third one.7 The fact that he
was paid during his apprenticeship is characteristic of a change in
the relation between masters and apprentices in New France, which
was studied by Peter Moogk. In Paris, most apprentices had to pay to
obtain their formation, but in Canada that situation was completely
reversed in the 1680s:
The material condition of apprenticeship
in New France had undergone a remarkable
change in just half a century. By the end of
the seventeenth century, free training of
adolescents serving for three or more years
had become so common that indentures no
longer made a point in mentioning the fact
that there would be no master's fee.8
This transformation, resulting in generalized free training in the
colony, is tied to the fact that most crafts were not regulated
(building contracts, for example, could be signed by anybody). In
5Jette, op. cit. p. 756.
6A.N.Q., G. Rageot, January 15, 1685: apprenticeship indenture of Jean-Baptiste
Maillou with Claude Baillif, architect.
71bid.
8Peter N. Moogk, "Manual education and economic life in New France," Studies on
Voltaire and the Eihteenth Century Vol. CLXVII (1977). p. 149.
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that way, there was no institutionalized distinction between
masters and journeymen, and since the population was also rather
small, manpower ended up being relatively scarce and expensive. In
Moogk's words, "artisans were there but they preferred to work for
themselves."9 In these conditions, it was not long that masters
relied more heavily on the labor of apprentices than on that of
journeymen. They started to give them free training and even pay
them a small salary. Baillif was influential in setting that trend:
The transfer from journeymen to apprentices
as the primary source of indentured workers
was apparent in the hiring policy of Claude
Baillif (c. 1639-1699), a builder of seventeenth
century Quebec. If we look at the indentures
he made from 1679 to 1696, the transfer can
be placed exactly in 1687 [...] With an overlap-
ping of apprenticeship terms, Baillif had at least
one skilled apprentice from 1689 to 1691, three
from 1692 to 1695 and two thereafter. Addition-
al journeymen kept his labour force up to three
trained workers.1 0
That situation may explain why the notary Gilles Rageot entitled
enaagement rather than appren .taa Maillou's apprenticeship
indenture.1 1 Indeed, the conditions for hiring journeymen and taking
apprentices became so close that the distinction between those two
kinds of contracts was rather weak. There was, of course, a
difference in salary, since a mature journeyman was able to earn in
one summer month the average yearly salary of an apprentice. The
principle of paid labor, however, was the same for both, and the
amount received by apprentices was comparable, if not better than
that of unskilled workers of the same age. For example, the salary
mentioned in Maillou's apprenticeship indenture was slightly higher
than that awarded to Pierre Lafaye, a fifteen years old boy hired by
Baillif in 1684. Lafaye had to obey the architect "en tout ce qu'il
9lbid. p. 147.
1 0Ibid.
11A.N.Q., Rageot, January 15, 1685, op. cit.
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pourra et qu'il luy sera command6." 12 His engagement was set for
five years, and he was paid thirty livres for the first and second
year, forty livres for the third, fifty livres for the fourth, and sixty
livres for the fifth year of his service. 13 The only thing missing to
make Lafaye's contract an apprenticeship indenture is a clause
according to which Baillif would have to "luy apprendre son
mtier,"14 or "luy enseigner a massonner, tailler la pierre et autres
choses dont il se mesle." 15
The perception of apprentices as a major component of the
labor force was well acknowledged in New France, since clients
shared the same point of view as craftsmen on that question. This
point is well demonstrated by the 1686 contract in which Baillif
agreed to "travailler lui m~me en tout ce qu'il pourra avec ses deux
gargons. "16 The expression "ses deux gargons" probably referred to
Jean-Baptiste Maillou and Pierre Lafaye, who were both working for
Baillif in 1686. It does not make any distinction between them, and
their labor was felt to be important enough to put into the contract
a clause according to which:
le dit sieur Baillif ne poura entreprendre
d'autres ouvrages pendant ce temps ny en-
voyer ses deux gargons travailler ailleurs. 17
12A.N.Q., G. Rageot, September 30, 1684: engagement of Pierre Lafaye to Claude Baillif,
architect, to serve him for five years.
131bid.
14A.N.Q., G. Rageot, April 11, 1687: apprenticeship indenture of Jean Parent with
Claude Baillif, architect, for five years, with a salary of seventy five livres per year
for the two last years.
15A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, July 14, 1692: apprenticeship indenture of Jean-Baptiste
L'Archevesque with Claude Bailly, architect, for four years, with a salary of thirty
livres for the first year, forty for the second, fifty for the third, and sixty for the
fourth.16A.N.Q., F. Genaple, May 11, 1686: contract between Claude Baillif, "architecte
bourgeois," and Louis Ango de Maizerets, vicar general, for one season of work on the
cathedral.
171bid. Baillif would be penalized twenty five jg. per day for each garcon, absent from
work.
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That emphasis on labor does not mean that the formation of
apprentices was neglected. On the contrary, the master/apprentice
relation between Baillif and Jean-Baptiste Maillou seems to have
been quite good. In addition to practical training on the building
site, Jean-Baptiste probably received reading and writing lessons,
as apprentices would usually get during long winter nights. 18 He
could also have been taught drawing, geometry, mathematics, and
architectural theory. The effect of that kind of instruction can be
directly observed, since Jean-Baptiste could not sign his name when
he started his apprenticeship in 1685,19 but he was able to do it in
1689, when he was hired as a journeyman by his former master. 20
Later on, he could write building specifications and measurement
reports, which shows that his education reached a certain depth and
may have continued after his official period of apprenticeship.
In some cases, education could also be given to journeymen.
This is never mentioned in the contracts, but it is apparent in the
way Joseph, the elder brother of Jean-Baptiste, began his career as
a mason and stone cutter. Joseph was twenty years old and could
not sign his name when he started to work for Baillif in 1683.21
Starting in 1685, however, he always put his signature at the end of
his contracts.22 Since his parents, Pierre Maillou and Anne Delaunay,
remained illiterate all their lives, Joseph could not have learned
18Moogk, op. cit. p. 151.
19A.N.Q., Rageot, January 15, 1685: op. cit. Jean-Baptiste Maillou and his father,
Pierre Maillou, both declared not being able to sign their name.20A.N.Q., G. Rageot, February 24, 1689: contract between Joseph and Jean Maillou,
"freres macon," on one hand, and Claude Bailly, architect, on the other hand, to work for
him until November 1st.
21A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 28, 1683: working agreement between Joseph Maillou,
son of Pierre Maillou, and Claude Baillif, architect, "pour tailler la pierre, magonner,
[et] toute autre chose que le dit sieur Bailly en aura besoin pour les dits travaux," from
November 29, 1683, to November 1, 1684. Neither Joseph nor Pierre Maillou could
sign their name.
22A.N.Q., G. Rageot, January 15, 1685: working agreement between Joseph Maillou and
Claude Baillif, architect, to do masonry and stone cutting "de mercredi dernier A la
toussaint prochaine." Joseph Maillou signed his name with attached letters.
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reading and writing within his family. Baillif thus remains his most
likely teacher.
The Archives nationales in Quebec City conserve notarized
working agreements between Joseph Maillou and Baillif for the
years 1684, 1685, part of 1687, and 1689.23 Whether the early years
included training in masonry and stone cutting in addition to reading
and writing is not sure. During the summer of 1684, his tasks
already consisted in "tailler la pierre, magonner [et] tout autre
chose que le dit sieur Bailly en aura besoin pour les dits travaux." 24
For that reason, he probably had already received a basic training in
his craft by that time. This possibility is supported by the fact that
his salary did not vary in any significant way in those different
working agreements. 25 The only noticeable change in those contracts
lies in that, for the years 1684 and 1685, Joseph did not receive any
specific title, while in 1687 and 1689, after he reached the age of
twenty-three, he was identified as a mason and stone cutter. This
change in title could suggest that he received some training during
the time of his first contracts. However, that idea is not supported
by other indicators, as his salary or his task description.
The formation of Jean-Baptiste and Joseph Maillou undoubtedly
included the study of some architectural treatises. The books they
owned were listed in the inventory of the belongings of Joseph and
his wife in 1703.26 Located in "un petit cabinet" of their house on
Sault-au-Matelot street, they included "un traitte de vitruve sur
23A.N.Q., Genaple, November 28, 1683, op. cit. (26 livres per month until May 1, and
48 liy.r. per month afterward); Rageot, January 15, 1685, op. cit. (15 .gJ.g. per day
until May 1, and 45 1j. per day afterward, in addition to food); F. Genaple, December
2, 1686: agreement between Joseph Maillou, "magon et tailleur de pierre" and Claude
Baillif, architect, to work "de ce jourd'huy au quinze avril prochain" (35 gk. per day);
Rageot, February 24, 1689, op. cit. (Joseph: 35 ja. per day until May 1, 3 iivres 10
jgag per day afterward; Jean-Baptiste: 35 ZaU per day until May 1, 3 Jivyre 5 =iU per
day afterward).24A.N.Q., Genaple, November 28, 1683, op. cit.
25See above, footnote 23.
26A.N.Q., F. Genaple, August 29, 1703: "Inventaire du feu Sieur Joseph Maillou."
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I'architecture avec dessins, plans, et figures en Iceluy,"27 "Le
premier tome d'architecture de Philibert de l'Orme fort vieux et
use," "les fortifications du comte de Pagan," in additon to two titles
that also appeared in Baillif's inventory: "les regles des cinq ordres
d'architecture de vignolle couvert en parchemin in octavo,
L'architecture frangoise de Savot, in quarto." 28 Joseph Maillou's
collection also included several religious books in addition to "dix
sept estampes, de plans et de pieces d'architecture." 29 It is
surprising that none of these books and engravings appeared in the
inventory of Jean-Baptiste's belongings in 1753, which only
mentioned "huit petits cadres en bois non dor6s ny peints avec [...]
images representant plusieurs villes," i.e. a small collection of city
views.30 Nevertheless, it can be argued that Jean-Baptiste had
studied these books and that they went to him after Joseph's death,
since many titles listed in 1703 were said to belong to "la societ&
qui estoit entre le dit deffunt et son dit frere Jean Maillou." 31 Such
books also circulated between craftsmen quite rapidly, and the
library of Laval University in Quebec conserves a copy of D'Aviler's
Cours d'architecture that bears the signatures of six different
craftsmen including Jean-Baptiste Maillou (Fig. 130).
B: Two brothers
Until 1703, the careers of the two Maillou brothers were
closely related. They both started to work with Baillif, and
continued as partners in several contracts afterward. The more
27That Vitruvius edition may be that which is conserved today in the library of the
Seminaire de Quebec (Jean Martin, Architecture ou art de bien bastir, Paris: Marnef et
Cavellat, 1572). Should this be the case, Joseph Maillou's collection could also have
included the copy of De l'Orme's Nouvelles inventions that is bound together with it, and
which could have escaped the attention of the notary for that reason (Philibert De
l'Orme, Nouvelles inventions pour bien bastir et a petits fraiz, Paris: Marnef et
Cavellat, 1578).
28A.N.Q., Genaple, August 29, 1703, op. cit. The connection between the inventories of
Baillif and Joseph Maillou was first made by Peter Moogk, op. cit. p. 419.
29A.N.Q., Genaple, August 29, 1703, op. cit.
30A.N.Q., C. Barolet, September 21, 1753: "Inventaire des biens meubles et Immeubles
demeures aprbs le decbs du Sieur Jean Maillou."
31A.N.Q., Genaple, August 29, 1703, op. cit.
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prominent of the two, was Joseph, and Peter Moogk is right to say
that "Jean-Baptiste Maillou's success was due in part to his older
brother Joseph." 32 This is apparent, for example, in the 1689
working agreement with Baillif, in which Joseph's salary was
slightly higher than Jean-Baptiste's. 33
The two brothers were always identified as masons or master
masons until 1697, when they obtained the masonry contract for the
second wing of the Bishop's palace. Until then, they do not seem to
have distinguished themselves from the average local masonry
contractors in any significant way. Joseph's early contracts usually
provided for the construction of chimneys and the filling of half-
timbered structures.34 He also participated in the construction of
the Intendant's palace, while his brother worked on the church of
Charlesbourg.35 In December 1697, on the other hand, they were
identified as "freres architectes" in a contract for rebuilding the
masonry of a house belonging to the merchant Joseph Riverin.36
For the continuation of the Bishop's palace, it is not clear why
Saint-Vallier preferred the Maillou brothers over Baillif. The two
brothers were certainly known to him, but it would be difficult to
argue that they were selected without the support of Baillif, whose
plans they had to follow. On the other hand, Baillif had two
apprentices and one journeyman working for him in 1698, when the
construction of the second wing started,37 and there is no building
32Moogk, op. cit., p. 419.
33See p.298, footnote 23.
34For example: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, November 20, 1691: contract between Joseph
Maillou, mason, and Joseph Blondeau, to build a chimney in stone, an oven in brick, and
to make the infills in the wooden frame of a house on the rue des pauvres in the upper
town. G. Rageot, September 30, 1696: contract between Joseph Maillou, mason, and
Pedro Dasilva, to build a chimney in stone, an oven, and to put the laths inside a house on
Sault-au-Matelot street.
35Moogk, op. cit. p. 419.
36A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, December 5, 1697: contract between Joseph and Jean Maillou,
"frbres architectes," on one hand, and Joseph Riverin, merchant and bourgeois, on the
other hand, to rebuild the masonry of a house, probably located on Sous-le-fort street.
37A.N.Q., F. Genaple, September 7, 1695: apprenticeship indenture of Valentin
Marchand with Claude Baillif, "architecte entrepreneur de batiment," starting on
September 1, 1695, for three years; L. Chambalon, April 8, 1696: working agreement
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contract recorded under his name for that year.38 Thus, Baillif may
have been unwilling to accept the Bishop's new contract, possibly
because of his plans to leave for France the following year.
The contract for the continuation of the Bishop's palace was
drawn up between Saint-Vallier and Joseph Maillou, "magon
entrepreneur de bAtimens," on October 26, 1697.39 Jean-Baptiste's
name was only mentioned at the end of the contract:
Le dit Entrepreneur a associe avec luy
Jean Maillou son frere pour l'Entreprise
des dits ouvrages du consentement et a-
grement du dit Seigneur, lequel Jean Mail-
lou present et acceptant s'est oblige et o-
blige solidairement avec son dit frere a
l'entiere execution du dit present marche
dans toutes les clauses et conditions y con-
tenues. 40
Even though Joseph's name was in evidence at the beginning of the
contract, this last clause made both brothers equally responsible
for the work. None of them was identified as an architect, but only
that contract can explain the sudden turn in their careers at the
time. The confidence of the Bishop as well as the importance of the
palace itself demonstrated their competence to the population of
the town, and ennabled them quickly to fill the void left by the death
of Baillif in 1699.
between Jean-Baptiste L'Archevesque and Claude Baillif, architect, starting on August
4, 1696, for two years; F. Genaple, November 18, 1696: apprenticeship indenture of
Frangois Dolbec to Claude Baillif, "architecte entrepreneur de batiment," starting on
November 1, 1696, for four years.
38According to the following inventory: Doris Drolet-Dube and Marthe Lacombe,
Inventaire des marches de construction des Archives nationales A Quebec. XVIle et XWile
sitcles. Ottawa: Ministere des Approvisionnements et Services, Canada, (Collection:
Histoire et archeologie, no. 17), 1977.
39A.N.Q., F. Genaple, October 26, 1697: contract between Joseph Maillou, "magon
entrepreneur de batimens," and Bishop Saint-Vallier, for the construction of the
masonry of the second wing of the Bishop's palace.
40lbid.
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Between 1697 and 1703, Joseph and Jean-Baptiste worked in
association, and obtained several masonry contracts for the
construction of urban houses. The notarial archives in Quebec City
conserve five such contracts, which provided for buildings located
both in the lower and the upper town.41 In these contracts, the two
brothers were usually identified as masonry contractors, and twice
they were presented as architects. We should also mention the
flattering, although unusual, appelation of "honorables hommes
Joseph et Jean Maillou freres magons entrepreneurs de batimens,"
attributed to them in an agreement they made with a carter for the
transportation of building materials. 42
In the 1697 contract with Joseph Riverin, the "freres
architectes" had to rebuild the masonry walls and increase the
length of a house located on Sous-le-fort street.43 The lengthening
of the house on one side, which made it continuous to the next one,
is a typical way of enlarging a building with a single flight of rooms
in a semi-dense environment. The house was already touching the
building on the other side, since the text specified that the
contractors only had to "dsrazer ce quy sera necessaire au pignon
dud. Sieur Chasle et de l'exausser jusque a la hauteur des Entrets de
41A.N.Q., Chambalon, December 5, 1697, op. cit.; L. Chambalon, March 28, 1700:
contract between Joseph and Jean-Baptiste Maillou, "frbres entrepreneurs d'ouvrages
de massonnerie," on one hand, and Charles Campagnas, on the other hand, for the
masonry of a house on Sault-au-Matelot street (in replacement of a cancelled contract:
C. Rageot, November 4, 1699); L. Chambalon, January 4, 1701: contract between
Joseph and Jean-Baptiste Maillou, architects, on one hand, and Pierre Peire, merchant,
on the other hand, for the construction of "un corps de logis A '6gard de ce qui concerne
la massonne seullement," on Buade street in the upper town; L. Chambalon, August 10,
1701: contract between Joseph and Jean Maillou, "frbres entrepreneurs d'ouvrages de
massonerie," on one hand, and Martin Cheron, "garde magazin du Roy," on the other
hand, for the construction of an enclosure wall and the masonry of a house on the
Champlain warf in the lower town; L. Chambalon, October 27, 1701: contract between
Joseph and Jean-Baptiste Maillou, "frbres entrepreneurs d'ouvrages de massonerie," on
one hand, and Marie Sevestre, wife of Louis de Niort Sieur de La Noraye, on the other
hand, for the construction of a gable wall and the foundations of a house at the end of the
Champlain warf in the lower town.
42A.N.Q., F. Genaple, March 3, 1698: contract between Pierre Vivien and Adrien Legris,
carters, on one hand, and "honorables hommes Joseph et Jean Maillou freres magons
entrepreneurs de batimens," on the other hand, to transport building materials during
the spring, summer, and fall 1698.
43A.N.Q., Chambalon, December 5, 1697, op. cit.
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la mansarde," even though the house had to extend "depuis la maison
o0 [Riverin] fait sa demeure jusque et joignant la maison du Sieur
Chasle."44 On the side from which the house was to be enlarged, the
two brothers were asked to build two arches to preserve a passage
between the street and the court, and to extend the house on the
second level only.45
The work had to be done "conformement au plan et devis quj en
a este represents," 46 and the contract specified the number and the
dimensions of the apertures. The contractors had to supply all
building materials and manpower. They received one thousand livres
for the work. The carpenter who covered the house with a mansard
roof, who built an external staircase on the back, and who installed
the floor beams was hired by the client himself and executed his
work "conformement au plan et devis qu'ils en ont tires entreux."47
As in most constructions in which the two brothers (and Jean-
Baptiste alone afterward) participated, the contracting of the
different trades was done separately, and the client remained the
person mainly responsible for the coordination of the work as well
as the final appearance of the building.
The only global contract listed under the name of either
brother was awarded to Joseph in 1702.48 In this case, the notarized
contract consisted in one paragraph added after two pages of
specifications written by the client Claude De Ramezay. Those pages
were entitled "Devis des ouvrages de massonerie & faire & la maison
de Monsieur de Ramezay," 49 but they included a description of the
carpentry, joinery, and roofing as well. Joseph agreed to perform all
that work, as it is explicitly mentioned by the notary:
441bid.
451bid.
46Ibid.
471bid.
48A.N.Q., F. Genaple, October 30, 1702: contract between Joseph Maillou, master mason
and building contractor, and Claude De Ramezay, "colonel commandant des troupes du
Roy en ce pays," for the construction of a house in the upper town.
491bid.
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lesquelles partys ont reconnu et confesse
avoir fait ensemble sous leur signature pri-
vse le devis et marche cy devant Ecrit Et
qu'ils veulent stre execute de point en point
en tout son contenu: promettant le dit Entre-
preneur et s'obligeant par ces presentes de
rendre fait et parfait au dire d'ouvriers et
gens a ce connoissans la maison mentionnee
au devis et marche en la forme et maniere et
pour le prix portez au dit devis; et de fournir
a ses frais de toutes choses generalement quel-
conques pour la magonnerie, charpenterie et
menuiserie. 50
In this passage, the notary refers to the text written by Ramezay as
a "devis et marche," suggesting that it consisted in both a contract
and specifications at the same time. The devis indeed reads like a
private agreement rather than modern specifications written and
conceived by an architect. It was signed by the client and the builder
on October 29, and notarized the following day. In that way, it
represents the wishes of the client expressed in concrete terms
rather than the formal solution to an abstract program. Since it was
written without the input of a notary, it is not surprising that it
does not give as many details as other building contracts. The
number of apertures, for example, is not specified, although the text
mentions their dimensions and asks that the "portes et croisee
seront taillee comme celle du palais episcopal de Quebek." 51
The overall dimensions of the house were set at thirty by forty
feet, which is one toise deeper than the average houses of the lower
town. The interior distribution, however, remained basically the
same, since the devis stipulated that:
11 sera fait aussy deux cheminde les jam-
bage de pierre [proprement?] taill~e, savoir
une double cheminee de brique, placee en-
501bid.
511Ibid.
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tre la salle et la chambre, et l'autre au pignon,
sur la cour.52
This passage indicates that the ground was composed of two main
rooms, the salig and one chambre. in which small cabinets could be
fitted up. A double chimney was put between those rooms, as in
most rural buildings. The other chimney was put in a gable located
"sur la cour," but that court probably expanded on the sides as well
as in the back of the house. In the loose urban fabric of the upper
town, Ramezay had indeed bought a large site on which the house,
parallel to the street, could be isolated from the neighboring ones.
That site, obtained from the Recollets, was one hundred and twenty
feet long on Sainte-Anne street.53 Located on the corner of Sainte-
Anne and Desjardins street, it is clearly visible on the city map of
1709 (Fig. 57). Since Joseph Maillou died before the end of the year,
however, it is unlikely that the contract was realized.
At the time when Joseph obtained that contract, Jean-Baptiste
was already working for the state, repairing the large artillery
platform of the lower town. 54 That contract was not an important
one, since it was made for five hundred French livres (six hundred
and twenty five livres in Canadian money). Nevertheless, it is
indicative of the future career of Jean-Baptiste, in which masonry
contracts with the state played an important role.
C: Jean-Baptiste Maillou. masonry contractor and architect
The career of Jean-Baptiste Maillou as a builder resembles
that of Baillif in that he did important work for the church, the
state, as well as the local bourgeois and artisans. As with Baillif,
52 1bid.
53A.N.Q., F. Genaple, October 30, 1702: sale of a house and plot of land from the Recollet
friars to Claude De Ramezay. The plot measured twenty one toises on Sainte-Anne street,
twenty two toises along the garden of the Recollet monastery, ten toises on Desjardins
street, and thirty toises and two feet along the plot belonging to a certain Dupont.
54A.N.Q., F. Genaple, July 5, 1702: contract between Jean Maillou, master mason and
building contractor, and Jean Bochart de Champigny, Intendant, for repairing the large
artillery platform in the lower town.
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most of his contracts only provided for masonry work. Although no
global contract under his name has been found, Maillou did extend
his practice to other building trades. Moreover, Maillou expanded his
activities outside architecture and construction by doing land
surveying and by participating in the administration of the colony as
deputy of the road commissioner in the Quebec City area.
The first important contract that Maillou obtained from the
bourgeois and artisan class after the death of his brother Joseph
provided for the construction of a house and shop for the tailor
Thomas Berthelemy. 55 That building, located on the Cte dea
montaym, was to be erected during the summer of 1704. Its
chambre, cuisine. and boutique were probably juxtaposed in a single
flight of rooms, since the dimensions of the masonry were set at
forty-two feet in length and twenty-two feet in depth. Additional
space was available under the roof because the masonry walls had
to be raised two feet above the height of the first level. That
demand of the contract indicates the presence of a surcroTt, which
is confirmed by the fact that one fireplace had to be installed above
the main floor.
The contract for Berthelemy's house was accompanied by a
two-page devis. The identity of the person who wrote it, however, is
unknown, since the client was illiterate and the handwriting does
not match that of the notary or of Maillou. Nevertheless, the role of
that devis is clear. Most likely, it constituted an agreement made
between the two parties before seeing the notary. The text of that
agreement would then have been given to the notary, who used it to
prepare the contract. Indeed, the contract repeats the devis point by
point, and it also makes explicit the details that were not provided
for in the latter. For example, the contract mentions that the client
would soon indicate to the builder the size of the different
55A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, January 24, 1704: contract between Jean-Baptiste Maillou,
"entrepreneur d'ouvrages de massonerie," and Thomas Berthelemy, "maistre tailleur
d'habits," providing for the construction of a "corps de logis de massone d'environ
quarante deux pieds de longueur sur vingt deux pieds de largeur," for twenty one livres
per toise.
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apertures, 56 something that was lacking in the devis. The contract,
expectably, does not refer to the devis, which lost all its purpose
after the final text was accepted by the two parties. The devis
remained in the notary's minutes either by chance or by demand of
the parties involved, but it clearly had no legal value in itself.
Not all the dwellings where Maillou worked followed the
traditional arrangement of Berthelemy's house. In the case of
changes made to a- house belonging to the master surgeon Jourdain
LaJus in 1709, the exiguity of the site demanded a vertical
superposition of rooms. 5 7 The main task of Maillou consisted in
building chimneys and fitting up a kitchen in the basement. 58 These
modifications led to the stacking up of the cuisine., the salle, and
the chambre, and the contract demanded that Maillou situate the
fireplaces so that a bed could be accomodated on each of the two
superior levels:
Et outtre convenu entre les dites parties
que le dit Sieur Maillou placera les chemi-
nees du coste du sieur Bergeron de manis-
re que le dit sieur LaJus puisse placer deux
lits savoir un au premier etage et un au se-
cond de quelque maniere que le dit sieur
Maillou jugera " propos et au mieux possi-
ble. 59
Although the problem demanded here is a very limited one, it shows
that the planning of the interior space of houses was a major task
of masonry contractors. The problem posed by LaJus's house had to
do with very basic elements: the chimney, the bed, the dimensions of
the interior. However, it did not fall outside the field of
56
"Iesquelles portes, croisees, jambages, sintres, et tablettes des cheminees seront de
pierre de taille Et de la largeur et hauteur que le dit Berthelemy indiquera
incessament." (Ibid.).
57A.N.Q., J. Barbel, May 27, 1709: contract between Jean Maillou, "entrepreneur des
ouvrages de Sa Majeste en cette ville maistre magon," and Jourdain LaJus, master
surgeon, for various masonry jobs in his house, paid 1250 livres.
581bid.
591bid.
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architectural theory, since Lemuet dealt with exactly the same
elements in the smallest buildings presented in his Maniere de bien
bastir (Fig. 131).
More novel in Quebec City was the plan of a house built in 1730
for the baker Pierre Chalou in the lower town. 60 The contract for
that building comprised a devis of one and one-half pages written by
Maillou himself, followed by the notary's text, which concerned
mostly the mode of payment. As the notary himself mentioned, that
devis consisted again in a private agreement made between the two
parties, which was notarized afterward:
Lesquels parties ont volontairement recon-
nu et confesse avoir ce dit jour arrete sous
leur signature prive6 le marche cy devant
lequel les dits parties ont declare vouloir
Executer en tous son contenu au terme et
condition y Enonce.61
That passage clearly dissociates the notary from any intervention in
the formalization of the project. The roles of the architect and the
client, however, remain difficult to distinguish. The plan mentioned
at the end of the devis was probably made by Maillou, 62 but the ideas
it represented were certainly the result of a dialogue between the
two parties.
The house of the baker Chalou differs from those we have
encountered until now on several aspects. Firstly, its size is
unusual, since the masonry block measured fifty two feet along
Sault-au-Matelot street and thirty six feet in depth, and was three
stories high. The depth is particularly striking by comparison to the
twenty four feet usual at the end of the seventeenth century.
Secondly, the basement of the house contained a vault running its
60A.N.Q., J. Barbel, February 4, 1730: contract between Jean Maillou, "architecte et
entrepreneur d'ouvrages de massonerie," and Pierre Chalou, master baker, for the
masonry of a house in the lower town.
61 s bid.
62"Iesquels ouvrages seront faits suyvent le plan signies de nous." (Ibid.).
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entire length with an eighteen-foot span. Thirdly, the facade was
ornamented by "deux rang de plinte et une capusine du Cottez de la
rue," 63 i.e. two courses of flat molding and a cornice composed of a
corona and a cyma reversa.64
These unusual features reveal a rather impressive house on
Sault-au-Matelot street. More importantly, however, they suggest a
different building type, deeper and higher than the standard houses
of the late seventeenth century. The main characteristic of that
type is the presence of two flights of rooms separated by a
longitudinal partition located approximately in the middle of the
building. The existence of such a partition is suggested here by the
vault, whose width corresponds exactly to half of the building's
depth. The rooms thus created are lit on one side only, and they are
distinguished by their location, either in the front or in the back of
the building. As in the older type, circulation is made from one room
to the other without any corridor.
The arrangement characterized by a double flight of rooms
("corps de logis double") appeared in France with the chateau of
Vaux-le-Vicomte (1656) and gradually became a regular feature of
palaces and hotels. 65 In the early eighteenth century, it also became
an important element of Parisian bourgeois dwellings. 66 This
building type was brought and adapted to Quebec City by military
engineers, and the most influential prototype was the Intendant's
palace, which was built in 1715 (Fig. 132),67 and rebuilt in 1726
63 1bid.
64Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, Architecture: methode et vocabulaire, Paris:
Imprimerie nationale, 1972, Vol. 1, p. 196.
65Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, Histoire de 'architecture francaise de la
Renaissance A la R6volution, Paris: Mengbs/C.N.M.H.S., 1989. p. 242.
66As shown in Architecture moderne ou 'art de bien batir pour toutes sortes de
personnes. Paris: Jombert, 1728. 2 vols.
67The palais of 1715 may have been influenced by De Lajoue's house project of 1713
(Fig. 126). The possibility of that influence is supported by the close family ties
existing between De LajoUe and the engineer La Guer De Morville. Indeed, Lajoie's
daughter Marie-Therbse married the latter in 1717 (A.N.Q., P. Rivet, November 14,
1717: wedding contract between Claude-Dorothe La Guer De Morville, "lieutenant d'une
compagnie et lngenieur pour le Roy," and Marie-Therbse De Lajoie, "fille du sieur
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after being destroyed by a fire (Fig. 133). The second version (Fig.
133) seems to be the model for the house of Pierre Chalou, whose
length would correspond to five bays of the new palace. The idea of
juxtaposing two flights of rooms is common to both, and the rear
elevation of the palace matches well the devis of Chalou's house.
The fact that both have three stories is not as relevant to
demonstrate that influence as the similarity in ornamentation. The
project for the palace, drawn by De Lery, indeed shows the same flat
moldings separating the different levels and the simple cornice
(capucine) crowning the masonry wall. Maillou, it should be added,
certainly knew that plan very well, since he participated in the
construction of the palace in 1726.68
The role of model played by the Intendant's palace of 1726 has
been studied by Noppen in relation to a different question. Noppen
correctly observed that De Lery's project illustrates rather
precisely the building regulations imposed in 1727 on the important
cities of the colony. 69 With cut stone frames for all the apertures,
stepped firewalls, a low-pitched roof, and a minimal roof frame
composed of purlins resting in the masonry gables, that project
constitutes the most exhaustive representation of those
regulations. 70 In that way, the population's thirst for prestigious
models was given a new fireproof object in replacement of the
pompous but flammable building of 1715. At the same time, the
Intendant's subordination to the Governor was clearly reinstated.
The features of that building provide an interesting guideline
to complete our description of Chalou's house. The most important
point in the 1727 regulations was the forbidding of mansard roofs,
frangois de la Jo~e architecte absent de ce pays et de feue damoiselle Marie-Anne
Menage").
68See below, pp. 329-330.
69Luc Noppen, "La Maison quebecoise: un sujet A redecouvrir," Questions de culture,
no. 4 (1983). pp. 81-86.
70Claude Thomas Dupuy, "Ordonnance portant Reglement pour la construction des
Maisons, en materiaux incombustibles; du 7 juin 1727," published in Arrets et
reglements du Conseil superieur de Quebec, Quebec: E. R. Frechette, 1855. pp. 314-
321.
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"dont l'experience n'a que trop fait connoitre le danger en ce pays." 71
As many others, that proscription corresponded to a trend already
existing in the colony.72 In that context, Chalou's house probably
received a pitched roof, but its proportions were most likely higher
than those prescribed. 73 Another positive trend noticed by the
authors of the new regulations was that most buildings were
already being erected in stone rather than in colombace:
C'est avec satisfaction que nous voyons le
parti qu'ont pris cette annse la plupart des
personnes qui batissent dans la ville de Qu6-
bec, de construire leur maison en pierre.74
It seems that, by that time, stone had become the preferred building
material in Quebec City, and the regulations probably aimed at
spreading that trend to Montreal and Trois-Rivieres. Chalou's house,
as we have seen, followed that trend, in addition to the prescription
that "les dites caves et celliers seront voutss le plus qu'il sera
possible." 75 The house may also have been built with firewalls
rising above the roof, but those were probably not stepped, even
though it was demanded by the regulations and represented in De
Lery's project (Fig. 133). Even in the Intendant's palace, this detail
may not have been realized (Fig. 134). As for the slate roofing, the
regulations recognized the difficulty of obtaining the material, and
71Ibid. p. 316. Mansard roofs were an important fire hazard since they contained a
large quantity of wood and could not be easily dismantled in order to cut the flames.
72The priest of the Seminary decided to rebuild their building with a pitched roof
instead of a mansard roof after the fire of November 1701 (A.S.Q., Letrres 0, no. 37:
letter from Henri-Jean Tremblay to Louis Ango De Maizerets, dated Paris, 1702).
73"et nous ordonnons qu'il ne sera fait dorenavant que des toits A deux 6gouts, dont la
pente n'aura que le rampant d'un triangle equilateral [sic] qu'on trouvera aisement en
donnant de hauteur A l'aiguille ou poingon du comble, la moitie de la largeur du batiment,
ou un peu moins si I'on veut, ce qui fera une pente assez douce, pour pouvoir se tenir, et
marcher sur les maisons, A l'effet de les secourir au besoin, et suffisante pour resister
aux pluies et aux neiges qui tombent en ce climat" (Dupuis, op. cit. p. 316).
741bid. p. 314.
75lbid. p. 315.
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demanded that overlapping planks be substituted for the traditional
cedar shingles.76
Another house of a similar character is that which Maillou
built for himself on a site he bought in 1736, which was located on
Saint-Louis street, opposite the Recollet monastery.77 That house,
still extant today (Fig. 135), was greatly modified by the addition of
a second story in 1766 and a two bay enlargement on the northeast
side in 1805.78 Measured drawings made in 1817 show that building
after those additions were made, and they reveal the English
character of the transformed interior spaces (Fig. 136-139). The
original masonry block corresponds to the five bays on the right
hand side of the foundation and the ground floor drawings (Fig. 136,
137). Its proportions were almost square, allowing for two flights
of rooms in the depth of the building.79
The rooms of that house were identified in the inventory of
Maillou's belongings made in 1753. The sequence followed by the
notary, however, does not correspond to the actual sequence of the
plan. For example, it was a convention always respected to begin an
inventory in the kitchen, and, more precisely, with the trammel in
its chimney. Nevertheless, the inventory of Maillou's house makes
clear at least one important point: the opposition between the rooms
with a view on the street and those with a view on the backyard. For
example:
Ensuitte nous avons procede e l'inven-
taire de ce qui s'est trouv4 en une cham-
bre du coste du sorouest qui a veue
76Ibid. pp. 316-317. The partial application of those regulations is discussed in
Mireille D. Castelli, "L'habitation urbaine en Nouvelle-France," Les Cahiers du Droit,
Vol. 16 (1975). pp. 403-430.
77A.N.Q., J. Barbel, May 2, 1736: sale of a site on Saint-Louis street, from Louis
Aubert to Jean Maillou.
78Christina Cameron, "Housing in Quebec before the Confederation," Journal of Canadian
Art History. Vol VI, no. 1 (1982). pp. 5-10.
79The house sold in 1782 measured forty feet on Saint-Louis street and approximately
thirty-six feet in depth (A.N.Q., J.A. Panet, September 21, 1782: land sale from
Antoine Juchereau Duchesnay to Elizabeth Manifold).
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sur la ditte Rue Saint-Louis en laquelle
il s'est trouve ce qui suit.80
After making the inventory of that chambre looking toward Saint-
Louis street, the notary, the appraiser, Maillou's widow, and the
witnesses moved to a cabinet facing the backyard:
Et est tout ce qui s'est trouve dans la dite
Chambre Ensuitte avons reconnu le scelle
apose sur une porte estant en la dite cham-
bre pour aller en un cabinet qui est poste sur
le derriere qui a veue sur la cour ou vers le
coste du sud I'avons levs et trouve dans le
dit cabinet ce qui suit.8 1
From such passages, we can reconstruct in a tentative way the
original interior arrangement, which comprised six rooms: one
cuisine, one salle, two chambres, and two cabinets. The salle, being
the first room generally encountered in this kind of plan, was
probably located on the street side. It would have been situated in
such a way as to include the central bay of the facade, where the
entrance door was apparently always located. That room necessarily
gave access to a chambre also located on the street side. Each room
had access to a cabinet, that of the salle looking toward the street,
and that of the chambre looking toward the back. The rear half of the
house also included the cuisine and a chambre that Maillou and his
wife used as their main living space. That chambre may have been
connected with the cabinet located on the same side of the house
(Fig. 140).
Concerning the 1727 regulations, Maillou probably took more
liberties in his own house than in Chalou's because of the looser
urban fabric of the upper town. In its present state, that house has
no firewalls, and it may not have had any in the past, since it
always stood as an isolated building. The roof probably had the same
steep slope as today, since the 1753 inventory mentions a large
80A.N.Q., Barolet, September 21, 1753, op. cit.
811bid.
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attic level with cabinets, in addition to some storage space "sur les
entraits du grenier de la dite maison."82 That attic level most likely
corresponded to a surcroit space, whose floor level would have been
marked by the flat molding still visible on the facade (Fig. 135).
Another important part of Maillou's activities was his work
for the church. He played an important role in the constructions
made at the H6pital Gen6ral between 1710 and 1715. That project,
adapting the old Recollet monastery to its new functions, was long
overdue, since little work had been done after Saint-Vallier's
acquisition of the buildings in 1691. An unknown reconstruction
project conceived in 1700 remained without result,83 and things
began to move again only in 1708. At that time, Saint-Vallier,
prisoner in England, wrote to Guillaume-Daniel Serr4 de la
Colombiere, chaplain of the Hapital Gensral, that it would be time to
proceed with some new constructions:
Je suis tres convaincu de la necessite de
batir, et je vois bien qu'il ne faut pas dif-
ferer davantage, de crainte que la mort
ne nous empache de faire ce que nous a-
vons toujours eu dessein d'executer. J'ai
pense que le premier plan que nous avions
fait dresser il y a huit ans, est trop vaste;
c'est pourquoi il vaut mieux se borner i
quelque chose de moins et executer. Voici
donc ce que je crois qu'il faudrait faire:
c'est de batir une aile ou corps de logis
qui prenne depuis le pignon au bout de
l'aile du batiment des religieuses, et qui
vienne jusque vers le chemin de l'scluse
du moulin, et ensuite une autre aile qui
retourne vers l'6glise, souhaitant qu'on m6-
nage IA un appartement pour moi qui ait
821bid.
83Anonymous, Monseigneur de Saint-Vallier et I6pital Gn6ral de Qu6bec, Quebec: C.
Darveau, 1882. pp. 209-210.
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une ouverture sur l'sglise pour voir le Saint-
Sacrement.84
The two wings mentioned in that letter are represented on the
anonymous plan showing the second floor of the complex (Fig. 141).
That drawing, as we will see, represents the projected
constructions, and a copy of it could have been sent to Saint-
Vallier, as he requested to De Colombiere:
Voyez entre M. Levallet, la soeur Saint-
Augustin et vous, avec le sieur Mailloux,
& examiner les choses sur les lieux, afin de
faire un petit dessin et devis que vous m'
enverrez, afin que je voie la somme que je
pourrai donner chaque annee & cet ouvra-
ge jusqu'& son parachevement, et que je
puisse vous en rendre reponse l'annee pro-
chaine, au cas oO je ne sois pas encore hors
de l'Angleterre. 85
This passage of Saint-Vallier's letter identifies the different
persons involved in making the basic decisions about the project.
The first one was De Colombiere, who is said by the journal of the
institution to have supervised the construction until 1712.86 The
others were a priest called Lavallet, the Mother Superior of the
institution, 87 and the "sieur Mailloux," most probably Jean-
Baptiste. 88 Being the only builder on that small committee, Jean-
841bid.
851bid. p. 210.
86
"La communaute voyait avec plaisir les ouvrages s'avancer sous la direction de ce
venerable ecclesiastique" (A.A.M.H.G.Q., Journal, op. cit. year 1712). De Colombibre
died on December 23 of that year (Monseigneur. op. cit. p. 222).
87The Superior Mother Louise Soumande de Saint-Augustin died on November 28, 1708(Michel Paquin, "Soumande, Louise, dite de Saint-Augustin," D.C.B.. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1969. Vol. II, p.710.
88The names Mailloux and Maillou appear in the accounts of the Hopital General between
1717 and 1720. The person in question received 1650 livres "pour reste de son
compte" (quoted in Ramsay Traquair, The Old Architecture of Quebec, Toronto:
MacMillan, 1947. p. 23). Traquair argued that "it seems more probable that the Bishop
would consult Joseph Mailloux who had already carried out work for him," but Joseph
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Baptiste Maillou must have played an important role in the design
process, and it is tempting to attribute the plan to him (Fig. 141).
However, it should be noticed that the handwriting on that plan does
not match that of the architect. The fluidity of that handwriting
makes it something above the ability of most builders of the time,
including Maillou. In any case, Maillou's participation in the
conception of the project is something relatively certain, and his
role was probably that of an experienced builder knowledgeable
about contemporary building types, whether or not he made the
drawing in question.
The drawing is entitled "Plan du premier Etage de I'ancien et
du nouveau batiment." The expression "nouveau batiment" may refer
to some newly completed constructions, or it could also be used to
distinguish the projected parts of the monastery from the existing
ones. The distinction is also made explicit in the drawing itself,
since a red line marks the contours of the new constructions. Those
constructions are located on the north and the northeast side of the
courtyard, (letters E-F-G-H-1-L, M, C, O-P-Q-R-S).
The hypothesis that this drawing shows projected buildings is
supported by the fact that it contains many features that situate it
before the start of the construction. The most obvious feature is
that the "Batiment de l'Eclesiastique" was probably added to the
northeast wing after the latter was completely drawn. Such an
addition is suggested by the fact that the wall of that "Batiment" on
the side of the monastery is simply juxtaposed to the main building
instead of being represented as a single piece of masonry. In
addition, the red contour line enters between the "Batiment" and the
vestibule of the church (letter C), where the original design
obviously ended. This point is also supported by the fact that the
letters 0, P, Q, R, S, identifying the rooms of that "Batiment" on the
was dead by that time (Ibid. p. 23). "Monsieur Maillou" also received payments in 1711(500 liyres) and 1712 (600 livres) (A.A.M.H.G.Q., no 22.11.1.3 (1.13.34):
"Memoire des lettres de change qui ont e tirees par Monsieur de la Colombi~re Serre
pretre agent des affaires de Monseigneur I'Eveque de Quebec en Canada pour les batimens
que Mon dit Seigneur fait construire & l'hopital general de Quebec").
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plan, could easily have been added at the end of the original legend.
These modifications probably constitute traces of the design
process.
The second important detail indicating that this drawing may
have been made before the beginning of the construction are the
initials and the diagonal lines located in the angles of the two new
wings. Those marks probably show the limits of a first building
campaign, since their locations correspond to the most logical
points at which to interrupt the masonry, should the construction
begin with the northeast wing. The annals of the monastery relate
that this is exactly the order that was followed:
Pour accelerer l'execution de la nouvelle
Batisse, on fit durant le cours de l'hiver
[1710] transporter la plus grande partie
des materiaux, mais les fondements n'en
furent jetes qu'au mois de mai, le prece-
dent ayant sts employs aux travaux et A
l'exhumation des corps du cimetiere qui
etait le terrain destine pour asseoir le nou-
vel edifice, c'est a dire l'aile ou devaient e-
tre pratiques les appartements de Mgr de
Saint-Vallier qui fut la seule mise en cons-
truction cette annee.89
The initials next to the diagonal lines on the drawing read J.M. and
L.S. The first pair seems to be those of Jean Maillou, who may have
indicated in this way his acceptance of the conditions of a building
contract providing for the masonry of that wing. The letters L.S.,
however, cannot be identified. They could be those of someone
representing the client, those of a carpenter,90 or those of an
eventual partner of Maillou.
89A.A.M.H.G.Q., no. 13.14.2.1: Annales de Monastre de N.D. des Anges. H6pital g~nral
de Quebec. 1693 A 1743, year 1710.
90However, Robert Leclerc, the carpenter mentioned in the archives of the Hopital
General for the year 1711, was illiterate and, at best, could make a mark looking like
the capital letter "R." (A.A.M.H.G.Q., no. 22.11.1.1.2: November 26, 1711, "Toise de ia
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The third detail to be noticed has to do with the relation
between the plan and the buildings realized in the end. The northeast
wing was finished in 1712, and the second wing was only completed
in 1714:
[Saint-Vallier] chargea avant son depart Mr
Boucher de faire travailler avec activit4 au
Batiment du cote de la riviere qui fut termi-
ne vers l'automne et procura la commodite
d'un Depot, d'une Apothicairerie et depense
ainsi qu'une salle de communaute, un novi-
ciat et deux parloirs. 91
The construction, however, did not end there. In 1715, a small
building was added in the corner between the north and the
southeast wings, i.e. between the wing completed in 1714 and that
containing the old Recollet dormitory and refectory:
Et pour joindre cette aile au batiment
des Recollets, Sa Grandeur fit construire
un pavillon qui donna deux cellules au
second etage et au premier agrandit la
boulangerie, cette petite batisse couta
2500#.92
This last building corresponds to the bakery represented on two
later drawings showing the entire complex (Fig. 142, letter "h"; Fig.
143, no. 23). A carpentry plan made by Jean Caillet in 1715 probably
concerns that construction (Fig. 144), which was not planned in
1710. The need for it could have resulted from modifications made
during the construction of the two wings, which may have led to a
lack of coincidence between the old and the new buildings at the
point where the construction ended. If the plan was made after the
charpente de la partie du batiment qui prend depuis le pavilion de l'Eglise jusqu'A I'autre
pavilion faite par Robert Leclerc a deux sols pour sa seule main d'oeuvre").
91A.A.M.H.G.Q., Annales, op. cit. year 1714.
92A.A.M.H.G.O., Journal, op. cit. year 1715.
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construction ended, it would probably have shown the 1715 addition
instead of a regular ninety degree angle in that corner (Fig. 141).
Apart from that 1715 addition and the possible modifications
that made it necessary, the "Plan du premier Etage de l'ancien et du
nouveau batiment," which can now be situated in 1709, shows the
new wings as they apparently were built. Their general layout
corresponds to what is represented in later drawings and to what
survives today. The northeast wing, replacing the old cloister alley
of the Recollets,93 contained the hospital wards, with men on the
ground floor and women above (Figs. 141, 142, 143). The "Batiment
de l'eclesiastique," containing an apartment for Saint-Vallier, may
have been added on the left of the vestibule because the Bishop's
original demand for an apartment in the prolongation of the church
could not be easily accomodated within the quadrangle. Its ancillary
location clearly marks the fact that it was not meant to be given to
a member of the community. It was also completed at the same time
as the hospital wing. 94
Despite the asymmetry caused by the Bishop's apartment, the
hospital side of the monastery was treated as a monumental facade.
Indeed, only the northeast side of the quadrangle received two avant
corps marking the location of the perpendicular wings (Fig. 141). A
nineteenth century drawing shows that composition, which has
disappeared today (Fig. 145). As we can see on that drawing, the two
avant corps were covered by ogee-shaped hipped roofs. The same
treatment is visible from a different angle in an 1829 engraving
(Fig. 146).
The second wing to be built contained, on the ground floor, a
d , a parlor, a pharmacy, and a pantry (Figs. 142, 143), and, on
the second floor, a room for the novices, a linen room, and more
93See above, p. 109.
94
"A cette epoque etaient termines les appartements destines A Notre Ven6rable
Fondateur ainsi que ceux du chapelain tels qu'ils sont figures au plan PORSO"(A.A.M.H.G.Q., Journal, op. cit. year 1712).
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parlors (Fig. 141).95 Both floors are serviced by a corridor running
along the courtyard. This wing replaced the half-timbered
construction called "le Batiment de Monsieur le Comte" in 1692.96
As we can see, the new constructions of the H6pital Gensral
respected the scheme of the old Recollet monastery. In fact, they
completed the ensemble suggested by the old parts shown on the
1709 drawing (Fig. 141), replacing a wooden structure and a simple
cloister alley by two masonry wings. The final result is a monastery
of the same type as that of the Ursulines, the Hotel-Dieu, and the
Recollets in the upper town: a quadrangle of two-story
constructions containing a single flight of rooms, in addition to a
corridor around a central courtyard. As in those cases, the role of
the client in the design process was very important. The architect
could have been consulted in order to provide a graphic
representation drawn according to a consistent scale, and in order
to obtain the opinion of a professional builder on various questions.
It is probable that Maillou was also in charge of the building site,
and that he collaborated closely with the client's representative De
Colombiere. As a builder, Maillou may have been primarily
responsible for the realization of the masonry, but that position
would have given him some authority over the other craftsmen, at
least as far as the progress of their work was dependent on his.
The other important part of Maillou's work for the church dealt
with the construction or the completion of small parish churches, as
in Charlesbourg in 1695,97 in Saint-Laurent on the Island of Orleans
in 1708,98 and at Notre-Dame-des-Victoires. 99 His role in these
95The same rooms are identified in the annals in 1714, in addition to a community room(A.A.H.G.Q., Annales, op. cit. year 174; see above, p. 318).
96
"Contrat d'change entre Mons. l'Eveque & Mons. le gouverneur pour les Recollets,"
September 13, 1692, in appendix to Sixte-le-Tac, Histoire chronoloaigue de la
Nouvelle-France, Paris: Eugene R6veillaud, 1888. p. 246.
97Moogk, op. cit. p. 419.
98Luc Noppen, Les ealises du Quebec (12600-18501. Quebec: Editeur officiel du
Quebec, 1977. p. 13.
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different cases is not always established with certainty, but there
is no doubt that it varied considerably from the 1690s to the 1720s.
The discussion of this kind of work will focus on one plan, which is
very informative about Maillou's status as architect in the latter
part of his career (Fig. 147).
The church plan in question, well known by Quebec
architectural historians, is preserved in the archives of the
Seminaire de Quebec and remains unidentified today. Made on a large
sheet of paper, it comprises two figures. The upper part of the page
contains a rather naive elevation of a small church, washed in gray
for the masonry, in blue for the roof, and in red for the apertures.
The author signed "J. Maillou" right under the facade of that
elevation. The lower part of the page received the ground plan,
which was drawn with more respect for architectural conventions.
It shows a simple nave, without side aisles or transept, terminated
by a semi-circular apse. The scale, directly associated with the
plan, is drawn up side down in relation to the elevation. In that way,
the page needs to be turned one hundred and eighty degrees in order
to read the second figure. On the back of the page, one finds the
following note:
Plan d'Eglise par Mr Jean Maillou Ce plan
n'est point assez large Il n'a que 30 pied. Il
en faut 36 le mur doit avoir au moins 2 pieds
1/2 au dessus du rets de chaussee et reduit
a 2 pieds au haut, quatre rangees de bancs
de 5 pieds font 20 pieds l'allee du milieu au
moins 4 pi. reste 7 pieds pour les all6es des
cotes. 100
The fact that this plan resembles a series of eighteenth century
churches in the Quebec City area, as, for example, the church of
99Luc Noppen, Notre-Dame-des-Victoires A la Place Royale de Qu6bec. Quebec:
Ministere des affaires culturelles du Quebec (Collection Civilisation du Quebec, no. 15),
1974. p. 11.
100 A.S.Q., Polgraphie 2, no. 77: unidentified church plan by Jean Maillou; note of the
back of the page.
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Beaumont built around 1727 (Fig. 148), made Gerard Morisset talk
about "un plan-type d'eglise campagnarde."10 The idea that Maillou's
church plan constitutes the representation of a type rather than a
particular church was influential. It was accepted by several
historians, and especially by Alan Gowans:
[Saint-Vallier] would have liked to preserve
that homogeneity of parish church architecture
which symbolized the firm ecclesiastical con-
trol of Laval's day; but Laval's simple parish
churches satisfied neither the new Quebecois
spirit of self-reliance and parochial pride, nor
his own tastes. The Bishop's solution was to
commission a new standard plan which would
incorporate more elaborate architectural fea-
tures, but would still symbolize ecclesiastical
control, and curb over-extravagant planning as
well. The result is still extant in the archives of
the Seminary of Quebec; it bears the signature
of Jean Maillou, so that we may conveniently
refer to it as the "Maillou plan" for a new stand-
ard type of Quebec parish church. 102
This hypothesis is in obvious contradiction with the general
procedures that we have observed until now. The strong typological
stability in the architecture of monasteries, for example, did not
result from any type plan imposed with authority. Prestigious local
models and their European prototypes were more than enough to
guarantee that stability. This pattern also corresponds to the
hierarchical structure of imitation characterizing French
classicism, which was brought to light by Perouse de Montclos. 103
Morisset's hypothesis was seriously questioned for the first
time by Noppen, who suggested that the "Maillou plan" was probably
101Gerard Morisset, Le Cap-Sante. ses 6glises et son tr6sor. Montreal: Musee des
beaux-arts de Montreal, 1980 (reprint of the 1944 edition). pp. 13-14.
102Alan Gowans, Church Architecture in New France, Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1955. p. 82.
103Perouse de Montclos, op. cit. (1989), p. 25.
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made for one specific church built by Jean Maillou. 104 The note
written on the back of the plan apparently failed to arouse the
suspicion of other historians. Even though it does not refute as such
Morisset's idea, that note proves that the plan was used for the
construction of one specific church. The similarity between the
churches discussed by Morisset and Gowans more likely comes from
a common model, the chapel of the Bishop's palace (Fig. 108). The
church represented by Maillou has indeed the same plan and the same
proportions as that chapel, in addition to the belfry located above
the facade instead of over the chancel.
It is possible to argue that the "Maillou plan" was made during
the winter of 1720-1721 for the church of Saint-Nicolas, a parish
located on the south shore of the Saint-Lawrence river near Quebec
City. Whether or not this hypothesis proves to be right, the
procedures followed for the construction of that church explain the
particularities of that plan in an interesting and plausible way. One
important particularity is the existence -of an elevation that looks
more like a naive presentation drawing than like something a builder
would need. The bright colors, the signature, and the fact that it is
composed after a few engravings1 05 suggest that the elevation was
made in order to give an image to the client rather than to guide the
craftsmen. The other point is the fact that such a simple church was
represented at all, since its model was well known by the Quebec
builders and religious authorities. Both of these points can be
explained by a demand made by the Intendant Michel Begon to Jean-
Baptiste Maillou, according to which the architect had to make a
drawing to be presented to the parish assembly of Saint-Nicolas:
104"il s'agirait plut6t du plan d'une des eglises construites par Jean Maillou et non d'un
plan ayant servi A plusieurs edifices," Morisset, op. cit. p. 76, no. 1 (comment by Luc
Noppen).
105Pierre Mayrand suggested that Maillou used plates of Mathurin Jousse's L'art de la
charpenterie to draw the belfry (P. Mayrand, Sources de l'art en Nouvelle-France.
Quebec: Ministere des affaires culturelles, 1968. p. 9). A more complete discussion of
Maillou's sources can be found in Luc Noppen and Marc Grignon, L'art de I'architecte.
Trois sibcles de dessin d'architecture a Quebec, Quebec: Musee du Quebec / Universite
Laval, 1983. pp. 126-127.
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Nous ordonnons que les dites Batisses
d'Eglise et de Presbitaire seront faittes
aux lieux et places des anciens a l'effet
de quoy il sera fait par le sieur Mailloux
Entrepreneur des ouvrages du Roy, un
plan et Elevation de l'Eglise et du pres-
bytaire, et un Estat estimatif contenant
les materiaux necessaires pour la perfec-
tion des dits ouvrages Ensemble et ce
qu'iI en coustera pour la main d'oeuvre
lesquels plan et Estat Estimatif seront
veOs Et Examines par tous les habitants
de la dite Paroisse en presence du Curs
et du Seigneur du lieu lesquels habitants
choisiront et nommeront entr'Eux quatre
des principaux pour en presence des dits
Cure et Seigneur faire un Estat et reparti-
tion de ce que le Seigneur et chacun des
habitants de la dite Paroisse seront tenus
de fournir pour leur cotte part. 106
From this order of the Intendant B6gon, dated December 8, 1720, it
appears that Jean-Baptiste Maillou had to prepare "un plan et
Elevation" of the projected church and presbytery for the parish of
Saint-Nicolas. The "Maillou plan" may very well be the plan for that
church, while the plan of the presbytery seems to have disappeared.
The plans of these two buildings were meant to be seen by all
parishioners, who had formerly requested to the Bishop and the
Intendant the permission to erect new buildings.107 In order to do
that, the Intendant also ordered the priest to call a parish assembly:
et a cette fin les dits habitants seront
tenus de s'assembler au presbitaire de
la dite paroisse " l'issue de grande mes-
se le premier Dimanche qui leur sera in-
dique par le Curs dont et du tout sera
106A.N.Q., Ordonnances des Intendants, vol. 7, December 8, 1720.
1071bid.
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dress4 proces verbal pour iceluy ensem-
ble les dits Plan Et Estats estimatifs et
repartition a nous raport4 estre ordonn4
ce qu'il appartiendra. 108
That assembly was intended to evaluate the needs and the resources
of the parish, and to consult the parishioners about the project. Such
a process explains the peculiar features of the "Maillou plan." Its
addressee being the entire parish, an image more easily understood
than a dry architect's plan was needed. The pictorial, although naive,
character of the elevation fits that purpose. To call that figure an
elevation, however, is somewhat misleading. It is an image
composed by assembling the elevation of one side of the church with
that of its facade. The roof, represented by a simple parallelogram,
completes the basic shape, to which are added the apertures, a
quoted belfry, and a small cross above the apse. The result,
surprisingly coherent, can be described as an unfolded elevation
completed in an ad hoc manner.
The church of Saint-Nicolas was built between 1721 and 1728,
but it is not well known today.109 It was destroyed in 1819 to make
place for a new construction, and precise descriptions of the
eighteenth-century building have not been found. Consequently, it is
not possible to compare the actual plan of that church with Maillou's
drawing. Nevertheless, it can be maintained that the procedure that
led to the "Maillou plan" was entirely comparable to that followed
for the construction of the church of Saint-Nicolas.
The last important part of Maillou's activities as a builder
concerned the fortifications. Maillou obtained several contracts
from the intendants to execute such work, and there is no doubt that
it contributed greatly to his enviable status as an architect. In
1709, he was already presenting himself as "entrepreneur des
ouvrages de Sa Majeste en cette ville."110 The authors of a recent
108 1bid.
109Gowans, op. cit. p. 145.
110A.N.Q., Barbel, May 27, 1709, op. cit.
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study on the fortifications of Quebec City do not hesitate to call
him the most important masonry contractor with the state during
the first half of the eighteenth century.1 11
As all other masonry contractors who worked on the
fortifications, Maillou only executed designs conceived by military
engineers. Moreover, an intervention like that of La Riviere and De
Lajo~e in the construction of the Chateau Saint-Louis was probably
unthinkable under the engineer Chaussegros De Lery. De Lery, who
arrived in Canada in 1716, indeed filled quickly all the space
available to him, and official rules for contracts given by the state
were strictly followed during his time. In order to obtain state
contracts, Maillou therefore had to make bids on the projects put up
for tender, and offer better conditions than his possible
competitors. 112 More complete inventories of the French colonial
archives would be needed to have a precise idea of the number of
military contracts obtained by Maillou. Nevertheless, it appears that
he participated, in most of the important fortification projects that
were undertaken during his lifetime. 113
Instead of attempting to give a complete overview of Maillou's
work for the state, it may be more appropriate to comment on one
important idea proposed by the authors of Quebec. ville fortifise,
according to which Maillou would have quickly abandoned the
execution of his masonry contracts to subcontractors and limited
his activities to directing and coordinating them:
Les premieres d cennies du XVIIIe siscle
consacrent Jean Maillou. Ce dernier exerce
activement son metier de 1697 A 1730. A-
pres 1720, il semble n'exercer qu'une sur-
111Andre Charbonneau et al. Quebec. ville fortifi6e. du XVIle au XIXe sicle., Quebec:
Editions du Pelican, 1982. p. 147.
112 1bid. p. 243.
1131bid. pp. 243-249, 264-266, passim.
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veillance de chantier, comme le signale un
des contrats consultes. 114
It seems that this idea, which the authors apply to both civil and
state constructions, should be strongly qualified, mostly because of
a lack of evidence. Indeed, the only document given as evidence is an
agreement between two neighbors about the construction of a party
wall, in which they accepted to consult Maillou and Jean-Baptiste
L'Archevesque about their respective rights and costs. 115 There is
nothing to suggest that Maillou or L'Archevesque directed the
construction, and the agreement constitutes a typical procedure
used by clients to settle that kind of questions. 116 Maillou, like
Baillif and La Riviere, was often consulted about such questions.
The argument made in Quebec. ville fortifiee also contains
problems about the cases of subcontracting attributed to Maillou.
The authors argued that:
[Jean Maillou] reprssente le dernier des
gros entrepreneurs en magonnerie, celui
qui, par son recrutement et sa part de mar-
che, peut justifier de nombreux contrats,
tant de l'Etat que des institutions religieu-
ses. Non seulement Maillou obtient-il de
nombreux contrats militaires, mais aussi
les fait-il executer par des sous-contrac-
tants; c'est la une innovation sensible par
rapport aux coutumes de ses pr6d6ces-
seurs Baillif et Lerouge qui, eux, se conten-
taient d'engager des magons et de recruter
des apprentis. 117
114 1bid. p. 247.
115A.N.Q., F. de La Cetibre, July 10, 1719: agreement between Pierre Du Roy,
"marchand bourgeois" and Fabien Badeau, "[Maitre] constructeur de navire," about the
construction of a party wall between their building sites.1161n fact, it seems that the authors relied on the resume given in Drolet-Dube and
Lacombe, op. cit. p. 151, which says mistakenly that the party wall was built "sous la
surveillance de Jean Maillou et Jean-Baptiste Larchevesque."117Charbonneau et al. op. cit. p. 264.
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Here again, the reference given by the authors does not support their
argument. They refer the reader to an agreement between Pierre
Gratis and Jean Boucher dit Belleville that has no clear connection
with Maillou.118 That agreement provides for a private settlement of
a conflict about their respective responsibilities in a fortification
contract for the year 1712-1713.119 It does not mention Maillou's
name anywhere, and the two builders were clearly settling a
conflict about their obligations toward the King, i.e. toward the
state. Maillou may have had an important masonry contract for the
fortifications at the same time, 120 but there is no evidence to
suggest that he gave a subcontract to his competitors Gratis and
Belleville.
A clear case of Maillou giving some of his work to
subcontractors can be found in 1705.121 In that contract, not
mentioned in Quebec. ville fortifiee, four stone cutters agreed to:
faire et fournir au dit Maillou toute la pierre
de taille dont il aura besoin pour le construc-
tion du bastion qu'il a entrepris de construi-
re sur l'enceinte de cette ville de Quebec le
printems prochain. 122
During the winter of 1705-1706, those stone cutters had to prepare
the cut stone needed for the construction of a bastion contracted by
Maillou. That stone was described in a one page devis written by
Maillou, which accompanied the contract. Such an arrangement
constitutes a certain innovation by comparison to Baillif, who would
118 A.N.Q., F. de La Cetibre, January 17, 1713: agreement between Pierre Gratis and
Jean Boucher dit Belleville, masonry contractors, in which Boucher frees Gratis from
any obligation toward the king. Referred to in Charbonneau et al, op. cit. p. 264, note
192.
119 A.N.Q., La Cetibre, January 17, 1713, op. cit.120But again, the reference given in Quebec. ville fortifiee ("A.A., Colonies, C 11 A, 33:
39-41, Vaudreuil au ministre, 27 juin 1712," in Charbonneau et al. op. cit. p. 44,
note 182) does not mention Maillou's name.
121A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, December 21, 1705: contract between Mathieu Lagrange,
Jean, Joseph, and Etienne Parant, stone cutters, on one hand, and Jean-Baptiste
Maillou, masonry contractor, on the other hand.
1221bid.
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have prepared the cut stone with his own apprentices and
journeymen. The novelty, however, did not consist in hiring special
craftsmen to prepare cut stones during the winter as such. We have
seen that the Ursulines proceeded in that way in 1686-1687.123 In
1692-1693, Joseph Maillou also agreed to prepare a large number of
window frames to be used in Montreal for the construction of a
H6pital G6neral. 124 What is new is that Maillou himself awarded the
contract instead of the client. This is an important point, but it does
not imply that Maillou gave his entire work to subcontractors. The
four stone cutters did not take upon themselves to realize the
masonry during the summer, and Maillou probably did that work
himself with the stones he had ordered. 125
A more telling situation can be found in the construction of
the Intendant's palace in 1726. This example, interestingly, brings
Maillou closer to Baillif. Indeed, Maillou here accepted to take care
of some tasks outside the field of masonry, and may have
subcontracted them to other craftsmen. The work, which had to be
realized according to the plan of De Lery discussed earlier (Fig.
133), was put up for tender on January 28, 1726.126 The major
masonry contract, strongly disputed between Belleville and Maillou,
was finally adjudicated to the latter.127 In addition, Maillou
obtained the contracts for the minor masonry work, for the
123See above, p. 147.
124A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, November 8, 1692: contract between Joseph Maillou
Desmoulins, mason and stone cutter, and Jean Fredin, secretary of the Intendant, for
Frangois Charon, merchant from Montreal. Maillou had to prepare sixty window frames
in cut stone and bring them on the shore of the Saint-Laurence river during the month
of may 1693.
125The work was probably perfermed in 1707: A.N.Q., F. Genaple, April 19, 1707:
contract between Jean Maillou, "maitre magon entrepreneur" and the Intendant,
providing for the construction of the Saint-Louis bastion, according to the specifications
of Levasseur de Nere.
126Tenders for the construction of the Palais de l'Intendant, January 28, 1726, in
Pierre-Georges Roy, Inventaire des papiers De Lery, Quebec: Archives de la Province de
Quebec, 1939. Vol. 1, pp. 153-165.
127The five last offers were made by Maillou and Belleville: Maillou: 27 livres 10 ..Ja
per toise; Belleville: 27 Livres; Maillou: 26 livres 10 ..LI; Belleville: 26 livres 5
fgJ.g.; Maillou: 26 livres. Ibid. p. 154.
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"capucine," and for all the joinery. 128 He also made offers for the
construction of the roof frame, but that work was finally awarded
to the carpenter Etienne Marchand. 129
The actual contracts for the construction of the Intendant's
palace have not been found, and it seems that notarized building
contracts were done less systematically after 1710. In the absence
of counter-evidence, however, we can suppose that Maillou realized
the masonry of that building himself and that he subcontracted the
joinery work, as Baillif would have done. In addition, we can suppose
that Maillou may have obtained a few global contracts for the
construction of urban dwellings in those years, even though none has
been found. His tenders for various parts of the work for the
construction of the Intendant's palace demonstrate his willingness
to expand his activities outside the field of masonry. As for the
masonry work as such, the attempt to show that Maillou
subcontracted most of it remains inconclusive. On this point, it
should be remembered that the architect had the continuous
services of one or two apprentices in masonry and stone cutting
from 1707 to 1724.130
This critique of the hypothesis presented in Quebec. ville
fortifiee does not question the important social ascension of
12 81bid. pp. 155-159.
12 91bid. pp. 159-161.
130A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, April 10, 1707: apprenticeship indenture of Jacques Menard
with Jean-Baptiste Maillou, "architecte et maistre masson," for five years; L.
Chambalon, December 26, 1711: apprenticeship indenture of Guillaume De Guise with
Jean-Baptiste Maillou, "architecte entrepreneur d'ouvrages de massonerie," for four
years; L. Chambalon, January 20, 1715: apprenticeship indenture of Pierre Legris
with Jean-Baptiste Maillou, "architecte et entrepreneur d'ouvrages de masonnerie," for
four years; L. Chambalon, November 26, 1715: apprenticeship indenture of Nicollas
Dasilva with Jean-Baptiste Maillou, "architecte et entrepreneur d'ouvrages de
massonerie," for five years; P. Rivet, November 21, 1717: apprenticeship indenture of
Charles Estienne Camanne with Jean Maillou, architect, for three years and a half; F. de
La Cetibre, February 20, 1720: apprenticeship indenture of Pierre Marcou with Jeam
Maillou, "bourgeois de cette ville [Maitre] architecq et Entrepreneur d'ouvrage de
massonerie," for three years; F. de La Cetibre, November 23, 1720: apprenticeship
indenture of Dominique Dassilva with Jean Maillou, architect, for three years. None of
these apprentices received a salary from Maillou.
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Maillou, which was noticed by other historians as well.131 However,
that ascension is not so much to be found within architectural
practice as in the other tasks Maillou did in the last part of his life.
In that way, Maillou is not so different from La Riviere or other
craftsmen who may have found a small royal office at a certain
point in their life. Of course, the lack of building contracts for that
period does not mean that Maillou abandoned his building activities.
In 1742-1743, for example, he did many repairs to the
fortifications in the context of the Seven year war. 132 However, his
interventions as legal expert on matters of building and real estate
regulations increased rapidly in the 1720s. He was often consulted,
for example, to measure properties for sale and to divide inherited
ones (Figs. 149, 150). More importantly, in 1728, Maillou received a
commission as deputy grand voyer, (overseer of highways) for the
Quebec region. 133 That commission put him in charge of helping the
grand voyer in determining building lines, establishing new roads
and bridges, and supervising their construction and maintenance.
Although the minutes of the grands vovers conserved in the Archives
nationales in Quebec City mention Maillou's name only occasionally,
his new position probably demanded an important part of his time.
Indeed, on the occasion of a sickness in 1735, he was immediately
given a temporary replacement. 134
As we can see, Maillou's social ascension did not differ in
character from that hoped for by Baillif and realized by La Riviere.
That ascension did involve a partial retirement from his building
activities, but did not imply a weakening of his status as architect,
which he kept all his life. Even if his architectural practice may
have been rather limited in the 1740s, he obviously reached the
status of architecte bourgeois that his master was seeking.
131 For example, Peter N. Moogk, "Rank in New France: Reconstructing a Society from
Notarial Documents," Histoire sociale / Social history, Vol. Vill, no. 15 (may 1975).
pp. 45, 46.
132A.N., Colonies, series C-11-A, vol. 115, f. 45v., 47, 130.
133 Pierre Georges Roy, Inventaire des procs verbaux des grands voyers conserv~s aux
Archives de la Province de Quebec, Beauceville, L'Eclaireur, 1923. Vol. 1, p. 44.
134 1bid. p. 92.
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Maillou's social ascension, it should be added, remains
something exceptional in the Canadian ancien reaime society. Peter
Moogk assessed that ascension by comparing Maillou's wedding
contracts with his three successive wives, whose social status was
successively higher until he married Marie-Catherine Amiot,
daughter of a sea captain, in 1720. Moogk argued that:
The rapid social advancement apparent in
the successive marriage contracts of Jean-
Baptiste Maillou was exceptional in eight-
eenth century Canada. Social lines were hard-
ening and the building trade remained one
of the few avenues by which enterprising
individuals could rise from a base trade to
an honourable occupation. Maillou's ascent
resulted from a combination of ability and
good fortune. The final stage depended on
official favour; property and initiative could
only carry one so far. Admission to the elite
required official patronage and social connec-
tions with the dominant group. 135
Maillou's impressive change in social status, from that of master
mason to that of royal officer, was well recognized by the local
population. Marks of prestige were not lacking for him. His house in
the upper town, which he built in the late seventeen thirties, has
already been mentioned. The last, but possibly the most important
one, was his being buried in the crypt of the newly rebuilt
cathedral. 136
135Moogk, "Rank," op. cit. p. 46.
136Moogk, "Maillou," op. cit. p. 419.
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CONCLUSION
In the first part of this dissertation, elite clients were shown
to be greatly concerned with the expression of social status in their
buildings. On the basis of Nobert Elias' analysis of court society,
according to which social status during the ancien regime in France
had to be made visible through clothing, food, the respect of
"etiquette," as well as architecture, it became possible to
understand the behavior of Bishop Laval regarding the enlargement
of the cathedral. It was also possible to explain on the same basis
the conflicts between Bishop Laval and the Recollets, and between
the Jesuits and the Ursulines about the construction of new
monasteries in the upper town. These different examples revealed
the fundamental importance of the classical rule of "convenance" in
New France during the reign of Louis XIV. That rule, according to
which buildings have to represent faithfully the social status of
their owners, was one of the most important codes through which
the architecture of Quebec City was perceived by its users and
constituted a major preoccupation in the conception of new
buildings at the time.
Even if its principle was accepted by everyone, however, the
rule of "convenance" was not necessarily easy to apply. A building
that was socially appropriate according to its owner could be seen
as a grave "inconvenance" by others. The great attention given to
such questions was partly due to the real impact a building could
have on one's prestige and power in the colony. For that reason,
architectural projects constituted one of the means through which
local power struggles could be fought.
The scope of "convenance" was also wide, since it included not
only the architectural decor on the facades of buildings, but also
applied to building types, to the unity of compositions, as well as to
the completeness of what was realized in the end. Each of these
points constituted a means by which the prestige of an individual or
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an institution could be made visible, and therefore it could become
the object of disagreements between the authorities.
The role of the King in these questions was fundamental.
Appeal to his judgement could be made to determine whether or not
some architectural project was appropriate. Conversely, the King
could influence the local hierarchy by supporting the realization of
some architectural projects and withdrawing his support from
others. The King's central position resulted from his ability to
provide the colonial authorities with the means to make visible
their social status and to earn the respect of the local population. In
order to maintain their legitimacy, authorities had to take good care
of their own image and to make sure that the King's favors toward
them would be continued over time. For that reason, the buildings
erected by those authorities were meant to assert locally the status
of their owners, and to remind the King of their rank in the colony.
Buildings such as palaces, monasteries, and churches were thus
meant to be seen by the population within the city as well as by the
King through the mediation of city views and city maps. Elite clients
usually gave preference to building sites located in the upper town
and visible from the east, since these sites would enable their
buildings to be represented in the images of Quebec City that were
sent to France regularly.
In the second part of this dissertation, the role of architects
in the production of architecture was identified with that of
building contractors. Baillif, La Riviere, and the Maillou brothers
often made plans, but the design of buildings could not be attributed
entirely to them. Design was clearly a collaborative effort made by
contractors and clients together. There was no clear separation
between the program of a building and its formal solution, and
classical rules of architecture constituted a language shared by
builders and patrons, which allowed both to become directly
involved in the design process.
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The title of architect identified a social rank as much as a
role in the production of architecture. All the architects present in
Quebec City at the end of the seventeenth century had a background
in masonry and stone cutting; their social origin was to be found in
the artisan class. However, the use of the title of architect revealed
a clear movement toward the bourgeoisie. Social ascension took
different forms, but certain patterns could be observed. Firstly, an
architect was usually the head of a building enterprise and he hired
the masons needed to carry through his contracts. Occasionally, he
also hired carpenters, joiners, and roofers. Architects also tended
to identify their social behavior with that of the bourgeoisie. In the
church, they wanted to sit in the pews attributed to the bourgeois of
the town; in notarized documents, they tried to distinguish
themselves from ordinary master-craftsmen by different titles; in
marriage, they sought alliances with merchant families. That social
ascension could also be pursued by obtaining more prestigious
occupations, such as small royal offices (notary, surveyor, deputy
road commisioner).
Despite frequent conflicts opposing clients and architects,
there existed an important common interest between them, since
their roles were mutually supportive in terms of social status. That
point was made explicit a century earlier by Philibert De l'Orme in
his recommendations to clients:
Premier donc que commencer l'oeuvre
vous considererez toutes ces choses, & n'y
serez aucunement trompez, mais bien fort
asseurez avecques un grand contentement,
proufit, & honneur tout le temps de vostre
vie, & encores apres vostre mort. Car de la
on iugera la prudence, sagesse, & bon or-
dre lequel vous aurez tenu & garde en tou-
tes vos entreprinses: tellement que 'hon-
neur en redondera tant a vous qu'a l'Archi-
tecte, duquel se resentiront aussi les vos-
tres, avecques ioye, plaisir & contentement
de voir tant de belles maisons basties &
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faictes par le moyen d'un prudent & sage
Seigneur, bien advise & bien conseille, &
aussi un tres expert & fort ingenieux Ar-
chitecte. 1
According to that passage, the honor brought by a well-conceived
and sound building would benefit both the client and the architect.
That twofold effect could be observed in Quebec City during the
French regime, in the career of Jean-Baptiste Maillou for example,
and it probably remains valid for the entire classical period in
French architecture. A major point characterizing the role of
architect at that time was the ability to translate someone's social
status into architecture. In that way, clients needed architects to
confirm their social position, and architects needed prestigious
clients to distinguish themselves from other craftsmen. The social
status of both were defined at the same time. If it is paradoxical
that the architect's social ascension could lead him away from
architecture, this is partly because design as such was not yet
entirely his.
1 Philibert De l'Orme, Le premier tome de 'architecture, Paris: Frederic Morel, 1567
(Paris: Leonce Laget, 1988). fol. 23 v.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Fig. 1: Project for the reconstruction of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec,
drawing #1, [Claude Baillif, 1684], (A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no.
31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universite Laval).
Fig. 2: Project for the reconstruction of Notre-Dame-de-Qu6bec,
drawing #2, [Claude Baillif, 1683], (A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no.
31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universite Laval).
Fig. 3: Project for the reconstruction of Notre-Dame-de-Qu bec,
drawing #3, [Claude Baillif, 1683], (A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no.
31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universite Laval).
Fig. 4: Project for the reconstruction of Notre-Dame-de-Qu6bec,
drawing #4, [Claude Baillif, 1685], (A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no.
31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universite Laval).
Fig. 5: Facade of the church of the Discalced Carmelites in Saint-
Germain-des-Pres ( from Jean Marot, Recueil des Plans.
Profils et Elevations des plusiers Palais. Chasteaux. Eglises.
Sepultures. Grotes et Hostels batis dans Paris, Paris, n. d.,
(facs. ed., Farnborough, 1969)).
Fig. 6: Facade of the church of Saint-Gervais in Paris (from P.
Francastel, L'urbanisme de Paris et 'Europe. 1600-1680,
Paris: Klincksieck, 1969).
Fig. 7: Measured drawing of the foundations of Notre-Dame-de-
Quebec. Jean-Thomas Nadeau, 1924 (from Luc Noppen, Notre-
Dame-de-Quebec, Ottawa: Editions du P6lican, 1974, p. 16).
Fig. 8: Hypothesis for a section matching drawing #4, derived from
the section on drawing #2 (drawing by Iffet Orbay).
Fig. 9: Window rising above the level of the wall plates according
to Philibert de l'Orme (from Nouvelles inventions pour bien
bastir et a petit frais, Paris, 1561)
Fig. 10: Transversal section of a project for the reconstruction of
Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, drawing A, [Claude Baillif, 1685],
(A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no. 31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universite Laval).
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Fig. 11: Transversal section of a project for the reconstruction of
Notre-Dame-de-Quebec, drawing B, [Claude Baillif, 1685],
(A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no. 31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universite Laval).
Fig. 12: Wooden vault with a suspended "key-stone," according to
,Philibert de l'Orme (from Nouvelles inventions pour bien
bastir et a petit frais, Paris, 1561).
Fig. 13: Reconstruction of a plan and section matching drawing #4,
based on drawing A and drawing #2 (drawing by Iffet Orbay).
Fig. 14: "A View of the Cathedral, Jesuits College, and Recollect
Friars Church, taken from the Gate of the Governors House,"
drawn by Richard Short, engraved by P. Canot, 1761 (detail),
(from Qu6bec au XVile siecle. Douze dessins graves de
Richard Short, Quebec: Editions du Pelican, 1978).
Fig. 15: "Plan, Profil et Elevations d'une Nouvelle cathedrale et
Paroisse Proposee A faire dans la ville de Quebec," simple
version (detail), Gaspard Chaussegros de L6ry, 1746 (A.N.,
Colonies, Dep6t des fortifications des colonies), (Photo:
N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives).
Fig. 16: "Plan, Profil et Elevations d'une Nouvelle cathedrale et
Paroisse Proposee a faire dans le ville de Quebec,"
ornamented version, Gaspard Chaussegros de Lery, 1746
(A.N., Colonies, D6p6t des fortifications des colonies),
(Photo: N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives).
Fig. 17: "Quebec comme il se voit voit du cote de l'Est," Jean-
Baptiste-Louis Franquelin, 1688 (detail of a map of New
France), (Service historique de la marine, Vincennes),(Photo: Editeur officiel du Quebec).
Fig. 18: "Quebec veu du Nordouest," [Jean-Baptiste-Louis Franquelin,
ca. 1690,] (detail of a map of New France), (A.N., Colonies,
Dep6t des fortifications des colonies), (Photo: Holzapfel,
Paris).
Fig. 19: "Quebec veu du Nord Ouest," Charles Becart de Granville et
de Fonville, 1699 (detail of a map of New France), (Service
historique de la marine, Vincennes), (Photo: Holzapfel,
Paris).
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Fig. 20: "Vele de la ville de quebec capitale de la nouvelle France
dans l'amerique septentrionale," anonymous, 1721
(Bibliotheque nationale, Paris).
Fig. 21: Project for the reconstruction of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec,
[Hilaire Bernard de la Riviere, ca. 1696,] recto: interior
elevation of the nave (A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no. 31), (Photo:
S.R.P. Universite Laval).
Fig. 22: Project for the reconstruction of Notre-Dame-de-Quebec,
[Hilaire Bernard de la Riviere, ca. 1696,] verso: sketch of the
facade (A.S.Q,.Tiroir 213, no. 31), (Photo: S.R.P. Universits
Laval).
Fig. 23: "Coupe interieure de l'Eglise, et Elevation exterieure de
Portail du Noviciat des Jesuites," Paris (from Jacques-
Frangois Blondel, Architecture frangoise, Paris, 1752-1756).
Fig. 24: "Plan De La Ville et Chasteau De Quebec," Robert de
Villeneuve, 1685 (A.N., Colonies, Dep6t des fortifications des
colonies), (Photo: A.N.Q., no. NC 81-2-21).
Fig. 25: "Plan de la Ville de Quebec en la Nouvelle France," Robert de
Villeneuve, 1692 (A.N., Colonies, Dep6t des fortifications des
colonies), (Photo: A.N.Q., no. GH 571-33).
Fig. 26: "Plan de la ville de Quebec capitalle de la Nouvelle France,"
anonymous, 1693 (A.N., Colonies, Depot des fortifications
des colonies), (Photo: A.N.Q., no. GH 571-34).
Fig. 27: Survey of the land belonging to the parish Notre-Dame-de-
Quebec, by Frangois de Lajoie, 1703 (A.N.Q., Cartotheque,
photo no. NC 87-6-6).
Fig. 28: Plan of the cemetery of the parish Notre-Dame-de-Quebec,
anonymous, undated (A.S.Q., Tiroir 213, no. 31), (Photo: S.R.P.
Universite Laval).
Fig. 29: "Quebec," 1683 (from Allain Manesson-Mallet, Description de
l'Univers, Paris: Thierry, 1683, vol. V, p. 277).
Fig. 30: "Carte de l'Amerique septentrionale," Jean-Baptiste-Louis
Franquelin, 1688 (Service historique de la marine,
Vincennes), (Photo: Holzapfel, Paris).
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Fig. 49: Benedictine abbey of Notre-Dame de Josaphat (Eure-et-Loir)(from Dom Michel Germain, Monasticon Gallicanum (ca.
1680), Brussels: Culture et civilisation, 1971. Pl. 56).
Fig. 50: tBenedictine monastery of Notre-Dame des Blancs-Manteaux,
Paris (from Dom Michel Germain, Monasticon Gallicanum (ca.
1680), Brussels: Culture et civilisation, 1971. Pl. 69).
Fig. 51: Benedictine monastery of Notre-Dame des Blancs-Manteaux,
Paris (from Dom Michel Germain, Monasticon Gallicanum (ca.
1680), Brussels: Culture et civilisation, 1971. Pl. 72).
Fig. 52: Sketch of the ground floor of the Recollet monastery in the
upper town of Quebec City, undated (Archives dsparte-
mentales des Yvelines, Versailles), (Photo: Holzapfel, Paris).
Fig. 53: "A View of the Inside of the Recollect Friars Church,"
Engraved by C. Grignion, from a drawing by Richard Short,
1761 (from Quebec au XVile siecle. Douze dessins graves de
Richard Short, Quebec: Editions du Pelican, 1978).
Fig. 54: Measured drawing of the chapel of the H6pital Gensral in
Quebec City (from Ramsay Traquair, The Old Architecture of
Quebec, Toronto: Mac Milian, 1947. p. 25).
Fig. 55: The corridor or cloister in the refectory wing, H6pital
General, Quebec City (from Ramsay Traquair, The Old
Architecture of Quebec, Toronto: Mac Millan, 1947. p. 21).
Fig. 56: The refectory, H6pital G6nbral, Quebec City (from Ramsay
Traquair, The Old Architecture of Quebec, Toronto: Mac
Millan, 1947. p. 21).
Fig. 57: Detail of the "Plan de Quebec en l'annse 1709," by Jacques
Levasseur de Ner6 (A.N., Colonies, D6pat des fortifications
des colonies). (Photo: N.A.C.).
Fig. 58: Plan of Quebec City in 1718, by Gaspard Chaussegros De Lery
(A.N. Colonies, Dep6t des fortifications des colonies), (Photo:
N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives, C-15735).
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Fig. 59: "A View of the Cathedral, Jesuits College, and Recollect
Friars Church, taken from the Gate of the Governors House,"
Engraved by P. Canot, from a drawing by Richard Short, 1761
(from Quebec au XVIlle siecle. Douze dessins graves de
Richard Short, Quebec: Editions du Pelican, 1978).
Fig. 60: "Veue de Quebec," by Gsdson de Catalogne, 1709 (detail of
his "Carte du Gouvernement de Quebec [...]"), (B. N., Cartes et
plans). (Photo: A.N.Q. no. 6830005).
Fig. 61: "Quebec veu de l'est," by Charles Becart de Grandville et de
Fonville, 1699 (detail of a map on New France), (Service
historique de la Marine, Vincennes), (Photo: Holzapfel, Paris).
Fig. 62: "Quebec," (from Claude-Charles Leroy Bacqueville de la
Potherie, Histoire de l'Am6rique septentrionale, Paris: Nion
et Didot, 1722. Vol. 2, between pp. 232-233).
Fig. 63: "Quebec," (detail from A map of the British Empire [...],
Amsterdam: J. Covens and C. Mortier, 1741), (Photo: A.N.Q.
no. GH 270-56).
Fig. 64: "Prospect von Quebec," (A.N.Q., Collection initiale).(Photo: A.N.Q., no. GH 270-17).,
Fig. 65: "Quebec," (A.N.Q., Collection initiale),(Photo: A.N.Q., no. GH 270-15).
Fig. 66: "La ville haute et basse de Quebek en la Nouvelle France,
1670," (A.N., Colonies, Depot des fortifications des colonies),(Photo: N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives,
no. C-15799, 1670).
Fig. 67: "The Ursuline Monastery, Quebec," plan in 1685, 1830, and
1900 (from Ramsay Traquair, The Old Architecture of
Quebec. Toronto: MacMillan, 1947, p. 28).
Fig. 68:"A View of the Orphans' or Ursuline Nunnery, taken from the
Ramparts," drawn by Richard Short, engraved by James
Mason, 1761 (detail), (from Qu6bec au XVIlle siecle. Douze
dessins graves de Richard Short. Quebec: Editions du Pelican,
1978).
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Fig. 69: "Plan et Elevation de la ville de Quebec," [by Josue Dubois
Berthelot de Beaucours, 1693], (A.N., Colonies, Depbt des
fortifications des colonies), (Photo: Inventaire des biens
culturels du Quebec, Quebec, no. C 77.151-45).
Figs. 70-76 : "Monastere des Ursulines. Plan de l'aile Marie-de-
l'Incarnation, et des additions & faire & celle de la
communaute," Joseph-Ferdinand Peachy, 1873
(A.M.U.Q.), (Photos: Universite Laval, S.R.P.).
Fig. 70: Elevation
Fig. 71: Foundations
Fig. 72: First floor
Fig. 73: Second floor
Fig. 74: Third floor
Fig. 75: Fourth floor
Fig. 76: Attic
Figs. 77-79: Plan of the Ursuline Monastery, by Maurice Boutin and
Andre Ramoisy, architects, may 1981, pages 3, 4, 5.
(A.M.U.Q.).
Fig. 77: First floor (detail of aile Saint-Augustin)
Fig. 78: Second floor (detail of aile Saint-Augustin)
Fig. 79: Third floor (detail of aile Saint-Augustin)
Fig. 80: "Des castors du Canada," (detail from "Carte de l'Amerique du
Nord et du Sud," Nicolas de Fer, Paris, 1698), (N.A.C.,
Cartographic and Architectural Archives, NMC 26825), (from
Andre Vachon, Rdves d'empire. Ottawa: Archives publiques du
Canada, 1982).
Fig. 81: Elevation of wooden house (from Pierre Lemuet, Maniere de
bien bastir pour toutes sortes des personnes, Paris: Jean
Dupuis, 1663. p. 101), (Photo: Universite Laval, S.R.P.).
Fig. 82: Schematic plan of a project for the reconstruction of the
Ursuline monastery, [Marie Lemaire des Anges, Mother
Superior, 1694] (A.M.U.Q.), (Photo: Universite Laval, S.R.P.).
Fig. 83: "Plan du College du Puy en 1628," (building by Etienne
Martellange), (from E.L.G. Charvet, Etienne Martellange, Lyon:
Glairon-Mondet, 1874).
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Fig. 84: The Jesuit Novitiate in Paris (church by Etienne Martellange,
1612), (from E.L.G. Charvet, Etienne Martellanae, Lyon:
Glairon-Mondet, 1874)
Fig. 85: Plan of the Val-de-Grace, Paris (Archives nationales, Paris)
(from Pierre Francastel, L'urbanisme de Paris et de l'Europe.
1600-1680., Paris: Klincksieck, 1969. Plate no. 9).
Fig. 86: Plan of a project for the reconstruction of the Ursuline
monastery, anonymous [1694 or 1712], (A.M.U.Q.), (Photo:
Universits Laval, S.R.P.).
Fig. 87: Plan of the Ursuline monastery of Dijon, France, by
Guillaume Tabourot, 1643 (from Joan Evans, Monastic
Architecture in France from the Renaissance to the
Revolution, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964.
Plate no. 546).
Figs. 88-90: Church project for the Ursuline monastery, anonymous,
[possibly 1711], (A.M.U.Q.), (Photos: Universite Laval,
S.R.P.).
Fig. 88: Ground plan
Fig. 89: Section
Fig. 90: Elevation
Fig. 91: "La quatrieme maniere [de construire les combles]," (from
Pierre Lemuet, Maniere de bien bastir pour toutes sortes de
personnes., Paris: Jean Dupuis, 1663), (Photo: Universits
Laval, S.R.P.).
Fig. 92: The Villeneuve house, Charlesbourg, Quebec, Canada. Early
eighteenth century, (Photo: N.A.C., C 30555).
Fig. 93: Ground-floor corridor in the enlargement of the aile Sainte-
Famille, 1713-1714, Ursuline monastery, (Photo: Marc
Grignon, 1987).
Fig. 94: Room on the ground floor of the enlargement of the aila
Sainte-Famille, 1713-1714, Ursuline monastery, (Photo:
Marc Grignon, 1987).
Fig. 95: Ground-floor corridor in the alle Sainte-Famille, 1687.
Ursuline monastery, (Photo: Marc Grignon, 1987).
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Fig. 96: Room on the ground floor of the aile Sainte-Famille, 1687.
Ursuline monastery, (Photo: Marc Grignon, 1987).
Fig. 97: View of the aile Sainte-Famille from the garden, Ursuline
monastery. (A.N.Q., Iconotheque, no. P 6006/PN 371-32).
Fig. 98: "Plan de la ville de Quebec," by Gaspard Chaussegros de Lery,
1727 (A.N.Q., Cartotheque, photo: no. N 773-171).
Fig. 99: The Ursuline monastery, from the relief model of Quebec
City by Jean-Baptiste Duberger and John By, 1807 (Parc de
l'artillerie, Quebec City), (Photo: Parks Canada, Quebec City
office, no. 100/MD/PR-6/S-70-7).
Fig. 100: Relief model of Quebec City, Jean-Baptiste Duberger and
John By, 1807 (Parc de l'artillerie, Quebec City), (Photo:
Parks Canada, Quebec City office, no. 100/MD/PR-6/A-14).
Fig. 101: "Ursuline Convent, Quebec City," A.M.D.G., 1879 (A.M.U.Q.),
(Photo: S.R.P., Universite Laval).
Fig. 102: The aile des parloirs and the chevet of the church, Ursuline
monastery (Notman Photographic Archives, no. MP 212,
Mc Cord Museum, Montreal).
Fig. 103: View of the main retable before 1901, church of the
Ursuline monastery, (A.N.Q., lconotheque, P6006/PN 470-
153).
Fig. 104: Exterior view of the nuns' choir before 1901, Ursuline
monastery, (A.M.U.Q.), (Photo: Musse du Quebec).
Fig. 105: Interior of the nuns' choir looking toward the antechoir,
before 1901, Ursuline monastery (A.N.Q., Iconotheque,
P 600-6/PN 78-5-1-5).
Fig. 106: Interior of the nuns' choir looking toward the church,
before 1901, Ursuline monastery (A.N.Q., lconotheque,
P 600-6/PN 470-99).
Figs. 107-110: Plans for the restoration of the Bishop's Palace,
Gaspard Chaussegros De Lery, 1743 (A.N., Colonies,
Dept des fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-
Provence), (Photos: N.A.C., nos. C 33970, C 33975,
C 33972, C 33974).
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Fig. 107: Site plan
Fig. 108: Ground floor
Fig. 109: Second floor
Fig. 110: Elevation
Fig. 111: "A View of the Bishops House with the Ruins as they appear
in going down the Hill from the Upper to the Lower Town,"
drawn by Richard Short, engraved by J. Fougeron, 1761 (from
Quebec au XVIIIe siecle. Douze dessins graves de Richard
Short, Quebec: Editions du Pelican, 1978).
Fig. 112: "A View of the Bishops House with the Ruins as they appear
in going up the Hill from the Lower to the Upper Town,"
drawn by Richard Short, engraved by A. Benoist, 1761 (from
Quebec au XVIlle siecle. Douze dessins grav6s de Richard
QShort, Quebec: Editions du Pelican, 1978).
Fig. 113: Model of the Bishop's Palace (detail from the "Duberger
Model" of Quebec City, J.B. Duberger and Jonh By, 1806)
(Photo: Services canadiens des parcs, Quebec City office,
Neg. no. 100/MD/PR-6/S-44-7).
Fig. 114: Baldachin of the church of Neuville, near Quebec City
(formerly in the Bishop's palace), ca. 1700. (Photo: I.B.C.).
Fig. 115: Facade of the Jesuit church of La Rochelle, France (from
Pierre Moisy, Les eglises iesuites de 'ancienne assistance
de France, Rome: Archivum historicum S.I., 1958, Pl. LXIX-D).
Fig. 116: Elevations of two fireplaces, [Claude Baillif], 1679 (from
A.N.Q., R. Becquet, February 1, 1679: contract between
Claude Baillif and Charles Aubert de La Chesnaye),
(Photo: A.N.Q,.Cartotheque, NC 82-7-1).
Fig. 117: Elevation of a fireplace, anonymous, undated (National
Museum, Stockholm, Sweden),(from P. Francastel,
L'urbanisme de Paris et 'Europe. 1600-1680, Paris:
Klincksieck, 1969. Pl. 80).
Fig. 118: Raised-tie-beam frame (from P. Lemuet, Maniere de bien
bastir pour toutes sortes de personnes, Paris: F.
Langlois,1647. p. 107).
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Fig. 119: Cross section of Louis Jolliet's house (detail from the
"Coupe sur la ligne A, B, C marque sur le plan de quebec,")
by Robert de Villeneuve, [1685] (A.N., Colonies, Dep6t des
fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence), (Photo: S.R.P.,
Universits Laval).
Fig. 1206 The "Place de Quebec," as projected by Claude Baillif,
drawn by Robert de Villeneuve, 1685 (A.N., Colonies, Depot
des fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence). (Photo:
I.B.C., C 77.167 (45)).
Fig. 121: The Place Royale in Paris (today Place des Vosges),
according to Perelle. (from Michael Dennis, Court & Garden,
Cambridge, Mass.: 1986).
Fig. 122: "Plan geometrique de la basseville de Quebec, avec partie
de la haute-ville," J.B.L. Franquelin, 1683 (A.N., Colonies,
Dep6t des fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence),(Photo: N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives
no. C-21759, 1683).
Fig. 123: Plan of the ground floor of the Seminaire de Qu6bec in
1864, [by C.H. Laverdiere], (A.S.Q., Cartes et plans, T-211,
no. 14), (Photo: S.R.P., Universits Laval).
Fig. 124:
Fig. 125:
Fig. 126:
"Plan et Elevations des Portes de Quebec," Josu4 Dubois
Berthelot de Beaucours, 1693 (A.N., Colonies, Dep6t des
fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence), (Photo: N.A.C.,
Cartographic and Architectural Archives, no. C 17976).
"Plan du chateau de Quebec," [Robert de Villeneuve, 1692],(A.N., Colonies, Dep6t des fortifications des colonies, Aix-
en-Provence), (Photo: N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural
Archives, no. C 15900).
Plan of a house on Cul-de-Sac street, Frangois de Lajo~e,
1713 (from A.N.Q., L. Chambalon, December 17, 1713,
agreement between Romain Dolbec and Charles Guillot),(A.N.Q., Cartotheque, photo no. NC 87-6-18).
Fig. 127: "Plans et Elevations du chateau St Louis dans la ville de
Quebec," Chaussegros de Lery, 1724 (A.N., Colonies, Dep6t
des fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence), (Photo:
N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives, no. 15995).
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Fig. 128: "Plan du chateau de la ville de quebec scitub dans le fort St
Louis avec les projets pour le finir marques en Jaune,"
Chaussegros de Lery, 1719 (A.N., Colonies, Depot des
fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence), (Photo: N.A.C.,
Cartographic and Architectural Archives, no. C 15992).
Fig. 129: Survey plan of the seigniory of Lauzon, Hilaire Bernard de
La Riviere, July 1, 1698 (A.N.Q., Cartotheque, arpenteurs,
photo: no. NC 87-6-29).
Fig. 130: Frontispiece of A.C. D'Aviler, Cours d'Architecture, Paris:
Mariette, 1720 (from the Bibliotheque de l'Universite Laval,
Livres rares, NA 2515 A 958 1720 1), (Photo: S.R.P.,
Universite Laval).
Fig. 131: "Distribution de la seconde place, ayant la mesme largeur
de douze pieds, sur vingt-cing de profondeur," (from P.
Lemuet, Maniere de bien bastir pour toutes sortes de
personnes. Paris: F. Langlois, 1647. p. 9).
Fig. 132: "Palais de Quebec," C. D. Laguer de Morville, 1715 (A.N.,
Colonies Depot des fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-
Provence), (Photo: N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural
Archives, no. C 16036).
Fig. 133: "Plans Profils et Elevations du Palais dans la Ville de
Quebec, 1722," G. Chaussegros de Lery, 1726 (A.N., Colonies,
Dep6t des fortifications des colonies, Aix-en-Provence),
(Photo: Holzapfel, Paris).
Fig. 134: "A View of the Intendants Palace," drawn by Richard Short,
engraved by William Elliott, 1761 (from Qu6bec au XVIlle
siecle. Douze dessins graves de Richard Short, Quebec:
Editions du Pelican, 1978).
Fig. 135: The "Maillou House," no. 17 Saint-Louis street, Quebec City
(Photo: Marc Grignon).
Figs. 136-139: Plans of the "Maillou House" in 1817, J.B. Duberger
(N.A.C., Cartographic and Architectural Archives,
photos: nos: C-65116, C-65114, C-65115,
C-64064).
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Fig. 136: Foundations
Fig. 137: Ground floor
Fig. 138: Second floor
Fig. 139: Third floor
Fig. 140: Hypothesis for the original distribution of J.-B. Maillou's
house, according to the inventory of his belongings in 1753
(Drawing: Iffet Orbay).
Fig. 141: "Plan du premier etage de l'ancien et du nouveau batiment"
of the H6pital General, [anonymous, ca. 1709], (A.A.M.H.G.Q.,
plan no. 22.15.1.4), (Photo: Marc Grignon).
Fig. 142: "Plan de l'hopital General A notre Dame Des Anges pres
Quebec," by Mademoiselle de Saint-Ours, 1785 (A.A.M.H.G.Q.,
plan no. 22.15.1.1), (Photo: Marc Grignon).
Fig. 143: Plan of the H6pital General in Quebec City (detail),
anonymous, 1844 (A.A.M.H.G.Q., plan no. 22.15.1.2),
(Photo: Marc Grignon).
Fig. 144: "Plan de charpente'arrete entre nous, a L' hopital general le
vingt neuf septembre 1717," [plan of the roof frame of the
bakery, Jean Caillet, 1717,] (A.A.M.H.G.Q. plan no. 22.15.0.2),
(Photo: Marc Grignon).
Fig. 145: Sketch of the H6pital General in Quebec City, anonymous,
[ca. 1845,] (A.M.U.Q., Archives), (Photo: S.R.P., Universite
Laval).
Fig. 146: "General Hospital," drawn and engraved by James Smillie,
1829 (A.N.Q., lconotheque, collection initiale, photo:
no. GH 772-26).
Fig. 147: Church plan by Jean Maillou, [1720-1721,] (A.S.Q.,
Polygraphie 2, no. 77), (Photo: S.R.P., Universite Laval).
Fig. 148: "The church of St. Etienne at Beaumont, Que." (from Ramsay
Traquair, The Old Architecture of Quebec. Toronto: The Mac
Millan Company, 1947. p. 155).
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Fig. 149: Measured drawing of the property of Anne Maccart de
Grandville, by Jean-Baptiste Maillou, February 24, 1730
(A.N.Q., J. Barbel, October 27, 1729: transfer from Anne
Maccart de Grandville to Mme. Soulange), (Photo: A.N.Q.,
Cartotheque, no. 83-3-42).
Fig. 150: Division of property between the heirs Levasseur and
Chapeau, by Jean-Baptiste Maillou, August 3, 1735 (A.N.Q.,
J. Barbel, August 12, 1735: division of property between the
heirs Levasseur and Chapeau), (Photo: A.N.Q., Cartotheque,
no. NC 87-6-8).
Fig. 151: Quebec City toward the end of the French regime (from
Marcel Trudel, Introduction A la Nouvelle-France, Montreal:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968).
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